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ABSTRACT 

Many English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers are familiar with tertiary students who 

can construct accurate sentences, but are unable to produce appropriate written texts. To date, 

few empirical studies have researched feedback on EFL students’ discourse-related writing 

problems. When very little is known about a phenomenon, the detailed study of a few cases is 

a particularly appropriate way to begin to fill the knowledge gap (Eisenhardt, 1989). This 

study therefore focused on three experienced EFL writing teachers in China to explore (1) the 

extent to which they provided feedback on discourse features; (2) the strategies they used 

when giving discourse-focused feedback comments; and (3) the relationship between their 

feedback practices and beliefs. Multiple methods were used to collect data over one academic 

semester using the analysis of marked assignments with the teachers’ written feedback, 

observations of whole-class oral feedback after the written feedback was given, and post-

observation interviews with the teachers. 

 

The results showed that a large proportion of the teachers’ feedback comments focused on 

discourse features. The three teachers prioritised students becoming good writers rather than 

them being able to produce error-free sentences. They made both genre-specific and text-in-

general comments targeting discourse features including organisation, unity, cohesion, 

coherence, and meta-discourse. The teachers seldom praised their students; most discourse-

focused feedback identified writing problems. They pointed out discourse problems much 

more often than they suggested solutions or made corrections. Their focus and strategies in 

giving feedback were generally congruent with their stated beliefs about helping students 

become good writers. However, there were times when their practice was not consistent with 

their beliefs due to contextual factors such as teachers’ heavy workloads and consideration of 

students’ needs. 

 

This study makes a theoretical contribution to studies on Second Language Writing. It 

provides a descriptive account of the ways three writing teachers in the Chinese context used 

feedback to help their students develop discourse competence. The study ends with some 

practical applications for teacher education. The results obtained from this research can be 

used to help teachers who want to give discourse-focused feedback but are not familiar with 

doing so, and can also help guide students to give peer feedback focusing on the text beyond 

local grammar errors. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

In this introductory chapter, both the aim and context of the study are described, the 

methodological orientation introduced, and an overview of the structure of the thesis is 

provided. This study explores the discourse-focused feedback practices and beliefs of three 

experienced tertiary-level English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in China. The 

objective is to gain a deeper understanding of teachers’ written feedback on text features at 

the discourse level in EFL students’ scripts, and to identify the discourse features that 

teachers focus on and the strategies they use when providing discourse-focused feedback. 

The motivation for this study stems from my interest in how teachers can help tertiary EFL 

students improve their writing beyond sentence level. Many teachers are familiar with 

students who have difficulties producing a good piece of writing even though they are 

proficient at constructing accurate sentences. At the same time, most teachers mainly focus 

their corrective feedback on local grammar errors. This situation partly results from the 

students’ difficulty integrating the meaning of individual sentences into coherent 

representations of situations or events depicted in the overall text (Basturkmen, 2002). 

Teachers often have difficulty themselves when it comes to giving feedback at the discourse 

level. This study presents significant new findings regarding how writing teachers provide 

written feedback that addresses discourse-related writing problems beyond traditional 

grammar and accuracy issues. In doing so, this research also improves our understanding of 

why teachers give feedback in the way that they do.  

1.1 Aims of the study 

The correction of grammatical problems in students’ writing is an area that has been 

extensively investigated (Ashwell, 2000; Bitchener, 2005; Ferris, 2001, 2004; Hyland, 2000; 

Lee, 2004), but there is little published research on teachers’ feedback on discourse problems 

beyond sentence level. Ferris (2011) notes that previous research into teachers’ feedback “has 

relied too heavily on either student reports or researchers’ descriptions and judgements 

without adequately consulting teachers themselves as informants about what they do with 

feedback and why” (p4). Since I considered teachers’ perspectives to be essential means of 

improving our understanding of teacher feedback, they became central to the research design. 

In particular, this informs my exploration of the following issues: 
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 The extent to which teachers provide feedback on discourse features in learners’ writing. 

 The discourse features that teachers focus on in their feedback. 

 The strategies teachers employ when providing feedback on discourse. 

 Teachers’ beliefs about providing feedback on discourse.  

 The relationship between teachers’ discourse-focused feedback practices and their 

beliefs. 

 

A detailed description of EFL writing teachers’ discourse-focused feedback and an 

exploration of their beliefs (together with other reasons informing their comments) will 

improve our understanding of how practising teachers address discourse issues when giving 

feedback. It will also shed light on a complex range of factors that influence the kinds of 

feedback strategies that teachers choose. The resulting insights will be utilised by educators, 

curriculum developers, and material writers when devising ways to provide guidance for 

practising teachers on how best to help students to improve their writing at the discourse level. 

The findings of this study will also inform recommendations and guidelines to assist teachers 

in similar situations to overcome difficulties they face when providing feedback on discourse 

problems. 

1.2  Context  

The context for this study is EFL writing classes for tertiary-level undergraduate students in 

different Chinese universities. The education system in China is exam-oriented, and language 

teaching tends to focus more on grammar than on teaching practical English-language skills. 

It has long been assumed that a competent knowledge of grammar and lexis is sufficient for 

students to be able to write effectively, but writing scores in the national tests of university 

students continue to reveal unsatisfactory skill levels. Similar findings are reported from 

research into English major students. For example, Sun (2004) conducted a survey covering 

52 colleges and universities in China and found that of the 147 English-major MA students’ 

BA theses, half were not written in a proper academic style. Moreover, some Chinese 

scholars have been found to have more difficulty concerning content and discourse structure 

than language when writing in English (Flowerdew 2001; Flowerdew & Li, 2009).  

A new wave of higher education, English-language teaching reforms began in China when an 

authoritative educational decree came into force with the publication of Teaching 

Requirements for the College English Curriculum by the Chinese Ministry of Education in 
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January 2004. This document laid out new goals and requirements for English teaching at 

tertiary level in terms of pedagogical modes, assessment, and management. As a result of this 

tertiary education reform, requirements for writing drew attention to different areas of 

expression than conventions already established for reading, speaking, listening, and 

translation. The teaching of writing skills became a separate tertiary education course in an 

attempt to expand the traditional methods of teaching writing which mainly focused on 

sentence level accuracy. More emphasis is now placed on how to produce academically 

sound English writing, and writing itself is seen more as a social and cultural practice. As for 

the reform, some teachers have developed into writing teachers and they find this 

professional development challenging in terms of viewing student writing as text beyond 

sentence level. They are familiar with teaching students to write correctively but not with 

guideing students to become good writers. 

The teaching of EFL writing in China, either for English or non-English-major students in 

higher education, was formerly conceptualised as a part of the holistic development of 

students’ English-language ability, rather than as an independent course. Examiners or 

researchers assessed students’ written work in the EFL context with a summative purpose. 

This was in contrast to teachers in the classroom teaching context making assessments with a 

formative purpose. Student attitudes towards their teachers’ feedback have been investigated 

through surveys, however classroom-based research into teachers’ written comments as a 

response to student writing is an under-researched and under-theorised area (Ferris, 2014). 

When teaching English writing as a separate course, it is unclear in what ways tertiary-level 

writing teachers shift their focus from accuracy at the sentence level to text appropriateness at 

the discourse level when they mark students’ scripts. This research aims to identify Chinese 

ESL writing teachers’ feedback focus and reveal how their comments address students’ 

writing problems at the discourse level. In turn, this will deepen our understanding of 

formative assessment in teachers’ real-world practices.  

1.3  Research stance 

In order to best achieve the aims of this research, a qualitative methodology utilising case 

study inquiry was adopted. The research was conducted within the normal classroom 

teaching environments of three experienced teachers at different universities in Beijing, 

China. The defining methodological features of the research can be summarised as follows: 
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 Data collection for the descriptions of teachers’ classroom practices occurred in 

naturalistic classroom settings. 

 Multiple instruments (mainly document analysis, non-participant observation, and semi-

structured interviews) were used to obtain rich data for description. 

 Data was collected over a period of 16 weeks covering three units of work in one 

academic semester in order to capture the contextual nature of teachers’ beliefs and 

practices.  

 An exploratory approach was taken to ensure open-minded engagement with the data and 

to allow salient issues to emerge through analysis of the data. 

 Assertions were grounded in the data using extensive extracts from teachers and 

commentaries from participants about their work. 

 Data was presented in the form of an analysis of written feedback, transcriptions of 

subsequent whole-class verbal explanation of the written feedback, and interview extracts 

from teachers’ commentaries on their feedback practices. 

 Research quality and ethical integrity were supported using checks and balances to ensure 

the reliability of instruments and the validity of findings. 

1.4  Overview of the study 

This thesis consists of nine chapters organised broadly into three sections: (1) Chapters 1-3 

introduces the study, outlines the context in which it was conducted, explains the need for the 

study and how it relates to existing knowledge, and describes the methodology and research 

design that was adopted; (2) Chapters 4-6 present the data obtained from the three case 

studies; and (3) Chapters 7-9 discuss the findings and will also highlight the implications both 

for teacher discourse-focused feedback and future research. A more detailed overview of the 

chapters follows. 

Chapter 2 contextualises the study by examining the existing literature on written discourse, 

the teaching of writing, and practices of providing feedback. It also explores teachers’ beliefs 

about teaching writing and providing feedback. I argue that there has been little research to 

date on teachers’ feedback on discourse, or on teachers’ beliefs and practices regarding 

written feedback on discourse. I then demonstrate how this study addresses that research gap. 

Chapter 3 presents the research methodology. I outline the research questions that the study 

addresses, give an overview of the research design and its rationale (taking into account what 
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I had learnt from conducting a pilot study), and then present a detailed account of the 

methodological procedures for collecting and analysing data. This chapter also addresses 

issues of validity and reliability as well as describing the ethical guidelines that were 

followed. 

Chapters 4–6 present the findings of the study. Each chapter analyses data from one of the 

three case teachers, using extensive extracts from actual feedback on individual students’ 

scripts. Following this, I provide an analysis of the teachers’ verbal commentaries to the 

whole class that elaborate on their written comments. The data serves to illustrate salient 

facets of the teachers’ discourse-focused feedback, enabling a deeper understanding of the 

beliefs informing their feedback as well as exemplifying the contextual solutions they 

employed when confronting difficulties.  

Chapter 7 summarises the main commonalities and differences between the three participants’ 

feedback practices, the beliefs behind their feedback, and the contextual factors that affected 

their practices and beliefs.  

Chapter 8 discusses the insights provided by the analysis of the three participants’ beliefs and 

practices. It revisits the research questions and makes practical recommendations for giving 

feedback at the discourse level.  

Chapter 9, the final chapter, reviews the main findings of the study, presents the main 

contributions the study makes to existing knowledge about feedback in EFL writing classes, 

and examines their implications for pedagogical practice. The limitations of the research are 

also discussed. The chapter concludes by making suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter establishes a theoretical rationale for the study by situating it in relation to 

existing research on written discourse, the teaching of EFL (English as a Foreign Language) 

writing, the provision of feedback by teachers of writing, and the relationship between 

teachers’ stated beliefs and practices in the classroom. In the first section of this chapter, I 

provide a theoretical overview of text and discourse, and review research on discourse-level 

features in the teaching of EFL. In the second section I outline the importance of teacher 

feedback, and relate this to research on teacher feedback on discourse-level features of EFL 

writing. In the third section, I outline the importance of teacher beliefs behind discourse-level 

feedback, and review research on the correspondence between teachers’ stated beliefs and 

their classroom practices. In the fourth and final section, I outline the importance of this study 

in addressing limitations in research that has been conducted to date.  

2.1 Discourse-view of writing as text 

This study is theoretically grounded in the areas of text linguistics and discourse analysis. 

The approach used in the study includes both a synthetic approach to writing as text and an 

analytic approach to discourse features. In this sense, writing is both a social and cultural 

activity which must be seen in its social and cultural contexts. A good piece of writing 

requires a familiarity with generic and rhetorical conventions in writing as well as the use of 

appropriate discourse features. There are characteristic text-types or genres with identifiable 

linguistic features. For writing teachers, giving feedback to help students learn the 

prototypical language of core genres is important, but it is not the same thing as helping 

students to learn how to write a good piece of writing.  

A discourse-based view of language, however, involves examining how components of 

language contribute to the making of complete texts in a synthetic approach to writing as text, 

taking proper account of the genre-specific perspective of writing and general text features. 

An analytic approach is taken in this study to identify each single discourse feature which 

contributes to the making of complete texts in general. For example, in text linguistics, 

despite the divergent purposes for which the texts are written, seven characteristics have been 

identified as “standards”: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, 

situationality, and intertextuality (de Beaugrande & Dressler, 1981).  
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In these seven characteristics, cohesion and coherence are text-centered notions, designating 

operations directed at the text materials. Cohesion concerns the ways in which the 

components of the surface text are mutually connected within a sequence, whereas coherence 

concerns the concepts and relations which underlie the surface text that are mutually 

accessible and relevant (de Beaugrande & Dressler 1981:3). The remaining standards are 

user-centred, concerning the activity of textual communication by the writers and readers of 

texts. In this study, only the first two features, namely cohesion and coherence, are used to 

operationalise the discourse features teachers focused on in their feedback. This is because 

the other features are user-centred whereas this study focuses on teachers’ own perceptions of 

their students’ writing as text.  

Further operational definitions of discourse-level features of writing can be found in the 

literature. In line with Blakemore’s (2001) discourse and relevance theory, the writer needs to 

establish the unity to make each component of text contribute to the overall theme and topic 

for the relevance of propositional content. More recently, metadiscourse, as needed for or 

used for signals in text, is introduced by researchers (see Crismore, 1984, 1989; Dahl, 2004; 

Hyland, 2005) in order to suggest that writers should (1) use signals to show their attitude 

towards propositions, and (2) use metatext to guide readers in following how the text is 

organised and how information is to be interpreted.  

Text is a unit of language use, or semantic unit. A text can be distinguished from a collection 

of unrelated sentences by the use of clues or signals in the underlying discourse structure that 

link ideas so as to create coherent meaning for the reader (Halliday, 1989; Hoey, 1991; 

Phillips, 1985; Tyler, 1995). In the literature, ‘text’ and ‘discourse’ are often used 

interchangeably, and many scholars treat text linguistics as written discourse analysis. 

The general view is that discourse is manifested in macro-level patterns sustained by a 

constellation of local lexicogrammatical choices (Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 2004). A text 

is the observable product of the writer’s discourse. In a text, all parts contribute to the 

meaning as a whole. When studying English as a Foreign Language (EFL) writing, it is 

important for students to learn not only to produce grammatically correct sentences, but also 

to use discourse-level features to create texts with coherent meaning to achieve different 

social communication goals.  For this reason, it is important for students of EFL writing to 

receive feedback not only at the sentence level, but also at the discourse level. 
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In understanding teachers' feedback on students' writing at discourse level, the synthetic 

approach is taken to understand how teachers' feedback focus fit into the holistic view of 

writing as text by analysing their written comments on (1) textual prototypes of core genres 

(e.g. narrative or argument), (2) discourse features used to produce texts in general (e.g. 

organisation, unity, coherence etc.), and (3) other aspects such as lexico-grammar, content, 

mechanics, etc. Meanwhile, the analytic approach to discourse features is used to further 

analyse the discourse features targeted in their feedback on text in general. The detailed 

operationalisation of discourse features for this study can be found in Table 7 in Chapter 3. 

2.1.1 Early approaches to the teaching of EFL writing 

In the 1970s, behaviouristic theory led to a focus on (1) analysing students’ grammar 

mistakes and (2) sentence structure (Dykstra, 1977; Ross, 1968; Paulson, 1972). The 

pedagogical applications of such studies for the teaching of second- or foreign-language 

(L2/FL) writing included a focus on the production of error-free compositions. This 

“controlled writing” approach grew directly out of a prevailing audio-lingual method based 

on the work of Skinner (1957). Teachers provided model language patterns to students, who 

would then practise them until the patterns became automatic. Students were trained to write 

through writing exercises that required them to fill in the blanks, practise particular sentence 

structures, and combine sentences to form more complex syntactic structures (Kameen, 1978; 

Shook, 1978).  

A major departure from this focus on surface-level structural features was the adoption of a 

functional approach to the teaching of language skills. This approach led to a preference for 

functional syllabi in opposition to the prevailing support for grammatical curricula. However, 

the new syllabi were criticised for reducing language to a number of well-defined functions 

that were supposedly easy to teach and correct. As Farghal (1989:42) stated, “Grammatical 

syllabi have basically been tinkering with the skeleton of language, while functional syllabi 

have mainly been fiddling with the flesh of language. Thus the circulation of blood linking 

the two, the skeleton and the flesh, has practically been unexplored.” 

More recently, discourse-oriented studies (e.g. Connor, 1984; Connor & Lauer, 1985; Neuner, 

1987; Witte & Faigley, 1981) have tried to address the limitations of grammatical and 

functional approaches. Such studies began to focus on the interrelatedness of parts of a text 

rather than on its accuracy at the sentential level. Most discourse-oriented studies in EFL 

writing have investigated the written product with regard to the ways in which writers 
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organise their ideas or the explicit markers of this underlying organisation. That is, in terms 

of text cohesion (Connor and Johns, 1984, 1990). Results from this line of research led to a 

change in focus for the teaching of EFL writing. As Reid (1993) notes, teachers in the 1980s 

turned from language-based writing classes to writing-based classes that focused on 

compositions. The focus of such classes was on developing knowledge about and gaining 

experience in the use of such concepts as topic sentences, thesis statements, and paragraph 

unity. 

After the publication of Cohesion in English by Halliday and Hasan (1976), a number of 

researchers have explored the important role of cohesive devices in EFL writing (e.g. Cherry 

& Cooper 1980; Crowhurst 1987; Witte & Faigley 1981; Xu Yuchen 2000). They attempted 

to prove the co-relationship between the use of cohesive ties and EFL writing improvement. 

These developments in research suggest that an approach based on contextualised studies is 

required that investigates EFL teachers’ focus on discourse features in the writing class in 

order to find more effective ways of improving EFL writing.  

2.1.2  Current approaches to the teaching of EFL writing 

A good deal of research has been undertaken into the teaching of writing, and a number of 

theoretical approaches have been identified. Different approaches to the teaching of writing 

provide a background for understanding the context in which teachers deliver feedback 

related to their writing instruction. Raimes (1991) categorises four approaches to second-

language writing: focus on form; focus on the writer; focus on content; and focus on the 

reader. Hyland (2003) discusses six concepts of foreign-language writing, each of which has 

different implications for classroom teaching and providing feedback. These following 

orientations can be identified in the literature: 

 Structural orientation.Accuracy in the application of grammatical and rhetorical rules 

is considered the main criterion for good writing. Texts are often regarded as a series 

of correct grammatical sentences. Little attention is paid to establishing the audience 

for or purpose of these texts (Silva, 1990). Teaching and learning activities emphasise 

error avoidance and include controlled composition, gap-filling, and substitution.  

 Rhetorical functional orientation. According to current-traditional rhetoric pedagogy, 

writing should be taught at the discourse level as well as the sentence level, focusing 

on rhetorical functions such as description, narrative, definitions, exemplification, 

classifications, comparison and contrast, cause and effect, and generalisations 
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(Paltridge, 2001:56). The text is understood to be composed of structural entities in 

the pattern of “introduction-body-conclusion”. Teachers aim to help students to 

develop effective paragraphs through the creation of topic sentences, supporting 

sentences, and transitions. Teachers provide exercises on paragraph construction and 

text organisation, whereby learners compose texts and reorder phrases, sentences and 

paragraphs. 

• Expressivist orientation. Writing is seen as arising from self-discovery guided by 

certain topics. Teachers try to avoid imposing their views, offering models, or 

suggesting responses to topics, but seek to stimulate student writers’ ideas through 

prewriting tasks. With this approach, teachers respond to the ideas that students 

produce, rather than dwell on formal errors (Murray, 1985). However, this approach 

provides little guidance as to what to teach and how to evaluate good writing.  

• Process orientation. Writing is seen as a “non-linear, exploratory, and generative 

process whereby writers discover and reformulate their ideas as they attempt to 

approximate meaning” (Zamel, 1983:165). The teacher’s role is to guide students 

through the writing process, avoiding an emphasis on the surface grammatical level, 

and to help students to reflect on the strategies they might use for generating ideas and 

for drafting their writing. Process approaches to writing instruction recommend that 

teachers provide written feedback, focusing on issues relating to content, organisation 

and style (Conrad & Goldstein, 1999; Ferris, 2003; Hyland & Hyland, 2006; Zamel, 

1985). Writing textbooks with a process orientation suggest that drafts should focus 

on content, and the scrutiny of lexico-grammar should be left to the final draft. 

However, many teachers maintain a strong interest in accuracy despite the focus on 

process (Applebee, 1981). Teaching activities include brainstorming, planning, 

drafting, peer collaboration and targeted editing. 

• Content orientation. Content approaches place considerable emphasis on preparing 

students to engage effectively with their target academic or professional communities 

by stressing the close relationship between writing and reading in second-language 

literacy development (Hyland, 2003). This orientation shifts the focus from the writer 

to the content of the writing. Hyland (2003) states that a content approach to the 

teaching of usually involves a set of themes and topics. Thus, writing activities are 

often organised around social issues such as smoking, pollution, relationships, and so 

on. 
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• Genre orientation. Teachers aim to help students to distinguish between different 

genres and to assist them to write appropriately for particular genres. Direct 

instruction is often followed by analysing expert texts as a process of 

“contextualising-modelling-negotiating-constructing” (Hyland, 2003). Students are 

expected to learn how to employ conventional patterns for different purposes and 

different audiences. 

Many academic writing classes today draw from all of the orientations listed above rather 

than focus on the one single perspective. For example, Boughey (1997) advocated a group 

work approach to teaching academic writing, creating a compromise between the exigencies 

of a process approach and large class size. This context of teaching could also affect how 

teachers apply these approaches in their class. It is noted that a number of researchers have 

also suggested that when applying Western writing approaches in non-Western contexts, 

writing teachers need to ‘heighten their consciousness of the literary practices, educational 

tradition, student needs, and instructional constraints in the local context’ (You, 2004:98). 

Clachar (2000) described how to implement a combined approach of process and rhetorical 

functional orientation for a writing class at a Turkish university. He reported various 

reservations based on the conflicting attitudes of Turkish teachers towards Western 

approaches. For this study, I observed how writing was taught in the Chinese EFL context in 

order to understand the contextual background within which the three teachers provided 

feedback. 

2.1.3 Research on discourse-level features of writing 

Research into textual cohesion examines discourse flow and logical structure, and focuses on 

features such anaphoric pronouns, linking adverbials, discourse markers, connectives, 

discourse particles (Schiffrin, 1994), the use of lexical repetition and synonymy (e.g. Halliday 

& Hasan, 1976; Hoey, 1991), and lexical phrases (Hansen, 1994; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 

1992). Some researchers have investigated metadiscourse features such as logical connectors 

and sequencers that help readers to interpret the text (Cheng & Steffensen, 1996; Crismore, 

Markkanen, & Steffensen, 1993). 

Analyses of textual coherence investigate how readers are able to construct the overall 

meaning of a text in terms of the logical relations among propositional units in the text. Hoey 

(1983, 1991) explains the coherence of texts by looking at both lexical patterns and discourse 

organisation. Coherence is also internal to the reader and is a matter of interaction between 
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the text, the reader and the writer (e.g. Green, 1996; Sperber & Wilson, 1986, cited by Lee, 

2002; Williams, 1985). Several researchers have developed analytical frameworks for the 

study of coherence relations (e.g. Renkema, 2004; Van Dijk, 1981, 1997; Van Dijk & 

Kintsch, 1983) which can be explicit or implicit, text-based or reader-based. From both a 

theoretical and applied point of view, explicit coherence relations are those which signal the 

presence of a relation or which possess cues that help to identify them, such as conjunctions. 

Implicit relations are those where there is no marking to indicate their presence. Instead, 

implicit relations are shown in the flow of “structured content” constructed by propositions, 

topics, macrostructures and superstructures (Renkema, 2004). There are a number of studies 

on discourse devices used to mark information structure, topical development, or rhetorical 

structures in discourse (e.g. Mann & Thompson, 1988, 1992; Prince, 1981).  

Additionally, the way in which links between textual propositional units are signalled reflects 

the genre-specific properties of the texts (Conrad, 2001; Hyland, 2003; Lee, 2001; Mahlberg, 

2006; Swales, 2004). Swales (1990) and Bhatia (1993) developed genre analysis to describe 

the features of specific genres based on statistically significant lexico-grammatical features 

and discourse structures. Recent studies on the ‘form-function relationship’ have addressed 

the question of why particular linguistic forms are used in particular genres (Bhatia, 2004). In 

applied linguistics, genre analysis seeks to identify the way in which texts are structured 

according to functional stages or moves, with much research being undertaken in English for 

academic purposes (EAP) writing (e.g. Bitchener & Basturkmen, 2006). According to 

Renkema (2004), written products by students can be seen as texts composed of structural 

entities and particular organisational patterns, which include description, narration, exposition 

and argumentation. 

Research on the nature of texts and their construction has had an impact on the teaching of 

writing and the study of writing assessment. It is important that writing be coherent as well as 

cohesive. Applied linguists have studied the relationship between cohesion and overall 

writing quality both quantitatively and qualitatively. Neuner (1987) compared the cohesive 

ties and lexical chains that occurred in examples of well-written and poorly-written essays by 

first-year university students. The results showed that lexical chains exhibited, “significant 

differences in their use of available cohesive distance, the variety of word types used, and the 

maturity of word choices”, as measured by their frequency in the lexicon as a whole. Liu and 

Robinett (1990) compared the paragraph construction of EFL Chinese university students 
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with that of American university students and found that American students used a slightly 

more varied range of cohesive ties. Xu (1999) examined 50 narrative compositions written by 

Chinese English majors and found that there was a significant relationship between the use of 

cohesive ties and composition quality. Cohesion, especially referential and lexical, has 

subsequently been identified as a good predictor of overall judgements quality (Bae, 2001; 

Chiang, 2003). Recently, coherence has been introduced into assessments of the quality of L2 

writing. In addition to broad and appropriate vocabulary as well as accuracy in punctuation, 

L2 essays have been assessed in terms of topic development and text cohesion. As discussed 

in Hinkel (2002), this was, demonstrated by the use of sentence transitions and lexical 

connectors in the Michigan English Language Assessment Battery (MELAB). The 

assessment criteria employed by MELAB for standardised tests of L2 writing proficiency 

include discourse organisation as well as syntactic and lexical features.  

According to the Educational Commission of China, the basic requirements for writing are 

that it be complete in content, appropriate in diction, and coherent in discourse. Chiang (2003) 

points out that the category of coherence in writing evaluation has not been analytically 

defined and has often been criticised as vague. Typical descriptors used by teachers to 

describe students’ writing are “a clear progression of ideas” or “lacking logical sequencing”. 

Student writers fail to remedy discourse-level problems in their revision mainly because they 

do not have the requisite knowledge to fix the errors (Plumb et. al., 1994). These factors 

suggest that it is worth investigating how teachers address the writing problem of coherence 

when providing feedback to writing students. However, not much is known about the extent 

to which teachers focus on discourse features in their feedback, and the nature of this 

feedback.  

2.1.4 Teaching of discourse features in EFL writing instruction 

Research into the various aspects of textual organisation has led to increasingly more 

productive instructional practices. These aspects include topic progression, information 

structuring, discourse mode variation, logical relations between discourse units, and the 

patterns of lexico-syntactic usage. Some researchers, such as Stubbs (1996), directly address 

theoretical and practical connections between text linguistics and the analysis of written 

language. Stubbs comments that the analysis of ways in which discourse moves affect both 

the construction of the text and text features, contribute to a text’s structure and functionality. 

His corpus-based study suggests that cohesion is directly applicable to teaching EFL, and that 
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this particular feature also helps learners to develop the skills necessary for producing 

appropriately written text in English.  

Other researchers (e.g. Basturkmen, 2002; Lee, 2002) have made specific efforts to apply the 

findings of their theoretical discussions about teaching cohesion and coherence in EFL 

classes to actual classroom instruction. Basturkmen (2002) emphasises the need for student 

writers to consider how their ideas could be related and how they might sequence ideas to 

reflect the nature of relationships, rather than merely concentrating on the use of conjunctions. 

She described practical teaching activities that were designed to draw students’ attention to 

typical clausal relations (e.g. matching relations, logical sequence relations) and macro 

patterns (e.g. situation-problem-response-result-evaluation) in English texts. Her study 

provides useful methods for developing writing activities to promote coherence in students’ 

writing.  

Lee (2002) defined coherence and its pedagogical applications and described the teaching of 

several coherence-creating devices to a group of 16 English as a Second Language (ESL) 

university students in Hong Kong. She defines coherence in terms of the following: 

• Cohesive devices.  

• A microstructure that contributes to the topical development of the text. 

• Connectivity between propositions that contributes to the overall discourse theme and 

organisation. 

• The macrostructure of the text. 

• Metadiscoursal features. 

Lee found that teaching coherence does make students aware of the extent to which effective 

writing depends on improving the coherence of their writing. Lee’s research suggests that 

EFL writing instruction could be greatly improved by focusing more on discourse features. 

As a part of the writing instruction process, feedback is impacted by the teaching approach 

and reflects what has been taught in class. Recent developments in writing instruction, such 

as Lee’s exploration on teaching coherence, demonstrate that teachers pay attention to 

students’ demands to produce more cohesive and coherent writing. There is a pressing need 

for researchers to investigate teachers’ feedback on discourse, especially within the context of 

teaching coherence and other discourse features in writing classes.  
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2.1.5 Students’ use of discourse features in EFL writing 

Learning to write in a foreign language is not an isolated classroom activity, but a social and 

cultural experience. L2 learners from different cultural backgrounds may produce English 

writing that reflects beliefs and values in their L1.  

Since the 1980s, much research has been done on discourse problems in student writing. 

Most have focused on first-language acquisition, and most have found a relationship between 

the use of cohesive devices and overall quality of writing. For example, Leinonen-Davies 

(1984) analysed 38 Finnish teenagers’ L2 compositions of around 150 words each in length. 

On the one hand, she found these writers to be parsimonious in their use of cohesion by 

conjunction. To a lesser degree they tended also to under-exploit ellipsis and substitution. 

One the other hand, the Finnish students made extensive—at times excessive—use of lexical 

cohesion. In one eight-sentence essay entitled “Why I would like to live in a big city”, the 

writer used the word “city” no fewer than 13 times. Apart from over- and under-use certain 

conventions, there was some mis-selection of markers, the effect being to render the text 

“unstable, inefficient and ineffective” (Leinonen-Davies, 1984: 97).  

Harnett (1980) investigated the relationship between the use of cohesive ties and the overall 

quality of writing in a sample of essays written by undergraduate students of Philosophy He 

found a significant correlation (r = 0.21) between the number of cohesive ties used in these 

essays and the mark that the essay received. Similarly, Witte and Faigley (1981) compared 

five well-written pieces of writing to five poorly written pieces of writing by first-year 

American college students. The variables they examined were the number of cohesive ties per 

100 words and they found cohesive ties were more common in good writing.   

Cherry and Cooper (1981) investigated compositions by school students of grades 4, 8, 12, as 

well as college students. They found that older learners were more likely than younger 

learners to use lexical cohesion rather than referencing or conjunctions (substitution and 

ellipsis were not included in the study). On the other hand, Crowhurst (1987), studying the 

composition of argument and narration by students in grades 6, 10, and 12, found that the use 

of cohesive devices was not affected by age; instead, the use of cohesive devices varied with 

different styles of writing.  

To date, there has been little research on the application of cohesion theory to the teaching of 

writing in China. Liu Chun-Jo and Robinett (1985) conducted a contrasting analysis of the 
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use of cohesive ties in separate sentences by EFL college students in China and native college 

students in the United States. The results showed that the native English-speakers applied 

many more cohesive ties, and a greater variety of cohesive ties, than the EFL students did. 

The authors concluded that EFL students’ writing could hardly reach the level of a native 

speaker because of failing to use cohesive devices. Some other researchers (e.g. Crewe, 1990; 

Homkel, 2001) found that L2 writers had a tendency to over-use connectives. Therefore, it is 

not only a matter of using or not using cohesive devices, but also using them appropriately 

and judiciously, without over-using or under-using them.  

Xu (2000) analysed lexical cohesion in 50 compositions by Chinese English majors based on 

the comparison of good and poor writing. The results showed that lexical cohesion, through 

the use of synonyms, antonyms and co-reference repetition, greatly contributed to the quality 

of EFL writing. Song and Xia (2002) investigated the frequency distribution of different 

cohesive devices and the quality of writing in good and poor EFL compositions written by 

364 Chinese first-year non-English majors. They found that among the cohesive ties (or 

devices) used, lexical cohesion contributed most to good writing, followed by grammatical 

cohesion and anaphoras. They concluded that close attention should be paid to these areas in 

the teaching of EFL writing. 

While all of these studies emphasise the important role of cohesive devices in EFL writing, 

they make few suggestions as to how teachers should apply cohesive devices when teaching 

writing and giving feedback aimed at improving poor writing.  

Some researchers (Connor, 2002, Hinds, 1990 and Hirose, 2003) conducted further research 

to substantiate the theory of contrasting rhetoric, which involves foreign language learners’ 

cultural barriers when learning academic writing. For foreign students, linguistic and cultural 

patterns transfer to their writing in the target language not only at word and sentence level but 

also at discourse level (Moran, 1991).  

In writing class, students as L2 learners need to know not only the linguistic use of language, 

but also the cultural constraints associated with the linguistic use and the consequences of 

selecting a particular discourse structure. Understanding the different cultural constraints 

associated with their first language and their target language may constitute the first step for 

EFL students to attain sensitivity to common errors, traceable to their first language and 

culture. 
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At the same time, it is important to be aware that not all difficulties that L2 writers experience 

with writing are necessarily related to the fact that they are writing English as a second 

language. Like all writers, L2 learners may simply lack either general writing experience and 

or specific knowledge about the writing conventions of English writing. Studies have 

nevertheless clearly demonstrated that L2 writers lack knowledge of English rhetorical 

features, and that some sources of difficulties with the text features are specifically L2-related 

(e.g. Hinkel, 2002). It is clear that students need instruction and teacher feedback to become 

aware of their writing problems at the discourse level. 

2.2 Teacher feedback 

Feedback is widely seen as crucial for encouraging and consolidating learning (Anderson, 

1982; Brophy, 1981; Vygotsky, 1978). When students are provided with information on their 

performance, their school performance and overall learning improves (Ormrod, 2004). In 

sociocultural theory, learning occurs within the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) 

(Vygotsky, 1980), which is the metaphorical space between what learners can do 

independently and what they can do with assistance. The support the learner receives from a 

teacher or another more able person is called “scaffolding” (Hyland, 2003). Scaffolding 

feedback has been applied in writing instruction (specifically in oral form), in peer-response, 

and in teacher-student conferences. 

Feedback refers to comments or information that students receive on their performance of a 

task, either from the teacher or other learners. Its purpose is to focus the students’ attention on 

particular facets of their performance so that they undergo a change in subsequent 

performances (Keh, 1990; Lamberg, 1980; Richards, John, & Heidi, 2000) or reinforce what 

they have done. It is “a fundamental element of a process approach to writing” (Keh, 1990: 

294). Feedback has been defined as teachers’ or peers’ comments that provide evaluation in 

different forms, such as (a) error correction, or (b) making suggestions, that can be either 

positive or negative, in verbal or written form (Pintrich & Schunk, 2002). 

In this study, feedback is defined as teacher-written comments to individual students in the 

scripts and follow-up oral explanations to the whole class to address common problems. 

Teacher feedback plays an important role in formative assessment as it provides directions 

for further improvement, and to assist students to notice writing problems that they may not 

recognise. 
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2.2.1 Different types of feedback 

A review of the literature reveals a number of different types of feedback: 

• Peer feedback (Ferris, 2004; Gebhardt, 1979; Hyland, 2006; Min, 2005; Pianco & 

Radzik, 1980). 

• Teacher conferencing as oral feedback (Beach, 1976; Weissberg, 2006; Williams, 

2002, 2004). 

• Teachers’ written feedback (Ferris, 2002, 2004, 2007; Lee, 2004, 2008; Schwegler 

& Grassi, 1979). 

• Taped commentaries (Hyland, 1990).  

• Computer-based response (Anandam, 1983, Hewings & Coffin, 2006; Milton, 2006). 

The teacher’s written feedback plays a central role in many EFL writing classes. Research on 

this kind of feedback has sought to investigate whether error correction is effective, to 

identify which strategies teachers use for error correction, and to discover the effects that 

correction has on the students’ immediate revisions and their longer-term development as 

writers (see e.g. Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2009; Bitchener et al., 2005; Ferris, 

1999, 2002, 2004; Truscott, 1999, 2004, 2007). Students’ reflection on their teachers’ written 

feedback is an area of language learning and teaching that has been extensively investigated 

(Basturkmen & Lewis, 2002; Conrad & Goldstein, 1999; Goldstein, 2004, 2006; Hyland, 

1998). Feedback is not simply a ‘disembodied response to student texts but an interactive part 

of the whole context of learning, helping to create a productive interpersonal relationship 

between the teacher and individual students’ (Conrad & Goldstein, 1999; Hyland, 1998; 

Hyland & Hyland, 2001). It has been found that some students are likely to incorporate 

teachers’ suggestions into their work passively and unreflectively. This can be especially due 

to cultural or social inhibitions in EFL writing classes (Goldstein & Conrad, 1990). Studies 

also show that students prefer a combination of written and oral feedback to written feedback 

alone (Arndt, 1993; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994).  

Oral feedback can be effective because feedback delivered through teacher-student dialogue 

can enable the student writer to develop his or her text and writing abilities (Williams, 2002). 

Such feedback has been called “assisted performance” (Ohta, 2001), “negotiated interaction” 
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(Long, 1996), and “guided participation” (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Several studies have 

focused specifically on the ways that meaning is negotiated in teacher-student conferences 

(Weissberg, 2006; Williams 2002, 2004) and the effects of these negotiations on the students’ 

revisions of their texts (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Goldstein & Conrad, 1990). Williams 

(2004) noted that negotiation is especially important because higher-level text-based 

revisions, such as feedback on discourse features (e.g. coherence), often cross-reference 

different parts of a text and relate them to their social contents and to the goals of the student 

writers. However, some studies have found that the topics discussed in teacher-student 

conferences are mostly related to sentence-level grammatical problems (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 

1994; Cumming & So, 1996; Williams, 2002).  

More recent studies have related oral feedback to written feedback in the context of writing 

instruction. For example, Hyland and Hyland (2006) conducted the longitudinal study which 

observed the relationship between written and oral feedback and instruction. The authors 

found that the effect of points the teachers make in class get recycled in written and oral 

feedback that the teachers give students, and interactions between the students themselves. It 

is therefore worth investigating teachers’ written feedback practices in relation to their oral 

feedback. This study will fill this research gap by examining three teachers’ written and oral 

feedback practices when teaching EFL writing, and investigating why teachers provide the 

feedback in the way they do with regard to discourse features. 

2.2.2 Teachers’ focus in feedback 

Since the evaluation of the importance of error correction, researchers have been interested in 

whether grammatical feedback has positive effects on the accuracy and overall quality of L2 

students’ writing (Chandler, 2004; Ferris, 1999, 2004; Truscott, 1996, 1999, 2004, 2007). 

Researchers have explored form-focused and content-focused feedback, as well as 

combinations of the two (Ashwell, 2000; Cardelle & Corno, 1981; Fathman & Whalley, 1990; 

Kepner, 1991; Semke, 1984; Zamel, 1985).  

Many EFL teachers provide feedback on lexico-grammatical errors in the belief that 

grammatical correction will help students improve their accuracy (Ashwell, 2000). Some 

studies have concluded that written corrective feedback focused on lexico-grammar is indeed 

effective in helping EFL students to improve the accuracy of their writing (e.g. Bitchener, 

2008; Chandler, 2003; Ferris 1999, 2002, 2004). Content feedback, however, has not been 

shown to have much positive effect on students’ subsequent rewriting. Fathman and Whalley 
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(1990) investigated the effects of form-focused feedback and content-focused feedback for 

four groups given zero feedback, grammar feedback, content feedback, or grammar and 

content feedback, and concluded that giving general content feedback and text-specific form 

feedback simultaneously is just as effective as giving them separately. Similarly, Ashwell 

(2000) found that giving feedback helped students to improve the formal accuracy of their 

writing, but that improvement in content quality was much less affected by feedback.  

A range of definitions of “content” exists in the literature, and this complicates comparisons 

between studies. In Fathman and Whalley’s (1990) study on content feedback, the concept of 

“content” is defined as comments on conceptual meaning. The authors show that without a 

clear conceptualisation of content, teachers provide vague general suggestions such as 

“develop paragraphs” rather than text-specific comments. The analysis of content feedback 

overlaps with that of form-focused feedback on lexico-grammar at the clause or sentence 

level. For example, Fathman and Whalley (1990) scored 72 compositions holistically for 

content based upon four criteria: organisation, description, coherence, and creativity. In 

Ashwell’s (2000) research into how content and form feedback influence subsequent 

rewriting, content feedback was defined as feedback on organisation, paragraphing, cohesion, 

and relevance at the multiple-sentence level. Ur (1996) divides feedback on writing into three 

categories; feedback on language, feedback on content, and feedback on organisation; while 

Ferris et al. (1997) divided feedback into two categories: grammar and mechanics and ideas 

and rhetorical development. More recently Lee’s (2008) study of the focuses of teachers’ 

feedback analyses distinguished form feedback (feedback on language use), content feedback 

(feedback on ideas) and organisation feedback (feedback on development of ideas, 

paragraphing, and overall organisation).  

In the present study, content refers to factual meaning or conceptual meaning. According to 

text linguistics, the focus of analysis should not be on ideas that exist independently of 

language, but rather on the strategies with which ideas are implemented (Georgakopoulou & 

Goutsos, 2004). In discourse analysis, “structured content”, rather than meaning in itself, is 

analysed with regard to the propositions used, presentation of the main topic, and guidance in 

macrostructures for the readers to follow the development of topics and superstructures 

(Renkema, 2004). Although much research has looked into corrective feedback on language 

in terms of lexico-grammar (Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2009; Ferris, 1999, 2002, 

2004) and feedback on content (Ashwell, 2000; Fathman & Whalley, 1990), little is known 
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about how teachers provide feedback on discourse devices or how students can be taught to 

better organise their ideas to write cohesively.  

With the development of text linguistics and discourse analysis, researchers began to track 

the use of cohesive devices across texts beyond the sentence-level, focusing on how texts are 

constructed and organised in systematic ways. Suri and McCoy (1993) examined the role of 

Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) in identifying and correcting errors at the 

discourse level. Work to create an underlying synthesis of textual coherence has led to the 

development of effective instructional L2 practices (see Grabe & Kaplan, 1989; Johns, 1997; 

Reid, 1993). More recently, Lee (2008a) has shown that although teachers believe there is 

more to good writing than accuracy, most feedback 94.1% of the sample) addresses 

grammatical correction, which contradicts the principles recommended in Hong Kong 

curriculum documents. Even when providing feedback for advanced learners whose writing 

has fewer grammatical errors, teachers do not tend to shift attention from accuracy to 

appropriateness in their feedback. Good writing depends not only on accuracy or which 

content, but also on coherence. Coherence, however, is not usually the emphasis when 

teachers provide feedback on students’ writing. Todd et al. (2007) investigated two tutors’ in-

text comments on connectedness on eight texts of first-year Thai MA students’ academic 

essays. The results indicated no significant relationship between the tutors’ comments and the 

connectedness of the students’ writing. The authors categorised the features of connectedness 

that the tutors provided comments on as follows: cohesion, propositional coherence, and 

interactional coherence.  

Although there has been a great deal of research on discourse features, to date there has been 

little research on either classroom-based feedback on discourse features, or teachers’ beliefs 

about feedback practices. This study aims to help fill this gap by investigating the ways in 

which teachers of advanced EFL writing provide feedback on discourse-level features, and 

the teachers’ beliefs underlying these practices. In order to identify the discourse-level 

features that teachers focus on, I group discourse properties into two broad types as follows 

(Bazerman & Prior, 2004; Connor, 2000; Connor & Mauranen, 1999; Hyland 2000, 2004): 

 in-text properties, such as local coherence (cohesion), and global coherence (topic 

development); and  
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 text-external properties, which include the intertextual interaction between texts, 

or between the writer and reader, and texts and text and culture (purpose, 

audience and context of situation). 

2.2.3 Feedback strategies 

Teachers adopt various feedback strategies for different purposes according to different 

writing tasks or individual student writers (Ferris, 2007; Ferris et al. 1997). Feedback strategy 

mainly came from Ellis (2009) and Ferris (2002)’s work of summarising various options for 

correcting students’ written work, focusing on the correction of linguistic errors: direct 

corrective feedback (CF), indirect CF, metalinguistic CF, focused vs. unfocused CF, 

electronic feedback, and reformulation. Teachers’ feedback helps steer the students through 

the process of writing on through to the finished product. Teachers have different options 

when giving feedback, in terms of how explicit it is (direct or indirect), where to locate it (in 

the margin or at the end of the script), and interpersonal attitudes (positive and negative).  

Ferris (2002) suggested five areas for teachers to focus on in their written corrective feedback: 

(1) Direct vs. indirect feedback, (2). Error location vs. error identification. (3) Larger vs. 

smaller categories of error. (4) Codes and symbols vs. verbal comments. (5)Textual 

corrections vs. end notes. 

Studies have shown that students have positive attitudes to indirect feedback on errors that 

gives them clues rather than corrections, since they recognise that it encourages them to be 

more active in utilising those feedback comments (Arndt, 1993; F. Hyland, 2001; Saito, 

1994).  

Taking account of likely student reactions and the teacher-learner relationship, teachers select 

constructive language and style in their feedback in order to facilitate students’ writing 

development (Hyland & Hyland, 2001, 2006). Cardelle and Corno (1981) found that in their 

sample, criticism of errors alone was not as effective as combining criticism with praise. 

Teachers frequently provide praise comments in order to build students’ confidence, but 

students expect to receive constructive criticism rather than simple platitudes (Ferris 1995; F. 

Hyland 1998). However, negative feedback may have a detrimental effect on writer 

confidence, while premature and gratuitous praise can confuse students and discourage 

revisions (Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Hyland F & Ken Hyland  (2001) carried out a case study 

with two teachers regarding the feedback functions as praise, criticism and suggestions 
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(constructive criticism). They found praise was the most frequently employed but this was 

often used to soften criticisms rather than simply responding to good work. The data in their 

study were collected in a New Zealand university. This triggered my interest in what EFL 

writing teachers in the Chinese context would do, and how they perceive the function of 

feedback in their comments. 

Stiff (1967) examined the effects of marginal comments, end comments, and a combination 

of the two on the writing of college students over the period of a semester. He concluded that 

the location of the comments had no particular effect. In a later study, Bata (1972) obtained 

similar results. Ferris (1997) noted that marginal requests for meaning, requests (regardless of 

syntactic form), and summary comments on grammar appeared to lead to the most 

substantive revisions. Later in 2002, she addressed the location of teacher comments as a way 

to identify errors. These findings aroused my curiosity about where teachers put their 

discourse-focused feedback and how they think about locating the discourse problems. In the 

existing literature, grammatical error correction is the main focus. Writing problems at 

discourse level are different in nature because grammatical errors tend to be local in a 

sentence, whereas discourse problems could be running throughout the whole text. 

As I have already mentioned, there is very little research on teachers’ feedback on discourse 

features, let alone the strategies they use when providing feedback on discourse-level features. 

This study will fill the gap by closely studying three teachers’ choice of feedback strategies to 

accomplish informational, pedagogic, and interpersonal goals when providing feedback on 

discourse features of EFL writing. Key terms used in this study are defined as follows: 

 Feedback refers to the teacher’s assessments of students’ scripts and includes error 

correction and positive or negative comments, which can be either written or verbal.  

 Feedback practices are defined as the teacher’s written comments to individual 

students, oral conferences with individual students and/or oral comments to the whole 

class.  

 A feedback comment refers to each time a teacher shows his or her special attention 

by focusing on a linguistic error or inappropriate feature of writing, corrects it or 

provides a comment to help the student revise the problem in the script.  

 A written feedback comment involves written comments. These may be in the text, in 

the margin, or at the beginning or end of the script.   
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 An oral feedback comment is defined as a continuous stretch of conference discourse 

in which the teacher provides feedback to the student. 

 A feedback strategy is defined as the mechanics that teachers apply in feedback 

episodes, in terms of whether positive or negative, how explicit (direct correction or 

indirect correction) and where the comments are made (textual comments or end 

comments). 

 A positive feedback comment is defined as an occasion upon which a teacher makes a 

comment that praises, commends or compliments a student writer, or indicates that a 

standard has been met.  

 A negative feedback comment is defined as an occasion upon which a teacher 

mentions weakness, or suggests improvement. 

 A direct feedback comment is defined as an occasion upon which a teacher provides 

the correct linguistic form or structure, so that all that is needed for revision is for the 

student to transcribe the correction into the final version. 

 An indirect feedback comment is defined as an occasion upon which a teacher points 

out a problem andor makes a suggestion, but does not provide the correct form or 

structure. After a student is alerted to the problem, the student still needs to use his or 

her own knowledge to solve the problem.  

2.3 Teacher Beliefs 

Teachers’ beliefs about how to teach are important, as they represent the very heart of being a 

teacher (Kagan, 1992; Lortie, 1975). They have been found to be personal, practical, 

unconscious and systematic (Borg, 2003), and to be well formed long before people enter 

teaching (Pajares, 1992). Beliefs become guides for teachers when they start teaching 

(Freeman, 1992; Johnson, 1992), form “the background to much of their decision-making and 

action” (Richards, 1998:51), and play an important role in shaping their classroom practice 

(Borg, 1998; Burns, 1992). Being deep-rooted, teachers’ beliefs are often difficult to change 

(Block & Hazelip, 1995; Pickering, 2005), and influence them throughout their professional 

lives (Borg, 2003).  

The origin of teachers’ beliefs has been explained by Lortie’s (1975) concept of 

“apprenticeship of observation”, which refers to the process of students who will eventually 

become teachers watching their teachers during their school years. During this time, teachers’ 
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beliefs about teaching and learning are influenced and formed by their experiences as learners. 

Teachers form an opinion, often unconsciously, of how to teach and what teachers should and 

should not do. Bailey et al. (1996), for example, found that teachers strongly believed in the 

importance of teaching style and personality and of creating a positive learning environment, 

which was something that they themselves had felt to be important in their own language 

learning. Similarly, Borg’s (1999) study showed that teachers used discovery learning in their 

teaching because they had found it useful for their own learning. 

In this study, I define beliefs as “psychologically held understandings, premises and 

propositions about the world that are felt to be true” (Richardson, 1996:103). I am concerned 

mainly with teachers’ beliefs about discourse, writing in English, and providing feedback. 

2.3.1 Research into teacher beliefs 

With the advent of cognitive psychology and constructivist views of education, researchers 

have become increasingly interested in teachers’ thinking. There has been a shift away from 

the view of teachers as people who master a set of general principles and theories developed 

by experts, towards a view of teaching as a thinking activity, and teachers as people who 

construct their own personal and workable theories of teaching (Basturkmen et al., 2004; 

Borg, 2003; Fang, 1996; Richards, 1998).  

Since Jackson’s (1968) initial attempt to describe and understand the mental constructs and 

processes that underlie teacher behaviour, the relationship between teachers’ beliefs and 

classroom practices has gradually become established as a central concern in the field of 

teacher cognition. Clark and Peterson (1986) were among the first to stress the dual 

behavioural-cognitive nature of the process of teaching. This process involves both teachers’ 

thought processes, which are unobservable, and their actions, which are observable (Fang, 

1996). Teachers’ thought processes must be inferred from assessments of what teachers say 

and what they do in class (Pajares, 1992). This is because teachers’ mental constructs about 

teaching tend to be implicit (Richards, 1998; Williams & Burden, 1997). 

2.3.2 Beliefs about writing and feedback 

Research into teachers’ beliefs has been conducted primarily in relation to grammar teaching 

and reading (see Borg, 2006, for an overview). Some studies have explored teacher beliefs 

about writing, although most of these have involved first-language writing (e.g. Chambless & 

Bass, 1996; Fang, 1996; Mosenthal, 1995). Studies of teachers’ beliefs about second-
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language writing are rare. Burns (1992) looked at the beliefs and writing instruction practices 

of six inexperienced EFL teachers in Australia. She uncovered an “extremely complex and 

interrelated network of underlying beliefs” (p. 59) and found that these beliefs were reflected 

in differences in the teachers’ classroom practices. Shi and Cumming (1995) employed 

interviews and observations to explore the beliefs and practices of five experienced writing 

teachers in Canada. They also looked at the extent to which teachers used an innovative 

approach (“thinking prompts”) to guide students while they wrote. The study revealed that 

the teachers had unique individual beliefs which influenced their practice, and that they 

resisted innovation where it did not match their existing beliefs. A study by Tsui (1996) 

found similar results. This is important from the perspective of this study, as it suggests that 

teachers may not always teach in line with a curricular innovation if it does not match their 

beliefs. Cumming’s (1990) study, meanwhile, compared the way seven novice and six 

experienced teachers in Canada marked student writing. The findings indicate that novice 

teachers tend to focus more on linguistic errors, while experienced teachers tend to focus 

more on content and text organisation.  

Although a considerable amount of research on teacher feedback practices has been 

conducted, little is known about EFL teachers’ beliefs about feedback, and how they impact 

upon feedback practices. Diab (2005), conducting a case study to compare the beliefs held by 

one EFL teacher who was a native speaker of English and two of her international students, 

found mismatches between the teacher’s beliefs and her students’ expectations. The teacher 

believed that correction of grammatical errors did not improve students’ writing, and that 

comments about organisation and topic development were more important. But her students 

expected correction of their grammatical errors. The study also showed that the students’ 

views influence how the teacher provides feedback.  In some other studies, student factors 

have been shown to prompt teachers to modify their teaching practices (Bailey, 1996; 

Richards, 1998). Zhu (2004) examined faculty member views on academic writing and 

writing instruction, and found that faculty members saw themselves primarily as providers of 

content-based summative feedback, and regarded formative feedback on writing as the job of 

writing instructors. Lee (2008a) conducted a study in Hong Kong secondary schools that 

investigated teachers’ beliefs and practices about written feedback using document analysis 

and a questionnaire survey with follow-up interviews. Several mismatches appeared between 

the teachers’ beliefs and practices in terms of focus, strategies and purpose. For example, 

although teachers believed there was more to good writing than accuracy, most feedback 
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addressed grammatical correction, which contradicted the principles recommended in the 

local curriculum documents. Lee concluded that teachers’ feedback practices are influenced 

by contextual factors such as the curriculum and assessment, teachers’ beliefs, and teacher 

training. 

To the best of my knowledge, there have been no studies focusing on EFL writing teachers’ 

feedback in relation to discourse features. There is a clear need for research into teacher 

beliefs and practices regarding feedback on discourse. 

2.3.3 The relationships between teacher beliefs and classroom practices 

Several researchers have drawn attention to the close relationship between beliefs and 

classroom practice (e.g. Andrews, 2003; Elbaz, 1983; Woods, 1996). While teachers’ beliefs 

have been shown to influence classroom practice, studies have also demonstrated that 

teachers’ classroom practices do not always reflect their stated beliefs. Some studies have 

found consistency between stated beliefs and practices (e.g. She, 2000), while others have 

found inconsistencies (e.g. Borko & Niles, 1982; Karavas-Doukas, 1996; Nunan, 1987). A 

key issue is why teachers’ practices sometimes contravene their stated beliefs.  

The reasons for this are complex, but there is evidence to suggest that the teaching context 

influences teachers’ ability to teach in line with their beliefs (Borg, 2003; Fang, 1996). Some 

teachers explain the inconsistency between their beliefs and practices in terms of constraints 

on time and lack of appropriate materials, poor student performance, and lack of student 

motivation (Graden, 1996). Studies by Richards (1998) and Bailey et al. (1996) have shown 

that it is student factors that most often prompt teachers’ to teach in ways that contrast with 

their beliefs. The teachers’ experience of teaching also seems to influence their beliefs over 

time. Studies have shown that experienced teachers tend to base much of their teaching on 

routines which have developed gradually and which are reinforced when they are felt to be 

successful (Nunan, 1992; Richards, 1998; Tsui, 2003). Because these beliefs then become 

deep-rooted, they may be difficult to change even if teachers receive further teacher training. 

Studies have also shown that the school culture, the curriculum, and interaction with 

colleagues can strongly influence teachers’ beliefs (Richardson, 1997; Zeichner, Tabachnick, 

& Densmore, 1987). For instance, Goldstein (2004, 2005) suggests that contextual factors can 

include sociopolitical issues that influence teacher status and morale, available resources and 

class size, institutional attitudes towards L2 writers, exams, and programme philosophies 

about feedback. Similarly, teacher factors such as attitudes towards particular students or the 
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content of their texts, and student factors such as reactions to the teacher’s feedback and their 

investment in the course, can have an impact on feedback and revision (F. Hyland, 1998, 

2000; Hyland & Hyland, 2006).  

To summarise, the relationship between teacher beliefs and practices can be influenced by 

factors such as previous learning experiences (e.g. Lee, 2010, 2013; Shi & Cumming, 1995), 

teacher training and previous teaching experiences (e.g. Ferris, 2014; Lee, 2010, 2013), and 

institutional contexts and values (Lee, 2003, 2008a, 2009; Tsui, 1996). However, these 

factors have not been systematically incorporated into most feedback research designs and we 

know little about their potential impact on teachers’ feedback practices. 

2.4 Summary 

This literature review has served to position this study within the existing body of literature 

on writing instruction, discourse, feedback, and teacher beliefs. Research has shown that 

effective writing involves much more than accuracy at the sentence level. However, to date 

there has been very little research into feedback on discourse or linguistic structures beyond 

the sentence level. Research into discourse features mainly involves theoretical discussion, 

and there is a lack of research on the conceptualisation of discourse features for writing 

teachers to analyse students writing at text level. Moreover there is no research into EFL 

teachers’ beliefs and practices regarding written feedback on discourse-level features. 

Understanding the beliefs that underlie teachers’ feedback practices will help us to 

understand why teachers provide feedback in the way they do. These points underline the 

importance of this study by demonstrating that there is a need for more research into the 

teachers’ feedback on discourse, their strategies for giving feedback, and their beliefs in 

relation to feedback practices on discourse features. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to give a detailed account of the research design, to outline 

principles behind the choice of research methodology, and to provide an overview of the data 

collection and data analysis in the current thesis study. It begins with the research questions 

in the first section and then specifies the research tradition for this study in the second. The 

third section explains why the case study approach is particularly appropriate for this study. 

The fourth section reports on the pilot study, the main purpose of which was to inform my 

research design and help establish the validity and reliability of the data collection 

instruments employed in the main study. Based on the results of the pilot study, it reports on 

the changes that were considered necessary before carrying out the main study. It ends with a 

detailed description of the settings and participants, the process of data collection, the sources 

of data and the instruments and data analysis of the main study. The eighth and ninth sections 

explain the strategies used to enhance the quality of the study and its ethical integrity. 

3.1 Research questions 

Conducted in China, this case study aimed to achieve a deep understanding of three 

experienced in-service teachers’ feedback at the discourse level in EFL writing classes for 

tertiary students. The purpose of this study was to analyse and understand in detail the 

phenomenon of teachers’ discourse-focused feedback in terms of the features that teachers 

provide feedback on, the strategies they use, and the reasons why they provide the feedback 

that they do. This study was also interested to establish a more general picture of EFL 

teachers’ discourse-focused feedback at tertiary level. Specifically this work addresses the 

following questions: 

RQ1: To what extent do the teachers provide feedback on discourse features in learners’ 

writing? 

RQ2: What strategies do the teachers use to provide feedback on discourse? 

RQ3: What are the teachers’ beliefs about providing feedback on discourse? How do teachers’ 

feedback practices relate to their beliefs?  

Below are the definitions of some of the key terms used in this study (more details can be 

found in Chapter 2): 
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• learners’ writing: student scripts completed after class by tertiary level English 

language learners. 

• discourse features: properties dealing with the writers’ use of language in writing to 

relate to their readers, which can help to establish a particular genre (e.g., the 

argumentative or narrative essay) or construct text in general (e.g., organisation, unity, 

coherence, cohesion, and metadiscourse) to construe meaning as a whole.  

• feedback practices: primarily refer to teachers’ written feedback about individual 

students’ scripts, specifically what they focused on and the strategies they used. The verbal 

feedback to the whole class that followed written feedback is also included as 

supplementary evidence to assist with the understanding of teachers' written comments.   

• feedback strategy: the ways that teachers provided feedback on the students’ scripts in 

terms of overall orientation (praise or advice), the directness of advice (correction, 

suggestion, or identification of problems) and the location (running or end comments). 

• teachers’ beliefs: “Pychologically held understandings, premises and propositions 

about the world that are felt to be true” (Richardson, 1996:103).   

3.2 Research tradition  

A research tradition represents a patterned set of assumptions concerning reality, knowledge 

of that reality and the particular ways of knowing about it (Guba, 1990). Research is designed 

and conducted with the guidance of “a set of beliefs and feelings about the world and how it 

should be understood and studied” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003:33). This study sits within the 

qualitative-interpretive research paradigm and in this section, I give a brief overview of the 

main features of this tradition. 

3.2.1 Interpretive epistemology 

Epistemology is concerned with the nature and scope of knowledge, and the reliability of 

claims about the status of knowledge (Schwandt, 2003). An interpretive approach is taken 

when researchers conduct research with the view that social phenomena are different from 

physical phenomena, that all human action is inherently meaningful, that knowledge is an 

individual and social construct of the human mind, and that individuals’ perceptions of the 

world can, therefore, be understood and interpreted in different ways (Hammersley, 1992; 

Schwandt, 2003). As Fenstermacher says, “Pristine, absolute, unfettered truth is neither 

possible nor required in the social sciences” (1994:45). Therefore, “any hope of discovering 

laws of human behaviour is misplaced…since human behaviour is continually constructed, 
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and reconstructed, on the basis of people’s interpretations of the situations they are in” 

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995:8).  

Interpretive studies attempt to understand phenomena through the meanings that people 

assign to them. This study sits within the interpretive tradition as it was concerned with 

interpreting teachers’ beliefs and practices in order to understand what teachers do and why 

they do them. Interpretive methods of research aim to “produce an understanding of the 

context of the information system, and the process whereby the information system 

influences and is influenced by the context” (Walsham, 1993). 

3.2.2 Qualitative methodology  

If the interpretive position is that there is no objective reality in the social world, and that 

individuals interpret the world differently, then research methodology needs to reflect this 

position. Qualitative research is concerned with “studying things in their natural settings, 

attempting to make sense of, or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to 

them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994:2), and with “trying to develop some insights we can work 

with” (Eisner, 2001:138). It aims to challenge assumptions and provide insights into human 

behaviour, enabling the researcher to “explore the complexities and conundrums of the 

immensely complicated social world we inhabit” (Richards, 2003:8). Qualitative researchers 

try to get closer to an individual point of view through detailed observation and interview, in 

order to attain “thick descriptions” (Geertz, 1973).        

In this study, qualitative data was used to develop thick descriptions of each teacher’s 

feedback practices and beliefs. Some quantitative data was used to help build up a picture of 

the complexity of each teacher’s practices. I will now explain the case study approach that I 

used for this study in detail.   

3.3 Case study approach 

As I have mentioned in chapter 2, there is a lack of research about teachers’ feedback on 

discourse features. If very little is known about a phenomenon, the detailed study of a few 

cases is particularly appropriate because it does not rely on previous literature or prior 

empirical findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). I now outline why the case study approach was chosen, 

and summarise the main features of this approach with a particular focus on why it was 

suitable for this study.   
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3.3.1 Features of a case study approach 

The case study is an in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and 

uniqueness of particular phenomena in their real-life context (Dornyei, 2007; Duff, 2008; 

Stake 1995; Yin 2003). The main features of a case study approach in relation to this 

particular research are as follows: 

     Uniqueness and particularity: case studies are often conducted in contexts that are unique 

rather than generalisable (Yin, 2003). They explore the particularity of the case (Stake, 1995) 

and emphasise the detailed analysis of a small number of events or conditions to reach 

understanding of their relationships in their natural contexts (Cohen et al., 2000; Gall et al., 

2007; Yin, 2003). This study of teachers’ feedback practices and beliefs was classroom-based 

research in a typical higher education teaching environment of in China where EFL writing is 

taught to tertiary students within a genre-based curriculum. 

    Complexity and thick description: case studies provide multiple perspectives (Yin, 2003) to 

explore the phenomena by using multiple data collection to get “thick descriptions” (Geertz, 

1973) of the case. This study aimed to describe teachers’ feedback on discourse features 

holistically and explore in depth why they provided feedback in the way they did. Only by 

involving a small number of individuals (three cases), is it possible to understand the 

complexity of a case in the most complete way possible.  

    Multiple sources of data: in order to conduct a rich description of the case, this research 

involved the use of multiple methods for collecting data, including observation, document 

analysis, and interviews with stimulated recall protocols. Rich understandings of a case were 

attained by using multiple sources of data. This data included document data (students’ 

scripts with teachers’ written feedback on them), transcriptions of verbal feedback 

observation (verbal feedback to the whole class after providing written feedback), and 

interview transcriptions (the initial interview held before the first observation and post-

observation interviews with stimulated recall protocols, after both written and verbal 

feedback was given).  

    Flexibility and rigorous design: case study research is a dynamic process that evolves as 

activities unfold and elements of the research process interact, thus impacting on one another 

(Anderson & Arsenault 1998:27). This necessitates the understanding of an ‘emergent 

strategy.’ Such flexibility requires a principled approach to the research design and rigorous 

procedures to ensure the full complement of data collection (Richards, 2003; Yin, 2003). In 
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this study, flexibility was demonstrated through the different kind of probing questions that 

were used according to the teachers’ different replies to the main interview questions. In post-

observation interviews, different stimulated recall protocols were used for different teachers 

to enable them to explain what they did in their feedback practices. 

3.3.2 Types of case study    

A case study can be defined in terms of the process of carrying out an investigation, the unit 

of analysis, or the end product (Merriam, 1998). In this study, a rich description of three cases 

emerged through presenting an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon of teachers’ 

discourse-focused feedback. Furthermore, it explored how their beliefs relate to their 

feedback practices. I now outline specific characteristics of the type of case study approach 

used for this study. 

    Descriptive: a descriptive case study presents a complete description of a phenomenon 

within its context, in order to examine it more fully or to differentiate it from other 

phenomena (Yin, 2003). This study was partly descriptive as it aimed to fully describe the 

teachers’ discourse-focused feedback in terms of the features that teachers provided feedback 

on and how they gave that feedback. The strategies and focus of feedback were carefully 

defined to conceptualise the discourse features and the strategies applied by teachers that 

arose from the data based on theoretical discussions in the literature.   

    Exploratory: an exploratory case study aims to identify issues that can be studied in 

subsequent research (Yin, 2003). This study not only looked at what teachers did when giving 

feedback, but also identified factors that prevent teachers from giving feedback in line with 

their beliefs. This is an issue that can be studied further in subsequent research about the 

different contexts for providing feedback on writing for English learners at tertiary level. The 

descriptive element of the study helped to build up a complete picture of the case, and in this 

sense it was also partly an exploratory case study that endeavoured to explain feedback 

practice.  

      Instrumental: an ‘instrumental’ case study (Stake, 1995) explores the case to help 

generate an understanding of wider issues beyond the case itself. This case study was 

instrumental because it aimed to facilitate an understanding of what how teachers give 

feedback and the relationship between teachers’ beliefs and actions, rather than only studying 

the cases because of their intrinsically interesting nature. 
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     Multiple cases: choosing more than one subject provided the opportunity to closely study 

the same phenomenon from different perspectives and experiences (Duff, 2008). Mackey and 

Gass (2005) suggest that findings from multiple case studies can be examined together to 

help researchers draw stronger conclusions. In this study, each of the three teachers was 

treated as an individual case, and the findings of each single case provided information 

contributing to the whole study. The similarities and differences between the three cases were 

explored separately through cross-case analysis.  

      Analytic generalisation: case studies typically make use of ‘analytic generalisation’ (Yin, 

2003), where findings are generalisable to theoretical propositions rather than to wider 

populations (Gall et al., 2007; Duff, 2008). Other researchers may investigate the findings of 

this research to see whether they are valid in other contexts or settings (Bassey, 1999). This 

case study used thick description to help readers decide the generalisable nature of the 

findings (e.g. recommendations/guidelines for discourse-focused feedback) according to their 

contexts.  

3.4 Piloting of instruments and categories of analysis 

An important element of research design is the piloting of data collection instruments and 

data analysis categories. Therefore, I conducted a pilot study in Beijing, before finalising the 

research design of the main study. Appendix 1 includes a detailed account of the procedures 

and findings of the pilot study. In this next section, I briefly describe the main features of the 

pilot study and explain how this helped inform my data collection and analysis for the main 

study.  I will then discuss the research design of my main study in section 3.5.  

3.4.1 Aim and overview of the pilot study  

The main purposes of the pilot study were to: 

 Assess the extent to which the data collected would answer the research questions. 

 Trial instruments for data collection. 

 Trial data collection procedures. 

 Develop a coding scheme to identify the features that discourse teachers focus on, and 

the strategies applied in discourse-focused feedback. 

 

I worked with one participant who had the pseudonym Jane, to explore her feedback practices 

and beliefs on discourse. This was achieved by collecting data in typical writing class settings 
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over a two month period from May-June 2009 using document analysis, observation, and 

post-observation interviews. Figure 1 shows the process informing the design of this pilot 

study. 

Figure 1 Flow chart for the design of the pilot study 

 

 

Firstly, I observed Jane’s writing instruction to understand the context within which she 

provided feedback (see Appendix 2). Secondly, after the observation, the marked assignments 

including written feedback for individual students were collected to investigate the way in 

which she focused on discourse when providing written feedback. Meanwhile, her thoughts 

and the perceptions informing her feedback process were explored through think-aloud 

protocols (see Appendix 3). Thirdly, her process of giving verbal feedback to the whole class 

was observed to understand her feedback focus and strategy further. Fourthly, a post-

observation interview with stimulated recall protocols (see Appendix 4) was conducted to 

explore her feedback beliefs and how she made specific decisions when providing feedback. 

Five data sets were obtained: (1) recordings of four 50-minute writing lessons; (2) ten 

randomly selected marked assignments with the teacher’s written feedback; (3) 20-minute 

think-aloud protocols; (4) recordings of two 15-minute whole-class verbal feedback sessions; 

and (5) a 90-minute interview with stimulated recall. 

3.4.2 Summary of the findings of the pilot study 

The multiple sources of data were collected and analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively 

with regard to each research question. I will now summarise the findings from the pilot study 

(see Appendix 2 for a full report). 

Jane had a strong focus on discourse features in her written feedback. Examination showed 

over half (60%) of her written feedback focused on discourse features of writing compared to 

Case selection 
Stage 1: Observation 

1 for writing 
instruction 

Stage 2: Examination 
of written feedback 

(+ think aloud 
protocols) 

Stage 3: Observation 
2 for oral feedback 

Stage 4: Post-
observation 
interviews 
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25% on lexicogrammar, 14% on unclear meaning and 1% on other features. Her feedback 

comments focused on six features of discourse: (1) cohesion, (2) metadiscourse, (3) 

macrostructure, (4) topical development, (5) rhetorical function development, and (6) the 

purpose, audience, and context of the situation. 

In terms of her feedback strategies, Jane wrote comments in the margin (66%), much more 

often than at the end (34%). She did not praise students very often (only 4%) and most of her 

written feedback was negative (96%) when it came to providing advice for revision. She gave 

more indirect (89%) than direct corrections (11%), in order to guide students to find solutions 

on their own. 

Jane’s stated beliefs showed that she recognised the importance of the proper use of discourse 

features in students’ writing and valued providing explicit feedback to students on their use of 

discourse features. She gave three reasons for focusing on discourse in her feedback: (1) 

students’ needs, (2) the school curriculum, and (3) her previous success teaching coherence. 

Her feedback practices generally matched her stated beliefs. However, contextual factors 

meant that some mismatches occurred between specific feedback strategies and her stated 

beliefs. The nature of her feedback strategies depended on how she thought they would 

impact on the students cognitively and affectively.  

3.4.3 How the pilot study informed the main study  

3.4.3.1 Overall research design  

From the pilot study, I learnt that data could be collected in a typical classroom environment 

through the cycle of observing classroom instruction, ongoing document analysis of feedback 

practices (e.g. written comments in students' scripts and verbal feedback), debriefing sessions 

where the teacher could explain how she provided feedback and why it was given in the way 

that she did.  To understand the teachers' practices and beliefs in a more comprehensive way, 

I decided to include an initial interview in the main study with each teacher, to build up a 

profile of them that included their educational background, working experiences, and the 

class they worked with during the study. Because of the time limit in the pilot study, data was 

collected from only one unit of the teacher's work. This meant that all of the data was related 

to the teacher's specific feedback on whichever aspect of teaching writing that was the focus 

at that time in the semester.  There was the potential for this to limit the reliability of the data. 

For example, collecting data simply from one unit of work might only show the teacher’s 

feedback focus for that particular unit she had just taught but might not reflect other aspects 
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of focus throughout the semester. Thus, for the main study I decided to collect data for each 

participant in three different units over 16 weeks during one academic term to enhance the 

reliability of the findings.  

3.4.3.2 Modification of instruments 

The pilot study outcomes suggested that most of the instruments could be employed in the 

main study, although some modifications were needed. The main learning points regarding 

modification of my data collection instruments follow: 

      Observations: I discovered that the video-recordings of classroom observations I used for 

the pilot study, proved too intrusive, and could not be used for the main study. Instead, the 

observed lessons were audio-recorded to reduce the intrusive effects of technology.  

      Think-aloud protocols: I used think-aloud protocols in the pilot study (see Appendix 4), 

but they were not a useful way of obtaining data. My participant said she found it hard to 

concentrate on providing feedback while verbalising what she was thinking, and felt the act 

of speaking concurrently had a negative effect on her written feedback. 

      Interviews: I learnt that the interview questions needed to be narrowed down to focus 

more on the teacher’s beliefs about feedback in terms of discourse features. My interview 

questions in the pilot study were too broad and abstract: for example, can you tell me about 

your approach to teaching writing? Therefore, I revised the post-observation interview 

questions to let teachers talk more about their focus on discourse and feedback strategies (see 

Appendix 5,7 and8 ). In the main study, an initial interview before the first observation was 

used to collect background information concerning the teacher’s thoughts about what they 

wanted to do. 

       Stimulated recall protocols: in the pilot study, stimulated recall protocols were used to 

shed light on the teachers’ reasons for their feedback practices. However, the focus of my 

questions tended to be too superficial when asking about the teachers’ focus on certain 

discourse features and their application of particular strategies. In the main study, I added 

guided questions that could be explored with the stimuli. For example, I was able to ask 

teachers whether they would have any other options than giving feedback in the way they did. 

Guided questions can assist with the exploration of why teachers do what they do in feedback 

practice, their underpinning beliefs, and the underlying reasons for any tensions between their 

beliefs and their feedback practices. 
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3.4.3.3 Research techniques  

In the light of the pilot study, I adjusted the techniques of the main study in the following 

way: 

      Interviews: I learnt that interview questions could be improved by including analytical 

questions in order to probe beliefs when needed. In addition to refining my pre-planned 

research questions before the interview, I also realised while transcribing the interviews in the 

pilot study that I could have asked follow-on questions (either to clarify what the teachers 

said or to find out reasons for their statements). Additionally, to obtain a more in-depth 

understanding, my questions could have been clearer (e.g. the abstract question What is your 

approach to teaching writing? was changed to How do you teach writing?). Some questions 

were leading the teacher to a particular answer (Do you think teaching discourse is important? 

was changed to Why do you teach discourse?). I also missed some important questions (for 

example, I didn’t ask about the development of her practices teaching writing and providing 

feedback on discourse over time). As I discuss in Section 3.7, an important feature of semi-

structured interviews, is to enable the interview to flow like a conversation. 

      Coding: from the pilot study, I learnt how to develop the coding that I would use in the 

main study. Feedback on discourse features need to be tightly defined and carefully 

categorised so that they are distinguished from non-discourse focused feedback. One example 

of focusing on discourse rather than grammar was when the teacher pointed out that a 

sentence should be revised as a topic sentence even though it was grammatically correct. The 

experience of coding for the pilot study enabled me to refine and develop the coding of the 

target discourse features and feedback strategies for the main study. In the paragraphs that 

follow, I summarise the on-going development of coding categories as well as the coding 

scheme.  

       Definition of categories: as more data became involved, I also learnt that the target 

discourse features needed to be refined. For example, the definition of metadiscourse needed 

to be improved. In the pilot study, only one comment engaged with metadiscourse. In the 

main study, once more data became available from different teachers the definition of 

metadiscourse was developed to pay attention to both meta-discourse markers and metatext 

features. Thus, the definition of metadiscourse was revised to take into account the need for 

or use of signals; 1) to show the writer’s attitude towards the propositions, and 2) to guide 

readers towards following the organisation of the text and interpretation of information. 
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      Coding scheme for feedback focus: the analytical coding scheme was revised to better 

distinguish discourse-focused from non-discourse-focused feedback. For example, in the 

coding scheme for feedback focus, two categories (topical development and rhetorical 

function development) were redefined to distinguish the teachers’ focus on content in the 

feedback. The coding schemes for types of discourse-focused feedback comments were 

revised as feedback to draw students’ attention to the requirements of a particular genre 

(such as argumentative or narrative writing) and the text in general (such as organisation, 

unity, coherence, cohesion and metadiscourse).  

      Coding scheme for feedback strategies: categories of feedback strategy were also revised 

because of the pilot study. For example, the term indirect correction, which is often used in 

the literature to refer to feedback on errors that prompt students about the location and/or 

nature of errors, was found to be insufficient. In the pilot study, Jane provided feedback to 

praise students or advise students about further revision. Her feedback comments ran in the 

margins between lines or at the end of the students' scripts. Therefore, I decided that the 

feedback strategy would be coded in the main study according to overall orientation (whether 

it aimed to praise or advise), directness of advice (correction, suggestion, and identification of 

a problem) and location of feedback comments (running comment or end comment). 

3.4.3.4 Summary  

The pilot study informed the design of the main study as follows: 

Instruments: classroom observations would be audio recorded. Think-aloud protocols 

would not be used. Interview questions would be revised with a close focus on feedback 

about discourse. Stimuli would be carefully selected to enable teachers to recall why they 

provided particular comments in feedback practice. 

Data collection procedures: before the first observation, there would be an initial 

interview with each participant to collect background information and learn more about the 

teacher’s purpose informing their feedback. 

Data analysis: initial definitions and categories obtained from the pilot study were 

progressively developed as more data became available for the main study. A second rater 

was invited to enhance the reliability of my coding and make suggest revisions of the 

analytical framework. 
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3.5 Research design of the main study 

After completing the pilot study, I identified three well-regarded universities in Beijing, 

where teaching discourse is included in the writing curriculum and where I could select 

participants for the main study. I will now outline the research design for the main study. 

3.5.1 Setting   

In this section, I outline the setting in detail to situate the context of the main study. This 

research was conducted among three top-ranking universities in Beijing, China. Traditionally, 

Chinese students are exam-oriented. In the entrance examination for university studies, only 

those who receive high scores have an opportunity to study in the top-ranking universities. 

Generally speaking, university students in China, especially those in top-ranking universities, 

are comparatively successful and advanced English learners. Since primary school, they have 

experienced English grammar lessons consisting of grammatical rules and mechanical 

exercises for over ten years. For a long time, it has been assumed that university students can 

develop writing skills mainly by themselves as they have sufficient knowledge of 

lexicogrammatical rules. However, between 1996 and 2003, the average writing scores in the 

National College English Test for non-English majors throughout China were lower than nine 

out of 15. Now, classroom teaching places more importance on helping students to improve 

their writing skills through. Many EFL teachers arrange specific writing lessons to illustrate 

discourse features through classroom teaching.  

The research setting comprises the writing classes of three Chinese universities where EFL 

writing is taught separately from reading, listening, and speaking. The students attending 

classes were aged 18-20 with more than ten years of English learning experience. Writing 

instruction over a period of 16 weeks concentrated either on the requirements of a particular 

genre (such as argumentative and expository writing), or on teaching ‘rhetorical functions’ 

such as general and specific, statement and elaboration, cause and effect, and comparison and 

contrast, by arranging sentences and paragraphs into particular rhetorical patterns. One of the 

main objectives of these writing classes was to help students improve their English writing of 

the whole text at the discourse level. Every two or three weeks, after teaching a specific 

aspect of writing, there was an assignment for students to complete after class. Teachers 

provided written feedback on individual students’ scripts, and then gave supplementary 

verbal feedback afterwards to the whole class that further explained their written comments. 

When teachers gave feedback to students, they made comments to draw students’ attention to 
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how information should be organised into coherent and interconnected pieces of language, as 

well as giving sentence-level feedback on lexicogrammar and mechanics. 

3.5.2 Participants 

Case study research depends on a conscious choice about which case(s) to select. This 

involves ‘random’ or ‘purposive’ sampling (Cohen et al., 2000; Morse, 1991; Patton, 1990). 

Purposive sampling is generally used in case study research when researchers are interested 

in selecting “individuals who can provide rich and varied insights into the phenomenon under 

investigation so as to maximize what we can learn” (Dornyei, 2007:126). In this research, I 

used purposive sampling to select participants whom I felt would be more likely to provide 

rich sources of data. Three criteria were taken into consideration for case selection: 

 Participants were selected from universities where teaching writing at the discourse 

level already existed within the curriculum, so that data could be collected through their 

normal writing classes. 

 Participants were experienced EFL teachers who had been teaching English writing 

for more than five years and who I knew focused on discourse in written feedback.  

 The writing classes taught by the teacher participants were typical classroom settings 

that consisted of university students aged 18-20 with about ten years of English learning 

experience.  

I selected three Chinese teachers from three different universities according to the above 

criteria. The pseudonyms Mei, Lan, and Qiang, were used to protect their anonymity. Table 1 

below provides an overview of the teacher participants and their teaching background. 

Table 1 Overview of participants and their classes 

Names Educational 

background 

Years of 

EFL 

teaching  

 No of 

students 

Level of 

students  

Writing class of 

one-term duration 

 

Mei MA Applied 

language 

studies  

10    35 3rd year non-

English majors  

Required writing 

course 32 hrs/term 

Lan MA TESOL 25  25 2nd year 

English majors 

Required writing 

course 32 hrs/term 

Qiang MA  Socio-

linguistics 

27  35 1st year non- 

English majors 

Required writing 

course 32 hrs/term 
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The three Chinese English teachers taught EFL writing as a separate subject over 16 weeks. 

The writing curriculum of their English writing classes aimed to help students build up their 

understanding of either English writing conventions or the requirement of different genres of 

writing such as descriptive, expository, narrative, and argumentative writing in two academic 

years. Table 2 gives an overview of what they taught during the research (Mei– 

argumentative writing; Lan – expository writing, no specified rhetorical function involved; 

Qiang – descriptive/narrative writing). I observed their classes over three units of work.  As 

an example of the structure of the three units, when teaching argumentative writing, Mei’s 

first unit covered structure and style; the second focused on introducing argumentative 

writing and making claims; the third focused on ways of giving support for and refuting ideas 

in a manner relevant to this genre. 

Table 2  Overview of participants’ teaching of writing 

 Mei Lan Qiang 

Teaching 

aim 

Argumentative 

writing 

Expository writing Narrative writing 

Teaching 

content  

Unit 1: overall 

structure  

Unit 2: 

introduction and 

claim 

Unit 3: support 

and refutation  

Unit 1: basic elements for a writer 

to guide the reader to follow 

his/her writing 

Unit 2: how to begin an essay 

Unit 3: central idea and 

elaboration 

Unit 1: requirements of 

description  

Unit 2: requirements of 

narration 

Unit 3: the use of 

description and narration 

in writing 

Feedback After writing instruction, teachers asked their students to write an essay. Teachers 

provided written feedback running between lines, or in the margins, or at the end of 

individual students’ scripts. Then, they gave verbal feedback to the whole class to 

further explain some of their written comments. 

 

3.5.3 Data collection  

Case studies provide multiple perspectives (Yin, 2003) about the phenomena studied by 

making use of various sources of data to attain ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973). In this 

section, I present the research procedures, instruments and data sources that were obtained. 

3.5.3.1 Procedure of data collection  

This study was designed to gain an in-depth understanding of teachers’ discourse-focused 

feedback practices and their beliefs about what to focus on, what strategies to use and their 
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explanations of why they provided feedback in the way they did. Data collection procedures 

involved the following steps (also see Figure 2): 

1. Before I observed the teachers’ classes, I conducted initial individual interviews with 

each of the three teachers to understand their educational backgrounds, working 

experiences, and the nature of their writing classes. 

2. I then collected data for each participant over three units of work across one term of 16 

weeks between May 2010 and January 2011. Data collection procedures involved the 

following steps for each unit: 

a. Firstly, I observed each teacher’s writing class. 

b. Secondly, I examined ten marked scripts with each teacher’s written feedback to the 

individual students. 

c. Thirdly, I observed the teachers giving whole-class verbal feedback based on their 

written feedback to individual students. 

d. Fourthly, I conducted post-observation interviews as debriefing sessions with each 

teacher in to discuss the points above. 

Table 3 Research procedures 

 

1. Initial interview   

2. Units of data collection ×3 

 

Each cycle was comprised of: 

a. Classroom observation of teaching writing 

b. Analysis of each teacher’s written feedback on individual scripts in one 

assignment 

c. Classroom observation of each teacher’s verbal whole-class feedback on the 

assignment 

d. Debriefing session with each teacher to discuss the above 

       

3.5.3.2 Sources of data and instruments 

A variety of instruments are necessary to secure an in-depth understanding of this subject 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Multiple sources of evidence, typically comprising observation, 

interviews and document analysis, are used in case studies in order to obtain data for a rich 

description (Yin, 2003; Merriam, 1988; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). In this study, data for the 

analysis of teachers’ feedback practices was collected by examining students’ assignments 

containing the teachers’ written feedback, and observation of the whole-class verbal feedback 

sessions that followed. Data for the analysis of teachers’ beliefs was collected through initial 
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and post-observation interviews with stimulated recall protocols. Table.4 summarises these 

different data sources.  

Table 4 Summary of data sources used in this study 

Data for Instruments  Writing 

instruction 

Written feedback 

(individual) 

Oral feedback 

(whole-class) 

Practices Observations √  √ 

Marked scripts  √  

Beliefs Initial interview √ √ √ 

Post-observation interviews 

+ stimulated recall 

protocols 

√ √ √ 

 

Five sets were obtained from the data for each participant to help build up a rich picture of 

each teacher’s discourse-focused feedback:   

• 6-8 hours of audio-recordings with teachers at work in their writing classes;  

• 30 marked assignments, which the students completed after class with the teacher’s 

written feedback;  

• 3-4 hours of audio-recordings where the teacher gave whole-class verbal feedback;  

• 1 hour recording of the initial interview;  

• 1 hour recording of a post-observation interview using stimulated recall protocol.   

In the following sections, I detail the various instruments (classroom observation, marked 

assignments with teachers' written comments, and semi-structured interviews) that were used. 

All of these instruments were piloted (see Appendix 1-5) and modified. 

3.5.3.2.1 Initial interview 

An initial interview was conducted with each participant at the start of the study, before the 

first observations, in order to:  

 Learn about participants’ education and teaching backgrounds. 

 Elicit their stated beliefs about writing and feedback in general. 

 Understand their approach to writing instruction, which was the background to their 

feedback on discourse.  

The initial interview was structured into three parts according to the above three aims (see 

Appendix 7). Each participant was asked a series of open questions with follow-up questions, 
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contingent on their responses. The responses were then structured and discussed in the next 

interview. The data obtained was further analysed in relation to their actual feedback 

comments and their stated beliefs from post-observation interviews.  

3.5.3.2.2 Observation 

Classroom observation contained two parts: observations of teaching writing and providing 

subsequent oral feedback for the whole class after they completed written feedback on 

students’ scripts to individual students.    

Observation of teaching writing 

Each teacher was observed three times teaching writing in a setting where they taught as 

normal with no special preparation for this research. The audio data of the lessons were not 

transcribed and analysed in detail. These observations helped me to understand the context 

for feedback, such as what they taught, and when they gave feedback on their students’ 

writing.  

Observation of whole-class verbal feedback 

Each teacher was observed three times providing whole-class verbal feedback after they 

completed the written feedback to individual students in each unit of their work. The purpose 

of observing whole-class verbal feedback was to understand better how teachers decided 

what to focus on and how they explained the written comments orally to the students. The 

audio data for the whole-class verbal feedback was transcribed according to the focus of each 

teacher’s comments and strategies. Teachers’ verbal feedback was further analysed as a 

supplementary explanation of written feedback comments regarding the extent to which they 

provided feedback on discourse, the discourse features they targeted, and how they provided 

discourse-focused feedback.  

3.5.3.2.3 Analysis of marked scripts  

In this thesis, ‘documentation’ refers to the ‘marked’ assignments students had completed 

after the class with the teachers’ written feedback. As one of the main sources of data, 

marked scripts provided direct evidence of what teachers focused on when marking students’ 

writing assignments, and how they provided written feedback. Thirty sets of written scripts 

(ten from each unit of teaching) with the teacher’s written feedback were analysed in detail. 

Marked scripts were collected in a normal teaching environment over one academic term of 

16 weeks (see Appendix 6). These were analysed together with the teachers’ written feedback 

for: 
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 The extent to which teachers focused on discourse. 

 The discourse features they chose to focus on.  

 How they provided written comments on discourse features.  

3.5.3.2.4 Post-observation interview  

A post-observation interview with stimulated recall protocols was conducted within three 

days after the teachers completed both written and oral feedback in each unit of teaching (see 

Appendix 8). These post-observation interviews (three for each teacher) explored teachers’ 

beliefs about what discourse features they focused on, the strategies they used to provide 

feedback on the discourse and their explanations of why they gave feedback in the way they 

did. Each interview lasted about one hour, was conducted at a time and place suitable for the 

participants, and consisted of two parts.  

In the first part, I used general questions with prompts to encourage teachers to talk about 

their beliefs about feedback on discourse within their students’ writing. A semi-structured 

approach was used for all interviews. Each participant was asked a series of open-ended 

questions with follow-up questions that were contingent on their responses. The interview 

questions were designed using an open-ended format that enabled participants to talk about 

the issues they were interested in; more like a conversation than a formalised exchange. 

When designing the interview I focused on asking questions that related to actual classroom 

events, rather than asking abstract questions. For example, I did not ask the teachers what a 

well-written comment on discourse features should be like, but rather asked them to recall a 

successfully written comment they had recently provided.  

In the second part, I used stimulated recall to find out about the teachers’ specific thinking 

behind what they wrote. This helped me to understand why certain practices were in line with 

their stated beliefs, and why, at times, they were not. Teachers were shown scripts with their 

own written comments and asked to comment on their feedback. In each post-observation 

interview, three written comments were selected from the teachers’ comments on one 

student’s script. Comments that were selected as prompts for stimulated recall had the 

following features: 

 Focus on discourse features (e.g. organisation, cohesion, and metadiscourse). 

 An appearance of the typical use of feedback strategy. 

Meanwhile, any comment that seemed hard for me to understand as a researcher was selected 

for the teacher to recall, to help identify what was focused on or what strategy was applied.  
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Data obtained from the post-observation interviews was analysed in relation to teachers’ 

stated beliefs in the initial interview, as well as their teaching and feedback practices. I was 

particularly interested in their kinds of focus and the ways that they focused on discourse.  

3.5.4 Data analysis 

3.5.4.1 Approach to data analysis 

The data collection process was iterative, which implied a cyclical rather than a linear 

relationship between the ongoing data analysis during the three phases of data collection 

(Constas, 1992; Verschuren, 2003; Hopkins. 2002; Blaikie, 1993). Berkowitz states the 

following characterisation of qualitative analysis: 

a loop-like pattern of multiple rounds of revisiting the data as additional 

questions emerge, new connections are unearthed, and more complex 

formulations develop along with a deepening understanding of the material. 

Qualitative analysis is fundamentally an iterative set of processes. (1997, as cited 

in Srivastava, 2009:77) 

The data was analysed using a mix of deductive and inductive approaches. Patton (1980:306) 

states that inductive analysis concentrates on the patterns, themes, and categories that emerge 

out of data, but deductive analysis explores the patterns, themes, and categories that are 

imposed on data according to theories existing prior to data collection and analysis. 

Researchers should avoid subjectively imposing pre-conceived categories on the data (Patton, 

1990; Silverman, 1990). The relationship between data analysis and theoretical discussion 

provides a continual interaction between existing ideas and former findings, new findings, 

and new ideas (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996).  

In this study, for example, when analysing the discourse features that teachers focused on in 

their feedback practices, I began with tentative categories derived from existing theoretical 

discussions. Then I constantly checked and revised until new categories were identified 

through the ongoing process of data collection and analysis. In the post-observation 

interviews, I devised some probing interview questions after analysing the data collected 

earlier, which enabled me to explore underlying reasons arising from this stage of analysis in 

the next stage of data collection. The following sections outline the data analysis procedure 

and how to enhance the quality of this research.    
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3.5.4.2 Data analysis procedure 

In this study, a single case analysis procedure was used to investigate the relationship 

between feedback focus, and the strategy and beliefs within each case. In addition, cross-case 

analysis was used to look for “similarities and patterns” (Yin, 2003) between teachers. Data 

was analysed quantitatively and qualitatively to answer each research question.  

Firstly, the teacher’s feedback practices were analysed quantitatively using feedback 

comments as a unit of measurement. The distribution of discourse-focused feedback was 

compared to that of content, expression, lexico-grammar, mechanics and other areas to show 

the extent to which the teacher focused on discourse. Secondly, the teacher’s discourse-

focused comments were further analysed and categorised to provide a picture of their 

discourse-focused feedback in terms of the features they focused on. The ways that each 

teacher provided feedback on discourse problems in terms of overall orientation (praise or 

advice), directness (provide solution or seek solution), and location (either running or end 

comments) were also analysed. Thirdly, data obtained from the initial interview and post-

observation interviews were analysed qualitatively by summarising statements and finding 

themes to demonstrate the teacher’s stated beliefs and their explanations of decisions about 

how to provide feedback. These beliefs were then compared to the teacher’s feedback 

practices evident in on-going document analysis. Data obtained from stimulated recall 

protocols was used to explain why certain practices contravened stated beliefs and how the 

teacher made adjustments to practices when confronted with constraints. 

Systematic cross-case analysis identified the main similarities and differences between the 

three teachers' feedback practices and beliefs in terms of the focus of the feedback on 

discourse and the strategies used, as well as the various explanations given by each teacher 

for their feedback. The findings of this cross-case analysis will be described separately in 

Chapter 7. 

I now discuss in detail how I analysed the feedback practices and beliefs. 

3.5.4.2.1 Analysis of feedback practices  

For the purposes of this study, feedback practices refer to the teachers’ written or verbal 

comments about the students’ scripts and include the corrections for errors, praise, and advice. 

Feedback practices were analysed quantitatively to describe the extent to which teachers 

focused on discourse in their feedback. In the quantitative analysis, feedback was identified 

as any written or verbal comments that elaborated on the teacher’s feedback focus and 
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strategy. Comments were the units of analysis that measured feedback. I identified the 

number of feedback comments, the focus of each proposition, and the strategies used when 

making comments. (The feedback comment is the unit of my analysis). 

A qualitative analysis of feedback comments was conducted to describe a whole picture of 

the teachers’ discourse-focused feedback in terms of the features they focused on and ways 

that they provided feedback on discourse problems. Analysis of the teachers’ feedback 

practices pays attention to the consistency of their responses in order to identify an overall 

pattern in terms of feedback focus and strategy. This provides the basis from which to explore 

the underlying rationale for the choices that teachers make using stimulated recall in post-

observation interviews. Teachers’ written feedback was analysed iteratively to look for 

consistency and discrepancies gleaned from the observations of oral feedback and initial 

interviews about their stated beliefs. The procedures of data analysis for feedback practices 

are shown in Figure.2 below. 

 Figure 2 Procedures of data analysis for feedback practices 

Analysis of documentation and transcriptions for verbal feedback 

 

RQ1:  To 

what extent do 

teachers 

provide 

feedback 

about 

discourse 

features in 

learners’ 

writing?  

Identify comment (FE) 

Numbers of comments in each piece of feedback (NFC) 

Identify focus of each comment (FFC)  

 

Discourse-focused 

comments 

 

 

 

 

Non-discourse 

focused comments 

 

 

RQ2:  What strategies 

do teachers use to apply 

feedback about 

discourse?  

 

Which                    Which 

discourse                feedback 

feature?                 strategy? 
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Feedback comment 

A feedback comment defines instances when a teacher remarks on their students’ writing, 

either to praise or to advise them about how to improve it. The comment could be separated 

by space (visually) or time (verbally). In this study, teachers often gave follow-up verbal 

feedback to explain some of their written comments to the whole class after they marked the 

individual students’ scripts. The analysis of written feedback on individual students’ scripts 

was of primary importance, while the analysis of verbal feedback to the whole class was 

supplementary to analysis of the scripts. 

Written feedback comment refers to the written comments that teachers make on the scripts of 

individual students, either in the text, in the margin or at the end of scripts. Extracts of the 

teacher’s written comments in the margin and feedback at the end of student’s scripts are 

shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 Extracts of Mei’s written feedback  

 

In my analysis of feedback, I identified the number of feedback comments, the focus of each 

proposition, and the strategies used when making comments.  

Verbal feedback comment refers to a continuous stretch of verbal discourse separated by a 

pause or silence where the teacher may focus on a particular problem for the whole class. An 

example of an oral feedback comment follows. In the example, the first sentence is the main 

comment. The other sentences elaborate the main idea in detail. 

The third problem is that you gave a clear main idea, but the statement of the 

supporting idea is not relevant (to the main idea). … For example, let’s look at 

End comments Running comments 
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this paragraph. … I have taught it in previous lessons, but it is still a common 

problem in your writing. Can you find which sentence is the statement for the 

supporting idea? Please think of the main idea and find out whether and in what 

way the supporting ideas are relevant.  

Number of feedback comments in each comment 

Some comments are quite simple and contain only one element of focus or proposition. 

Others are more complex, containing different propositions with different foci in the same 

comment, although they can still be separated by space or time: 

      One feedback comment: A comment comprises feedback containing a particular 

proposition or an individual idea. One feedback comment contains just one proposition, for 

example, ‘Intro: better put the para 1 (about the importance of a car) after para 2 (claim)’. 

Clearly, in this written feedback, the teacher is advising the student to revise the organisation 

of the first two paragraphs.  

      Two or more feedback comment: Some comments contain two or more propositions as 

shown in the sample below, ‘The reasons given are good, but the explanation is not thorough 

and to the point enough’. In this written comment, there are three propositions where the 

teacher has expressed three different ideas. The teacher first praised the student in the end 

comment The reasons given are good. Then she advised the student how to improve the 

writing in the following two comments the explanation is not thorough (where she 

commented on the lack of content) and to the point enough (where she commented on the 

lack of relevance). In my analysis, the same system used in the analysis of written feedback 

was applied to identify each piece of feedback, the number of comments they contain, and for 

every feedback comment, the focus and its proposition. I will now explain how I analysed the 

focus of feedback. 

Focus of each feedback comment 

The focus of each comment was analysed in each unit of feedback. Each comment contained 

one type of focus. The distribution of discourse-focused feedback comments was compared 

with that of non-discourse properties in terms of content, clarity of expression, lexico-

grammar, mechanics and other comments that had no clear focus in order to understand the 

extent to which teachers provide discourse-focused feedback. Furthermore, discourse-focused 

feedback comments were analysed in detail to demonstrate the kinds of discourse features 
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that teachers provided feedback about. A diagram of analytical categories for feedback focus 

features in Table 6 and discourse-focused feedback comments featured in Table 7. 

Table 6 Focus of feedback comments 

Focus Categories Samples 

Discourse  Comments drawing students’ 

attention to expectations for 

writing a particular genre 

(such as an argument or a 

narrative) or the text in 

general  

This is very much an exposition of comparison 

and contrast, but not quite an argument. 

 

There are some parts where there is a lack of 

coherence. 

Non-discourse   Content: conceptual content 

of writing  

Our topic is Campus Love. This is love in 

general. 

 Can this effectively prove that he’s pure and 

innocent? 

Expression: clarity of 

expression  

meaning? 

 not clear 

Lexical or grammatical 

accuracy & appropriateness  

^the  

House or apartment? 

Mechanics: punctuation, use 

of citations & formatting 

?  

 

No clear focus Good!  

 

As is addressed in the literature, some categories are not cut-and-dry but as a researcher, I 

was very much aware of the potential of overlapping in analysis. Therefore I invited an expert 

in discourse study as my second rater for categorising my data. We chose 10% of data 

(written comments in individual students’ writing) from each case teacher and coded the data 

together to see how much difference would occur in understanding the categories. For 

example, unity was defined as relevance to overall theme or topic, and this usually indicates 

that the writer needs to further establish the relevance of the propositional content. For 

example, whether the text focuses on one topic and whether each paragraph supports the 

same thesis statement. Coherence was defined as the underlying logic of a text and how it 

creates meaning for the reader. For example, whether there is a good logic flow and logical 

connection between paragraphs or sentences within a paragraph. The final coding scheme is 

shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7 Types of discourse-focused feedback comments 

 Focus Examples 

Genre  Comment to draw student’s attention to 

requirements of a particular genre, such as 

argument or narrative 

This is very much an exposition of 

comparison and contrast, but not quite 

an argument. 

Text  (in 

general)  

Organisation  

Global structure: introduction, body and 

conclusion  

Local structures, such as general-specific,  

point-elaboration,  claim-evidence, main 

idea-supporting idea (see  Hoey, 1983) 

 

Better to address each reason in the 

body part. 

You can try statement → evidence in 

this paragraph.  

Unity 

Relevance to overall theme or topic, usually 

to indicate that the writer needs to do more 

to establish the relevance of propositional 

content (see discourse and relevance theory 

Blakemore 2001)  

 

 

Is this your talking point? The whole 

essay did not develop this idea. 

  

Coherence 

The underlying logic of a text and how it 

creates or fails to create meaning for the 

reader (see Tardy & Swales, 2008, p. 572) 

 

Good story flow 

How is this idea related to the 

previous sentence? 

Cohesion 

Need for or use of text-surface devices, 

such as conjunctions, references, lexical 

relations to signal relationships between 

elements in the text (see Halliday & Hasan, 

1983). 

  

Why because? What question does the 

sentence answer? 

 

 

Metadiscourse 

Need for or use of signals: 

 To show the writer’s attitude 

towards propositions 
 To guide readers in following how 

the text is organised and how 

information is to be interpreted 

(referred to as metatext in the 

literature) (see Crismore, 1984, 

1989; Dahl, 2004; Hyland, 2005 ) 

 

 Do not use maybe to show your 

attitude towards the issue, certainly 

will be better.  

Use firstly, secondly, thirdly to help 

the reader follow your ideas.  

Here add “examples of…” 

 

 

Feedback strategy 

The feedback strategies applied to discourse-focused feedback comments by the teachers 

were coded into three categories (1) the overall orientation of a feedback comment (whether 

to praise or advise), (2) the types of advice (correction, suggestion, or identification of the 
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problem), and (3) the location of the feedback comment (running comment or end comment). 

The unit of analysing feedback strategy was each discourse-focused feedback comment. For 

example, if the teacher wrote "where is the topic sentence?", it was coded into the category of 

identification of the problem. Sometimes there were difficulties in coding feedback strategy 

for the category of types of advice. For example, the teacher wrote "Revise the second sub-

ideas by point-to-point contrast patterns". In this comment, the teacher recognised the writing 

problem of the organisation in local structure and made suggestion on how to revise it. It was 

coded into the category of suggestion. The strategy of the type of advice in one feedback 

comment was coded according to the final stage achieved in the explicitness of written 

comments.The types of strategies that teachers used when providing feedback on students’ 

scripts are identified in Table 8.  

Table 8 Types of feedback strategy 

Strategies Brief definition Samples with explanation 

1. Overall 

orientation 

1.1 Praise: Comments by the teacher to 

praise, commend or compliment students, or 

to indicate a standard has been met. 

Conclusion is good.  

The structure is good. 

1.2 Advice: Comments by the teacher to 

indicate weakness or suggest improvement. 

- coherence 

You failed to address the opposing view 

when elaborating your reasons. 

2. Types of 

advice 

2.1 Correction 

Overt correction by the teacher so that the 

student needs only write the correction into 

the final version without making any other 

changes. 

 

^however [MeiMei made this correction 

for the student.] 

and 

2.2 Suggestion  

A solution suggested so that the student can 

apply their knowledge to make a correction.  

Intro: Better put 1st para (about the 

importance of a car) after 2nd para 

(claim)  

You should summarize your argument 

(claim + reason) in your conclusion. 

2.3 Identification of the problem 

A comment by the teacher to indicate a 

problem so that the students find their own 

solutions to it.  

 How is this point related to your claim? 

This is not a proper topic sentence It is 

not presenting your reasons.  

3. Location The place where comments are written; 

running comments or end comments 

See Table.5 

 

Please see Appendix.6 for the sample student script with the teacher’s feedback comments.  
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3.5.4.2.2 Analysis of beliefs 

I understand teacher beliefs as being “psychologically held understandings, premises and 

propositions about the world that are felt to be true” (Richardson, 1996:103). Teachers’ 

beliefs about giving feedback on discourseo btained from the initial interview and the post-

observation interviews were compared to examine how their beliefs related to their practices. 

Data obtained from stimulated recall protocols were used to explain why certain practices 

contravened stated beliefs and how teachers made adjustments in practices when they were 

confronted with constraints. 

The process of coding involved reducing data into easily locatable segments, both 

horizontally (i.e. by analysing the codes of data obtained from each of the three cases for a 

particular question) and vertically (i.e. by comparing the codes of a single case’s data). 

Coding involved assigning low-inference descriptive tags to units of information for the 

interview data. I now explain how I analysed data about feedback beliefs in detail. 

Pre-coding 

A pilot study was conducted to obtain initial coding categories. The line-by-line coding with 

the transcription of the interviews in the pilot study helped me to come up with a list of codes. 

Reflections on the data in the pilot study helped me to build up my understanding of the 

initial analytical items about teachers’ beliefs. (The full report can be found in Appendix 1).  

Open coding 

The data obtained from interviews in the main study for the three cases was analysed 

qualitatively by summarising the statements and finding the themes to show teachers’ stated 

beliefs and their explanation of particular decisions made during their feedback practices. The 

coding categories reflected the purposes of research and were exhaustive, exclusive, and 

conceptually congruent. Coding was an on-going process that began soon after data 

collection commenced and continued long after the codes had been collected. Codes did not 

remain static, but were dynamic and refined as the study progressed. I completed the 

following steps, one participant at a time: 

(1) I read through one participant’s data several times in order to come to a clear 

understanding of the teacher’s beliefs and thoughts about their work;  
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(2) I sorted the comments into categories to facilitate writing up a description of each 

participant’s background experiences and their beliefs. I was not aiming to develop a 

complex coding system with strict categorical definitions;  

(3) Ideas about codes and their relationships alerted me to important issues that may have 

been missed or blurred by existing codes, and that also led to revisions in the coding scheme.  

Pattern coding 

Units of information elicited from participants repeatedly emerged in the flow of meaning; 

effectively, I first identified the codes and then discovered patterns and categories between 

the different codes. The process of coding was carried out as a way to reduce data into easily 

locatable segments through axis and selective coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  Firstly, I 

looked for patterns and concentrated on organising the data based on the ‘axis’ of a category. 

This involved relating categories to sub-categories and making connections between 

categories. Furthermore, I identified the central categories or explanatory concepts in terms of 

the other categories that could be refined and integrated. 

Following the five systematic procedures suggested by LeCompte and Schensul (1999), 

patterns were identified according to: the frequency of specific themes in the data (e.g. the 

importance of discourse features in writing); the participant’s self-declaration (e.g. the 

influence of textbooks on feedback focus);  notable omissions (e.g. the non-use of code in 

discourse-focused feedback); sequences of events (e.g. praise first, followed by identifying 

problems); and the co-occurrence of events and responses (e.g. the correlation between 

teachers’ abstract beliefs about what they should do, and what they actually did for specific 

comments).   

Main themes 

Open coding and pattern coding helped me to build a profile of each participant regarding 

their beliefs about what to focus on and how to provide discourse-focused feedback. An 

overall picture of feedback beliefs emerged according to the main themes that follow: 

• Why focus on discourse 

 Student needs/expectation  

 Teacher’s role & feasibility 

 Textbook & curriculum 

• What discourse features to focus on 
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 Feedback should focus on the aspects of discourse that are taught  

 Feedback should focus on key aspects of discourse  

• What strategies to use when focusing on discourse  

 Teacher’s advice is more helpful than teacher’s praise 

 Teachers should guide students rather than write for the students 

 Textual comments are more helpful than end comments because 

students have more understanding when feedback on discourse is given in 

context. 

The data obtained about teachers’ beliefs was then compared with their feedback practices in 

terms of: what to focus on in feedback and why; how to provide feedback at the discourse 

level and why; the difficulties they faced and their solutions to those difficulties. 

3.5.4.2.3 Analysis of the relationship between feedback practices and beliefs 

Teachers’ beliefs were compared with the direct evidence of their feedback practices in the 

on-going analysis of documents and verbal feedback practices to investigate the degree of 

consistency between them. For example, in one interview a teacher stated her belief that 

feedback on discourse features was important. Then the teacher’s written feedback practices 

were analysed to investigate the extent to which she focused on discourse. Observed practices 

and stated beliefs were then compared to investigate the extent of consistency between stated 

beliefs and practices. Data obtained from stimulated recall protocols was used to explain why 

some practices contravened stated beliefs and how the teacher made adjustments in practice 

when confronted with difficulties regarding whether and how to focus on discourse features. 

Table 9 shows an example of how I analysed the relationships between teachers’ beliefs and 

practices. 

Table 9 Tensions between feedback practices and explanations 

Aspect Stated belief Observed practice Explanation given 

Feedback 

strategy 

T1 prefers 

guiding 

students  

Sometimes T1 corrected 

students’ errors directly 

themselves. For example, 

^Therefore 

T1 explained that she wasn’t confident 

that students could find the solution by 

themselves and they needed examples. 

 

3.5.5 Enhancing quality  

Best and Kahn (1998) propose the notion of trustworthiness in research in terms of validity 

and reliability. Validity is the quality of the data collection procedure that enables it to 
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measure what it intends to measure while reliability is the degree of consistency that an 

instrument or data collection procedure demonstrates. In this study, I used the following 

specific procedures to mitigate any threats to validity and reliability and thus enhance the 

quality of the research:  

A systematic and transparent approach to data collection and analysis generates a clear audit 

trail (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Maxwell, 1996: Miles & Huberman, 1994; Robson, 2002), 

which will enhance the readers’ confidence in the integrity of the research and the reliability 

of methods used.  

 Prolonged engagement with participants enabled me to generate thick descriptions of each 

case, which can help readers decide the possible generalisability of findings to other contexts 

(Duff, 2008; Maxwell, 1996; Robson, 2002).  

However, such prolonged engagement might increase the risk of research bias. This is often 

addressed through a reflexive approach, which explicitly acknowledges the effect of the 

researcher (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Jansen & Peshkin, 1992; Morse, 1991; Scott & 

Usher, 1999). I tried to keep an open mind and not expect particular findings. I also 

consciously tried to avoid leading questions during interviews, and reminded participants 

before every interview that I was not expecting any particular answers and that I was 

interested in their real opinions (Campbell et al., 2004; Robson, 2002).  

For the quantitative data, I invited a second rater to code 10% of my data and compare her 

coding with mine for the inter-rater analysis to enhance the reliability of data analysis. The 

coding from the second rater and myself achieved a good level of agreement. The results of 

the inter-rater analysis of data were Kappa=.927 with p<0.001. I then discussed the difference 

in coding with the second rater, which enabled me to make some revision to my coding 

categories.  

For the qualitative data, “member checks” (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) were used to ensure 

participant validation of how I represented their beliefs and interpreted their comments. I 

wrote a summary of what I understood about their beliefs drawn from the interviews with 

them. Participants were invited to make changes to the summary if there were any 

discrepancies between my understanding and theirs.  

Denzin & Lincoln (2000) propose two types of data triangulation, investigator and 

methodological triangulation, which can enhance the credibility of research by compensating 
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for the limitations of individual data collection methods, thus reducing the effects of possible 

researcher bias in the data analysis. In this research, data was collected by using a variety of 

methods such as observation, documentation and interviews. Meanwhile, a constant 

comparison between the data was made to try out different categories of analysis or find new 

ways of interpreting the findings (Silverman, 2000). Methods of in-case and across-case 

analysis were used to search for common patterns that might enhance the external reliability 

of the study. 

I also conducted a pilot study to improve the validity and reliability of the data collection 

instruments that were to be used in the main study, and to familiarise myself with data 

collection procedures. 

3.5.6 Ethical issues  

Many writers emphasise the need to address ethical concerns in any research in order to 

protect the rights of participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Dornyei, 2007; Duff, 2008; Gall et 

al., 2007). The steps I took to enhance the ethical integrity of the study are outlined as follows: 

1. Firstly, participants were full-time teachers with heavy teaching workloads, yet 

the case study research required intensive involvement. I was mindful of the 

impact their involvement in the study might have on their lives by scheduling all 

interviews and observations at times convenient to them. Observations were also 

conducted as sensitively as possible, so as not to cause unnecessary stress. 

 

2. Secondly, pseudonyms protected the identity of participants. Rich descriptions of 

individual participants were necessary for the purpose of the study. However, 

identities might then be obvious to any reader from the same institution, so I 

simplified some of the details concerning their backgrounds. All data, including 

recordings and transcriptions, were labelled according to pseudonyms and stored 

away securely. 

 

3. Thirdly, confidentiality is an important concern with case study research, 

especially when participants’ behaviours and beliefs are studied intensively. All 

data remained confidential so that it could not be traced back to any individual, 

and data from each participant was not shared with other participants.  
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4. Finally, written consent was obtained from each participant before the study. No 

pressure was applied, and I made it clear that they had the right to decline 

involvement without fear of any recrimination, also that they could withdraw at 

any time. An informed consent form (Cohen et al., 2000; Creswell, 2003) was 

prepared for this purpose (see Appendix 9), which outlined clearly what would be 

involved in the study and what would be expected of participants. This served as a 

kind of contract for both parties, with the aim of safeguarding the participants’ 

rights.  

3.5.7 Presentation of the data 

Data from the three participants in these case studies is presented in three separate chapters 

(Chapters 4-6). Each of these case chapters are broadly divided into two sections. The first 

section draws upon the initial interview and describes the participant’s background in terms 

of their learning experiences, their experiences as an EFL writing teacher, and how they 

provide feedback in their writing class. The second section uses observation, document 

analysis, and post-observation in a comprehensive description of their feedback practices and 

beliefs. 

Following the three case chapters, there is a separate cross-case chapter (Chapter 7) where the 

three individual cases are compared, and the main similarities and differences between them 

are discussed. The subsequent discussion (Chapter 8) pulls the main threads of the findings 

together and offers a big-picture explanation of the findings in relation to the literature. It also 

considers the main contributions of the study in relation to previous research. 

3.6 Summary 

In this section, I have given a detailed account of the research design of this study and 

outlined principles behind the research methodology employed. This case study uses a 

qualitative methodological approach, and the data was collected using multiple instruments 

and a progressive focus. Data was analysed abductively, and concrete steps were taken to 

enhance the quality and ethical integrity of the research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CASE ONE MEI 

This chapter reports the findings from the study of feedback practices and beliefs of Mei, the 

first teacher. It starts with a brief profile of her background information relevant to the study, 

followed by her practices and strategies in terms of her feedback focus, and the discourse 

features targeted in that feedback. Lastly, the relationship between her beliefs and feedback 

practices is explored and I highlight some important tensions between the two. This chapter 

ends with a summary of the key issues which will be compared to the other two cases in a 

further discussion in Chapter 7.           

4.1 Profile 

In this section, I present background information regarding Mei’s learning experiences as 

well as the education she received, her experiences in teaching English language writing and 

the context in which she gave discourse-focused feedback. All this information was obtained 

from interviews during the study. 

4.1.1 Language learning experiences 

In 1994, Mei majored in English at one of the prestigious foreign language universities in 

Beijing, where she gained systematic training for English language teaching. English writing 

was taught based on reading tasks integrated into her reading classes, with a focus on 

paragraph writing. The feedback she received from the teacher was mainly in the form of a 

score and the comment “satisfactory”. She had expected more helpful feedback as she said in 

the initial interview: 

 We started from writing paragraphs, then a passage. … We did not learn about 

the requirements of different types of writing, like exposition and argumentation, 

etc. We focused a lot on exposition, I think…. The teacher gave me a score which 

generally speaking means ‘satisfactory’. I would not bother the teacher with what 

else I should do only because I met the requirements. What a pity! I do not think 

the score helps. The feedback I received did not help me very much. … I wish I 

could have received comments rather than simply be evaluated by a score.  

 

In 1999, Mei completed an MA in applied language studies at the same university as above. 

The MA gave her systematic academic knowledge about applied linguistics, and TESOL. 

There was no writing class and no systematic training about teaching. However, she learnt to 
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improve her own English language skills by writing academic papers and receiving teachers’ 

feedback comments.  

Feedback is very important. … I did receive very helpful feedback from teachers. 

What a pity at that time we did not have academic class. … I learnt a lot from 

writing (practices) and teachers’ feedback. I came to think and understand how 

academic writing should be written… different from other writing (genres) such 

as telling a story, I mean, narration. 

 

This learning experience enabled her to realise that writing practices and feedback play an 

important role in helping to improve one’s writing. 

 

4.1.2 Teaching experiences  

Since finishing her MA in 2001, Mei has been working in the same university where there are 

well-organised teaching programmes. Before this study she had gained rich teaching 

experiences in both English majors and non-English majors, covering intensive and extensive 

reading, translation, oral English and public speaking. She started teaching English writing as 

a separate course in 2009. Previously, she used to teach writing via tasks integrated into 

reading classes by asking students to write a composition in order to check their 

understanding of the reading materials.  

This writing course is more about academic writing, it is to help students to 

understand how to write a good piece of writing in English. 

 

Mei’s department had a tradition of getting teachers to prepare lessons together, which she 

thought would help her learn from her colleagues as they shared their understanding about 

teaching. 

We prepare for lessons together as a team. I mean, teachers who teach the same 

subject (for different groups of students at the same level) get together to discuss 

what to teach and share ideas. Sometimes we are shown the demo PPT , but we 

do discuss feedback on students’ writing.   

 

4.1.3 Writing class during this study  

During this study, Mei taught writing to one group of 35 third year students majoring in law, 

aged 19 to 21 years old, who had passed CET 6 (the national English test for non-English 
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majors in China). The intact class of students had previously learnt how to write narrative and 

expository essays in their first and second years. In the lessons I observed during this study, 

she focused on the overall structure of argumentative text. The main objective of her writing 

class was to teach argument as a form of discourse that attempts to persuade and influence 

readers through the use of a connected series of conceptual relations, value, significance and 

opposition in order to establish apposition or claim. Specifically, her writing class illustrated 

the location of the main idea and the macro-level rhetorical pattern, the micro-level features 

of text rhetoric, the use of causal meta-text or text about text in orienting readers to the 

interpretation of cause and effect in inter-sentential relations, the basic mechanism of 

coherence used, and the choice of peripheral or integrated signals.  

 

In Mei’s writing class, students were asked to write argumentative essays using the five 

paragraph format to structure their thoughts, as follows: 

 An introductory paragraph which includes the thesis statement and tells the reader what 

the essay is about. She emphasised that there should be a claim in this paragraph which states 

the controversy of the argument and contains a transitional hook which moves the reader to 

the body of the paper.  

 Three main paragraphs containing the argument in the form of three reasons with 

significant examples and relevant illustration. The topic for each of the three body paragraphs 

should relate to the thesis statement in the introductory paragraph.  

 A concluding paragraph which includes a restatement of the thesis objective from the 

introductory paragraph, the summary of the three main points from the body of the paper and 

a final statement that gives the reader signals that the essay has come to an end. 

 

Mei’s teaching was organised on a fortnightly basis – every two weeks a unit was formed 

which centred on a hot topic. The task of each unit was: 1) to introduce basic elements of 

argument; 2) to deal with a problem in the use of language; 3) to analyse readings on the 

topic and 4) to brainstorm the unit of assignment. Tasks 1), 3) and 4) were given in the first 

week, and the assignment was to write a composition. In the following weeks, students 

submitted their scripts. Mei provided written feedback to her students’ compositions followed 

by subsequent oral feedback to the whole class. For each assignment she gave written 

feedback to 15 of the students’ scripts.  In the next week, she gave oral feedback to the whole 

class to elaborate the problems in the students’ writing, using one or two representative 
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scripts. Three cycles in her writing class were identified according to the different content 

taught in the sense of addressing the patterns in the genre of argumentative writing (see Table 

2 in the previous chapter). 

 

In this context, Mei’s writing class took textual manipulation beyond sentence-level to 

discourse level and this discourse-focused feedback was an important part of her writing 

instruction. In the following sections, I describe her actual feedback practices and the 

underlying beliefs which help explain why she gave feedback in the way she did. 

 

4.1.4 General beliefs about writing, feedback focus and feedback strategy 

The purpose of this section is to present Mei’s general beliefs about writing and providing 

feedback. This helps to build up an understanding of her feedback practices. 

 

4.1.4.1 General beliefs about writing and providing feedback 

Mei stated her belief that writing would lead to thinking, rather than simply transcribing all 

the ideas in the student’s mind into an essay: 

Writing is not the transcription of thoughts. It is a process that makes it possible 

to think clearly and maybe differently from what is already consciously present in 

your mind. For example, when you write an argumentation, it is about what you 

learn by carefully considering all sides of an argument. Writing is a mode of 

critical analysis which can help you find associations between ideas that you 

wouldn’t have otherwise seen. 

She believed that discourse features played an important role in composing a good 

argumentative essay. She told me, 

Discourse devices would of course help to make a point clear. For instance, state 

a thesis early so that your audience can spot your idea right from the start. You 

show key ideas in enough relevant supporting detail so that your audience does 

not have to guess what you mean. … When you read a passage without proper 

cohesive devices, you would feel very much like travelling on a bus going on a 

bumpy road. All of sudden, you are thrown to nowhere. 

       

Mei thought she would teach argumentative writing to her students very differently from how 

she was taught. She believed that both the textbook and the requirements of the curriculum 
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could have an impact on her focus in the writing class. 

Probably I would like to teach in a different way. Because the textbook is totally 

different from what I used when I was a student. And the course given to students 

should be based on the textbook. … And the course requirement now is different 

from when I was a student. For example, when I was a student, we were only 

asked to write an argumentation about 200 words at most. So the feedback I 

received from my teacher was always very general and there was not a separate 

writing class. Now my students are required to write 500 words at least for 

argumentation in this semester. Of course, what I focus on in class and in my 

feedback should be very different.  

 

She stated that her feedback was selective, that there was no need to point out each error or 

problem, and that students should be praised and motivated with proper encouragement in 

their feedback. 

I would not probably be able to point out all the problems. … It would not very 

helpful to students. As for me, I will give comments on the most important things 

in my feedback.… I do intend to include some encouragement.  

 

4.1.4.2 General beliefs about feedback focus       

As for the feedback focus, she stated that was based on her own understanding of the 

requirements of argumentative writing as well as her previous teaching experience. 

I give feedback on several aspects, like the structure of an argumentation, and the 

logic of ideas is also a focus, like the (central) idea and point of view, whether 

ideas are relevant, whether the point is explained clear enough, cohesion, etc. … 

I mean I will pay attention to the relevance of the subideas because I had such 

experience of reading students’ writing. Very often there is a so-called topic 

sentence but the sub-ideas could be quite irrelevant. So does the thesis statement. 

I think this problem occurs very often in their writing. And finally, I’ll also look at 

the language, so for language, it will be lexical usage, sentence structure. … 

These are the aspects I’ll pay attention to.  

 

4.1.4.3 General beliefs about feedback strategy  

She thought locating the problem for students was very important and she preferred text-
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specific comments to help make students aware of where the problems occurred. Meanwhile, 

she put her comments in different places when the feedback targeted different discourse 

problems. 

I think running comments may help students more as they are more specific. 

Mainly I provide running feedback. I think I don’t just write the feedback in the 

margin if there’s a problem somewhere (in text). I write between lines to link it 

directly to the sentences or phrases where the problems are. As for the end 

feedback, I deliberately don’t do much for that. If there are overall problems, or 

problems about the whole article, I give end comments, e.g., if students write an 

argumentation as exposition, I make comments at the end. … Generally speaking, 

for structure and content I give feedback after I finish reading, at the end of the 

writing. For the language part, including cohesion, I just make comment in the 

passage where a problem or good sentence appears. 

 

She also felt that effective feedback can help promote autonomous learning, and that the most 

effective feedback is when it helped students understand what was wrong. She preferred to 

guide students by pointing out the problems rather than making corrections, and she felt 

confident in the students’ ability to understand her comments about identifying problems. 

I think if effectiveness means that students could understand immediately after 

reading the comments, I correct their errors and provide the solution. But I really 

doubt whether they understand the point behind the correction. I mean the 

reasons for the correction. I still want to force them to think. … Actually I do not 

explain the reasons but I always point out the problems. When I feel the problem 

might be too complicated for them to understand, I explain. Meanwhile, I think 

that if they have listened to the instruction carefully, they should be able to know 

what I mean when I point out a problem. I think they should be able to get that. 

 

Generally speaking, she said she made comments selectively and valued the importance of 

discourse-focused feedback to help make students improve their understanding of 

argumentative writing. She thought praise was important in feedback because it could affect 

the students’ motivation to revise. She reported in the interview, “If there is no praise, 

students may feel very frustrated.” She took care to locate problems and preferred to make 

running comments. She also preferred to provide indirect corrections by pointing out the 

problems for students to find solutions on their own.  
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4.2 Feedback on discourse in individual student scripts 

The purpose of this section is to show Mei’s feedback focus in the written comments to 

individual students. This section starts with her feedback practices in general by presenting an 

overview of the frequency and focus of her written feedback comments, and then it reports 

her specific feedback practices with detailed examples; firstly, her discourse-focused 

feedback comments on students’ scripts; and then, her focus regarding discourse features 

targeted in her feedback. 

 

4.2.1 The extent of discourse-focused feedback 

Mei provided 571 feedback comments in total. On average, 19 feedback comments were 

given on each script. The overall distribution of feedback focus in students’ scripts is shown 

in Table 10 below. 

Table 10 Distribution of Mei’s written feedback comments 

Focus Total Percentage 

Discourse 248 43.4% 

Non-discourse 323 56.6% 

Total 571 100% 

       

Mei provided 571 feedback comments in total; of these 248 focused on discourse features, 

while 323 focused on non-discourse features (the non-discourse features include content, 

lexico-grammar, expression, and mechanics. See Table 11 below). The distribution of 

discourse-focused feedback (43.4%) slightly exceeded that of lexico-grammar focused 

feedback (28.2%), but is clearly higher than feedback on other foci: content (7%), expression 

(7%), mechanics (3.7%), and unclear focus (10.7%). It could be inferred that she paid 

attention to both the grammatical mistakes in students’ scripts and the appropriate use of 

discourse features in the students’ writing, while comments on the content did not appear 

much (7%) in her feedback. This indicates she had a strong focus on discourse in her 

feedback comments. In the following sections, I report the findings of her discourse-focused 

feedback comments 
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Table 11 Frequency and focus of Mei’s written feedback comments 

 

Focus Total Percentage 

Discourse 248 43.4% 

Content 40 7.0% 

Lexico-grammar 161 28.2% 

Expression 40 7.0% 

Mechanics 21 3.7% 

Others 61 10.7% 

Total 571 100% 

 

4.2.2 Overview of discourse-focused feedback comments 

In total, Mei gave 248 discourse focused feedback comments. She gave handwritten feedback 

with an average of eight comments for each student script. Among the 248 discourse-focused 

feedback comments, 21.4% had a genre-specific focus and 78.6% were given on the text in 

general. The distribution of genre-specific comments and comments on the text in general is 

shown in Table 12 below. 

 

Table 12 Overview of Mei’s discourse-focused written feedback  

Discourse  features Total Percentage 

Genre specific 53 21.4% 

Text in general 195 78.6% 

Total 248 100% 

 

 

The 195 comments on the text in general (78.6%) were further analysed, and broken down 

into five categories: organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and metadiscourse. Table 13 

below shows the frequency of discourse features targeted in her written comments on the text 

in general.  
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Table 13 Discourse features targeted in Mei’s written comments on text in general 

Text in general Total Percentage 

Organisation 58 23.4% 

Unity 35 14.1% 

Coherence 39 15.7% 

Cohesion 38 15.3% 

Metadiscourse 25 10.1% 

Total 195 100% 

 

As shown, in the comments on the text in general, she made slightly more comments on 

organisation (23.4%). She showed almost equal attention to unity (14.1%), coherence (15.7%) 

and cohesion (15.3%). The discourse feature of meta-discourse was also an important 

concern in her feedback comments (10.1%). 

 

4.2.3 Discourse features targeted in feedback comments 

In the following sections, these discourse features focused on in her feedback comments are 

illustrated with typical examples selected from her feedback comments on the students’ 

scripts. 

 

4.2.3.1 Genre-specific feedback comments 

Mei made genre-specific comments which drew the students’ attention to the requirements of 

argument as a particular type of text (e.g. “This is very much an exposition of comparison and 

contrast, but not quite an argument.”). She also made comments on how the argument should 

be constructed to convey the conventional types of content. These recurred in forms of 

organisation which achieved the socially recognised purpose of the genre concerning 

audience expectations (e.g. “What is the controversy? The opposing view is not addressed. 

How are you going to argue?”). Her genre-specific comments were given to address the 

purpose of argumentative writing which should persuade the reader of the correctness of the 

central statement. The generic structure should also support the three particular stages of the 

argument: Thesis, Argument and Conclusion. 

 

Specifically, she made comments to address the purpose of an argumentative essay (to 
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persuade) which is different from that of expository writing (to explain). Some of her 

comments were made to draw the students’ attention to avoid the use of too elaborate a style 

when writing an argumentative essay. The others were comments to draw the students’ 

attention to how they should start the argument and handle counterargument, so as to meet 

the needs of acknowledging the opposing arguments. Below are extracts selected from the 

students’ scripts with Mei’s written feedback comments to show her genre-specific comments 

on writing an argumentative essay. In the extract (see the left side of the table below), Mei 

made the comment, “This is very much an exposition of comparison and contrast, but not 

quite an argument.” She wanted to draw the student’s attention to the difference between 

expository essay and argumentative essay writing. Similarly, there is another example (see 

the right side of the table below) in which she made the comment, “We are to argue rather 

than compare.” These comments were made from the genre-specific perspective to address 

the purpose of the argumentative style. 

 

Sample 1 

Student text: 

If you prefer the convenience and do 

not care (about) the waste, you’d better 

choose the card. If you prefer the thrift, 

you’d better choose the cash. I prefer 

the thrift and I choose the cash. 

Mei’s written comments:  

This is very much an exposition of 

compare and contrast, but not quite an 

argument. 

1) Try to specify your topic to 

particular group of people in particular 

situations. Identify the controversy. 

2) Give your claim directly and clearly. 

  

Student text: 

Which way do you want to pay 

for your account? Cash or card? 

No matter which one you choose, 

you may have your reason. 

However, have you ever 

compared the card with cash? If 

you do it, the feeling is totally 

different. I prefer cash①. Why? 

Now I will show you the 

comparison②. 

Mei’s written comments: 

1) This makes your claim rather 

personal. 

2) We’re to argue rather than 

compare. 

 

The above extracts also show that she made comments on elements of rhetorical structure of 

the argumentative essay. Firstly, she commented on using the controversial statement 

(“Identify the controversy. Give your claim directly and clearly.”). Below are other examples 

in two extracts. One shows her emphasis on the necessity of clarifying the controversial 
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statement so as to clearly state the claim. The other shows her feedback comment specifically 

focusing on the thesis which comprised of a claim and the reasons to start the argument. She 

felt the thesis statement of the argument should be, “a claim with a brief summary of reasons” 

which would inform the readers of what would be in the following paragraphs.  

 

Sample 2 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Why, you may wonder, shouldn’t we save money. It’s because saving never riches 

your bank account but only quicken your steps of joining the poor. And one of the 

poor people’s best quality is saving. Saving distracts people’s attention and make us 

do nothing but counting the purse over again and again. Moreover, unlike spending 

encourages efficient earning, saving only encourages unnecessary worrying. Saving 

is not a good habit, as many people think, nor nearly related to it. 

Mei’s written comments:  

What’s controversy? The opposing view is not addressed. How are you going to 

argue? 

Example 2 

Student text: 

When we were in high school, we were always looking forwards to college life. 

Because we have so many dreams and great longings for college years for at that 

time we can break a lot of taboos and yokes, and love is one of them. When we step 

into colleges finally, love, especially which we held back during high school sprang 

up like mushrooms. However, there is little change to be enrolled into the same 

college; so long-distance love is not an ideal choice and most long-distance love 

ends up in parting. 

Mei’s written comments:  

1) What about opposing side? 

2) Give full and complete statement for your claim and includes briefly your reasons. 

 

Secondly, when giving genre-specific comments on Argument, Mei made comments to 

address the support move made by the claim-support structure which conveys the reasons that 

endorse the validity of the proposition. The successful accomplishment of the claim-support 

pair depends on explicitly establishing the relevance. The support move should therefore be 

both directly relevant to the claim and seek to demonstrate the relevance of the claim to the 

proposition. Meanwhile, she stressed the counter-argument which played the role of 
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refutation. The examples below show her feedback focus on the Argument. In the above 

extract, she made two written comments. The first, “The reasons you give are not presented 

in the way to be related to your claim”, was given to point out the problem of the lack of 

relevance between the claim and the reasons in the Argument. The other, “You fail to address 

the opposing idea in the body part”, was made to point out the problem of the failure to make 

a counter-argument. Similarly, in the extract below, Mei addressed the importance in arguing 

for the claim by beating the refutation in the Argument by making the written feedback 

comment of, “Better to address the opposing view a bit in each reason you present”. 

 

Sample 3 

Example 1 

Student text: 

As the reasons I’ve listed above, don’t you think you should reconsider before you 

buy another beautiful clothes next time, do you really need it? If not, just quit it. 

Mei’s written comments:  

1) The reasons you gave are not presented in a way to be related to your claim. 

2) You fail to address the opposing idea in the body part. 

3) The type of evidence you used still lacks variety. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Firstly, it’s almost a waste of time. Everyone admits that the paramount task for 

college students would be learning academic skills and knowledge, as well as the 

stuff which contributes to their career in the future. However, situations are bad.  

Mei’s written comments:  

1) What is the opposing view? How would you address that? 

2) Better to address the opposing view a bit in each reason you presented. 

      

Thirdly, when giving genre-specific comments on the Conclusion of argumentative writing, 

Mei stressed that it should function to retrospectively affirm what was communicated. I now 

show examples of feedback comments on the conclusion from a genre-specific point of view 

from two extracts with her written comments (see below). The first is, “Sum up all your 

argument in the conclusion, including your claim and supporting reasons”; and the second is, 

“You need to conclude all your argument in the conclusion including your claim and 
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supporting reasons”. She made comments to show that the conclusion should contain 

consolidation, which should refer back to the contents of the argument section. This relates 

the claim of the introduction with the themes and the proposition with supporting evidence 

from the argument stage. 

 

Sample 4 

Example 1 

Student text: 

In conclusion, face lifting is a matter of opinion, different people have different 

standard, so it is hard to evaluate whether it is beneficial or harmful. If you are just 

looking for beauty, it is worthy for you to take a risk, but if you believe health and 

life are much more important, maybe you should think twice. What’s more, the wish 

for us to become beautiful is good, but beauty does not just exist in the appearance. 

It is necessary for us to take a “heart lifting”. 

Mei’s written comment: 

Sum up all your argument in the conclusion, including your claim and supporting 

reasons. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

From what I have listed above, it should be clear that examination system is not the 

perfect way but it is necessary to keep it. What we should do is to improve it, instead 

of abolishing it. Hopefully, one day we can study for our ideas without great 

pressure. And if that is so, I can definitely see a bright future ahead out there 

waiting for us. 

Mei’s written comment: 

You need to conclude all your argument in the conclusion, including your claim & 

support reasons. 

Mei also made comments on the conclusion from the perspective of the text features in 

general, rather than from the genre-specific perspective. Her comments on discourse features 

are discussed in the following section. 

 

4.2.3.2 Comments on the text in general 

In the following sections, I describe her comments on discourse from the text features in 

general with details of typical examples selected from her feedback comments. 
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4.2.3.2.1 Organisation 

When providing feedback on organisation, Mei made comments on the global structure of the 

essay in the form of the introduction, the body and the conclusion as a feature of the text in 

general as well as local structures to elaborate central ideas. She made comments on the 

organisation from a non- genre-specific perspective to address patterns of text structure 

operating globally (e.g. Introduction, Body, and Conclusion) and patterns operating locally 

(e.g. point—elaboration, main idea—support).       

 

Global organisational structure  

Mei made comments on the global text structure which could indicate the framework of a 

text’s beginning, middle and end. In her written comments the leading words of Introduction, 

Body, and Conclusion were used to draw the students’ attention to the overall structure of 

their writing as text in general, as well as the comments on the structural element specifically 

used for argumentative writing of Claim, Argument, and Conclusion (see the previous section 

about genre-specific comments). The example in Sample 5 below shows how she made 

comments to address the writing problem according to the overall structure with the leading 

words Introduction, Body, and Conclusion.  

 

Sample 5 

Mei’s written comments: 

Quite good on the whole. 

Intro: Better put the first paragraph after second paragraph (claim). 

Body: The reasons given are good, but the explanation is not thorough and to the 

point enough. 

I do not see the difference between the second and third reason. I feel they both talk 

about the car’s influence on the quality of people’s life. 

Conclusion: OK. 

 

When Mei made comments, with an emphasis on the beginning of the argument she noted 

that there should be a proper Introduction to the background material for topic 

contextualisation. She stressed the claim in the introduction should be specific to help readers 

fulfil their expectations of the text. Below is an example to show her comments on the 

introduction. 
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Sample 6 

Student text: 

…of great significance as we should keep an umbrella for a rainy day. I want to talk 

about it, too. First, I want to ask a question: what to you save money for if you are 

not Grandet? Of course, the answer is to spend. Then the question of spending and 

saving will change to spending now and spending later. Both of them are spending 

and absolutely spending later is more reasonable than spending now. 

Mei’s written comments: 

For whom? Under what circumstances? Be more specific.   

 

Mei’s comments on the organisation of the main body of the student’s writing depended 

much on the genre of the argumentative essay. In line with the five-paragraph formula of 

argumentative writing (see 4.1.3), she emphasised there should be three reasons to argue for 

the claim in the body of the argument, but she did not make comments on the formula for 

creating a five paragraph essay. Instead, her comments on the Body part were given to 

emphasis the needs of constructing the middle part of the essay which contained reasons to 

argue for the Claim as the support and developmentment of the Introductory paragraph (see 

the above Sample 5). Specifically, she emphasised in the Body part that there should be three 

different reasons to progress the logic of ideas to argue for the claim given in the introductory 

paragraph (see the above Sample 5). Her comments in the Body part could be further 

analysed to focus on how meaning could be constructed with the help of using specific 

discourse features (e.g. coherence, cohesion, etc.) which I will elaborate in the following 

sections respectively. 

 

In line with the form of the five-paragraph written argument, Mei’s comments were also 

made to address the importance of using one concluding paragraph to end the essay. Her 

comments on the concluding paragraph comprised of the general praise such as “Conclusion: 

OK” when students wrote an obvious conclusion of the essay to complete the essay. Besides 

such comments, she also gave feedback to draw the student’s attention to the need to 

summarise the highlights and restate the main points to meet the demands of the 

argumentative genre (see the above section). 

 

Besides comments on the global organisational structure as above, she also made comments 

on how to make logical progression and complete ideas with the proper use of local 
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organisational structure. The following section discusses the patterns of local text structure 

which she focused on in her feedback comments. 

 

Local organisational structure 

When making comments on organisation, Mei emphasised the organisational structure to 

draw the students’ attention to patterns of how text could be constructed locally. In her in-

script feedback, she made comments on using topic sentences as indicators of text structure to 

make concrete and visual representations of the organisation of ideas in paragraphs. To do 

this students should use the local text structure (e.g. general-specific, point-elaboration, main 

idea-support) to elaborate the central idea and to help readers relate that central idea to the 

subsequent supporting evidence of the propositions. Below are more samples of her feedback 

comments on local organisational structure.  

 

In Mei’s feedback comments she stressed there should be a topic sentence to encapsulate the 

whole paragraph. Her comments focused on controlling the topic sentence to match the 

following meaning in the entire paragraph rather than locating the topic sentence in a 

paragraph. In Sample 7 below, she provided comments “This is not a proper topic sentence. 

It is not presenting your reasons” to address the problem of the topic sentence. According to 

her, the topic sentence should help define the scope of the paragraph itself. That is to say, if 

this sentence controls the paragraph that follows, then all sentences in the paragraph must 

relate in some way to it. Similarly, when she summarised the problems in the student’s essay, 

she pointed out the problem again in the comment: “It’s advised that you give a topic 

sentence at the beginning of each of your reasons.” 

 

Sample 7 

 

Student text: 

Firstly, college students are just at the transform stage from a child to an adult. 

During this stage, students are very impulsive and moody. According to a reliable 

data, it said that… 

Mei’s written comments: 

Running: This is not a proper topic sentence. It is not presenting your reasons. 

End: It’s advised that you give a topic sentence at the beginning of each of your 

reasons. 
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Besides comments on the necessity of a topic sentence, Mei provided feedback on the way 

that students organised information in their text. Her comments on the underlying structure of 

content-area texts focused on helping students pay attention to key concepts and their 

relationship to the different units of text, as well as the cues that should alert them to 

particular text structures. When making comments on the beginning of the essay, she 

emphasised that the claim should be stated in a general-specific structure. For example, she 

provided the comment, “be specific” very often. When making comments on the middle part 

of the essay, she expected the progression of the argument should be given in the structure of 

point-elaboration (see sample 8). 

 

Sample 8 

 

Student text: 

To start with, classmate dates make the distance between couples too small. 

Familiarity breeds boredom. As classmates, couples spend much time together. For 

one hand, it leaves the lovers little time to develop other relationships. On the other 

hand, it is easily leads to problems. For example, it makes it easier to find out each 

other’s weakness and easy to get bored. Therefore, classmate dates establish a too 

nearby distance for love which is not that benefits. Moreover, classmate dates may 

influence study. Young couples take nearby seats in the class, but most of them will 

influence each other on the other way around. Specially, they may chat, laugh and 

be happy being with each other which obviously do not help their study. With the 

waste of time and the unsteady emotion, the young couples… 

Mei’s written comments: 

1. Better separate the reasons into different paragraphs. 

2. And the reasons are not properly explained and supported. 

3. Better elaborate on the reasons and give support evidence. 

 

 

In the above extract, feedback comments pointed out the discourse problems in the text unit 

where the different reasons were mixed in one paragraph and elaboration of the points was 

not enough. She suggested the student would be better to “Separate the reasons into different 

paragraph and better elaborate on them (different reasons) and give support evidence.” She 

felt for each point there should be enough elaboration including detailed persuasive evidence 

(e.g. citation, figures and examples). 

 

Another basic organisational structure Mei stressed in her comments was the main idea-

support structure which also depended on the argumentative genre. In the extract below, she 
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provided feedback comments not only on the lack of a topic sentence (see below example, 

“No topic sentence for the reasoning in the body part”) but also on the local organisational 

structure of “point-elaboration” in the comment, “Only abstract reasoning in the body part, 

but no evidence”. That is to show her concern to elaborate the idea with various supporting 

evidence. 

 

Sample 9 

Mei's written comments 

... No topic sentence for the reasoning on the body part. Only abstract reasoning in 

the body part, but no evidence. 

 

 

 4.2.3.2.2 Unity 

Besides comments on the predominant structural patterns, Mei made comments on how well 

students achieved text unity and avoided including details that took readers away from the 

focus. In her feedback comments, she aimed to ensure all the text worked together to support 

one main point.  

 

In her comments, Mei described focus at two levels – one is that the whole essay should be 

about only one main topic, and the other is that each paragraph should contain only one main 

idea consistent with the main thesis. Firstly, she made comments to arouse the students’ 

attention on staying focused on the topic and avoiding the inclusion of irrelevant information 

by making the first comment, “This doesn’t seem to be the same as your topic”. She also felt 

that if the text contained a unit or some units which were not consistent with the main topic, 

then it lacked unity or the unit was off-topic. Secondly, she addressed the importance of a 

single generalisation that serves as the focus of attention in each paragraph.  For example, she 

made a feedback comment that, “what is the point to the essence for your reason? Positive 

effect?” to show her concern about “the point” to control the content of every other sentence 

in the paragraph’s body so as to achieve unity.    

 

Comments on unity concerned either the need for the whole essay to be about one topic or the 

need for each paragraph to be about one idea related to the thesis statement.  
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Sample 10 

 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Whenever, a new semester draws near, one bothering thing is to face the pile of 

textbooks which have been used together with the books which are coming into use. 

To buy or not to buy a new book is always a question in concern to students. Of 

course, students should at least prepare themselves with text books, but is it 

necessary that the books have to be new? I have asked my classmates whether they 

really read the textbooks they buy under different occasions, and it turns out that 

some of the textbooks are rarely read, or are read only once before the final exam. 

Mei’s written comments: 

1. This doesn’t seem to be the same as your topic. 

2. What is the relationship between this and your claim? 

 

Example 2 

Student text: 

TV talent stars can also inspire their fans as other types of pop icons. Can singing 

and dancing bring our youth any good? Parents and educationalists object and they 

regard talent stars as nothing but fashionable clowns. On the contrary, these 

‘clowns’ can be a great inspiration to their fans. From nobody to superstar, talent 

stars provide this society an example of achieving goals. Here, we cannot confine 

these goals to the limited scope of being famous.  

Mei’s written comments: 

What is the point to the essence for your reasons? Positive effects? 

         

 

Meanwhile, the student writer should control the content of every unit of text such that it 

contains more specific information and maintains the same focus of attention as the thesis 

statement, the claims, or the topic sentence. For example, in the extracts below, she made the 

comments that, “The example is too detailed and without a proper summary of the point you 

want to make. It confuses the readers.” These comments were provided to help the student 

understand the necessity of clearly stating the focus when providing detailed information on 

elaboration. Similarly, another example of her comment on her concern for text unity is 

shown in the below extract: “The evidence & explanation are not quite to the point.” 
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Sample 11 

 

Example 1 

Student text: 

… “Her drawings were always neat and where stippling was required, her dots were 

spread evenly on the drawing and precise. My drawings were rather irregular and 

my stippling looked more like commas than dots…” Archies can remember clearly 

all the details during the periods in the Zoology lab with Margaret. “We came 

together just because we always had the same painful task to deal with!” Yes, that’s 

the most cases. Campus love usually takes place when the two are both pursuing the 

same goal. In such condition, they become intimate partners and help each other all 

the way through. Thus, the love turns to be strong and steadfast. 

“Now, we would both be happy to call it (college) our permanent home, and plan to 

continue living around this area after the wedding.” Bill and Beth is another… 

Mei’s written comments: 

1. This example is too detailed and without a proper summary of the point you want 

to make. 

2.  It confuses the readers. 

 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Firstly, good economical environment and governmental policies constructed these 

billionaires in Hurub lists in China. Since the reform and open policy has been 

performed and resources have been concentrated in making eastern cities rich up, 

thousands of new firms have sprung up in all walks of Chinese industry. Who has 

created these rich men? I mean, besides their own intelligence and opportunities, 

who should they show/extent their gratitude to? Those people, who lived a common 

life and paid more for public resources than before, deserve it. So it’s time to return 

to the… 

Mei’s written comment: 

The evidence & explanation are not quite to the point. 

 

4.2.3.2.2 Coherence 

Mei provided feedback comments to draw the students’ attention to making each part of their 

writing logically connected so as to head towards a single conclusion. Her feedback on 

coherence was given to address how meanings and sequences of ideas relate to each other, 

specifically the coherence of the text regarding the logical connection of the sub-ideas within 

the main idea as well as the logical relationships between the sub-ideas.  
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Firstly, she addressed the logical connection of the focus of each paragraph to the main idea 

so as to head towards an overall controlling idea, conclusion or theme in the text. She made 

comments that none of the ideas should be separated from the thesis; instead the focus of 

each paragraph, somehow, should be logically connected to the thesis (or claim in an 

argumentative essay). In the extract below, she made comments “What is your point? (unity) 

Does it help to explain your claim? Try to relate them (coherence)”. Her comments were 

given to arouse the student’s attention to the coherence of the writing regarding the logical 

relationship of the second reason for the argument and its claim. Similarly, in the other 

example shown in Sample 12, when the student made a claim that campus love is not reliable 

and that a romantic relationship is a time and money consuming project, Mei commented that, 

“how can this be related to being not reliable?” to arouse the student’s attention to the 

coherence of the claim and the reasons selected for the argument. 

Sample 12 

 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Second, textile fibres are non-degradable waste. (The vegetable fibre as well as the 

chemical fibre.) It’s hard for them to go back to the regular cycle of matter 

supersession in nature. Someone may suggest using the burning method, but it will 

create a large amount of carbon dioxide, which will accelerate global warming. 

Thus, we’d better stick to the bark when we are buying clothes, avoid blindly ape. 

Mei’s written comments: 

What is your point? Does it help to complain your claim? Try to relate them. 

 

Example 2 

Student text: 

… Campus love is time and money consuming and can easily hurt students and 

cause more problems, (therefore) I strongly believe that campus love is not reliable! 

      Firstly, romantic relationship is a consuming project both of time and money. 

You have to put in a lot of energy and money to maintain a relationship. I read about 

a college boy named Xiaozhang who came from a poor family in a village in Henan. 

Mei’s written comments: 

How can this be related to (the point of) being not reliable? 
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Secondly, she emphasised that the focus of each paragraph should be different but logically 

related to each other to help lead readers achieve a greater understanding of the overall theme. 

For example, in the extract below, she made a feedback comment that, “This is quite related 

to the first one (reason) and can hardly be taken as an independent reason”, to explain there 

was a lack of logical connection between the two reasons arguing for the claim, due to the 

simple repetition of one single aspect of one of the reasons. Similarly, in another extract, she 

provided feedback on coherence in the comment, “There is problematic in the logic of your 

reasons”. Specifically, “the third point is very similar to the first reason.” She suggested the 

student either, “clarify them or make them into one”. These comments were made to ask the 

student to think how the two reasons could be related to each other so as to achieve coherence 

in the argument. 

 

Sample 13 

 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Secondly, we’re buying a lot of things we will never use by net shopping. This 

reason comes from most net shoppers’ experiences, including myself. When you’re 

doing traditional shopping, you have to go to different places to get clothes, foods 

and furniture, and walking around will make you… 

Mei’s written comments: 

This is quite related to the first one and can hardly be taken as a different reason (the 

second reason). 

Example 2 

Student text: 

… When mentioning the fairness, it means each person should have equal 

opportunity to compete on the same platform. Entrance examination is the platform. 

The background doesn’t matter, (but) score matters. To get a high score you have to 

study hard, that no pain no gain suits any moral standard of fairness in human 

society. Many poor presents through this way go to universities in Beijing, Shanghai 

and Guangzhou. (And) When they graduate they find jobs and live in the city. 

Therefore their lives are changed. In that case the entrance examination is a fair 

system. 

Mei’s written comments: 

This third point is very similar to the first reason. You need either clarify them or 

make them into one.  
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Student text: 

Entrance examination provides an opportunity for each of us to compete equally. 

The only way to win is to get a high score. And this system has been running 

perfectly. So the entrance examination is fair. 

Mei’s written comments: 

1. And this system has been running perfectly: This doesn’t really equal to your 

second point. 

2. There’s problem with the logic connection of your reasons. 

 

Thirdly, Mei made comments on whether text segments at the sentence level were connected 

by establishing relationships of coherence. Her comments were also given on coherence in 

terms of logically connecting sentences. Below are three extracts with her feedback 

comments on coherence in detail. In the first extract, the feedback comment, “Would you try 

to follow time sequence for these as it is a bit confusing?” was given to ask the student to pay 

attention to the logical order of the information conveyed in the sentence. Similarly, in 

another extract, she made the comment, “What’s the relationship among these sentences?” to 

arouse the student’s attention to the logical coherence at sentence level. In the third extract, 

the feedback comment, “This is generally not so related to romance”, was given by Mei to 

emphasis each sentence should be somehow related to the others to serve the topic.   

 

Sample 14 

 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Luo tried all kinds of jobs and finally getting a job of cash-outer in Carrefour with a 

salary of around 1000 yuan per month. She sent more than 10ooo resumes in 

Shanghai and tasted from waitress to general manager after miserable parental 

divorce. She was only one example of the victims of our society, and the only one 

known to the public to fight for their (her) life.  

Mei’s written comment: 

Would you please try to follow time sequence for these as it is a bit confusing? 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Adoring pop icons is a normal social phenomenon. We young people are in the 

important period of our life. We should set up great dreams. But in the modern 

society we feel at sea and in this situation ourselves should become prefect. We want 

to be more mature.  
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Mei’s written comment: 

What’s the relationship among these sentences?  

Example 3 

Student text: 

There are many other important things that should not be ignored. For example, 

communication. With a lover, a student can always have someone to talk with, to 

play with and to walk with.  

Mei’s written comment: 

This is generally not related to romance. 

 

4.2.3.2.4 Cohesion 

As mentioned above, Mei provided feedback comments to help students make ideas, details 

and sentences fit together coherently. To help students establish the links which could tie 

ideas together smoothly and clearly, she provided comments on the proper use of cohesive 

devices. When focusing on cohesion, she provided feedback on the misuse of conjunctions 

and unclear references. 

 

Firstly, when giving feedback on conjunctions, she commented on the lack of adversative 

type of conjunctions (e.g. but, however) and the misuse of causal-conditional conjunctions 

(e.g. because, consequently). The following excerpts from students’ essays provide examples 

of Mei’s feedback on conjunctions.  

 

Sample 15 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Some say that saving money is of no meaning since our life is so short that we 

should seize the hour to enjoy it; while some others say saving money is of great 

significance as we should keep an umbrella for a rainy day. I want to talk about it, 

too. First, I want to ask a question: what do you save money for if you are not 

Grandet? Of course, the answer is to spend. Then the question of spending and 

saving will change to spending now and spending later. 

Mei’s written comments: 

(I want to talk about it, too. First, I want to ask a question ^ However, 

And: ^ or 
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Example  2 

Student text: 

… Because we have so many dreams and great longings for college years for at that 

time we can break a lot of taboos and yokes, and love is one of them… 

Mei’s written comments: 

Because… for…?? 

Example 3 

Student text: 

Above all, women are not only good at spending but also have an ability to saving or 

rather to earning which cannot be denied because it is women’s lifestyle, even 

women’s destiny. 

Mei’s written comments: 

saving or rather to earning: to save and rather to earn 

…because…: Logic? It is not reason & result. 

 

 

In the above extracts, Example 1 shows Mei’s attention to adversative relations. She provided 

correction on the lack of adversative type of conjunctions by adding “however” for the 

student to help establish counterclaims on the topic of saving or spending. Example 2 shows 

her concerns on the misuse and overuse of the causal-conditional conjunctions. She 

underlined two conjuctions, because and for, with her doubts on the cause and effect 

relationships the students tried to establish as evidence for argumentative claims. The same 

feedback focus is shown in Example 3, where she clearly made a feedback comment to warn 

the student that the misuse of the conjunction ‘because’ occurred when there was no cause 

and effect relationship. 

 

Secondly, Mei gave feedback on whether the use of those reference items could establish an 

anaphoric relationship. When providing feedback on the unclear use of pronouns, she showed 

her concerns about the use of selective demonstratives (e.g. this/these/that/those) and 

personal pronouns (e.g. I/we/me). The examples below show her feedback on the use of those 

references. 
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Sample 16 

Example 1 

Student text: 

… Therefore, students are expected to behave themselves in proper ways. But we 

can’t condemn campus love due to that reason. 

Mei’s written comments: 

that: what? Specify. 

 

Example 2 

Student text: 

… What do you save money for if we are not Grandet? Of course, the answer is to 

spend. Then the question of spending and saving will change to spending now or 

spending later…. 

Mei’s written comments: 

…you…we…: …we…we… 

For whom? Under what circumstances? Be more specific. 

 

Example 3 

Student text: 

Besides, it seems to me that schooling also benefit them in their specialty. 

Mei’s written comments: 

it seems to me: too personal? 

 

In Example 1, Mei underlined the demonstrative ‘that’ which precedes the word “reason” 

with her comment (what? specify) to ask the student to clarify the exact information related, 

to the reason the student failed to mention it clearly previously in the text.  When she 

provided feedback on first personal pronouns as a reference, Mei recommended the use of the 

first person plural personal pronouns “we/us” rather than the singular personal “I/me”. The 

extracts named as Example 2 and Example 3, show her feedback corrections and comments 

on the use of personal pronouns. In Example 2, she made corrections by changing the use of 

you into we. In Example 3, she underlined the expression of “to me” and wrote a comment 

“personal”.  She suggested that the use of the pronoun ‘we’ should indicate that the writer 
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was arguing for all the others who were involved in the problem or issue. Unlike plural 

personal pronouns which were used for a generally-accepted truth, the singular-personal ‘I’ 

was used to indicate the personal opinion of the writer. The underlying reasons for her 

feedback practices in the section is discussed on her beliefs in section 4.3. 

 

4.2.3.2.3 Meta-discourse 

Finally, Mei provided feedback on meta-discourse. Her feedback comments were given to 

raise the students’ attention to the necessity of showing the writer’s attitude towards 

propositions. This was done by providing signposts to organise the information and guiding 

readers as to how the information could be interpreted. The following excerpts from students’ 

essays provide examples of her feedback on meta-discourse. 

 

She made feedback comments to draw the students’ attention to the need for using signposts 

within the writing and for indicating the writing stance or attitude towards the ideas in the 

text.  

 

Sample 17 

Example 1 

Student text: 

For most young people in their twenties, they expect to own a house and a car 

before getting married. However, the biggest obstacle in front of them is the 

financial problem. Thus, they have to choose one of the “to things” to get first, and 

leaving the other to chase later in their life. As far as I am concerned, I believe that 

buying a car first is a wiser suggestion for young Bejingers. 

Mei’s written comments: 

As far as I am concerned: Personal! Taking into consideration the nature/price & 

the financial status of the young. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

… Thus some advocate that the consumers purchase more to boost the industry, but 

I still call on you to save money on record albums for the three reasons below. 

      The most conspicuous reason is the economical concern of price…. 

Mei’s written comments: 

the three reasons: Since… (list your reasons). 
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Firstly, Mei provided feedback on the use of expression as attitude markers such as I agree, I 

believe, as far as I am concerned, from what (Should it be “from where I stand”?) I stand. 

She wrote comments like “personal” to make students aware that these expressions should be 

avoided in an argument as these attitude markers were used to show the writers’ attitude 

toward the propositional content and/or about themselves as the writers of the text, rather 

than commitment to the truth-value (see Sample 17 above). In Example 1, she underlined the 

expression of “as far as I am concerned” following her comments: “Personal! Taking into 

consideration the nature/price & the financial status of the young (Beijingers)”. Meanwhile, 

she made comments on the use of attitude markers such as maybe to help make students 

notice in argumentative writing that they need to avoid making the reader aware of their 

uncertainty. 

 

Secondly, Mei provided feedback on meta-text which could help the student writer to draw 

the reader’s attention to the structure of the text and make it more accessible. For example, in 

the above extracts, Example 2 shows her comment, “since… (list your reasons)” to ask the 

student to add meta-text by listing the three reasons that were later elaborated in the 

following paragraphs to help guide readers as to how the text should be read.       

4.2.4 Summary of feedback focus 

In the context of teaching argumentative writing, Mei made genre-specific comments on the 

genre conventions as well as comments on the text in general. In the genre-specific feedback, 

most of her comments were given to address the rhetorical structure of the argumentative 

essay, such as how to give a clear claim and identify the controversial issues to start the 

argument, how to support the claim and handle the counterargument, and how to conclude it 

to end the essay.  

 

In the comments on the text in general, she targeted five discourse features, namely:  

1. Organisation (23.4%); feedback comments addressed both global structure of the essay 

(e.g. introduction, body, and conclusion) and the local structure (e.g. topic sentence of 

each paragraph, organisational patterns such as point-elaboration, general-specific). 

2. Unity (14.1%); feedback comments reminded students to stay focused, rather than to 

provide irrelevant information off the topic. 

3. Coherence (15.7%); feedback comments drew students attention to the logical 

relationship of different propositional units in the text. 
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4. Cohesion (15.3%); feedback comments addressed the cohesion of the essay, especially 

on the use of conjunctions (adversative conjunctions and causal-conditional 

conjunctions) and reference (e.g. clear reference of selective demonstratives and 

consistent use of personal pronouns) as devices to help lead to a clear development of 

ideas. 

5. Meta-discourse (10.1%); feedback comments focused on meta-discourse including the 

attitude markers (I agree, as far as I am concerned, maybe) and the meta-text to help 

guide readers what they would read in the following text.  

      

In conclusion, Mei provided genre-specific feedback and feedback focused on the text in 

general, targeted on five discourse features, namely organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion 

and meta-discourse.  

 

In the following section I explain the strategies she applied when giving feedback on 

discourse in the students’ scripts. 

4.3 Strategies used in feedback on discourse 

The purpose of this section is to report her feedback strategies regarding the location, the 

overall orientation and the types of advice. She used various types of feedback strategies in 

commenting on discourse in her students’ writing. 

4.3.1 Overview of feedback strategies 

The distribution of the types of feedback strategy regarding the location, the overall 

orientation and the directness of feedback comments at discourse level is shown in Table 14 

below. 

 

As shown in Table 14, when focusing on discourse features in feedback, she provided more 

running comments (63.7%) between the lines or in the margin of the students’ writing than 

end comments (36.3%). Most of her feedback comments were to advise students (97.6%) 

rather than praise students (2%). When advising students to revise their writing at discourse 

level, she made more comments to point out that there were discourse problems (82.2%) 

rather than to make a suggestion for improvement (5.4%) or to make direct correction 

(12.4%).    
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Table 14 Overview of Mei's feedback strategy in commenting on discourse 

Types of feedback 

strategy 

Total Percentage 

Location Running 158 248 63.7% 100% 

End 90 36.3% 

Overall 

orientation 

Praise 7 248 2.0% 100% 

Advice 241 98.0% 

Types of 

advice 

Correction 30 241 12.4% 100% 

Suggestion 13 5.4% 

Indication of 

problem 

198 82.2% 

 

 

The following sections report her strategy in discourse-focused feedback in terms of location, 

overall orientation and types of advice with detailed examples selected from her feedback 

comments in the students’ scripts. 

 

 

4.3.2 Types of feedback strategies  

4.3.2.1 Location 

Mei made comments at different places in the students’ scripts. She put her comments in the 

students’ scripts between the lines, in the margin near the parts she intended to draw students’ 

attention to, or at the end of their writing. Sample 18 below shows two examples – one is 

running comments, the other is end comments. The first example shows Mei’s running 

comments in the margin to locate where there is a lack of topic sentence by the student. In 

terms of her feedback focus, she was able to spot the same problem in the different places 

where it occurred in the students’ text and then mentioned it again at the end of the scripts as 

a reminder as well for emphasis (see sample 18 below). This may explain why there are more 

running comments than end comments. 
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Sample 18 

Running comment 

 

… 

 
… 

 

End comment 

 

In the student’s script, Mei made comments on the lack of “topic sentence” three times in the 

margin. Then at the end of the student’s writing, she summarised the problem in the comment 

that, “You’d better present a topic sentence for each of the reasons you gave”, to arouse the 

student’s attention to this discourse problem in his or her writing.  

Besides the strategy of locating the problems by making comments in the margin, between 

the lines, or in her end comments, Mei was found to address the location of the problems as 

well. Some of the end comments were given in the form of addressing the part of 

beginning/middle/end shown in the following example (also see Sample 5). 

 

Mei’s written comments: 

The structure’s clear. Good! 

Intro: the claim should be more specific.  

Body: In the reasoning part, there are some parts where there is a lack of logic 

coherence.  

Conclusion: good! 

Language: OK on the whole. Do pay attention to the small functional words and 

cohesion.  
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In short, the way she provided running and end comments shows her concerns about where to 

put the comments to draw the students’ attention to what should be improved in their writing. 

Running comments and end comments were both used to draw the students’ attention to what 

the problems were and where they occurred. 

 

Mei made comments at different places in the students’ scripts when she focused on different 

discourse features. Table 15 below shows that when she provided genre-specific comments, 

there was little difference in the distribution of running comments (24) and end comments 

(29). However, in her comments on the text in general, she made more running comments (15) 

than end comments (20) except for her comments on unity. Specifically, the number of 

running comments and that of end comments, distinctively differs when she focused on 

cohesion and meta-discourse. She wrote more running comments (37) than end comments, (1) 

when she provided feedback on cohesion and meta-discourse features (running: 21 and end: 

4). The number of running comments is slightly higher than that of end comments when she 

provided feedback on organisation and coherence.  

 

Table 15 Distribution of location of Mei’s feedback comments 

Discourse features targeted in feedback  

 

Location 

Running End 

Genre-specific comments 24 29 

Comments on 

text in general 

1. Organization 32 26 

2. Unity 15 20 

3. Coherence 29 10 

4. Cohesion 37 1 

5. Meta-discourse 21 4 

Total 158 90 

248 

 

 

4.3.2.2 Overall orientation 

Mei provided many more feedback comments in her discourse focused feedback to advise 

students on how their writing should be improved (97%) rather than to praise what they had 

done well (3%). A detailed breakdown of the orientation of her feedback comments can be 

seen in Table 16 below.  
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Table 16 The distribution of the overall orientation of Mei’s feedback  

Discourse features targeted in feedback 

 

Overall 

Praise     

Orientation 

Advice 

Genre-specific comments 0 53 

Comments on text in general 1. Organization 6 52 

2. Unity 1 34 

3. Coherence 0 39 

4. Cohesion 0 38 

5. Metadiscourse 0 25 

Total 7 241 

248 

 

Table 16 shows that Mei rarely praised students but preferred to advise them how to revise. 

There were only seven comments with a clear focus on discourse features dealing with 

overall expression of the writing; six comments on the organisation of their writing, and one 

on the discourse feature of unity. Some other complimentary comments were not coded as 

discourse-focused feedback comments because they were given to non-discourse features or 

neither with a clear focus, nor any further explanation on what specific merits the student had 

made. For example, if she wrote a feedback comment in the margin like, “Good!” it could not 

clearly show what she focused on and what exactly she thought the student wrote that was 

good composition. Still, even when there was a clear focus on discourse features in her 

comment, she tended to praise students to express her satisfaction on the overall impression 

(see the extract in Sample 19 below). The example below shows three feedback comments 

which were given to praise the student on the overall structure, elaboration of reasoning and 

the conclusion as the end of the argument.  

 

Sample 19 

Mei’s written comments: 

Praise comments 

Structure is clear! Good!  

Reasons are properly given and explained. 

Conclusion’s well-done! 

Advice comments 

 But in the introduction part, the claim still needs improvement. 
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She praised students before advising them at the end of the scripts. For the most part, praise 

was less specific than advice. The example in Sample 20 below shows how she praised the 

student for the overall impression, how she pointed out the weakness in each part of the essay 

and her suggestions for specific improvements. 

 

Sample 20 

Mei’s written comments: 

Praise comment: 

Quite good on the whole. 

Advice comments: 

Introduction: You’d better put the first paragraph after the second paragraph (claim). 

Body: The reasons given are good, but the explanation is not thorough and to the 

point enough. 

I don’t see the difference between the second and third reason and feel they both talk 

about the car’s influence on the quality of people’s life. 

Conclusion: OK. 

       

More often Mei made comments to advise students to revise by mentioning weaknesses 

directly without sugaring the comments by praising first. She gave advice on genre related 

aspects in line with her writing instruction and the text in general related points including 

organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and meta-discourse. In the following section I focus 

on the directness of her feedback. 

 

4.3.2.3 Types of advice 

In terms of the teacher response, the comments follow a continuum of directness (from very 

direct to less direct). At one end, the teacher corrects for the students. In the middle, the 

teacher made suggestions on how the student should revise. At the other end of the 

continuum, the comments are indirect. The teacher only points out the problem. Mei 

corrected the students or made suggestions with the hope that students could take up the idea 

or identify the problems which they needed to work out for themselves.  

 

Mei used three types of strategy in terms of directness. She corrected the students, or she 

made suggestions and hoped the students could take them up and make corrections 
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accordingly on their own. Alternatively, she identified the problems and the students needed 

to work out how to solve the problem by themselves. Mei pointed out discourse problems 

(198) more often than giving suggestions (13) and making corrections (30). The distribution 

of the strategy of directness of her feedback comments is shown in Table 17. 

Table 17   The distribution of the directness of Mei’s feedback comments 

Discourse features targeted in feedback  

 

Directness (types of advice) 

Correction Suggestion Problem 

Genre-specific comments  1 52 

Comments on the text in 

general 

1. Organisation 3 6 43 

2. Unity  1 33 

3. Coherence 2 3 34 

4. Cohesion 22  16 

5. Meta-discourse 3 2 20 

Total 30 13 198 

241 

 

Most of the corrections were given to the discourse feature of cohesion (22 comments). She, 

however, provided more direct correction than comments to point out problems when 

cohesion was targeted as her feedback focus. Errors in the use of cohesive devices, such as 

the misuse or overuse of conjunctions or references, were corrected when she found them in 

the students’ writing. But as for other feedback focus, more often her comments were made 

to help make students notice that discourse problems existed and students should repair them 

on their own. 

 

When pointing out problems in the students’ writing, Mei either simply pointed them out by 

raising questions or making a statement for students to think about or even give further 

explanations of what was wrong.  Often she built up a “talk” in words to explain the problems 

following suggestions for revision. Sample 20 are examples to show how she advised 

students to improve their writing. 

 

Sample 20 

Mei’s written comments: 

This is an exposition of comparing certificate study and academic study, but not an 

argumentation to convince people of your claim. (By the way, I can’t locate your 

claim). 

 The controversy is not clarified. Ask yourself, “What are the opposing sides?” 
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They can’t be certificate study vs academic study, maybe “getting as many 

certificate as possible” vs “not getting any certificate and concentrate on 

academic study”. 

 Claim not clearly given 

 No topic sentence for the reasons in the body part. 

 Only abstract reasoning in the body part, but no evidence. 

 Conclusion not summing up your arguments (claim and reasons) 

 

In short, Mei showed a strong focus on discourse features in her feedback [Not subjects of 

sub-ideas] practices and applied different types of feedback strategy in discourse-focused 

feedback. In the following sections, I describe in detail the way she utilised different types of 

feedback strategy when she targeted different discourse features. 

4.3.3 Summary of feedback strategy 

When we consider the overall distribution of Mei’s discourse-related feedback, we can see 

that there were times when the focus of her feedback influenced the type of strategy she used 

(see Table 18). The main variations in strategy according to the focus of feedback are as 

follows: 

 location; overall she made more running comments (158) than end comments (90), but she 

used more end-comments when giving feedback about genre, organisation and unity. 

 orientation; although her main preference was to give comments which advised rather 

than praised, when giving feedback specifically about text organisation she used some 

comments to praise students (6 out of 58) even though the percentage is still low; the 

praise comments also tended to be given mostly as end-comments. 

 directness; although her main preference was to point out problems (198) rather than 

correct (30) for students, she tended to make slightly more corrections (22 out of 38) when 

giving feedback on cohesion. 

Table 18 Distribution of types of feedback strategy in Mei’s discourse-focused feedback  

Discourse features targeted  

in feedback  

 

Location Overall 

Orientation 

Directness (of advice) 

Running End Praise     Advice Correction Suggestion Problem 

Genre-specific comments 24 29  53  1 53 

Comments 

on the text 

in general 

1. Organization 32 26 6 52 3 6 43 

2. Unity 15 20 1 34  1 33 

3. Coherence 29 10  39 2 3 34 

4. Cohesion 37 1  38 22  16 

5. Metadiscourse 21 4  25 3 2 20 

Total 158 90 7 241 30 13 198 

248 248 241 
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4.4 Whole class feedback 

Aside from the primary written feedback to individual students, Mei gave subsequent oral 

feedback to the whole class in the three cycles respectively, especially to explain some of her 

discourse-focused written comments. She praised students on the overall structure of the 

majority of the students’ writings. She stressed the following problems to the whole class: 

Episode 1: “The claim of the argument is still not clearly given”. (Genre-specific comment) 

A typical problem is that the claim of the argument is still not clearly given, so 

some of you wrote the argumentation like an exposition. … A clear claim should 

state the whole issue clearly in relation to the opposing side, which can help make 

your essay argumentative at the beginning, rather than explain or describe the 

issue as an exposition. What do you argue for? What do you argue against? The 

controversy should be very clearly described….  

Episode 2: “The essay does not stay focused on the topic”. (Text in general: unity) 

The essay does not stay focused on the topic. If you give this claim, the following 

parts should be able to give the reasons with the same focus. You’d better to give 

a clear claim to state out the focus of your argument and then stick to it. 

Episode 3: “The sub-ideas/reasons to support the claim are not logically related to each other”. 

(Text in general: coherence) 

The sub-ideas (I mean reasons) to support the claim are not logically related to 

each other. I think you may expect your readers to see it through by themselves 

but I am afraid you need to help your readers to find the logic of the supporting 

ideas to the topic and the how they related to each other.  

Episode 4: “There is a lack of summary (of the following three reasons) to indicate to readers 

what they are going to read in the following text”. (Text in general: Meta-text as meta-

discourse) 

Before you give the reasons to support your claim, you should help readers know what 

you are going to talk about in the following parts. There is a lack of summary to 

indicate to readers what they are going to read. You can use one sentence in your 

introduction to summarise the three reasons readers will read in the body part. 

Episode 5: “The ending fails to conclude the whole essay”. (Text in general: organisation)  

I do not think you have much problems for the conclusion part but some of you did 

not give a concluding paragraph to help readers draw back what they have read. 
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She also focused on three common problems in the students’ writing by asking the students to 

discuss the following questions in groups: 

Episode 6: “Is the controversy clearly stated in the argument?” (Genre-specific comment) 

Episode 7: “Are the details logically relevant to the topic sentence?” (Text in general: 

coherence) 

Episode 8: “What do you think of the use of person in the paragraph?” (Text in general: 

reference as cohesive device). 

 

Therefore, Mei’s whole class feedback focused on the discourse features she addressed in her 

written comments to individual students’ scripts. The contribution of whole class feedback is 

to provide opportunities for her to interact with her class to further explain her written 

comments and demonstrate how she would write, functioning as good examples.  

4.5 Relationship between beliefs and practices 

Mei gave feedback on discourse features in different ways for a number of reasons. In this 

section, Mei’s stated beliefs and observed practices are compared so as to explain the 

relationship of her beliefs and feedback practices, and identify possible tensions between 

them. 

4.5.1 Congruity between feedback practices and beliefs 

Mei’s feedback practices generally matched her stated beliefs. For example, she valued the 

importance of discourse features in writing and she provided feedback on discourse. In the 

following sections, I outline the beliefs which are congruent with her feedback practices 

concerning her general focus, the discourse features targeted in her comments and the 

strategies she used in discourse-focused feedback. 

Mei discussed her feedback focus and strategies in the initial interview at the start of this 

study. These stated beliefs built up a picture to understand her general beliefs about teaching 

and learning writing, giving feedback on writing, the importance of discourse and providing 

feedback on discourse features of her students’ writing. These beliefs were explored further in 

subsequent interviews to see the extent to which they reflected her actual feedback practices. 

A summary of these beliefs can be seen in Table 19 below, which outlines her main ones in 

addition to the reasons she herself gave for holding them. In the rest of this section Mei’s 

beliefs are described in more detail, firstly in general terms of giving feedback, and then in 

terms of her specific beliefs about providing feedback on discourse. 
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4.5.1.1 General feedback focus 

Mei recognised the important role of a teacher in helping make students understand discourse 

in writing, and valued the provision of feedback to students on their use of discourse features: 

The quality of writing does not depend on lexis/grammar. My feedback should 

help students understand how to make a good writing in English rather than how 

to write correct sentences.  

She gave three reasons for focusing on discourse in her feedback: student needs/expectations, 

the textbook/curriculum, and the teacher’s role/feasibility. Firstly, she provided feedback on 

discourse problems because she thought that students lacked specific genre knowledge about 

argumentative writing: 

As you know, we don’t have argumentative writing in Chinese. A lot of teachers 

complain that students cannot think properly. I think students don’t know how to 

construct their ideas in the way an argumentative writing should be. It is very 

normal to find that students write argumentation as expository writing because 

they don’t know the difference between these two types of writing. 

Specifically, Mei stressed the importance of genre-specific comments to help make students 

aware of the requirements of argumentative writing and how these were different from 

expository writing: 

When writing argumentation, students sometimes write to explain something 

rather than arguing for or against an idea. Some of their writing still looks more 

like exposition than argumentation. I should make comments to remind them of 

addressing the opposing view and the refutation part.  

Besides the genre-specific writing problem, Mei also mentioned the weakness of students’ 

writing in regards the perspective of the text in general, such as organisation, unity, 

coherence, etc. As mentioned in the previous section, she provided feedback according to her 

own understanding of written discourse. In the interviews, she gave more detail about what 

discourse features should be focused on (see the following section). She thought that these 

features were, “important for good writing...I give feedback on these problems because it 

would help students understand how to make a good writing in English.” 

 

Secondly, she provided feedback on discourse because it was expected within the existing 

writing curriculum. Her writing class followed the textbook which was designed to teach 

argumentative writing: 
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According to our curriculum, the aim of this semester is to help students learn 

how to write argumentation. That is why I should focus on the requirement of 

argumentative writing in teaching and in my feedback. The textbook we use for 

this semester is specifically on argumentative writing. I do not have guidelines for 

my feedback but my feedback should reflect what has been taught and should 

meet the requirements of the curriculum as well as our textbook. As I teach 

argumentation at discourse level, I should provide feedback like that. 

Thirdly, she thought it was the teachers’ role to help make students notice what was wrong 

and why the texts failed to accomplish what students would like to express, especially at the 

discourse level: 

As a writer, whatever I write, I always think I have made a sound argument. It is 

really something for others to judge. For example, as a teacher, when you read 

an argumentation, if you are persuaded and you can follow the writer with no 

problem, then you can say it is a good and coherent argumentation. I think it is 

teacher’s role to tell students what is good and what is wrong in their writing. 

They won’t notice their own problems especially at discourse level.  

Furthermore, in line with her own teaching experiences, she believed that students themselves 

had difficulties in noticing these problems if there was no feedback from their writing teacher:  

I think my students are able to correct most of the grammatical errors if they can 

carefully enough edit what they have written. But I don’t think they can find out 

the problems at discourse level on their own without the help of the teacher or a 

reader whose English writing is more advanced than them. 

She believed students could make improvements to the discourse features if feedback was 

given on these features: 

Personally I think discourse knowledge is teachable and can be acquired. When 

we call students’ attention to certain use of devices at discourse level, we give 

examples and explain why they are good and how to use them in their own 

writing. We ask them to practice in their own writing and provide feedback on 

whether they used them properly. For discourse features, if you mention them 

once or twice (in feedback), it is not enough. In my own experience, most students 

can acquire them by constantly noticing and revising. They can get it if you 

constantly mention them and call their attention to these devices.    
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As mentioned above, she valued the importance of providing feedback on discourse 

features, which explains why 43.4% of her feedback targeted them. In the following 

section, I explain her beliefs on what discourse features to focus on. 

4.5.1.2 Feedback focus on discourse features 

In Mei’s discourse-focused feedback comments, there were 21.4% genre-specific comments 

and 78.6% text in general comments comprising: organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion 

and meta-discourse. When asked about what discourse features she believed to focus on, she 

stated the targeted discourse features in her feedback derived from what was just taught in the 

previous lesson and her own understanding of the key aspects of discourse. 

 

She believed that feedback should focus on aspects of the discourse taught. She thought these 

aspects should be prioritised. In the interview, she stated: 

I considered the things we were talking about for the certain unit, especially the 

previous lesson just taught before the writing assignment. For example, in Unit 1 

we focused on the overall structure. From Unit 2 we will focus on different parts 

in the structure of argumentative writing, such as claim, reasoning, etc. So for the 

feedback in the first assignment, my feedback focus was mainly on the overall 

structure. For the second one, I provided feedback on how to make a good claim 

in details.    

Mei believed providing in-script feedback following her writing instruction should be an 

important part of teaching because this feedback would help to use what they had been taught. 

For example, she stated the necessity of providing feedback after teaching as follows: 

As for the structure, it’s easy to say it in class but students still don’t know how to 

make it in their writing, they need to write on their own and then get feedback 

from the teacher Otherwise, they won’t feel sure whether it is OK to write like 

that. … For example, I always make comments to help them think whether they 

pointed out the controversy clearly in the claim with a clear statement of their 

own point of view. This is a basic argumentative structure of the introduction. ... 

They have several ways to begin an essay. Some people likes to present it in a 

very common way, some may like to get something very interesting. But for an 

argumentation, there should have a clear claim in the introduction. 

Her teaching during this study (see page 64) focused specifically on how to write a good 
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argumentative essay, which explains why she made genre-specific comments in her feedback. 

Meanwhile, she also mentioned feedback should be given to key aspects of discourse features 

as text in general. She recognised the important role of discourse in writing, and valued the 

provision of selective feedback on the students’ use of discourse features. 

... no matter what they write, whether it is argumentation or narration, a good 

piece of writing, I think, should be well structured, stay focused and easily to 

follow because it has a good logic,.. and with some markers to indicate reader 

what is going to happen in the following text. 

She stated that students needed to understand the discourse features of the text in general, 

such as organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and meta-discourse features. In the 

interviews as well as her teaching, she rarely used discourse terminology, such as, coherence, 

cohesion, meta-discourse etc. because she did not think this terminology would help the 

students: 

I always avoid to say “You need to improve coherence” because they won’t 

understand what I mean by coherence. I prefer to say “there is no logical link 

between these two parts, or what is the logic relationship between tihs 

idea/reason with the other two?” The use of abstract terms will make them 

confused.  

 

Instead, she preferred to elaborate these features with, “simple words so that they could be 

understood easily”. I now show examples of her beliefs about what discourse features to 

focus on in feedback. 

 

Firstly, as for feedback targeted on organisation, she believed it was important to focus on 

both global organisation and local organisation. For example, she showed a concern about the 

students’ weaknesses in terms of global text structure: 

You should have an introduction part to help readers understand the context of 

the issue you are going to discuss. Students sometimes fail to a clear thesis 

statement and then express their own point of view but they cannot know if I do 

not make comments on it. Also, they sometimes end their writing without a 

distinct concluding paragraph. I think they need to know the importance of the 

conclusion for a good writing.  
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She also stated that good writing should be well organised even for smaller units of text such 

as one paragraph. She stressed the importance of main idea (What does “mail idea” mean? Is 

the word “mail” correct here?)  (in topic sentences) followed by supporting ideas (elaboration): 

…Then as for each point (idea), you should give a topic sentence, elaboration, 

and supporting details. It is very normal that there is a so-called topic sentence at 

the beginning of a paragraph but the following sentences do not elaborate it at 

all. I think students know the important of topic sentences but they cannot do well 

each time. It is my role to provide feedback to let them know how their readers 

could feel like it.  

 

Secondly, in terms of feedback focused on unity, she thought it important to make comments 

to help the students stay focused, since staying focused and avoiding going off topic are 

important elements for good writing and students often have problems with this:  

I think it is more important to ask students whether they made a clear point in 

each paragraph and whether there is any relationship with the point in each 

paragraph and the main idea or the topic of their essay. I think students need 

feedback to remind them each paragraph with one topic sentence should have one 

and only one key point. Whatever they write should sever for the main idea. 

Sometimes they also need feedback on the unnecessary repetition of one point in 

different paragraphs as they did not feel clear of what point they made. 

 

Thirdly, she valued the importance of giving feedback on the logical coherence of the essay. 

She thought logical coherence was an important element for good writing but it was the most 

difficult discourse feature for students to acquire as it could be different when the topic of 

writing changed. Students could learn what was wrong and how to revise it in one assignment 

but this did not mean they would not make similar mistakes again in future writing tasks.  

I think it important to give feedback to help students link their ideas in a logic 

way, otherwise their writing could be very hard to follow. While reading my 

students writing, I always feel there are some (coherence) breaks and I want to 

give comments to let them notice they need to link their ideas in a logic way 

rather than pile up their ideas. They won’t notice the breakdowns by themselves. 

But it is very hard to make comments on such problems. I feel it difficult to 

explain and it is very text specific. I mean, each time, they make different 

(coherence) problems as the logic link would be different when the topic is 
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different. Even for the same topic, different people will have different 

understanding on the logic link. But anyway, the whole essay should be written 

(coherently) with no abrupt break. 

Fourthly, she believed that the use of cohesive devices such as conjunctions and clear 

references would help the students develop logic and coherence: 

I think my students know they can use conjunctions to help link different 

sentences and show the logical relationship. But sometimes they still forget to use 

the conjunctions or they use improper conjunctions. … A simple example is that 

they sometimes start to talk a contrary idea but there is no cohesion marker to 

make any indication. While, sometimes, they use the conjunction of but/however 

where there is no relationship like that occurs. When I read like this, I make 

corrections by adding the missing conjunctions or deleting the unnecessary 

conjunctions. 

 

When making comments on personal pronouns as references, she was concerned the stance of 

the personal pronouns expressed had more to do with the meta-discouse function of the use of 

references. For example, in a stimulated recall protocol when I asked her to recall why she 

corrected all the use of first single personal pronoun “I” by changing them into plural personal 

pronouns “we” in the introduction of one student script, she told me:  

It’d be better if the student could use “we” other than “I” in argumentative 

essays to suggest he/she was arguing for a group and the issue of the topic 

includes others, thus it could be a widely-accepted or a bit more popular opinion 

rather than a personal judgment or opinion… Also I think they showed their 

weakness to use reference items. For example, I always made comments or 

correct their use of “I” in argument.  

 

Finally, she provided feedback on meta-discourse features because she thought it would help 

the students write in a more “reader friendly” way and “strengthen their argument”. For 

example, in one stimulated recall protocol (see sample 17 page 21) she said: 

I think readers need to be guided for what they are going to read about in the 

following paragraphs. It would be more reader friendly if the student put a 

summary here to let readers know what reasons will be elaborated in the 

following body part. In Chinese writing we like to make a summary at the end but 

it is not the same in English writing.  
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As for feedback on meta-discourse, she also thought it important to make students understand 

the function of attitude markers. She explained she thought meta-discourse features were 

important and wanted her students to know how attitude markers could indicate their personal 

attitude toward the propositional content (see sample 17): 

I wrote those comments because the student did not notice the expression as such 

would weaken the claim and make readers misunderstand that the writer would 

only argue from his/her own personal attitude. I think students still do not realise 

what they write should help build up a strong argument rather than to make it 

personal. 

 

She also mentioned her understanding of the use of attitude markers to strengthen the 

argument: 

I do not like to read students’ argument with some expression as “maybe”. I think 

the word of “maybe” in expressing attitude cannot show the confidence in it. 

Whether arguing for or against an issue, this expression should be avoided.   

 

In conclusion, Mei believed that the discourse features she should focus on in her feedback 

depended on the requirements of writing from the genre-specific perspective in the 

curriculum, students’ needs and the weaknesses in their writing. 

 

4.5.1.3 Types of feedback strategies 

Mei’s feedback practices were based on the belief that teacher advice is more helpful than 

teacher praise, especially with more mature learners. She also thought it was more important 

to guide students by eliciting the problem and helping them to locate the problem rather than 

making corrections:   

My workload is very heavy. In my limited time, I think it’s more important to let 

my students know what they fail to accomplish and what the problems are. They 

are mature learners so I don’t need to always praise them to simply make them 

happy. They are happy if they feel they are improving. 

 

Mei believed that it was teacher’s role to provide feedback, but she also valued autonomous 

learning. It was more important to elicit what was wrong, rather than making direct 

corrections: 
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As writing teacher, I should guide students rather than write for them. When 

teachers only point out the mistakes, underlining without providing correction 

can leave students place to explore the problems as well as the ways to solve 

them. In other words, requiring students to process their mistakes will lead to 

better future performance and language acquisition. 

 

As for the location of comments, she believed that text-specific running comments were more 

helpful than generic end comments. She thought it would enhance learning if the teacher 

could summarise the problems at the end of students writing:  

I made running comments because I feel running comments help students be 

aware of where the problems are which could be very text-specific. … As for end 

comments, I think students know what main problems in their writing and next 

time hopefully they could think of the common problem they made and avoid 

making the similar ones. 

 

Furthermore she believed that different types of feedback strategies should be utilised when 

targeting different discourse features. Firstly, in her feedback practices, almost all her praise 

comments were given on global organisation and unity. In the interview she stated this was 

because she thought “it easier to praise students on the structure as overall impression”. She 

said:  

 I know every student wants to be praised but it is true that there are still lots of 

problems in their writing. I would need to think carefully and spend more time if I 

want to praise on specific points. I would prefer to use that time on helping them 

notice what they did not do well rather than what they have achieved. As adult 

learners, I think they understand my comments were given to help them make 

future improvement. I only praise them on the overall structure as it is easy for 

me and also easy for them to know their writing is good or OK in a general sense 

but specifically they still need to work on the revision in many details.  

 

Secondly, she provided more running comments than end-comments, but when she focused 

on the discourse features of unity, most of her comments were given as end-comments. She 

told me she did it because she “believed for some features such as cohesion and meta-

discourse teachers must locate where the problems existed otherwise students themselves 

would have difficulties in revision; however, “for other features such as unity it was very 
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difficult to tell the exact location” and she could only “roughly let students know which part 

of the text lack of unity”. Also, she mentioned that she believed that both running comments 

and end comments had advantages and disadvantages. According to her, the advantage of 

running comments was that, “they could help make students understand where was wrong”, 

and the disadvantage was that running comments might be, “too text-specific and it would be 

not very helpful as to help students have an overview of what main problems existed in their 

writing and remind students what they should do other text as future writing”. The advantage 

of end comments was to summarise all the main problems as a, “reminder for students to 

know what they should do or not do for future writing”, but the disadvantage was that end 

comments, “would not be very helpful for students understand the exact location they failed 

to complete what they should do”. She valued the importance of helping the students notice 

the location of the problems, which explains why she provided end comments by mentioning 

which part the problems occurred in roughly, in the form of an introduction/body/end. 

Meanwhile, she wanted to guide students in their future writing. That is why she made end 

comments which summarised the main problems in the scripts.  

 

Thirdly, she made more indirect feedback to point out problems rather than making 

corrections or giving suggestions. She did so because she believed feedback should be given 

to guide students without being bossy. According to her, the discourse features such as unity 

and coherence could be more related to what meaning the students wished to express in their 

own logic. She thought her role as a teacher should help the students notice the problems in 

their writing and identify the section which did not follow easily. She did not think she could 

make corrections on coherence and unity. According to her, the corrections on these 

discourse features would prevent students learning on their own. But when she provided 

feedback on cohesion, most of her comments were corrections because she thought students 

lacked the knowledge of these aspects of discourse.  

 

4.5.2 Tensions between conflicting beliefs in feedback practices 

There were some tensions between specific feedback practices and stated beliefs regarding 

what to focus on and how to give discourse-focused feedback. The difficulties Mei faced in 

giving feedback on discourse are briefly outlined.  
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Firstly, Mei believed that teachers need to be careful not to discourage students. However, 

she did not encourage students with praise comments very often. Her concern to avoid 

making students demotivated, is shown with her selective feedback focus and her advising 

students rather than criticising them. In the interview, she stated that feedback should be 

selective and she did not point out all the problems. As for discourse-focused feedback she 

provided, it was targeted more at what had just been taught and the main discourse features 

employed. She did not mention in detail how to praise students, even when I tried to explore 

her reply in interviews. Her explanation about not to praise students very often is that the 

workload was too heavy and she could only use her time wisely to advise students on what 

was wrong so as to encourage revision. Thus, as for the tension, to praise or to advise, 

generally speaking she believed that students should be encouraged, but specifically she 

believed advising students would be more helpful especially for tertiary students as mature 

learners. That is why she provided limited praise comments which were more generic on the 

overall expression of the organisation and unity of their essays. Instead, most of her 

comments were given to advise students on the problems in their writing. 

 

Secondly, Mei thought it important to guide students rather than correct. But she made more 

corrections on the use of cohesion than simply pointing out the problems. She thought how to 

provide feedback should depend on the nature of the target discourse features as well as on 

whether students could find the solution on their own. When she felt her students could not 

find the exact cohesive conjunction word, she corrected explicitly. But for other discourse 

features such as unity and logical coherence which had more to do with what meaning 

students wanted to accomplish, she just pointed out the problem and let students find the 

solution on their own.  

 

Thirdly, Mei thought that running comments would be more helpful than end comments. But 

she also made lots of end comments which were just slightly less than running comments. 

When I had a close look at her end comments, some of them showed her concerns to help 

locate the problems for students by mentioning the location of the problems in words like, 

“introduction, body, end”. She made end comments to summarise the problems pointed out in 

running comments as a way to arouse the students’ attention once again. Because she 

believed that only when writing teachers repeated their comments constantly, could students 

learn to take it and gradually make improvement.  
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4.5.3 Summary of relations between beliefs and practices 

The relationship of Mei’s beliefs and her feedback practices shows that providing feedback 

on students’ discourse problems is a highly complex process. Her practices were mostly in 

line with her deep-rooted beliefs and pedagogical beliefs about teaching and learning EFL 

writing. There were, however, some tensions between specific feedback strategies and stated 

beliefs. As for the nature of discourse features, when providing feedback comments, Mei 

mentioned facing difficulties, such as how to locate the discourse problems, how to advise 

students to make improvements without making them feel frustrated and how to advise 

students without being too bossy. In this section I briefly outline some of the difficulties Mei 

herself mentioned in her interviews concerning when and how to give feedback on the 

discourse of the students’ writing. Table 19 shows a summary of her stated beliefs, observed 

feedback practices and the explanations she gives for the tensions between them. I explain 

these further in the rest of this section. 

Table 19 Tensions between feedback practices and stated beliefs 

Aspect  Stated belief  Observed practice  Explanation given  

Feedback 

strategy  

She thinks student 

expects to be 

praised and student 

should be 

motivated by being 

praised.  

She gave more advice than 

praise.  

Tertiary students are comparative 

mature learners, thus for them 

advice would be more helpful for 

revision. 

She thinks oral 

feedback to 

individual students 

is more helpful 

than written 

comments. 

 

In her class, written feedback 

to individual students is 

predominant and oral 

feedback to the whole class is 

supplementary to further 

explain what she wrote in 

individual students’ scripts. 

The workload is too heavy for her 

to give further oral feedback to each 

individual student. But it is still 

necessary to have a discussion with 

students about her written 

comments to make sure they have 

understood clearly.  

She prefers text-

specific comments 

to end comments 

T thought locating 

the problem is very 

important. 

She very often gave general 

end feedback comments in 

written feedback. eg,  

Lack of coherence and unity.  

She explained that she had 

difficulties of explaining some 

points (e.g. coherence) in detail on 

students’ script especially when she 

had time pressure to provide 

feedback and return the scripts to 

students.  

She thinks she 

should not provide 

the correction but 

should help them 

notice the problem 

and let the students 

find out how to 

solve it by 

themselves. 

Sometimes she corrected 

students’ errors directly 

She often pointed out 

problems rather than 

providing the solution.  

She explained that she felt a lack of 

confidence that students could find 

the solution and they need 

examples.  

She explained that she did not want 

to be bossy. She thought seeking a 

solution (rather than providing 

solution) would allow for greater 

student participation. 
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In summary, it can be seen that the main reasons for these tensions between Mei’s feedback 

beliefs and practices are contextual factors such as workload, individual learner differences 

and student affect. These factors often caused her to adapt her practices such that they no 

longer reflected her stated beliefs. She stressed the importance of student affect when 

providing feedback generally, and stated that she varied her feedback strategies depending on 

how she thought these strategies would impact on students both cognitively and affectively.   

 

4.6 Summary of key issues 

To conclude this section Mei’s feedback practices can be summarised as follows: 

 

 frequency and focus: she showed a comparatively strong concern for providing discourse-

focused feedback. 43.4% of her feedback comments focused on discourse; 

 discourse features targeted: she gave feedback on text features in general and genre-

specific requirements (in this case: argumentative essays), such as rhetorical structure, 

supporting arguments, counter-argument, and how to write an introduction and 

conclusion; 

 types of strategy:  

location: she used running comments more than end-comments;  

orientation: most of her comments advised rather than praised students;  

directness: she identified problems more often than she made suggestions and 

corrections. 

 

The above three sections have outlined Mei’s general beliefs about giving feedback on her 

students’ writing and her specific beliefs concerning feedback on discourse. Mei expressed 

her beliefs about teaching and learning L2 writing and giving feedback on students’ writing. 

These beliefs were justified in terms of her own language learning experience, her previous 

teaching experiences, as well as student learning, student affect and curricular constraints. 

Table 20 below summarises these beliefs. 
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Table 20 A summary of Mei’s general beliefs about writing and feedback 

Beliefs Reasons given 

 

1.Teaching and learning of L2 writing 

1.1 Students should be taught explicit L2 

genre-specific knowledge.   

1.2 Writing should be learnt by doing. 

1.3 Teachers should encourage 

autonomous learning. 

1.4 It takes time to develop good L2 

writing    skills                

 

1.1 Students need to be taught specific genre knowledge 

because it is different from Chinese. Curriculum 

expectation, students’ needs and expectations. 

1.2 Own experience of learning to write in L2. 

1.3 From her own teaching experience Mei realised that 

students should be encouraged for autonomous 

learning. Some of her colleagues also believed that 

students could learn autonomously. 

1.4 Mei reported it took her a long time to learn to write 

a      good essay, and she also  knew it might be true for 

her students. 

2. Feedback on writing 

2.1 Feedback should be genre-specific. 

2.2 Feedback should be selective and 

there is no need to point out every 

problem. 

2.3 It is important to give positive 

feedback. 

2.4 Feedback should help students 

understand where the problems 

occurred. 

2.5  Specific feedback in the text is more 

helpful than end comments. 

2.6 Feedback should guide students to 

find answers themselves. 

2.7 Feedback should be further explained 

orally. 

 

2.1 L2 writing conventions are different from L1 

(Chinese),   curriculum expectations: students’ needs 

and expectations. 

2.2 Previous teaching experience, own workload,               

student affect, the importance of noticing in learning. 

2.3 Student motivation and affect. 

2.4 The importance of noticing in learning, previous 

teaching experience.  

2.5 The nature of discourse features in writing. 

 

2.6 Learner autonomy, previous teaching experience. 

 

2.7 Previous teaching experience and communicative 

learning. 

 

Her beliefs seem to be mainly influenced by her own learning experience, understanding of 

discourse features and previous teaching experience and the influence of her colleagues.  

 

In summary (see Table 21 below) we can see: 

 she considers it important to give feedback on discourse because of student 

needs/expectations, textbook/ curriculum, and teacher’s role/feasibility; 

 she prefers to focus on features of discourse in her feedback according to what was just 

taught in the previous lesson and her own understanding of the key aspects of discourse; 

 and she believes teacher advice is more helpful than teacher praise, and that it is better to 

guide students by eliciting and help them locate the problem rather than making 

corrections. 
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Table 21 Summary of Mei’s specific beliefs about feedback on discourse 

 

Specific beliefs about discourse-focused feedback Reasons given 

1. Why focus on discourse 

1.1 Feedback on discourse helps students improve 

their writing. 

1.2 Students should know how their writing can be 

improved at discourse level. 

1.1 Students’ weaknesses, teachers’ role, 

discourse knowledge is acquisitional. 

1.2 Students lack discourse knowledge. 

Curriculum expectations, teacher’s role is to 

help students notice the features of discourse. 

2. Which discourse features to focus on 

2.1 Feedback should focus on what was taught in 

the previous lesson. 

2.2 Feedback should be both genre-specific and on 

the  text in general, and should focus on: 

organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and meta-

discourse. 

 

2.1 Consistency of teaching writing and 

providing feedback. 

2.2 Own understanding of discourse features, 

influence of colleagues, textbooks and 

curriculum 

3. Which strategies to use 

3.1 Teacher advice is more useful than praise. 

3.2 Indirect feedback is more useful than direct 

correction. 

3.3 Text-specific comments are more useful than 

end comments. 

 

3.1 Students’ needs, workload, adult learners’ 

affect. 

3.2 Help students notice, learner autonomy. 

3.3 The nature of discourse features, the 

different function of running comments and end 

comments. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  CASE 2  LAN 

This chapter reports the findings from the analysis of the feedback practices and beliefs of 

Lan, the second of the three teachers who participated in this study. It starts with a brief 

profile of her background relevant to the study, which is followed by a discussion of her 

feedback focus, the discourse features targeted in her feedback, and the feedback strategies 

she used. Next, the relationship between her beliefs and feedback practices is explored and 

some important tensions between the two are highlighted. The chapter ends by summarising 

the key findings which will be compared with those from the analysis of other two case 

teachers in Chapter 7. 

5.1 Profile  

In this section, I present background information regarding Lan’s learning experiences as 

well as the education she received, her experiences in teaching English writing, and the 

context in which she gave discourse-focused feedback, which was obtained from the 

interviews conducted with her for this study. 

5.1.1 Lan's language learning experiences  

In 1978, Lan passed China’s university entrance examination. She majored in English at a 

university for trainee teachers where she was taught in an exam- and grammar-teaching-

oriented environment. She received good training for English grammar but did not gain much 

formal training in how to write in English. There were no separate writing classes and the 

university English teachers did not pay much attention to helping their students write in 

English.  

It was in 1978 when China was still not really open to the outside world ... At that 

time, all that we learnt from classroom teaching was grammar and I did not know 

English writing could be different from Chinese writing ... I do not think my 

English teachers knew the difference between writing in English and that in 

Chinese. All we did in class focused on writing grammatically correct sentences. 

At that time we did not have separate English classes. I think I began to think of 

my own writing in English when I confronted difficulties in practices. 

 

Instead, Lan learnt English writing on her own by comparing the differences between English 

and Chinese texts. Reading played an important role in her self-improvement: 
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So I began to read widely ... Based on my understanding of English (text) from 

reading, I think I began to pay attention to basic elements of English writing 

conventions, such as how to start, how to organise a text to develop an idea in 

English writing, which is very different from that in Chinese ... For example, in 

Chinese writing, we do not have a thesis statement before we elaborate an idea in 

detail. Thesis statement or topic sentence won't be so important in Chinese as that 

in English ... I became aware of the writing convention for English writing by 

comparing it with Chinese. 

 

In 1983, Lan became an English teacher and did a part-time Master of Arts (MA) in English 

literature. The MA gave her an opportunity to do further practice English writing and learn 

what native speakers thought of her writing. However, most of her writing during the MA was 

literary reviews or summaries of fiction and the feedback she gained was mainly of a 

proofreading nature, with no comments about her writing problems and how to make 

revisions.  

When I was in a graduate program in English literature, we were asked to write 

the main idea of novels. None of mine was a good example. But the native-

speaker teacher told me that my English proficiency was good enough to write a 

good summary. The problem was that I did not make myself clear in a way that 

English writing should be ... The American teachers did not make comments as it 

was not a writing class. They only proofread my writing. My composition was 

normally checked only for grammatical errors, spelling, choice of words and 

sentence structure. 

 

In 1995, Lan went to America as part of her second MA, this time in Teaching English as a 

Second Language (TESOL). During her study abroad, she was exposed to an English-

speaking environment and was able to improve her writing from corrections or feedback made 

by her teachers on her MA assignments. 

When I studied in Boston, all the lectures were given in English and I needed to 

write in English to complete all the assignments. Teachers made comments on 

where my writing was not clear or how it was not clear which was not simply 

correction ... I think that helped me be more aware of what English writing 

should be and helped my language proficiency progress. 
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Crucially, Lan did not receive systematic formal instruction in English writing either at her 

domestic university or the American one. She reported that her learning experience abroad 

enabled her to improve her writing with the help of native-speaker English teachers. It also 

made her realise the importance of discourse-related feedback in helping to improve one’s 

writing in a way that grammatical error correction could not achieve. 

5.1.2 Lan's teaching experiences  

As noted above, Lan began teaching in 1983 and taught both English and non-English majors 

in China. While studying in America, she taught English communication and translation 

skills for new immigrants. After completing her MA in TESOL in 1998, she returned to her 

alma mater and taught undergraduate language courses plus MA courses covering critical 

reading, linguistics, and language teaching approaches.  

 

Since 2001, she has been working at the university in Beijing where I collected the interview 

data for the current research. Until 2008, she taught writing via writing tasks integrated into 

reading classes by asking students to write summaries of what they had read, or to continue a 

story. 

I think I taught writing in reading classes before we have a separate writing class. 

Students were asked to write a summary, continuation or review of what they had 

read. In such activities, I also guided them in class by showing examples and 

providing written comments afterwards.  

 

As a result of the Chinese government’s educational reforms, Lan started teaching English 

writing as a separate course in 2008. Unlike Mei’s department (see Chapter 4), there was no 

collaboration among teachers in Lan’s department either in preparing the writing lessons or in 

providing feedback. She was nevertheless able to gain information about her colleagues’ 

work from her students’ feedback.  

One of my students told me that their native speaker English teacher only marked 

their writing with A, B, C last semester. She was not happy with that as she could 

not know in detail why it was not good. Poor student! If I were her, I would feel 

the same. 

 

Lan’s department had a tradition of inviting native-speaking English teachers to give lectures, 

seminars, or training to non-native English teachers.  
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I was once in a workshop given by a Canadian professor, which mainly focused 

on how to correct grammar mistakes without making students feel frustrated. She 

introduced her approach of applying codes and feedback at the end of students’ 

writing by explaining the problems to students.  

 

As a teacher, Lan felt she understood her students’ needs and the role of the writing teacher 

well, and tended to stick to her own beliefs, especially when these were different from other 

colleagues’ beliefs: 

According to the Canadian professor, feedback should be selective rather than 

comprehensive because all the red marks could discourage students. I agree with 

her that teachers should be careful not to make students feel frustrated but I do 

not agree that grammatical problems should be the primary concern in writing 

class. They (students) need more than that to write a good essay.  

5.1.3 Lan's writing classes during this study  

During the data collection for study, Lan taught writing to three classes (each class with 22–

26 students) of second-year English majors aged between 18 and 21. Her students were 

enrolled in a three-year writing program. She taught one semester in the second year. In the 

first year, students had learnt practical English writing covering invitation letters and personal 

and business correspondence. In the third year, writing lessons focused on how to write a 

thesis.  

 

In the lessons I observed during this study, Lan’s focus was on how to write an expository 

essay. Her concept of an essay was writing that displayed common features across specific 

genres. The main objective of her writing class was to teach general writing conventions in 

English and common text features in general. Specifically, she emphasised how to begin an 

essay, logically develop it, and conclude it. Students were asked to write essays with the 

following structure: 

 An opening which attracts the reader’s attention to the topic and introduces the main 

idea (e.g. a thesis statement). 

 A main body which presents the main idea(s) with relevant support, such as specific 

examples and illustrations. 

 A concluding paragraph containing a final statement to signal the end of the essay. 
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Lan’s teaching was organised on a fortnightly basis: every two weeks formed a unit which 

centred on writing at discourse level, such as introducing a topic and unity. The tasks of each 

unit were to 1) introduce basic elements of English writing conventions; 2) deal with 

problems of essay writing; 3) exemplify good essay writing, and 4) brainstorm ideas. Tasks 1, 

3 and 4 were given in the first week and the assignment was to write an essay. In the 

following week, students submitted their scripts. Lan provided written feedback on a 

selection of her students’ compositions and subsequently gave oral feedback to the whole 

class.  

 

Three units of Lan’s work were observed during the data collection period (see Table 2). In 

each unit of her work, after giving her writing instruction, she provided written feedback to 

10 individual students in each class, whose scripts were selected according to their student 

number. The purpose of her whole-class oral feedback was to focus on two or three selected 

common problems she found in their writing so as to help those students who did not get her 

written feedback in that unit notice the problems which might exist in their own writing. 

 

Clearly, Lan’s discourse-focused feedback was an important part of her writing instruction. In 

the following section, I describe her general beliefs obtained from my initial interview with 

her before I observed her feedback practices. 

5.1.4 Lan's general beliefs 

This section presents and discusses Lan’s general beliefs about teaching writing, her feedback 

focus, and her feedback strategy. 

 

5.1.4.1 Beliefs about teaching writing and providing feedback  

Lan believed that English writing should be taught explicitly because different cultures orient 

their discourse in different ways: 

In Chinese we state our idea after detailed elaboration at the end of the passage 

but in English we need to make thesis statement at the very beginning. I think 

students need to learn there are many differences in English and Chinese writing 

because without the systematic explicit teaching of writing students could not 

understand how to write a good essay in English. 

 

Furthermore, she believed that students had difficulty writing a good English essay because 
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they often transferred strategies that they had learnt for Chinese writing to their English 

writing: 

I think they write the English essay in the way what they were taught how to write 

in Chinese. In Chinese, we like to talk round the topic and we do not come 

straight to the point at the very beginning. Instead, the theme or topic often could 

appear at the end in concluding sentences.  

 

A typical example Lan gave to explain this phenomenon was omitting to write a good topic 

sentence: 

One of the common problems in students writing is that they cannot write a good 

topic sentence to generalise the idea of each paragraph. It is very hard to get 

what they want to say until you finish reading the whole paragraph. 

  

She also understood that writing should be learnt in a process of drafting and revising in 

which the teacher’s feedback played an important role. She believed that tailored and timely 

support given by the teacher in feedback comments drew students’ attention to their own 

writing problems at discourse level, and was more helpful when given to students writing on a 

new topic, rather than on a revision of an existing piece of writing. 

I think the uptake of writing skills took time and how much students could solve 

their writing problems (at discourse level) should not only be observed in the 

revision of the same piece of writing but also be seen in a new piece of writing.  

 

Lan explained that discourse problems could be topic-related. This means that even if the 

students were able to remedy their discourse problems through revision, they would probably 

repeat them when they were asked to write another piece. 

What I found is that students’ performance (at discourse level) sometimes could 

be very different when the topic changed. Even if they can remedy the (discourse) 

problems this time, it does not mean next time when they write a new essay, it 

won't occur again. 

 

Accordingly, she preferred to observe whether students had similar problems in a new piece 

of writing rather than let them revise. She also did not want to bore students by asking them to 

work on a piece of writing several times. 

In my class, I ask them to revise by themselves and sometimes I may check during 
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class interval. But I do not intend to collect their revision and I think my 

workload does not allow me to collect their revision and provide feedback again. 

I prefer to see whether they solve the problems next time when they write 

something new. I think they will also feel bored writing on one topic several times.  

 

In this way, she saw her writing instruction as not simply a process of getting students to draft 

and revise one piece of writing, but as one through which students could make progress in a 

variety of topics and genres over the whole semester.   

5.1.4.2 Beliefs about feedback focus  

As a writing teacher, in terms of feedback focus Lan preferred to draw students’ attention to 

their writing problems at discourse level rather than their inaccuracies at sentence level 

because she felt that the quality of writing depended more on how the meaning was conveyed 

at discourse level:  

I always pay attention to how students organise the meaning, how they develop 

the topic and how they produce a repetition of topic that reinforces the idea for 

the reader. I think the way the written sentences in text relate to the topic is much 

more important than accuracy for the writing.  

 

She stated that grammatical concerns were never the main focus of writing instruction or 

feedback in her writing class, partly because her department provided a separate advanced 

grammar class. She only gave feedback on grammar when such errors made the meaning 

vague. 

I think I try my best to give feedback on everything … But the purpose is to let 

them know how to write in English … It (the writing class) is not a grammar class, 

and we have a separate grammar class. The purpose of my class is not to teach 

students how to write correct sentences. I would say that grammatical error is 

only one type of problems in students’ writing. If the grammar mistakes did not 

hinder me in understanding their essay, I would not even bother to make 

corrections.  

 

Clearly Lan believed that writing teachers should focus their feedback on discourse-level 

problems, not sentence-level grammatical ones.  
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5.1.4.3 Beliefs about feedback strategy  

In terms of her feedback strategy, Lan conceptualised feedback as a continuous process that 

evolved throughout the semester, meaning she would vary her comments when she was aware 

of having given feedback on a similar problem in a previous script or previous instruction.  

It is very often we (writing teachers) need to point out the same problems again 

and again. I do not think I would address a problem in the same way for the 

whole semester. If I mentioned it before or showed enough elaboration in my 

instruction, I would make my comment simply point out there was a problem 

rather than further explain the nature of problem. 

 

She explained that her heavy workload did not allow her to explain every problem in detail 

and her feedback comments to individual scripts were always given in a limited time. She 

believed that it takes a long time for students to make tangible improvements in their writing, 

but had faith in her students to solve problems for themselves after she has drawn their 

attention to them.  

 

I think it is important to let student know what is wrong in their writing but I do 

not think I have time to explain the same problem again and again. I think they 

know and could solve it after they realise there is a problem and they have 

already known the nature of the problem. I think that it takes time for them to 

really know how to avoid writing problems (at discourse level). 

 

Her feedback was generally problem-focused rather that student-focused, unless she knew the 

student well.  

I think I mainly focus on what problems emerge in students’ writing rather than 

whose writing it is. But in each class there will be one or two students who are 

very active and always like to talk with me about their writing during the class 

interval. I think I know their needs better and when I give feedback to their 

writing it seems more like I respond to their special needs. 

 

Although she found it hard to follow each student’s individual progress from one piece of 

writing to the next, she asked each student to keep all their writing in a portfolio, which 

assisted her assessment and contributed to their final grade for the course. 
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5.2 Lan’s feedback on discourse features in students’ scripts  

The purpose of this section is to describe Lan’s focus in her discourse-focused comments on 

individual students’ scripts. It starts by presenting an overview of the frequency and focus of 

her written comments, and then reports her specific practices with detailed examples of 1) her 

discourse-focused feedback comments on students’ scripts; and 2) her focus regarding 

discourse features targeted in her feedback.  

 

5.2.1 Overview of feedback focus 

Lan provided 633 feedback comments in total on the scripts analysed for this study, either 

within in the text (582) or at the end (51) of the students’ writing. On average, 21 feedback 

comments were given on each script. The overall distribution of discourse- and non-

discourse-focused comments is shown in Table 22.  

 

Table 22 Distribution of Lan’s written feedback comments 

Focus    Total Percentage 

Discourse 224 35% 

Non-discourse 409 65% 

Total 633 100% 

 

 

Of Lan’s 633 feedback comments, 224 focused on discourse features and 409 on non-

discourse features (such as content, lexico-grammar, expression, mechanics; see Table 23). 

The amount of discourse-focused feedback (35%) slightly exceeds that of lexico-grammar-

focused feedback (32%), but is clearly higher than feedback comments on other foci: content 

(6.8%), expression (10.6%), mechanics (3.3%), and other unspecified focus (12.3%). Lan 

paid attention to both grammatical mistakes in students’ scripts and the appropriate use of 

discourse features in the students’ writing, while content-focused comments seldom appeared 

in her feedback. The analysis indicates that her strongest focus in her feedback comments 

was on discourse features.  
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Table 23 Frequency and focus of Lan’s written feedback comments 

Focus Total Percentage 

Discourse 224 35.0% 

Content 43 6.8% 

Lexico- grammar 200 32.0% 

Expression 67 10.6% 

Mechanics 21 3.3% 

Others 78 12.3% 

Total 633 100% 

 

5.2.2 Overview of discourse-focused feedback comments  

In total, Lan made 224 discourse-focused feedback comments either within the text (191) or 

at the end (33) of students’ writing. She gave handwritten feedback comments at an average 

of 7.5 comments per script, with a range of 4 to 16 comments per script. Among the 224 

discourse-focused feedback comments, 9.8% had a genre-specific focus and 90.2% related to 

the text in general; this distribution is shown in Table 24 below. 

Table 24 Overview of Lan’s discourse-focused written feedback 

Discourse  features Total Percentage 

Genre specific 22 9.8% 

Text in general 202 90.2% 

Total 224 100% 

       

The 202 comments on the text in general were further analysed, and broken down into five 

categories: organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and metadiscourse (see Table 25). Lan 

made more comments on cohesion (76) than any other category, and showed slightly more 

attention to organisation (36) and coherence (35) than to unity (29) and metadiscourse (26).  

Table 25 Discourse features targeted in Lan’s written comments on the text in general 

Text in general Total Percentage 

Organisation 36 16.0% 

Unity 29 13.0% 

Coherence 35 15.6% 

Cohesion 76 34.0% 

Metadiscourse 26 11.6% 

Total 202 90.2% 
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5.2.3 Discourse features targeted in feedback comments  

In the following sections, these discourse features targeted in Lan’s feedback comments are 

illustrated with typical examples selected from her marked scripts. 

 

5.2.3.1 Genre-specific feedback comments 

Lan’s comments addressed the general purpose of written communication (i.e. the objective 

of the essay and the expected readers), performed social actions within rhetorical contexts (i.e. 

to introduce or to recommend), and formal properties (i.e. the generic structure of a text such 

as a letter, as well as the formal and informal style of linguistic expression).  

 

Firstly, some of Lan’s comments focused on communicative purposes. In these comments she 

provided feedback to draw students’ attention to the stance of the writer, the people involved 

as their readers, and the specific message(s) writers convey to their readers. Sample 1 

presents three examples of her written feedback comments made when the text did not 

provide a clear sense of purpose, showed no awareness of the intended reader, and did not 

orientate the reader to a context. In the first example she asks three questions (What is your 

stance? Who are you? And whom are you talking to?) relating to the student’s viewpoint and 

the expected reader’s perspective. Similarly, in the second example, she asked the student 

whose voice was involved as a writer. In the last example, she encouraged the student to 

consider the relevance of his/her text to the targeted readers. 

 

Sample 1 

Example 1 

Student text: 

When many students read in English, they like to read word by word. This way of 

reading not only is inefficient, but also can’t help to improve their comprehension. 

Here are four ways of increasing your reading efficiency. 

Lan’s written comment: 

What is your stance? Who are you? And whom are you talking to? 

Example 2 

Student text: 

We should be concious of the fact that as our students in school, our reading books 

become increasingly difficult and the vocabulary more complex, we should focus on 
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applying the right methods of training ourselves in the reading process. 

        Lan’s written comment: 

Are you writing as one of the students or as an experienced reader? 

Example 3 

Student text: 

During that time I kept reading some newspapers such as China Teenager 

Newspaper which has broaden my view. After my second year of junior high school I 

stopped reading newspapers and magazines such as Readers’ Digest and began to 

read essays and works by some famous authors such as Ba Jin. 

        Lan’s written comment: 

What’s the point (purpose) of talking about your own reading experience? 

  

Secondly, although Lan did not make comments on the specific requirements of a particular 

type of writing, she provided feedback to enhance students’ generic awareness of the 

performed social actions embedded in the text. Some of her comments asked students 

whether the messages conveyed in the propositional units were to suggest, explain, or 

introduce new information before being given additional information. Sample 2 presents two 

further examples of Lan’s feedback comments: in the first she made a comment to remind the 

student of the purpose of his/her last paragraph; in the second she commented on a sentence 

functioning as advice which did not appear to be appropriate to the writing task. 

 

Sample 2 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Reading is of great benefit to a person’s spiritual growth. We can realise that in 

some place in the world there are such a kind of people are dealing with such a kind 

of stuff with such a kind of anxiety or relaxation. We wouldn’t be that ignorant when 

faced with ourselves and the world before us. Fall in love with reading and find the 

best method for us and we will gain a lot.  

Lan’s written comments: 

What message does your concluding paragraph send to readers? Are you making 

suggestions? 
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Example 2 

Student text: 

… so I always watch the original versions. If a movie was dubbed in Chinese, we 

can still understand it. But when an English song is translated and sung in Chinese, 

it will turn to another entirely different one. So, if you want to hear foreign songs, 

it’s more vital to listen to the original editions. Another example is… 

Lan’s written comments: 

What is the message? Do not offer advice here, because it distracts readers. 

 

Thirdly, Lan emphasised the formal properties (i.e. casual or formal, concrete or abstract) 

differentiating essay writing from other types of writing (e.g. legal and technical writing), and 

those differentiating the language (i.e. formal vs informal style of linguistic expression and 

literal vs figurative language) from the entire essay (i.e. the structural requirements of a letter) 

in her feedback comments to students. In Sample 3, Lan made two comments, one addressing 

the structural requirements of a letter and the other drawing attention to the conventions of 

letter writing.  

 

Sample 3 

Student text: 

Dear English, 

I’m sorry to tell you… 

… 

Farewell, 

Lan’s written comments: 

Put your name here (after the word of 

“Farewell”) 

It is certainly interesting to personify a 

language (in the informal letter). 

 

5.2.3.2 Comments on text in general  

In the following sections, I describe Lan’s comments on general text features in detail, with 

typical examples selected from her feedback. 

5.2.3.2.1 Organisation 

Lan made comments on the global structure of the students’ essays in terms of the beginning, 

middle and ending of the essay as a feature of text in general, and on the use of local 

structures to elaborate the central ideas at the paragraph level. Her feedback comments on 

text organisation generally related to how the text structure operated globally (e.g. how to 

begin and end an essay) and how it operated locally (e.g. point elaboration, general-specific). 
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Global organisational structure 

Lan made comments on the global text structure (beginning, middle and end) to draw 

students’ attention to the major functional components in the overall structure of their writing. 

Specifically, she provided feedback comments to make students aware of the need to move 

from the introducing the topic to elaborating their main points, using paragraphs to clarify the 

rhetorical progression of their writing. The first example in Sample 4 shows two typical 

comments she made to address the problems associated with the overall structure of an essay. 

The first pointed out that the major functional components, such as a title and an introduction, 

should be included in the text; the second suggested the student reorganise his/her writing by 

appropriately paragraphing it. In the second example, her comment relates to the structure 

and function of an essay’s introduction; in this case the student’s effort did not meet the 

criteria that been taught.  

 

Sample 4 

Example 1 

(Student text is omitted here because of the length and Lan’s comments were 

directed to the whole text.) 

Lan’s written comments: 

1.You have to have a title and produce an introductory paragraph. 

2. An essay should be divided into several paragraphs. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

 Compared to this screaming information society, history stays still like an enclosed 

lake, deep and quiet. Some people may doubt if there is any value to learn history 

today.  

 My comprehension may overturn the notion internalized in most people’s mind in 

terms of learning one’s country’s history. Learning history is not all about recitation 

of time, places and events. It’s like reading a memoir of someone who has witnessed 

the evolution of human being. The memoir contains all sorts of wits, big decisions 

and changes which pave the track of the future at that time. It’s a great treasure 

shared by all human. 

 Some may refute that this memoir is useless nowadays. Facing technology changing 

every day, can we really find something useful in our history book? I would answer 

this question with no hesitation. Yes! We develop our society based on the 

knowledge that our ancestors left for us. History forms the foundation of our 

modernism. 
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Lan’s written comments: 

The introductory part is too long in this essay.  

 

Local organisational structure  

Lan also drew students’ attention to how text should be constructed at the level of local 

organisation. When focusing on local organisational structure, she stressed that each 

paragraph should have a topic sentence to indicate what information will be conveyed in it. 

She also commented on the need to provide detailed information as elaboration of the 

paragraph’s topic.  

 

In the first example in Sample 5, Lan drew attention to the lack of a “general statement” 

(topic sentence) and in the second she suggested the student use local text structuring 

(statement→evidence) to back up generalisations or opinions with examples or illustrations 

as evidence to support the statement. 

 

Sample 5 

Example 1  

Student text: 

American military is using Sunzibinfa as its text book for their soldiers. More and 

more CEOs are learning Confucius’ ideas. History condenses great thoughts 

together. We know nature laws from history, we form our military through history, 

and we know ourselves by learning out ancestors. We can’t keep abreast of new 

message without looking back. The truth is that we keep moving forward to the right 

direction by reflecting us through history. It’s the mirror of all human. 

Lan’s written comments: 

The paragraph presents details. Try to formulate a general statement. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

As we all know, talking is a kind of art. So, once involved in the elegant art, you 

should not only understand the literal meanings, but learn to read some inner 

meanings. 

Lan’s written comments: 

You can try “statement→evidence” in this introductory paragraph. 
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5.2.3.2.2 Unity 

Lan made comments on the relevance or irrelevance of parts of the text and how the text 

worked as a unified whole. These comments drew students’ attention to the need to stay 

focused on one topic and avoid irrelevant information.  

 

Her focus on unity had two levels: 1) each paragraph should contain only one main idea, such 

as the comment, “Write shorter paragraphs with one idea in one paragraph”; 2) the whole 

essay should be about only one topic. In the first example in Sample 6, the student had 

included four separate ideas on where happiness comes from, and Lan emphasised the need 

to stick to one main idea with detailed support rather than explain all the possible sources of 

happiness. In the second example, she commented on the conclusion to remind the student to 

conclude without digressing from the ideas in the foregoing text.  

 

Sample 6 

Example 1 

Student text: 

 (Paragraph 3) Happiness comes from finding dreams and achieving goals ... 

(Paragraph 4) Happiness comes from sharing with others ... 

(Paragraph 5) Happiness comes from trying new things and accepting new 

challenges ... 

(Paragraph 6) Happiness actually comes from people’s heart. 

Lan’s written comments: 

Suppose you develop all your opinions fully, the essay would be much longer than 

you can handle. It is better to focus on one of your ideas and develop it in detail. 

Example 2 

        Student text: 

By learning English, we can step out of the narrow circle. We will find amounts of 

things that can arouse our interest. We can broaden our outlook and learn foreign 

technologies to help our country more powerful. 

Lan’s written comments: 

The concluding paragraph should not state new ideas, otherwise how can you end 

the essay. 
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5.2.3.2.2 Coherence 

Lan made feedback comments to remind students to connect each unit of their texts logically. 

Her feedback on coherence related to the logical continuity between parts of the text. Her 

comments emphasised that all text segments must relate in some way to each other and all 

ideas must logically relate to each other in terms of the theme of the essay. Sample 7 presents 

two examples of Lan’s comments on coherence. In the first, she commented on four 

sentences that lacked a logical relationship with each other. She suggested rewriting the 

sentences according to the importance of these ideas. In the second example, she reminded 

the student of the need to show how one idea is related to the following ideas. 

 

Sample 7 

5.2.3.2.3 Cohesion 

Lan provided feedback comments on how to signal the relationship between pieces of text 

and corrected misused cohesive devices, specifically relating to the use of referencing and 

conjunctions. In the first example in Sample 8, she made two comments on referencing, one 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Through work or action, we can learn many things. We can enrich ourselves. We’ll 

feel substantial. Then that kind of feeling turns out to be happiness. This is true 

happiness. This happiness is based on satisfication and plentiful. I think only 

through busy life can we feeel true happiness. 

        Lan’s written comments: 

Combine these simple sentences to show important and less important ideas. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

In our life, we have different experience. That can make us feel happy or sad. We 

obtain happiness through a lot of things. Everything you do which satisfies you can 

brings you happiness. For example, you may feel happy when you get a high score 

at school; you may feel happy when you help an old man cross the road; you may 

also feel happy when you eat a big dinner. 

 (Happiness seems to be easy, but what is true happiness? In my opinion, we can say 

we gain happiness through leisure. ... 

Lan’s written comments: 

How is this idea, as well as the examples, related to the following paragraphs – 

happiness? through work? 
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relating to the unclear antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun “that”; the other to the 

inconsistent use of personal pronouns “we” and “you”. In the second example, she 

commented on the use of “at the beginning ” and “some day” as confusing the chronology of 

the sentence. She also deleted the student’s use of “as a result” to better link with the 

preceding sentence .  

Sample 8 

 

5.2.3.2.5 Meta discourse 

Lan gave feedback to remind students to assist their readers to interpret their writing. Her 

comments on metadiscourse related to interpersonal metadiscourse markers (e.g. hedging) 

which help readers to recognise the writer’s attitudes towards the propositional content. For 

instance, she added the attitude markers wholly/completely before the student’s expression of 

agree with. She also deleted some markers. In Sample 9 below, she deleted the student’s 

expression “Actually, I think”.  

Example 1 

Student text: 

In our life, we have different experience. That can make us feel happy or sad. We 

can obtain happiness through a lot of things. Everything you do which satisfies you 

can bring your happiness. 

        Lan’s written comments 

1. (That) Vague: Does it stand for different experiences or experience itself? 

2. (We...you...) inconsistency of pronouns 

Example 2 

Student text: 

There are a lot of workaholics in real society. They devote themselves to work and 

ignore their health. They even don’t stop for a while to feel love and care given by 

their families and friends. Maybe they reward what they wanted at the beginning 

such as some so-called fame and fortune some day. However, when they look back, 

they find they have lost many treasure things and the cost is too much. As a result, 

they seem to have the happiness, but in fact they don’t. 

Lan’s written comments 

1. (... at the beginning... some day) The two phrases contradict each other. 

2. as a result 
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Sample 9 

 

She also made comments to remind students of the need to guide their readers as to how their 

text is organised and how information was interpreted, such as “The central idea should be 

stated at the early part of the essay. I, as a reader, did not see your central idea until almost 

the end.”  

5.2.4 Summary of feedback focus 

To sum up, Lan strongest focus in her written feedback on her students’ scripts was on 

discourse features (35%), followed by lexico-grammar (32%), expression (10.6%), content 

(6.8%), mechanics (3.3%), and others (12.3%). In her discourse-focused feedback, the vast 

majority of her comments (90.2%) focused on text features in general, though the genre 

perspective was also an important focus. She targeted five discourse features in her feedback 

on text features in general, her strongest focus being on cohesion (34%), followed by 

organisation (16%), coherence (15.6%), unity (13%), and metadiscourse (11.6%). 

 

5.3 Strategies used when giving discourse-focused feedback 

The purpose of this section is to describe Lan’s feedback strategies in terms of the location of 

her comments, their overall orientation, and the types of advice given. She utilised various 

types of feedback strategy in commenting on the discourse in her students’ writing.  

5.3.1 Overview of feedback strategies 

The distribution of the types of feedback strategy utilised by Lan at discourse level is shown 

in Table 26. It is organised by unit of work because the observation of her feedback was based 

on her teaching three complete units of work. The table shows that on the whole the 

application of her feedback strategies was fairly consistent across the three units of work. For 

example, she made more running than end comments in each unit of work.  

Student text: 

Actually, I think everyone has his own answer to this question.... 

       Lan’s written comment 

Actually, I think 
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Table 26 Overview of Lan’s feedback strategy in commenting on discourse 

Types of feedback strategy Count Percentage Total 

Location 
Running 191 85.0% 224 

(100%) End 33 15.0% 

Overall 

orientation 

Praise 1 0.4% 224 

(100%) Advice 223 99.6% 

Types of 

advice 

Correction 57 26.0% 

223 

(100%) 
Suggestion 29 13.0% 

Indication of 

problem 
137 61.0% 

 

As shown in Table 26, many of Lan’s discourse-focused feedback comments were provided 

as running comments (85%) between the lines or in the margins of students’ writing. Most of 

her feedback comments gave advice to students and she only made one comment praising a 

student. When advising students on what writing problems they had at discourse level, the 

majority of her comments pointed out discourse problems (61%), while 26% involved direct 

corrections and 13% made suggestions.  

 

The following subsections examine individually the location, overall orientation, and types of 

advice strategies evident in Lan’s discourse-focused feedback comments, with detailed 

examples selected from her students’ scripts. 

5.3.2 Types of feedback strategies used 

5.3.2.1 Location 

Lan made comments at different places in her students’ scripts. She put her comments in the 

students’ scripts between lines, in the margin near the parts she intended to draw students’ 

attention to, or at the end of their writing. Sample 10 below presents two examples: the first 

shows running comments, the second end comments. In the first, Lan wrote a running 

comment in the left margin, “You can try ‘statement→evidence’ in this paragraph”. She 

also underlined the pronoun “you” and wrote a running comment between two lines: “The 

title uses ‘us’ while here it is ‘you’. Confusing.” The second example shows her end 

comments numerically ordered and pointing out five writing problems. She also made 

unnumbered end comments such as, “You have to have a title and produce an introductory 

paragraph, so that readers know what you want to talk about” and “An essay should be 

divided into several paragraphs.” 
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Sample 10 

Example 1: Running comments 

 

Example 2: End comments 

1. What is your central point of view? 

2. Do you introduce the great people for their reading methods? 

3. What’s the point of talking about your own reading experience? 

4. What message does your concluding paragraph send to readers? 

5. In what way do these paragraphs come into conjunction? 

 

As noted above, Lan made running comments (85%) either in the margin or between lines 

much more often than end comments (15%). Table 27 shows how the locations of her 

comments varied when she focused on different discourse features. The location of Lan’s 

feedback comments indicates that discourse problems often extend across different parts of a 

text and she tended to use running comments throughout the scripts to help students notice 

where the problems were, especially those related to cohesion, coherence and metadiscourse. 

She only gave one end comment on cohesion, three on metadiscourse, and four on coherence. 

She tended to address writing problems from a genre-specific perspective and on unity at the 

end of students’ writing, although she still made more running comments in these areas.  

 

Table 27 The distribution of location of Lan’s feedback comments 

Discourse features targeted in 

feedback 

Location 

Running End 

Genre-specific comments 15 7 

Comments on 

text in general 

Organization 28  8  

Unity 19  10  

Coherence 31  4  

Cohesion 75  1  

Metadiscourse 23  3  

Total 191  33  

Grand total 224 
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5.3.2.2 Overall orientation 

Lan almost never used praise comments – the sole example congratulated the student on the 

overall coherence of her writing: “You have produced an arguably coherent and fluent essay!” 

(at the end of the student’s writing). Yet even in this comment on the overall impression of 

the writing is hedged by use of  “arguably”; that is to say, Lan’s praise was not unqualified. 

That is possibly because in her running comments for this student she pointed out problems 

with cohesion (7) and coherence (2) both at sentence level and paragraph level.  

Most of Lan’s comments advised students how to remedy discourse problems in their writing. 

For example, one student wrote, “So, struggle for your dreams, before we get too old, young 

fellows! And that is my happiness” to end their essay. Lan corrected the inconsistent use of 

pronouns (cohesion) by deleting we and writing you and also deleted, “And that is my 

happiness” for its lack of relevance (coherence) with the previous sentence in the same 

paragraph. 

5.3.2.3 Types of advice 

The advice Lan gave in her feedback comments can be divided into three types: 1) pointing 

out problems; 2) giving suggestions; and 3) making corrections. Firstly, she often pointed 

out writing problems to draw the students’ attention to the problematic parts of the text, but 

she did offer solutions. This type of strategy alerted students to problems, but they still 

needed to find the solutions themselves. Sample 11 shows three examples of how Lan 

focused on discourse features by pointing out a problem. In the first she pointed out the 

student’s inconsistent use of cohesive pronouns. In the second example, when the student 

failed to give prominence to a clear thesis statement in the opening paragraph, she pointed 

out the problem by underlining a sentence and letting the student identify whether it should 

be the thesis statement. In the third example, she pointed out that the paragraph did not 

have a topic sentence.  

Sample 11 

Example 1 

Student text: 

... if you want to get true happiness. What we should do is to accept the reality and 

try our best to adjust to it. 

Lan’s written comment: 

Pay attention to the consistency of pronouns. 
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Example 2 

Student text: 

I am an English major, but I am also learning Korean and Japanese. Understanding 

these foreign languages really delight me. 

Lan’s written comment: 

Is this sentence the thesis statement?  

Example 3 

Student text: 

I enjoy jogging. But if jogging without music, it can be a torment. İ used to listen to 

Chinese songs. However, as I can understand all the sentences, my attention focused 

on the tiredness again. On the contrary, when I listen to foreign songs, I pay all my 

attention to the song. Whenever I understand a sentence, even a word, I am excited 

and content. 

Lan’s written comment: 

What is the topic sentence in this paragraph? 

 

Secondly, Lan gave feedback comments to suggest what to do or not do, but she did not make 

any corrections. This type of strategy helped students towards a possible solution, but they 

were still supposed to remedy the problem on their own. She gave a comment to make a 

suggestion either before or after she explained the nature of the problem. Sample 12 shows 

two examples of how she made comments by suggesting to students what to do. In the first 

example, she suggested what to do in her comment, which is followed by her explanation of 

why it should be done in the way she suggested. In the second example, she made a 

suggestion on how to revise, and then points out what was wrong to explain the nature of the 

problem.  

Sample 12 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Make a change, and give the students in CUGB a chance for nonstop study. 

Lan’s written comment: 

This imperative sentence can be deleted. The previous paragraph is a conclusion. 
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Example 2 

Student text: 

When I was in hugh school, I just think it is something that I have to learn as it was 

required in the college entrance examination. But I am not good at English and I 

always got low scores. So in high school, English just gave me a hard time and had 

a negative effect on my performance.  

Lan’s written comment: 

1.  This paragraph did not follow the meaning of the first paragraph, nor does it tell 

the influence. 

2.  Delete it. 

Thirdly, Lan also made comments showing how she would write an example. When 

correcting discourse problems, she often added an explanation of why her version is correct. 

Sample 13 illustrates this strategy. She made a comment between lines to correct the 

coherence of the text by adding “Accomplishing one’s goal is no easy task, but” before the 

beginning of the paragraph. After that, she made another comment, “It is important to connect 

the meaning between the two paragraph (the transition of ideas)” to explain why she added 

this information.  

Sample 13 

Student text: 

It’s unwise to complain about living conditoins all the time if you want to get true 

happiness. 

Lan’s written comment 

1. ˅ Accomplishing one’s goal is no easy task, but  

2. It is important to connect the meaning between the two paragraph (the transition 

of ideas). 

 

While Lan used all the three types of advice in her feedback comments, 61% of them 

indicated there was a problem, while 26% made corrections, and only 13% gave suggestions 

(see Table 28). Table 28 shows the distribution of the types of advice in her comments in 

relation to her focus. When she made corrections she was mostly commenting on the 

cohesion of student texts, but making corrections was not her main strategy. She did not make 

any corrections relating to the unity of students’ texts and only rarely gave suggestions on this 

(1%). Instead, she commented on unity by indicating there was a problem (12%). The 

amounts of correction (4.5%) and pointing out of problems (4.9%) when commenting on 
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metadiscourse (11.7%) were similar. 

Table 28 The distribution of the types of advice in Lan’s discourse-focussed comments.  

Discourse features targeted in feedback 

 

Directness (types of advice) 

Correction Suggestion 
Indication of 

Problem 

Genre-specific comments  6 3 13 

Comments on 

text in general 

1.Organization  6 8 22 

2.Unity 0 3 (1%) 26 (12%) 

3.Coherence 8 7 19 (8.5%) 

4.Cohesion 27 3 46 

5.Metadiscourse 

(11.7%) 
10 (4.5%) 5 11(4.9%) 

Total 57 (26%) 29 (13%) 137 (61%) 

Grand total 223 

Note: Percentages are calculated based on the total number of discourse-focussed comments. 

 

5.3.3 Summary of feedback strategies 

Lan used different strategies to provide feedback on students’ scripts for different kinds of 

discourse problems. When focusing on discourse, she made far more running comments than 

end comments. She hardly used any praise in her comments. Most of her discourse-focused 

feedback comments gave students advice students (99%). When giving advice, her main 

strategy was to point out there was a problem, followed by correction and less often giving 

suggestions. Table 29 gives the overview of the types of feedback strategies in relation to the 

targeted discourse features in Lan’s feedback comments. 

Table 29 Feedback strategy in relate to the targeted discourse features 

Discourse features targeted 

in feedback 

Location 
Overall 

Orientation 
Types of advice 

Running End Praise Advice Correction Suggestion 

Indication 

of 

Problem 

Genre-specific comments 15 7 0 22 6 3 13 

Comments 

on text in 

general 

1. Organisation 28 8 0 36 6 8 22 

2.Unity 19 10 0 29 0 3 26 

3.Coherence 31 4 1 34 8 7 19 

4.Cohesion 75 1 0 76 27 3 46 

5.Metadiscourse 23 3 0 26 10 5 11 

Total 191 33 1 223 57 29 137 

Grand total 224 224 223 
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Lan made end comments more frequently when she focused on genre-specific perspectives and 

the unity of students’ texts. On only one occasion did an end comment focus on cohesion 

problems. Similarly, she made far more running comments to address the coherence and 

metadiscourse than end comments.  

Among the types of advice in her feedback comments, corrections were heavily weighted 

towards remedying faulty cohesion and no corrections related to the unity of students’ texts. In 

her comments on metadiscourse, she corrected and pointed out problems with similar 

frequency. The following section describes Lan’s supplementary whole-class feedback.  

5.4 Whole-class feedback 

This section complements the above description of Lan’s practices regarding feedback on 

individual students’ scripts by exploring how and why she gave whole-class feedback on 

discourse problems identified from these. 

Lan believed that whole-class feedback was complementary to the written feedback given to 

individual students and just as important. She tried to get all students involved in the discussion 

to find out the common problems in their writing. The main difference between her whole-class 

feedback and individual feedback was that the former offered more opportunity for interaction 

between the teacher and the students to diagnose their writing problems and remedy them: 

I think whole-class feedback offers a good opportunity for me to interact with my 

students. Due to the time limits, I cannot write a lot in my feedback comments on 

their scripts. I think oral feedback to the whole class gives me a chance to know 

how clearly my written feedback address their problems and we can have a 

discussion about what the problem is and how to solve it with more concrete 

examples. For example, I can show them how I would write.  

 

In each course unit, Lan gave subsequent oral feedback to the whole class after she had 

provided written feedback on 10 selected scripts. The oral feedback she gave was to further 

explain what she wanted her students to revise, based on her written comments. She 

selected one or two of the marked scripts for class discussion and went through line by line, 

emphasising the part where she made specific comments. Lan tended to select average-

level student writing for discussion as it was representative of most students. She guided 

students in pointing out the writing problems in the sample with great care so as not to 

make the student feel embarrassed about the problems in their writing. 
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The focus of Lan’s oral feedback was therefore almost the same as her written comments on 

individual students’ scripts. She raised questions about the strengths and weaknesses of the 

samples regarding five discourse features: organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and 

metadiscourse. The questions she asked in the whole-class feedback were often as follows: 

 What do you think of the organisation of the whole essay and that of each paragraph? 

(organisation) 

 Can you easily find the main idea of the essay? Do you think the essay is well 

developed by tightly sticking to the main idea? (unity) 

 Do you think the different parts of the essay are logically related to each other? 

(coherence) 

 What do you think of the use of conjunctions or other linkers? (cohesion) 

 Can you find how the writer is trying to guide readers to follow him/her? 

(metadiscourse) 

 

Lan applied similar strategies in her whole-class feedback as she did in her written feedback. 

She began by generally praising students for what they had achieved in their writing and then 

began to address the common problems she found in their scripts. After pointing out the 

common problems in their writing, she used one or two samples selected from the scripts to 

explain what the problems were, to seek possible solutions by involving the group in a 

discussion in a whole-class situation, and to demonstrate remedies for the problems. For 

example, on one occasion she made an opening praise comment to the whole class: 

“Generally speaking, I can see your improvement of your writing. Most essays contain the 

statement of thesis.” Then she identified a key problem common to their writing: “But the 

problem is that I cannot see you can stick to the thesis and logically develop it through the 

whole essay with solid evidence.” She then showed a sample essay to the whole class (see 

Sample 14) before asking students to discuss how to write a topic sentence which could be 

better related to the thesis statement and how to logically develop the idea. Finally, she 

showed how she would write it as a model example.  

Sample 14 

Student text: 

 As far as I am concerned, true happiness comes through work rather than leisure. It 

seems that those busy people who devote themselves to working are tired and 
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thoroughly miserable. But the fact is just the opposite. The working process is 

considered to be an enjoyable way to realize their dreams. Instead of loafing 

around, they choose to make the best use of every minute, thus making life more and 

more meaningful. Once they succeed in reaching the aim, happiness will follow.  

 It’s unwise to complain about living conditions all the time if you want to get true 

happiness. What we should do is accept the reality and try our best to adjust to it. 

The harder we work, the happier we will be.  

Lan’s sample revision in whole class feedback:  

True happiness comes through work rather than leisure. (thesis statement) 

 

Although work seems to satisfy the need for survival, the working process elevates work to 

the spiritual level.(topic sentence) Work serves beyond its traditional role of earning a living 

that it has become, as a matter of fact, a source of well-being. An increasing number of people 

choose to continue working rather than sit on their retirement pension, because work, 

seemingly a routine process, however, turns out to be a process of creation. Each project or 

task accomplished stands for how much one puts oneself into it, so to speak, his competence, 

morality and, in large part, his identity. In other words, he is becoming in his life time more 

and more what he is via working. 

 

As noted above, Lan’s whole-class feedback focused on the discourse features she had 

addressed in her written comments to the individual students’ scripts. The purpose of whole-

class feedback was to provide opportunities for her to interact with her class to further explain 

her written comments and provide model examples.  

5.5 Relationship between beliefs and practices 

Lan gave feedback on discourse features in different ways for a number of reasons. In this 

section, I compare her stated beliefs and observed practices to demonstrate their 

interrelationship and identify possible tensions between them. 

5.5.1 Congruence between feedback practices and beliefs 

Lan’s feedback practices generally matched her stated beliefs. For example, she valued the 

importance of discourse features in writing and she provided feedback on it. In the following 

subsections, I outline the beliefs which are congruent with her feedback practices concerning 

her general feedback focus, the discourse features targeted in her feedback comments, and the 

strategies she used. 
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5.5.1.1 General feedback focus 

Lan provided feedback on students’ scripts in a manner consistent with her belief that good 

writing depended not only on the accuracy of the grammar but also on how articulately and 

logically the meaning was conveyed in the text as a whole. Table 5.2 shows that she provided 

feedback mainly on the use of discourse features (35%) and lexico-grammatical accuracy 

(32%). The frequency of her discourse-focused feedback comments was slightly higher than 

that of her feedback on lexico-grammar, and much higher than her feedback comments in other 

areas. This is consistent with her belief concerning the nature of writing and her role as a 

writing teacher. She valued feedback on discourse because of her understanding of the nature 

of writing:  

I think basically student writing is text, so how the writing is connected as a 

whole text is the main focus of my feedback. For example, I give feedback on how 

the ideas should be connected in each paragraph, and how each sentence 

contributes to the paragraph, and how one idea or one thesis is well expressed as 

a whole distributed throughout different paragraphs. 

 

Lan thought providing discourse-focused feedback was important because of her understanding 

of the unique role the writing teacher plays in the development of students’ English-writing 

skills. She saw her role in the writing class as guiding students to write “a good essay”: 

As a writing teacher I do not think I aim to teach my students to write correct 

sentences. It is more important for students to learn what a good piece of English 

writing should be and how they can write a good essay.  

 

Lan preferred to give feedback to help students make progress in the areas that they had 

difficulty in:  

I think the role of the writing teacher is to assist students to make progress 

especially in the area that they could not notice the writing problems by 

themselves. Most of my students can make grammatical correction by themselves, 

or with the help of dictionary and even word software if they wish. But, without 

their teacher’s guidance and feedback, they cannot know clearly how appropriate 

they have written in the process of learning how to write in English. 

 

There was also another important reason, namely the school curriculum, that explained why 

she focused more on discourse than other features in her feedback practices:  
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As I mentioned before, there is a separate advanced grammar class for them. I 

think my writing class should make students conscious of how to write a good 

essay in English rather than focus on grammar correction. That is the purpose of 

having a writing class in the curriculum. 

5.5.1.2 Feedback focus on discourse features 

Lan made comments on the students’ scripts in line with what she thought should be focused 

on. She gave more feedback comments on the text in general (90.2%) than on genre-specific 

conventions (9.8%), which is in line with her belief in the importance of teaching English 

writing in terms of the text in general rather than specific requirements of different types of 

writing:  

This writing course is more about essay writing … I think the English writing 

conventions in general is more important than how to write a certain type of 

writing. According to my own experience, many different types of writing can be 

generated and realised by the appropriate linguistic and rhetorical decisions of 

writers who are guided by an awareness of what a good essay should be. 

  

Lan further explained that her practice was influenced by her own learning experience as a 

second-language learner: 

 

I could write a good essay in English even without any formal training of genre-

based writing ... When I wrote an essay, there was no requirement on what type 

of writing I had to choose to write on a certain topic. I mean, no matter if it is 

expository writing or argumentative writing, it should be creative, meaningful 

and reader friendly ... So, I think it would be more important for students to know 

how to write a good piece of writing in English than let them distinguish the type 

of writing.  

 

In her feedback on the text in general, she targeted five discourse features in her comments, 

namely organisation, unity, cohesion, coherence and metadiscourse. As mentioned at the start 

of this chapter, Lan had not had formal training on how to teach writing, or on what to focus on 

in feedback comments. Her feedback focus came from her beliefs about students’ needs and 

her own learning experience:  

Believe it or not, students always have problems in organisation, even for a clear 
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whole structure … They have difficulty in the transition of meaning … I felt it 

difficult to signal the transition of meaning too when I was at their stage years 

ago.  

 

Lan talked about what difficulties she thought her students had in their writing at discourse 

level. In the post-observation interviews, she explicitly explained her comments on student 

scripts using her conceptualisation of discourse features, though she did not employ technical 

terminology when she was shown the feedback comments she made on the students’ scripts:  

I think I always give feedback on how well they did in introducing an idea and 

ending the writing with a clear concluding paragraph … I think I provide even 

more comments on how one paragraph is organised, for example, by the 

structure like “statement→evidence”. (Global and local organisation) 

I always emphasise one essay contains only one theme which all the different 

paragraphs should contribute to from different angles. (Unity) 

It confused me about how the information related to each other, where I made a 

comment to remind the student whether there is anything missing in the previous 

text before the new information is given, or whether it (the information ) is given 

in a logical way. (Coherence) 

It is important to use conjunctions properly to signal the transition of meaning. I 

think sometimes they misuse the conjunction, or lack the use of lexical links. I 

also give feedback to such kind of problems as when they forget to use the 

conjunctions to indicate the transition. (Cohesion) 

I always pay attention to whether they indicate there is the ending to conclude the 

essay … I do not think they can always properly use some expressions to indicate 

their attitude or point of view. (Metadiscourse) 

5.5.1.3 Types of feedback strategies 

The types of feedback strategy Lan used to provide discourse-focused comments generally 

matched her beliefs. Firstly, the overall orientation of her feedback was in line with her beliefs. 

She only gave one solitary praise comment and most comments were made to advise students 

on their discourse problems. She believed that helping students notice their writing problems is 

more important than praising them, especially after learners had reached early adulthood: 
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I think advising students are more important as it can help students notice the 

problem. My students are old enough. I think for the younger students, we cannot 

do that too much. They are adults now. They want to make improvement in 

writing. The way I made comments is good for them. This comforts me. So I can 

always point out the problematic areas.  

 

Secondly, the location of Lan’s feedback was in line with her beliefs. She made many more 

running comments (85%) than end comments (15%) and she believed that feedback should 

help students understand where the problems are in their writing. She preferred to write her 

comments near the place where the writing problem occurred. In the interviews she showed her 

concern for how to use running comments and end comments to help students locate the 

problems, as she felt that end comments could be used as a summary to remind students of the 

major problems: 

I think it is important to make feedback clearly address which part is not good 

enough. For example, it won't help if I make a comment to say the idea and 

examples are not well related to each other at the end of their writing. It will be 

better if I point out which paragraph is problematic. It is easier to locate the 

cohesive problems, such as a conjunction. But it is not easy to explain the logical 

connection of ideas. Those writing problem at text level could often cross-refer 

across different parts of a text. So sometimes I underline the problematic part or 

write a comment near it (in the margin) ... For some students, I may like to make 

end comments to remind them of the main problems in their writing. 

 

Thirdly, she believed that students needed their teacher’s comments to notice their discourse 

problems. She mostly used the strategy of pointing out problems (61%), made suggestions 13% 

of the time and corrections 26% of the time. She preferred to make comments on discourse 

problems to arouse students’ attention rather than correct them: 

While reading their scripts, I can easily correct for getting the grammar right and 

spelling accurately. But it is not easy to make corrections on discourse problems. 

For example, I can make comments to let my students know he/she should 

paragraph the writing properly by making use of adequate topic sentences, 

several supporting details as well as transitory words. 

 

This is also in line with her general belief that providing feedback should be a continuous 
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process that evolves over time. She varied her comments by simply pointing out the problem 

rather than suggesting what to do with the problem in detail when she was aware of having 

given feedback on a similar problem in a previous script.  

 

Lan made corrections when she thought students were having difficulty remedying the problem 

by themselves. She believed that students need good examples to emulate. For example, the 

amount of correction on metadiscourse features was similar to the amount of pointing out 

problems. She explained: 

I think they do not know how to guide their readers. They are not conscious that 

they do not just write for their teacher. Even if I make a comment saying that they 

need to put the information to guide the reader, I do not think they can really get 

it. So I wrote for them to show them good examples.  

 

To sum up, Lan’s feedback practices generally matched her stated beliefs closely. Table 30 

summarises the consistency between Lan’s stated beliefs and her feedback practices.  

 

Table 30 The consistency between Lan’s stated beliefs and her feedback 

Aspect Stated belief Observed practice 

Feedback 

focus 

She valued the importance of feedback on 

discourse. 

She provided feedback mainly on the 

use of discourse features (35%) 

She valued the discourse features of the text 

in general more than genre perspective. 

She gave more feedback comments 

addressed on the text in general 

(90.2%) than those on genre-specific 

conventions (9.8%) 

Feedback 

strategy 

She believed that helping students notice 

their writing problems is more important 

than praising them. 

She only gave one praise comment and 

most comments were made to advise 

students on their discourse problems. 

She believed that feedback should help 

students understand where the problems 

were in their writing. 

She made much more running 

comments (85%) than end comments 

(15%). 

She preferred to make comments on 

discourse problems to arouse students’ 

attention rather than correct it for them. 

She mostly used the strategy of 

pointing out problems (61%) more 

often than she made suggestions (13%) 

and corrections (26%). 

She believed that students need teachers’ 

scaffolding, especially good examples, to 

remedy their writing problems at the 

discourse level. 

She made corrections when she thought 

students had difficulties in remedying 

the problem by themselves. 
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5.5.2 Tensions between conflicting beliefs in feedback practices 

There were some tensions between specific feedback practices and stated beliefs regarding 

what to focus on and how to give discourse-focused feedback. In this section some of the 

difficulties Lan faced in giving feedback on discourse are briefly outlined.  

5.5.2.1 Feedback focus 

There were some tensions between what Lan focused on in feedback comments and what she 

thought she should do or preferred to do. Firstly, her beliefs on feedback focus could be 

influenced by students’ performance. She believed that students need their teacher’s feedback 

at discourse level more than grammatical correction, but in the first unit observed for this 

research, she provided the same amount of feedback comments on lexico-grammar as on 

discourse features:  

Generally speaking, if they are careful enough in composing their essay, they can 

write grammatically correct sentences but piles of error-free sentences do not 

achieve a good essay. I feel their writing lack development and fluency as a 

whole. They need their teacher whose level is higher than them to point out their 

problems. I would say grammatical correction is less important than comments to 

explain where they failed to help make readers follow their logic or suggest how 

to make their writing cohesive. 

 

Interestingly, in units 2 and 3, discourse-focused comments were more common than lexico-

grammar feedback comments (68 vs 54 comments in unit 2; 73 vs 63 comments in unit 3) (see 

Table31).  

 

Table 31 Comparison of focus on discourse and lexico-grammar in three units of work 

Focus Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Total Percentage 

Discourse 83 68 73 224 35% 

Lexico- grammar 83 54 63 200 32% 

 

Why did Lan provide so much feedback on lexico-grammar despite believing that grammatical 

concerns should not be the main focus in her writing class? In the post-observation interview, 

she explained this conflict: 

I really wish I could ignore all the other subtle problems but it is annoying me 

when there are grammatical mistakes here and there. I believe [that] they can 
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make corrections for most of the grammatical mistakes. My corrections are as 

examples to inform them [that] their writing should be well proofread with even 

no grammatical mistakes. I still think as writing teacher the corrections are not 

the most important part of my work. The primary purpose of my feedback is still 

to help make them understand what a good writing should be as a whole text. 

 

Her statements show that, on the one hand, Lan’s beliefs about what to focus on in feedback 

could be adjusted to respond to the problems emerging in students’ writing contextually. On 

the other hand, she had deep-rooted beliefs about her role as a writing teacher, which played an 

important role in what she consistently focused on in feedback comments. Beliefs could be 

compromised, but would not be easily changed by her feedback practices. This is evidenced by 

her feedback focus in units 2 and 3.  

 

Secondly, Lan tended to favour areas that were easier to provide feedback on. For example, 

she focused more on cohesion (34%) than other text features, although she thought coherence 

and unity could contribute much more to the quality of writing: 

I do not think the use of conjunction is more important but it is easier to make 

correction or comment on. When I read an essay, I think how well it is written 

depends much more on how it is organised (organisation) … For instance, what 

is the controlling idea and how well it is presented from different aspects and still 

link as a whole This is always more important to me…. I mean how an essay is 

deeply related as a whole (text). (coherence and unity)  

 

According to Lan, the discourse features she tended to focus on in feedback were closely 

related to how authoritative she thought she was as a teacher and a reader: 

As a teacher, I do not want to be bossy on what to write. When their writing lacks 

unity and is full of breaks in meaning (coherence) , as a reader, I also feel lost in 

what to do to increase the coherence or holistic meaning of the written piece. 

 

Thirdly, Lan also reconciled her beliefs and practices in order to provide timely and more 

effective feedback to students according to their writing performance. For example, she stated 

that “I think I provide feedback on those features I have just taught in class and they take 

priority in my focus”. But in her feedback after teaching how to achieve unity in writing, the 

discourse feature of unity did not appear to be addressed more than other features in her 
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feedback. She explained that this was because she had focused more on the problems that 

emerged in the students’ writing rather than what she had just taught. She thought it was more 

important to point out the specific problems in individual students’ writing: 

I think some of my feedback comments would remind students of what they have 

just learnt from our writing class if I found there were some problems showing 

they did not apply properly. My priority of feedback focus is what problem 

existing in student writing rather than my writing instruction. For example, if the 

main problem of the student’s writing is lack of unity, I would point it out even if 

it is not what I taught in the previous lesson ... Feedback is part of my writing 

instruction but I think instruction is given to the whole class but my written 

feedback to individual students is to point out different problems for different 

students.  

5.5.2.2 Feedback strategies 

On most occasions Lan gave discourse-focused comments in the way she thought it should be 

given in terms of location, overall orientation, and types of advice. She mainly used running 

comments, gave advice, and indicated problems rather than directly correcting or suggesting 

what to do. But there were times that the types of strategies she used in feedback comments 

were compromised by student affect, student performance, student needs, and her workload.  

 

Firstly, her beliefs about how to provide feedback were sometimes mediated by her beliefs 

about student affect. As a writing teacher, she admitted that she had high expectations for the 

quality of her students’ writing. She believed that advising students in feedback was more 

important than praising them: 

My expectation for how good their writing should be might be really high. I feel 

hard to praise them as I always find something they need to improve. And I do not 

think the general feedback of a praise comment could really help them.  

 

When she praised a student on the overall coherence of their writing (the only praise comment 

she made), she thought the student expected to be praised:  

I made the comment to praise her on the coherence when she asked me several 

times after class whether her writing was improving. She is a good student and 

her writing is better than her classmates, generally speaking. I think she wants to 

be praised, so I made the comment to encourage her and motivate her. But I still 
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made other comments to advise her on some writing problems. I think those 

comments should be much more helpful to her. 

 

This explanation is also consistent with her general belief about providing feedback to respond 

to perceived student needs. 

 

Secondly, Lan believed that running comments could be more helpful than end comments, but 

she made equal amounts of end comments and running comments on three scripts, all focusing 

on discourse. When she was shown her end comments on the three scripts, she explained that 

she had difficulties in locating specific discourse problems, such as the unity and coherence of 

the text, especially under time pressure: 

It is time-consuming to locate exactly where the meaning is broken, I mean 

sometimes I feel the writing is lack of unity or the meaning is not coherent but I 

need to read again and think carefully to find out the exact problematic part. It is 

not simply an overall impression. I do not have energy to spend that much time 

on each script. So I may just give comments (on unity and coherence) at the end 

of their writing. 

Lan also explained that it was harder to locate the discourse problems when students did not 

produce good scripts:  

I made comments at the end of this writing because it was not really well written. 

For example, the student even did not divide the essay into proper paragraphs 

and I could not do that for her. I can only make a comment at the end. 

 

Thirdly, she did not believe that teachers should correct discourse problems: “I do not think it is 

right to write for students.” However, in practice she did make corrections 26% of the time, 

most of which (47%) corrected cohesion. She made corrections when she felt confident to offer 

examples and thought the correction of cohesion could be more economical than the 

explanation of what was wrong:  

It is easy for me to delete or change the cohesive links such as conjunctions while 

I am reading their writing … It also offers them examples of how to achieve a 

good cohesion.  

 

Similarly, she believed that students need teachers’ scaffolding, especially good examples, to 

remedy their writing problems at a discourse level but she felt it hard to make corrections or 
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even suggestions to remedy more content-related discourse problems. For example, Lan did not 

make any corrections of the unity of their writing and made only three suggestions about unity, 

while she made 26 comments to point out unity problems. She explained that she did not want 

to intervene in the content of students’ writing too much: 

I felt it hard to locate exactly which sentence failed to link the information to 

develop the topic. I may write for them if I want to help organise the content 

clearly and convincingly in a good logic. I feel difficult to suggest students what 

to do when I could not understand what message they wanted to convey in the 

writing. As a writing teacher, it is my role to inform the writing problems when 

students could not notice them but I should not decide the content of their writing. 

 

This shows she varied her feedback strategy according to her focus as well as student 

performance in line with her general beliefs. 

5.5.3 Summary of relationships between beliefs and practices  

The relationship of Lan’s beliefs and her feedback practices shows that providing feedback on 

students’ discourse problems is a highly complex process. Her practices were mostly in line 

with her beliefs about teaching and learning EFL writing. However, there are some tensions 

between her beliefs and practices due to student affect, student need, workload, and time 

pressure. 

  

Lan mainly followed what she believed in terms of general feedback focus. She provided 

feedback on her students’ scripts in a manner consistent with her belief that good writing 

depended not only on the accuracy of grammar, but also on how articulately and logically the 

meaning was conveyed in the text as a whole. She provided feedback which was strongly 

focused on discourse features, in line with her beliefs about her role as a writing teacher using 

the scaffolding of correcting students’ writing problems at the discourse level. Her discourse-

focused feedback targeted features of the text in general, more than genre-specific perspectives, 

because she valued the discourse features of a text in general more highly when it came to 

helping students write a good essay. As a writing teacher, she had explicit beliefs on what 

difficulties students faced in writing a text which had come from her own learning and teaching 

experiences. She could explain her conceptualisation of discourse features in explicitly targeted 

feedback comments. The types of feedback strategies she used in her discourse-focused 

feedback comments were generally congruous with her beliefs that students need to notice their 
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writing problems, be aware of where their writing problems occurred, and then find their own 

solutions with guidance and understanding of the nature of the problems.  

 

Table 32 Tensions between Lan’s feedback practices and beliefs 

Aspect Stated belief Observed practice Explanation given 

Feedback 

focus 

She believed that 

students need their teacher's 

feedback at discourse level 

more than grammatical 

correction. 

She provided similar 

amounts of feedback on 

lexico-grammar and 

discourse. 

Grammar mistakes are 

annoying and her corrections 

were designed to show how 

well proofread the writing 

should be. 

She valued the features 

of coherence and unity much 

more in the quality of the 

students’ writing. 

She gave more 

feedback on cohesion than 

coherence and unity. 

As a teacher, she did not 

want to be bossy on the 

content of student writing. 

She should focus on 

what had just been taught in 

the previous lesson. 

She taught how to 

achieve unity but did not 

give more comments on 

unity in her later feedback. 

She focused more on 

what problems emerged in 

the students’ writing. 

Feedback 

strategy 

She did not believe that 

praise comments were very 

helpful. 

She made only one 

praise comment, on the 

coherence of the writing. 

The student was 

expecting to be praised. 

She believed that 

running comments could be 

more helpful than end 

comments. 

 

She made equal 

amounts of end comments 

as running comments on 

three scripts, focusing on 

discourse. 

She had difficulties in 

locating discourse features 

such as coherence and unity. 

It is harder when the writing 

is of a poor standard. 

She did not believe that 

teachers should be 

correcting discourse 

problems. 

 

She did make a 

number of corrections 

(26%), most of which 

(47%) were used to correct 

cohesion. 

She felt confident to 

make corrections on cohesion 

She believed that 

students need teachers’ 

scaffolding, especially good 

examples, when remedying 

their writing problems at the 

discourse level. 

She made no 

comments remedying unity. 

She did not want to 

intervene in the content of 

student writing too much. 

 

However, there were times when the contextual factors influenced the implementation of her 

beliefs in her feedback on the student scripts. She sometimes felt tension regarding what to 

focus on and how to provide feedback for certain discourse features when she gave feedback 
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on some scripts. She made adjustments in her practices when she was confronted with 

constraints such as student performance, student affect, student need, and her own workload. 

Table 32 presents a summary of her stated beliefs, observed feedback practices, and the 

explanations she gave for the tensions between them.  

5.6 Summary of key issues 

Lan’s writing class focused much more on how to write an English essay in general than on a 

particular type of writing (e.g. argumentative). As a writing teacher, she was very aware of 

the difference between English and Chinese writing. She aimed to teach general writing 

conventions in English. In this teaching context, she provided feedback to help students write 

a good English essay. She valued feedback at the discourse level and her focus on discourse 

(35%) in feedback comments was higher than that on other foci: lexico-grammar (32%), 

content (6.8%), expression (10.6%), mechanics (3.3%), and others focus (12.3%). In the 

context of teaching expository writing, she provided feedback comments addressing genre-

specific conventions (9.8%) to draw students’ attention to communicative purposes, which is 

different from Mei’s focus on the genre of argumentation (see Chapter 4). Similarly, due to 

the different teaching context, her conceptualisation of the discourse features of a text in 

general in her feedback comments was different from Mei’s. I will discuss this further in 

Chapter 7. In Lan’s comments, text cohesion gained most attention (34%) and she tended to 

pay equal attention to the rest of the four discourse features, namely organisation (16%), 

unity (13%), coherence (15.6%) and metadiscourse (11.6%). Text cohesion was a feature she 

felt it easier to make comments on than other discourse features. 

The types of strategy Lan used in her feedback comments are related to the targeted discourse 

features she focused on. For example, when focusing on cohesion, she rarely made end 

comments. When focusing on unity of the text, she did not make corrections.  

As mentioned before, Lan’s feedback focus and the strategies applied in giving feedback on 

discourse, mainly came from her own understanding of students’ needs and the writing 

problems that emerged in her students’ scripts. Her feedback practices generally matched her 

stated beliefs, but sometimes these came into conflict and her beliefs could be adjusted due to 

the contextual factors such as student performance, student affect, student need, and her own 

workload. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CASE THREE  QIANG 

This chapter reports the findings from a study of the feedback practices and beliefs of Qiang, 

the third teacher. It starts with a brief biographical profile relevant to the study, followed by a 

discussion of his practices in terms of feedback focus, the features of discourse targeted in his 

feedback, and the different strategies he follows. Lastly, I explore the relationship between 

his beliefs and feedback practices, highlighting some important tensions between the two. 

This chapter ends with a summary of the key issues, which I will compare with the other two 

cases in Chapter 7. 

6.1 Profile 

In this section, I give background to Qiang’s learning experiences as well as the education he 

received, his experiences as a writing teacher, and the context in which he gave discourse-

focused feedback. 

6.1.1 Language learning experiences 

From 1980 to 1987, Qiang studied at the same university in Beijing, China where he 

completed a BA in English and an MA in English literature. His English as a foreign 

language classes did not include a separate writing class. Some writing tasks were included in 

his English class and he received the teacher’s feedback on his writing. He worked at the 

same university after graduation, and he clearly stated that his teaching was influenced by 

how he was taught during those seven years. He said: 

I am always thinking of how I was taught and from that I would work out what I 

should do for my students. I was taught by three famous teachers and they 

influenced me a lot, especially during the first few years of my teaching. It is 

similar to how we pass on what we learn from our parents when we have our own 

children. If there is anything I think my parents did not do well, I would try to 

avoid doing the same to my child.  

 

During his study, he did not feel that he received systematic advice on how to write good 

English. 

When I was a student, teachers did not emphasise writing as a whole. They were 

all very famous professors in China, but I felt that they did not know how to help 

students with their writing. 
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Specifically he told me about his learning experiences as a teacher, giving feedback in terms 

of what he focused on, the amount of feedback he gave, and the overall orientation of 

feedback. When he was a student, the feedback from his teachers focused on grammar and 

content related to their research interests, rather than the specific writing problems 

encountered by students. 

They seemed to focus only on what they were expert in. I think they gave feedback 

according to their background and research interests. For example, one of the 

teachers was famous for research into English grammar and his textbook was 

popular in China, you can still find that grammar book even now. Therefore, his 

emphasis was on how correct the sentences should be. He was very strict on 

accuracy. Another teacher was famous for the analysis of English literature, so 

he always made comments on the vividness of writing and the inspired nature of 

content.  

 

Based on his own learning experiences, he believed that too many feedback comments from a 

writing teacher could demotivate learners for future writing practices: 

One of my teachers always paid attention to the weakness of our writing and 

made many comments that were over-concerned with details such as spelling, 

style, etc. Most of us felt very frustrated and did not feel motivated in his class. 

Most of us felt confused about what to do with his feedback because we could not 

see the key points. 

 

He also felt that teachers did not give enough praise to the students for their writing: 

We expected to be praised, but our teachers seemed to praise only one or two 

students in the class. I think all of us wanted to make progress, and we all needed 

encouragement during the process. 

  

From 1990 to 1991, Qiang went to the University of Warwick in the United Kingdom, to do 

another MA in sociology. He felt that the overseas learning experience enhanced his 

understanding that writing was not only about language use, but also about how discourse 

was displayed and interpreted in cultural contexts. Although he did not have formal 

classroom instruction in written English, it was at that time that he became more aware of the 

different discourse patterns between Chinese and English languages, as they are expressed in 
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writing: 

When I was exposed to an English environment, I began to feel much more 

conscious of how to address or explain a point according to English conventions. 

There was a big difference between Chinese and English discourse patterns. For 

example, I feel that when I speak in English, I organise my utterance in a 

different way from when I speak in Chinese. For example, academic writing in 

English should be impersonal, logical, and easy to follow. However, in Chinese 

writing we prefer to veil the clue, foreshadow the theme or climax, revealing it at 

the end. This is more in the style of prose.  

 

He reported that his writing practice and the feedback he received from his teachers enabled 

him to become aware of his own feedback practices, the number of comments he would make, 

and his overall orientation as a writing teacher. It is worth noting again that he had not 

received systematic instruction in English writing during his own learning experience. 

6.1.2 Teaching experiences 

Qiang started to teach in 1987 at the same University where he completed his undergraduate 

and postgraduate study. In China, he taught both English and non-English majors. From 1992 

onwards, after his MA in Britain, he also taught introductory MA courses in English film, 

sociology, and the social structures of English speaking countries. After teaching writing for 

about ten years, he became Head of the teaching and research section of writing classes. In 

his department, there was no formal teacher-training programme. He and his colleagues 

supported the development of their teaching through a teamwork approach to preparing 

lessons for the same course. In addition to this, there was an annual seminar for teachers 

where they could share ideas and discuss the problems they found in classroom teaching: 

We prepare lessons together for the same course. We share teaching materials 

such as PowerPoint slides, classroom activities, and guidelines for peer feedback. 

We do not have teacher training, but we have an annual seminar where we 

discuss the problems we find in our classroom teaching and share our ideas 

about how to help students in the process of learning. 

 

Drawing from more than twenty years of teaching experience, Qiang felt that great changes 

had taken place in the teaching and learning of the English language in China. Students’ 

English proficiency nowadays is much higher than when he was a student as they had more 
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access to English outside the class: 

Obviously, students nowadays have a higher level of proficiency in English than 

we did twenty years ago. Some of the students in my class have come from foreign 

language high schools, and some of them went abroad with their parents for the 

holidays, or to English summer camp. They may have had native-speaker 

teachers in high school. Now, there is more opportunity to access English 

language, through English songs, English films, English television or radio 

programmes, and English novels. 

 

He also felt that the teaching of writing nowadays is more systematic in terms of teaching 

approaches and materials. Students receive more attention and have more opportunities to 

participate: 

For a long time, classroom instruction was teacher-centred. I cannot say it has 

completely changed, but in our writing classes nowadays we make efforts to 

encourage a learner-centred approach. We pay more attention to students 

participating in prewriting discussion, drafting, and peer-feedback. We work as a 

team and published our course book (in 2005). Since 2005, writing instruction 

has placed more emphasis on writing skills as they develop at a discourse level, 

rather than at a sentence level.  

 

However, even if the textbooks and curriculum are well designed, the continuity of course 

instruction could be affected through the change of writing teacher.  

We have a two-year curriculum of teaching writing as a continuum course 

covering different types of writing, such as expository writing, argumentative 

writing, and thesis writing. However, in management, we do not let one teacher 

teach the same group of students for the whole two years. I feel that the continuity 

of course instruction and feedback could be affected by the change of writing 

teacher.  

 

During his ten years of teaching writing, he gave lessons to different groups of students and 

taught different types of writing, such as expository and argumentative writing. As an 

experienced teacher, he valued the importance of teaching English writing as a separate 

course and thought that teaching writing at the discourse level was very important: 

I think writing in English is far more than writing grammatically correct 
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sentences. The difference in cultures (western and Chinese) and discourse 

patterns could be a barrier for students who wish to improve their writing as a 

text when their English proficiency would allow them to write without many 

grammatical errors. They still need systematic training and enough practice to 

produce good writing. 

 

Teachers in his department worked in teams and he thought writing lessons could be prepared 

by teamwork. However, teacher feedback on students’ scripts should be more personal 

according to the teacher’s expertise and understanding of his students’ needs: 

I am sure we give feedback differently as students are different, and we are 

different readers. I think teachers somehow would provide feedback according to 

what they feel is their expertise. Feedback, to some extent, is subjective, as 

different readers would have different feelings about the same piece of writing. … 

Moreover, different teachers have different priorities according to their students’ 

needs.  

 

He felt that feedback comments varied according to the students’ writing performance and 

type of writing: 

Now we hope to make our writing class more student-centred. I think I give 

different feedback according to the written products my students show to me. …of 

course, my feedback will be different when I read a story as compared to reading 

an argument.  

6.1.3 Writing class during this study 

During the study, Qiang taught writing for students aged 17-19 years old, majoring in 

translation during their first year. In the first semester, they learnt expository writing in terms 

of defining, classifying, comparing, and describing. In the second semester, according to the 

curriculum, the writing class aimed to assist students to learn the basic patterns and skills of 

narrative and descriptive writing.   

 

Qiang’s concept of narrative writing was writing a story that followed a specific structure that 

included: setting, characters, problems, events, and resolution. In his instruction, he 

emphasised the flow of the story, the dialogue (if any), and included a description wherever 

necessary. He asked students to provide sufficient details about people, places, and events so 
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that readers could get a clear idea of how writers felt about them. According to him, a story 

could be organised either in a chronological order or the order that the writer felt to be 

important, without the need to follow a timeframe. The narrative could either illustrate the 

effect it had on their life or come to an important conclusion about the story. 

 

In the lessons I observed during this study, his teaching in each unit of work was organised 

on a fortnightly basis; every two weeks formed a unit that centred on writing a narrative essay, 

such as personal narrative (first person and third person) and imaginative story (historical 

story). Class time in the first week was spent teaching and practising new patterns and skills 

and brainstorming for the new assignment. The students then composed drafts of the 

assignment after class. They performed peer reviews with guidelines focusing on content, 

thesis, overall organisation, and the coherent development of the story before they turned in 

their writing for the teacher to read and make comments. The subsequent week he 

summarized common pitfalls with the whole class, evaluating one or two sample scripts. 

Then the students’ discussed what they had learnt about their writing. 

  

Three units of Qiang’s work were observed in order to provide background information on 

his feedback (see Table 2 in Chapter 3). He used different prompts encouraging students to 

write narrative essays. In the first unit, he taught types of narration, elements of narration, and 

how to write a personal experience narrative essay. After that, he asked students to narrate the 

events of their life with a first-person view, which could be a memorable experience, or 

something that they had accomplished. In the second unit, he taught the use of descriptive 

language in storytelling and suggested how to describe a place, a person, and an object. After 

that, he showed students two videos and asked them to describe what they saw from the video, 

then write what they imagined was happening in order to develop the characters and the 

events. The videos offered many options, introducing students to linear narrative, making 

predictions, sequencing, writing descriptions, and adding dialogue. Using their creativity, 

students could go beyond what they saw in the video and create unusual situations and events 

for the characters. Students needed to ensure that the narratives they created contained logical 

plots that would be convincing to the readers, and were also consistent with the start of the 

videos. In the third unit, he taught the objective description of an incident from a third-person 

point of view and the basic structure of a historical narrative. After that, he provided a famous 

historical story and asked students to narrate the historical story from a third-person point of 

view, either to entertain the reader or to convey specific perspectives.  
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In the following section, I describe his general beliefs about writing and providing feedback. 

These perspectives were obtained from the initial interview before I observed his feedback 

practices.  

6.1.4 General beliefs about writing, feedback focus, and feedback strategy 

The purpose of this section is to present Qiang’s general beliefs about writing and providing 

feedback, which helps to build up a basis for understanding his feedback practices.  

6.1.4.1 General beliefs about writing and providing feedback 

Qiang believed that his students’ writing was largely accurate, but that they still needed help 

when writing a good narrative essay: 

As I mentioned before, students’ English proficiency is much higher than when I 

was a student. I do not think my students have serious problems writing correct 

sentences, but they need training for how to write a good narrative essay; how to 

begin and how to end a story, how to make it vivid by detailed description, and 

how to make the plots develop more coherently, etc.  

 

He also believed that the main purpose of teaching English writing was to help students 

understand the way in which English patterns of discourse were very different from Chinese 

writing. A typical example he gave was that Chinese students had difficulties writing a proper 

beginning and ending because of the different patterns of discourse between Chinese and 

English. 

English writing is now taught as a separate course, and I think the aim is to train 

students to write according to English conventions. There is a big difference in 

the discourse patterns of these two languages…. For example, students have 

problems with topic sentences as well as thesis statements. I think it is because 

Chinese writing is more inductive, which means that there is no thesis in the 

opening. However, the English discourse pattern is more deductive, which means 

that the thesis should be stated at the very beginning. In the concluding 

paragraph, the thesis is usually revisited through summing up the whole essay. 

However, often you can see students bringing in new ideas at the end of the 

writing. 

  

Qiang also reported that his beliefs about teaching writing and providing feedback were 

influenced by his learning experiences. When he was a learner, he felt his teacher made too 
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many comments, and it was hard to tell which comment that would help him improve his 

writing. Thus, he preferred selective feedback with a clear focus. For example, he considered 

that only three main problems should be pointed out for each script. 

I think that feedback comments should be selective and just focus on significant 

problems rather than point out every problem. Teacher’s comments could make 

students frustrated if there are too many. Students will get lost and do not know 

what to work on when there are too many comments. Pointing out two or three 

main problems each time would be enough. I think that this is the way to let 

students clearly know what they should work on.  

6.1.4.2 General beliefs about feedback focus 

Qiang preferred to give feedback at the discourse level rather than grammatical correction at 

the sentence level. He thought that grammar errors were not a major problem for students’ 

writing in his class; instead, they had more difficulties with coherence and organisation. 

Their English is pretty accurate, but they still have writing problems in terms of 

the cohesion of a text, the logical relevance of meaning in a text, and formal and 

informal expression. Often, they do not know how to organise their writing in a 

way where each part is logically connected with the other parts. I think I give 

more feedback on overall organisation and the use of topic sentences. 

 

Specifically he gave feedback to address the organisation of the opening and ending of an 

essay and the proper use of topic sentences in the text: 

Whether the organisation of the beginning and ending is clear enough won’t 

make a different story, but these are the parts that attract readers. I think my 

feedback tends to focus on these parts. Similarly, I think I also pay attention to 

the topic sentences. 

 

He would not focus on grammatical errors unless they hindered an understanding of the 

meaning conveyed in the text: 

The English proficiency of students in my class is good enough for them to 

recognise and remedy the grammatical errors by themselves. I may still underline 

grammatical errors while reading their essay. They won’t be the main focus 

unless the meaning is not clear because of grammatical errors. 
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Instead, he thought that feedback should give more attention to the generic convention of 

narrative writing and general text features such as coherence, organisation, and cohesion. He 

said: 

I give feedback to focus on the key elements that a story should have, for example, 

whether the description has specific and concrete details. I think I also give 

feedback on the organisation, the logical relevance of the text, and the cohesion 

of students’ writing.  

 

He also preferred to address the main writing problems in students' scripts. 

And I think it is important to have one or two clear focus points each time. I 

prefer to point out only one or two aspects of their writing problems, because it is 

much easier for students to focus on the main writing problems. If teachers do not 

prioritise the focus of their feedback and instead comment on every problem, it 

becomes very time-consuming and students won’t get a clear understanding of 

the main problems in their writing. 

 

Clearly, he believed that feedback at the discourse level was important. He thought it was 

helpful to provide feedback that encouraged students to notice their writing problems at the 

discourse level and then remedy those problems.  

6.1.4.3 General beliefs about feedback strategy 

As an experienced writing teacher, Qiang had a clear understanding of the types of feedback 

strategies that he used when giving feedback on discourse. Firstly, he valued the importance 

of positive feedback. He thought that the use of codes like “+” and “-” in front of feedback 

comments was helpful as a means of encouraging students to notice what was praised and 

what to address in terms of their writing problems.  

It is very important to praise students. I think praise comments could encourage 

students towards future improvement. I like to make my comments as simple as 

possible, and I use the codes “+” and “-” to show where they deserved praise 

and where they had writing problems.  

      

Secondly, he thought that end comments and running comments had different functions when 

showing the students where and what the main writing problems or achievements were in 

their writing. He did not have a preference for the location of the comments.  
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I probably use running comments to locate the problems and end comments to 

summarise the main problems. However, I do not think I have a preference about 

the location of comments. No matter where I put my comments, the purpose is to 

get students to notice their writing problems.  

 

Thirdly, when advising students about their writing problems at the discourse level, he felt it 

was hard to suggest to students what to do and preferred to point out their writing problems, 

especially when students wrote narrative stories.  

I do not think that I make corrections and suggestions very often. It is hard to 

suggest to them how to write a story because if the structure changes, it may turn 

out to be a different story. I can make comments to point out which details are 

irrelevant, where ideas are not well linked, and what is missing to build up the 

development of plots.  

 

In this way, he thought that students could work out how to remedy their writing problems by 

reviewing what they learnt in his writing instruction. 

I think that the solutions are in my instruction. I mean, they can find out tips 

about how to solve problems by reviewing what I have taught. I can only address 

what the problem is, and the remedy for writing problems at the discourse level 

should always be very specific according to the content of each piece of writing. 

6.2 Feedback on discourse in individual student scripts 

The purpose of this section is to show Qiang’s written feedback to individual students. This 

section starts with his feedback practices in general by presenting an overview of the 

frequency and focus of his written feedback, and then follows the overview of his specific 

feedback practices with detailed examples: firstly, his discourse-focused feedback on students’ 

scripts; and then discourse features targeted in his feedback.  

6.2.1 The extent of discourse-focused feedback 

Qiang provided 417 written feedback comments, either running comments (286) or at the end 

of students’ writing (131). On average, 14 feedback comments were made on each script. The 

overall distribution of feedback focus in students’ scripts is shown in Table 33. 
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Table 33 Distribution of Qiang’s written feedback comments  

 

Focus Total Percentage 

Discourse 166 40% 

Non-discourse 251 60% 

Total 417 100% 

 

Among the 417 feedback comments written in students’ scripts, 166 focused on discourse 

features, while 251 focused on non-discourse features (non-discourse features include content, 

lexico-grammar, expression, mechanics, etc. See Table 34).  

 

Table 34 Frequency and focus of Qiang’s written feedback comments 

Focus Total Percentage 

Discourse 166 40% 

Content 60 14% 

Lexico- grammar 115 28% 

Expression 22 5% 

Mechanics 34 8% 

Others 20 5% 

Total 417 100% 

 

The distribution of discourse-focused feedback (40%) slightly exceeds that of lexico-

grammar focused feedback (28%), but is clearly higher than feedback on other foci: content 

(14%), expression (5%), mechanics (8%), and other areas of focus (5%). It can be inferred 

that he paid attention to both accuracy in lexico-grammar and the use of discourse features in 

students’ writing.  

 

6.2.2 Overview of discourse-focused feedback comments 

In total, Qiang gave 166 discourse-focused feedback comments either within the text (82) or 

at the end of the students' writing (84). His feedback comments were all handwritten with an 

average of 5.5 discourse-focused comments in the range of 3-17 comments for each student 

script. Among the 166 discourse-focused feedback comments, 20% had a genre-specific 

focus and 80% were made on the text in general (see Table 35). 
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Table 35 Overview of Qiang’s discourse-focused written feedback  

Discourse features Total Percentage 

Genre specific 33 20% 

Text in general 133 80% 

Total 166 100% 

       

The 133 comments on the text in general (80%) were further analysed, and broken down into 

five categories: organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion, and meta-discourse (see Table 36). 

He made more comments on cohesion (51) and showed slightly more attention to 

organisation (28) and coherence (22) than to unity (19) and meta-discourse (13).  

 

Table 36 Discourse features targeted in Qiang’s written comments on the text in general 

Text in general Total Percentage 

Organisation 28 21% 

Unity 19 14% 

Coherence 22 17% 

Cohesion 51 38% 

Metadiscourse 13 10% 

Total 133 100% 

 

6.2.3 Discourse features targeted in feedback comments 

In the following sections, the discourse features that were the focus of his feedback are 

illustrated with typical examples selected from Qiang's comments on the students’ scripts.   

 

6.2.3.1 Genre-specific feedback comments 

 Qiang’s feedback comments addressed the specific requirement of narrative writing; for 

instance, You are supposed to write a narrative, not a comment on feelings about college life. 

Specifically, he provided genre-specific feedback comments from three aspects: (1) the 

purpose of the essay is to tell a story about something dramatic; (2) the convention of 

storytelling such as setting, character, and plot; and (3) the selection of a point of view. 

 

Firstly, he made comments to remind students to create dramatic scenes that would make 

their writing more vivid and attention-grabbing as a narrative essay. For example, “make it 

dramatic and interesting” and, “No drama here. Not vivid.” He also commented on the kind 

of descriptive language that would make the event dramatic and vivid to the readers. For 
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instance, “Try to provide an objective description, which is more effective (showing, not 

telling).” At times, he commented on descriptive language by using concrete rather than 

general expression. For example, he revised the student’s expression of “astonishing voice” 

into “astonishing sounds of shouting” and substituted “fire/flame” for “light” to make details 

more specific and vivid in a way that would arouse the readers’ senses. 

 

Secondly, his feedback comments were given to remind students of the core concepts of 

narrative writing: characterisation, setting, and plot. His feedback comments on the characters 

of a story mainly focused on the description of their appearance and temperament. In the first 

example of Sample 1, he asked the student to include detailed descriptions of the characters. 

Similarly, in the second example, he asked the student for a specific description of the 

character’s appearance and manners. 

 

Sample 1 

Example 1 

Student text: 

A young and handsome cowherd, Niulang, once saw seven fairy sisters taking a bath 

in a lake. He was instantly and deeply attracted to their stunning figures, especially 

the youngest one’s. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

Details can add to the effect and charm of a story, but not everything needs 

elaboration. Just add detail where it’s necessary (e.g. the two characters’ appearance 

and temperament etc.) 

Example 2 

Student text: 

He has no outstanding appearance but elegant manners. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

Be specific in the description of the character (e.g. appearance and examples of his 

elegant manners). 

 

He also gave feedback comments on the setting of a story and the environment of a plot that 

creates atmosphere or provides necessary background information (see Sample 2). In the first 

example of Sample 2, he asks the student for a more detailed description of the setting of a 

plot in a historical narrative essay. Similarly, in the second example, he provided comments 
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on the lack of background information and context for an event. At the end of the student’s 

writing, he also wrote a comment to remind the student of the lack of setting for the story.  

 

Sample 2 

Example 1 

Student text: 

When he was about to reach his wife, the Queen showed up and took out her hairpin 

to form a long and wide river between the two by using her magic. It was called the 

Milky Way, which cruelly separated Niu Lang from Zhi Nu. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

More description of the environment (of this plot). 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Finally, we reached on time at the venue, where she dropped out once I unlocked the 

car door. She lay on the ground embarrassedly and happened to find her pants 

stained by coffee. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

Where is the drama?  

Where did it (the coffee) come from?  

-drama & atmosphere of action 

 

 

Another important component of a narrative essay is the plot of a story. In his feedback on 

the plot, he commented on using description to give sufficient details to portray an event. In 

Sample 3 there are two examples of his feedback comments reminding students to provide 

the reader with a more detailed picture of a narrative event. In the first example, he asked the 

student to describe the action chains for the plot (“The shining star was thrown out of the car 

like a drowned mouse”) by making two comments (“How?” Describe the important plot. 

Some important details should be included.). Similarly, in the second example, he made two 

feedback comments asking the student to elaborate on significance of the plot in terms of the 

detailed process involved in saving the character. 
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Sample 3 

Example 1 

Student text: 

The shining star was thrown out of the car like a drowned mouse. 

Qiang’s written comments: 

“How”? Describe the importance of the plot. 

Important details should be included.  

Example 2 

Student text: 

The hostage was in danger, so the driver immediately drove his car to save her. 

Because of his perfect driving skills and the perfect performance of his car, the 

driver managed to save the hostage. 

Qiang’s written comments: 

The process (of saving) is important in an action story. 

The major action of saving should be elaborated.  

 

Thirdly, he gave feedback on the selection of point of view within the narrative essay. In 

class, he gave instruction about narrative writing either from the first-person view or the 

third-person view (See Section 6.1.3). Students were asked to write a personal story from the 

first person view and a historical story in the third person. Most students did not have a 

problem selecting a point of view from which to write a story, but one student mixed the use 

of first person and third person. Qiang wrote a feedback comment (Third-person perspective) 

to remind the student that he should stay with the third person view in the story.  

 

Sample 4 

Example  

Student text: 

Hiding himself in the bush beside the rank, Niulang couldn’t believe his eyes, “Oh 

my god!” He said to himself, “how beautiful are they! But compared to other six 

girls, I think I have fallen in love with the most beautiful one, how I wish to marry 

her!” There was no doubt that Niulang’s ability of appreciating beauty was very 

strong, that fairy whom Niulang fell in love with was surely very beautiful, but how 

can I describe her beauty? I think even if Shakespeare brings back to life, he can’t 

find suitable words. All that I could say was that her eyes were very bright, and it 

seemed that they were saying to you. She was so charming that every man would 
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hold his breath when he saw her at the first glance. Her name was Zhinv.  

Qiang’s written comments: 

Third-person perspective.  

 

6.2.3.2 Comments on the text in general 

In the following sections, I describe in detail his comments on discourse within the context of 

general text features with typical examples selected from his feedback. 

6.2.3.2.1 Organisation 

In Qiang’s feedback he commented on (1) the global structure as a feature of text in general 

where the story within a narrative essay is constructed in terms of the beginning, body, and 

ending; and (2) local structures that elaborate on a plot by expanding a single action into 

chains that provide the reader with a more detailed picture of a narrative at the paragraph 

level. His feedback comments on text organisation in general cover the patterns of text 

structure that operate globally (e.g. how to begin and end a story) and patterns that operate 

locally (e.g. point—elaboration, action—process of details). 

 

Global organisational structure 

In his feedback on global organisational structure, Qiang commented on the importance of 

organising narrative essays properly. There are times when he commented on the title of a 

story, such as “The title is too vague and general.” His comments reminded students that the 

function of the title should be specific enough to guide readers towards the theme of the story. 

For instance, he commented, “Be more specific. Decide your topic” when a student submitted 

the title “My first day in college.”.  

 

He made comments on the global text structure (the title, beginning, middle, and end) to draw 

students’ attention to the overall structure of a narrative essay. Sample 5 comprises three 

comments he gave to a student on the body, the ending, and the title of a narrative essay. 

 

Sample 5 

• Second paragraph should be fully developed with details (it is the body). 

• Last paragraph should not comprise longish personal comments and reflection. 

• The title could be more specific (the title: My First Event in University). 
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In his feedback on global organisational structure, he commented on the beginning and 

ending of students’ writing. Firstly, when starting the narrative essay, he focused on 

beginning with a general statement that introduces the thesis that binds the story as a whole 

together. For example, he wrote a comment “The thesis is not clearly presented in the 

introduction.” In his feedback on the thesis statement for a narrative essay, he emphasised 

that students should clearly state what the story is about in the thesis:“Decide your 

topic/thesis first, e.g. ‘Luggage & Growing up’” and “Fighting for a bike should be your 

thesis, not things that happened or a general feeling”.  

 

Secondly, he commented on ending a narrative essay properly. Sample 6, includes three 

examples of his feedback reminding students that the end of their writing signals the 

completeness of global organisational structure (There is no obvious conclusion in both 

structure & content. No proper ending). The first two examples focused on closing a story 

properly with the ending. In the third example (Any insight or personal comment to conclude 

the story?), he emphasised concluding the main lesson learnt from the entire experience or 

insight of the story as a means of ending the narrative essay. 

 

Sample 6 

Qiang’s written comments: 

Example 1 

There is no obvious conclusion in either structure or content. 

Example 2 

No proper ending. 

Example 3 

Any insight or personal comment to conclude the story? 

 

Local organisational structure 

When making comments on organisation, Qiang also commented on ways of drawing the 

students’ attention to patterns of text construction in terms of local organisational structure. 

When focusing on local organisational structure, he stressed that there should be a general 

topic sentence to detail the development of the plot. He also commented on elaboration of the 

plot in the text in terms of how the details were organised. Sample 7 includes examples of his 

feedback on local organisational structure. In the first example, he focused on the relationship 
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between the topic sentence and the meaning of the entire paragraph that follows. He thought 

this should be at the very beginning before more detailed information was provided. In the 

second example, Qiang made a comment to remind the student to elaborate the plot in terms 

of the local organisational structure “process + details.” 

 

Sample 7 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Pretty hot that day, I walked into the gate of BFSU. Far from my expectation, the 

gate was not so grand as it looked in the photos. With all my bags on my back, I 

stepped into the dormitory. “I gonna spend four years here.” I told myself. What 

kind of things I will meet and what kind of life I will have as a college student? I was 

in complete daze. For a long time my track of life was designed. All I have to do is to 

follow that track of life and go on, but now things are different. The college is totally 

different from my imagination. There were no pedants sitting in a circle discussing 

problems. Why there’s no one tell me where to spend my spare time? I feel like I was 

swimming in a sea without shore. Walking in the campus blindly, I searched for help 

all the way. 

Qiang’s written comments: 

What’s your topic (and topic sentence) for this paragraph? 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Unfortunately, I drew the piece with 2-5 written on it, which means my seat is the 

5th row of line 2. As I was not quite satisfied with this, I looked around and tried to 

exchange the seats with somebody else. To do this, I opened my mouth to express my 

request, which made my face turn red. Fortunately, as time went by, I managed to 

communicate with my classmates more freely, and everything became easier than 

before. Luckily, I got my ideal seat and felt a sense of achievement. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

How? The structure of process + details. 

 

6.2.3.2.2 Unity 

Qiang made comments on the relevance of parts of the text and how the text worked as a 

unified whole story. He made comments to draw the students’ attention to a need to stay 

focused on one event and one theme in their narrative essay. For example, the comment “The 

narrative should focus on one event (the arrangement of seating)” reminded a student to stay 

focused when giving details about people, place, and plot. Sample 8 includes two examples 
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that demonstrate his comments on unity. In the first example, he asked the student to clarify 

the topic or theme of the story and then he made a second comment on unity that reminded 

the student to avoid irrelevant information. In the second example, he commented on the way 

in which an ending impacted on the unity of a story. His comment encouraged the student to 

notice that the ending lacked unity because it then diverged to another irrelevant new topic.  

 

 

Sample 8 

Example 1 

Qiang’s written comments: 

1. Decide on your topic/thesis first e.g. “Luggage & Growing up.” 

2. Leave out other things that have nothing to do with it. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

It was really hard for me to live in Beijing without parents. But I was happy that 

there was a chance to make me more independent. In the afternoon, my father and I 

stepped into the dormitory. It was entirely new to me. I felt so nervous that I had no 

confidence in my future… 

Qiang’s written comment: 

Last paragraph starts a new topic and is, therefore, irrelevant! 

 

 

6.2.3.2.3 Coherence 

Qiang gave feedback on coherence in terms of the logical continuity between one part of the 

text and another. His comments on coherence emphasised that the story should be constructed 

in a certain logical sequence that encourages the development of plots. Sample 9 includes two 

examples of his comments on coherence. In the first example, he asked the student for the 

logical sequence of the story when the student broke the chronological order to introduce a 

character (a magical cow) before describing how the hero met his beloved (Zhinv) with the 

help of the cow. In the second example, he commented on the coherence of a text by urging 

the student to arrange details in a logical order according to the change of action in a story.  
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Sample 9 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Long long ago, there was a boy called Niulang. When he was a little boy his parents 

were died, and he was driven out of home by his sister-in-law. So he had to live by 

herding cattle and farming. One day, he met a beautiful girl named Zhinv, who was 

said to be the youngest daughter of the God of Heaven. 

… 

His only friend was his old cow, who was magical and kind. The cow told the 

cowboy the way to find a beautiful girl as his wife.  

Qiang’s written comment: 

The sequence of the story? 

Example 2 

Qiang’s written comment: 

It would be better if details regarding the reasons/causes of the changes in process 

were provided. 

 

In his feedback on coherence, Qiang also wrote “story flow,” “coherence,” and “logic” on 

students’ scripts to help them notice writing problems with coherence.  

 

6.2.3.2.4 Cohesion 

Qiang’s feedback comments on cohesion focused on assisting students to establish links and 

signal relationships between sections of text. For instance, he made a comment “Transition is 

not very convincing” to help his student notice the problem of cohesion in the essay. 

Specifically, he gave feedback on the use of conjunctions, references, and lexical cohesion. 

  

Firstly, he commented on the use of conjunctions (e.g. however, and) to link different parts of 

the text. Sample 10 demonstrates two examples of his feedback on conjunctions. In the first 

example, when the student failed to link the two sentences cohesively, he deleted the word 

apparently and provided the link however to mark the relationship of what follows to what 

went before. Similarly in the second example, when the student missed the conjunction but to 

link ideas, Qiang provided the correct connector and to signal the nature of the relationship 

between ideas. 
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Sample 10 

Example 1 

Student text: 

Groaning and moaning all the way, I expressed my dissatisfaction and reluctance. 

Apparently, neither of my parents seemed to have paid attention to me. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

Apparently: However (transition) 

Example 2 

Student text: 

When we got to the avenue, I parked my car at the side of the red carpet. Then the 

car door opened, but she fell down my car lying on the red carpet. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

but: ˄ and 

 

Secondly, he commented on the use of references to achieve semantic links between one part 

of the text and another. He gave feedback on connections through the use of pronouns to 

maintain an anaphoric reference to the same people and objects. Sample 11 includes three 

examples. In the first example, when the student used the pronoun him to refer to Joanna’s 

husband and did not mention him in the adjacent text, Qiang gave feedback on the unclear 

reference and suggested using the name of the husband “Ted” directly. In the second example, 

when the student mentioned the detail of spilling coffee with no reference before this detail, 

Qiang provided the following feedback on the lack of anaphoric reference in the plot with the 

comment “where did it (the coffee) come from?” In the third example, he commented that the 

use of pronouns lacked consistency when the student used the first person “I” and the second 

person “you” in the same sentence.  

Sample 11 

Example 1  

Student text: 

Billy cried happily and held Joanna tightly. Joanna was so angry about it that she 

wanted to divorce him. Though Billy loved his mother more, he did not want his 

family broken up. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

him: Whom? Ted 
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Example 2 

Student text: 

She lay on the ground embarrassedly and happened to find her pants stained by 

coffee. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

coffee: Where did it come from? (Any reference?) 

Example 3 

Student text: 

When I finished the whole thing, I was not only relieved but also realised it’s not 

easy to finish those seemingly easy things, especially on your own. And I fully 

believe that there will be even more severe problems and trouble ahead, but I will 

endeavour to cope with them successfully. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

The use of pronouns should be consistent.  

 

Thirdly, he commented on the use of lexical cohesion to link different parts of a text.  Sample 

12 provides two examples of his feedback on lexical cohesion. In the first example, when 

lexical repetition was overused in the text, he reminded the student that, “There is a lot of 

repetition of the keywords ‘driver’ and ‘kidnapper.’” In the second example, he commented 

on cohesion three times when the student did not properly link four sentences. Firstly Qiang 

deleted the second sentence “I was happy that I could solve the first problem I encountered at 

university,” then he inserted lexical cohesion “that day” at the beginning of the third sentence 

referring to “the first day” in the first sentence in order to link it with the previous text. 

Finally, he added the conjunction “and” to combine the last two sentences.  

 

Sample 12 

Example 1 

Student text: 

A car stopped when FEIs encircled the kidnapper’s house, and the driver who of 

course was an FBI entered the house to save the poor hostage. In the house the 

kidnapper asked the driver to show the money and write down the figure in the 

driver’s hand, and the driver was sure the hostage was alive because kidnapper 

called the hostage, and kidnapper told his hostage he was the butterfly but the 

hostage was the dying moth. 
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Qiang’s written comment: 

There is a lot of repetition of the keywords “driver” and “kidnapper”. 

Example 2 

Student text: 

The first day of university was filled with happiness even though there were some 

difficulties. I was happy that I could solve the first problem in my university. The sky 

was grey. The surroundings seemed strange for me. 

Qiang’s written comments: 

I was happy that I could solve the first problem in my university. That day ˄ the sky 

was grey, and the surroundings seemed strange for me. 

 

6.2.3.2.5 Meta-discourse 

Qiang gave feedback on the use of meta-discourse to remind students to assist and guide their 

readers with the interpretation of the text. His comments on meta-discourse focused on the 

need for meta-text to assist with clearly interpreting the author’s personal thoughts to readers.  

For example: “Any insight or personal comment to conclude the story?” and “What is the 

implication of the story?”  

6.2.4 Summary of feedback focus 

In summary, Qiang had a strong focus on discourse features (40%) with his feedback on 

student scripts, as well as his focus on content (14%), lexico-grammar (28%), expression (5%), 

mechanics (8%), and other areas (5%). In his discourse-focused feedback, most of his 

comments (80%) focused on text features in general although the genre perspective was also an 

important focus (20%). He targeted five discourse features in his feedback on text features in 

general. He made more comments on cohesion (38%) and tended to pay equal attention to the 

other four discourse features within the text in general: organisation (21%), unity (14%), 

coherence (17%), and meta-discourse (10%). The following section will explain the strategies 

he applied when giving feedback on discourse in students’ scripts. 

6.3 Strategies used in discourse-focused feedback 

The purpose of this section is to report his feedback strategies regarding the location, the 

overall orientation and types of advice. He utilised various types of feedback strategy when 

commenting on discourse in his students’ writing.      
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6.3.1 Overview of feedback strategies 

The distribution of the types of feedback strategy Qiang used in his feedback regarding the 

location, overall orientation, and directness of feedback at discourse level is shown in 

Table37. Qiang’s discourse-focused feedback was given almost equally at the end of the 

students’ writing (50.6%), and either running between lines or in the margins (49.4%) of the 

scripts. Most of his feedback comments were to advise students (88.6%) although he also 

praised them (11.4%). When advising students about their discourse level writing problems, 

he made more comments to point out that there were discourse problems (65.1%) than 

suggestions for improvement and direct corrections; and more comments involving direct 

corrections (13.3%) than suggestions (10.2%). 

Table 37 Overview of Qiang’s feedback strategy in commenting on discourse 

Types of feedback strategy Total Percentage 

Location Running 82 166 49.4% 100% 

End 84 50.6% 

Overall 

orientation 

Praise 19 166 11.4% 100% 

Advice 147 88.6% 

Types of 

advice 

Correction  22 147 13.3% 88.6% 

Suggestion 17 10.2% 

Indication of 

problem 

108 65.1% 

 

The following sections report his strategy for discourse-focused feedback in terms of location, 

overall orientation, and types of advice, with detailed examples selected from his feedback 

comments in the students’ scripts. 

6.3.2 Types of feedback strategies used 

6.3.2.1 Location 

Qiang made comments at different places in the students’ scripts. He either made running 

comments to draw the students’ attention to where their writing problems existed or gave 

comments at the end of their writing. Sample 13 is comprised of three examples from one 

script; the first two are running comments and the third is an example of an end comment. In 

the first example, the student narrated the story at the end of the first paragraph in the 

following way: “Plenty of magpies fly over to the Milky Way. A bridge of wings appears. The 

couple walk onto it step by step on the only day of a year when they can meet each.” Then in 

the second paragraph the story suddenly flashed back to introduce the characters “Niulang 

was a poor herd boy, lived with his mean elder brother and sister-in-law, Zhinv was the 
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seventh daughter of the goddess of heaven.” He gave a running comment (transition) in the 

left margin to show that there was a problem with cohesion and another running comment 

(Meeting each other, they can’t help recalling their first encounter) to link these two 

paragraphs. In the second example, when the story was closed by “Finding Zhinv was heart-

broken, the goddess decided to let them meet once in a year. So they crossed the magpie 

bridge once every year ever since.” Qiang deleted the last sentence and made a running 

comment in the margin “Any insight or personal comment to conclude the story?” to point 

out that there was a problem with the ending. The third example shows his end comments. In 

his end comments, he used the code “+” to praise for coherence (story flow), content (details), 

and language quality; he used the code “-” to advise on cohesion (lacking link between 

paragraph 1& 2), organisation (no proper ending), and unity (some unity problem).  

 

Sample 13 

Running comments 

Example 1: 

 

Example 2:  

 

 

End comments 

Example 3:  
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Qiang gave running comments to locate discourse problems and end comments to summarise 

general writing problems. As shown in Sample 13, he used running comments to locate the 

cohesion problem that occurred in the transition between the first and second paragraphs. He 

mentioned it once again in the end comments to remind the student. Similarly, he commented 

on the lack of proper ending for the story twice. One comment was given in the margin of the 

last paragraph (Any insight or personal comment to conclude the story?) and the other was 

provided at the end of the writing (no proper ending).  

 

As mentioned before, Qiang made almost equal amounts of running comments (82) and end 

comments (84). Table 38 shows how the locations of his comments varied when he focused 

on different discourse features. He gave more end comments (22) than running comments (11) 

when focusing on genre-specific features. Similarly, he provided more end comments when 

focusing on text features in general regarding organisation, unity, coherence, and meta-

discourse. However, he only made six end comments on cohesion, and he mostly used 

running comments (45) throughout the students’ scripts to help them notice where the 

problems with cohesion lay.   

Table 38 Distribution of the location of Qiang’s feedback comments 

Discourse features targeted in feedback  

 

Location 

Running End 

Genre-specific comments 11 22 

Comments on 

text in general 

      1.    Organization 4 24 

2. Unity 7 12 

3. Coherence 10 12 

4. Cohesion 45 6 

5. Meta-discourse 5 8 

Total 82 84 

166 

 

6.3.2.2 Overall orientation 

Qiang gave feedback that focused on advice to students much more often than he praised 

them. He gave praise comments only at the end of their writing, and none of his running 

comments praised students for their writing at the discourse level. In his comments of praise, 

he sometimes used the code “+” to quickly indicate to students what they had done well. His 

praise comments were sometimes hedged. Most of his comments advised the students to pay 

attention to discourse problems in their writing, both in running comments and end comments. 
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When giving advice through end comments, he sometimes used the code “-” to make students 

notice what they did not do well. When giving advice through running comments, he 

sometimes used full sentences and other times he only used a word (e.g. transition) or a short 

phrase (e.g. lack of coherence).  

 

Sample 14 provides three examples that exemplify his approach to praise and advice 

comments. The first example includes two comments of praise: one praises the student for 

organisation with his use of the code “+” (+ structure and format); the other praise comment 

focuses on his general genre-specific impression of how the piece works as a narrative essay 

(Not bad as a story with reasonable development). This praise was hedged by “not bad”, that 

is to say, it was not full praise, but was made to encourage the student before adding further 

advice (It would be better…). In the second example, he gave advice by using the code “-” to 

inform the student about writing problems to do with unity, coherence, cohesion (transition), 

and organisation (ending). In the third example, when the student lacked a cohesive device 

between two paragraphs, he wrote advice on cohesion in the margin (transition). 

Sample 14 

Example 1 Praise comments 

+ structure and format 

Not bad as a story with reasonable development. (It would be better if details were 

provided regarding the reasons/causes of the change in the process.) 

Example 2 Advice comments 

-- Unity/coherence; transition; ending 

Example 3 

Student text 

(the last sentence of Paragraph 5)…The river was choppy and very wide. Niulang 

had no choice but to stop there. 

(the first sentence of Paragraph 6) They loved each other so much that the mother 

was moved and agreed that they can meet each other once a year at June 7
th

 night. 

Qiang’s advice comment: 

transition 

 

In the overall orientation of his feedback comments, as shown in Table 39, Qiang praised 

students with genre-specific comments (6), and comments on two text features in general, 
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namely organisation (5) and coherence (7). He only made one praise comment on meta-

discourse, and there was no comment praising unity and cohesion. He gave feedback that 

advised students both on genre-specific comments and on the text in general. 

Table 39 Distribution of the overall orientation of Qiang’s feedback 

Discourse features targeted in feedback  

 

Overall orientation 

Praise Advice 

Genre-specific comments 6 27 

Comments on the 

text in general 

      1.    Organisation 5 23 

2. Unity 0 19 

3. Coherence 7 15 

4. Cohesion 0 51 

5. Metadiscourse 1 12 

Total 19 147 

166 

 

6.3.2.3 Types of advice 

Qiang mainly indicated a problem by giving advice. Firstly, he often made comments that 

pointed out the students' discourse problems. Sample 15 shows examples of how he indicated 

the discourse problems to the students. In the first example, Qiang underlined the problematic 

part of the text “He” and then wrote a comment to point out that the use of the pronoun “He” 

did not clearly refer to the subject taking the action. In the second example, Qiang made 

comments to point out problems regarding unity, coherence, and organisation with the code 

“-”. He applied this kind of strategy to help students notice the problematic part of the text 

and to encourage them to use their knowledge to solve the problems. 

 

Sample 15 

Example 1 

Student text: 

He put on the cowhide to go after his wife with their two children.  

Qiang’s written comment 

Who? The reference is not clear.  

Example 2 

Qiang’s written comments: 

- Unity/coherence between ideas; ending 
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Secondly, he gave feedback suggesting what to do or not do, but he did not make any explicit 

corrections. This type of strategy helped students to understand a possible solution, but they 

were still supposed to remedy the problem on their own. Sometimes, his feedback 

suggestions were given together with comments that indicated the problems and then 

provided explanations of the nature of the problems. Suggestions were made either through 

comments or by showing an example of how the problem could be corrected. Sample 16 

shows examples of how he made comments by suggesting what to do. In the first example, he 

suggested the students remedy problems of unity and coherence in the writing by elaborating 

on the separation of the couple in the historical story. In the second example, when the 

student began narrative writing without a clear thesis statement, he suggested what the thesis 

statement should be through his feedback “‘Fighting for a bike’ should be your thesis (Not 

‘things happened’; not ‘general feeling’).” 

Sample 16 

Example 1 

Qiang’s written comment: 

-Unity and coherence between events and ideas; the process of separation is very 

important to the story and thus should be elaborated 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Well, more than a lot of things happened on my first day of university, and some of 

them really made me overwhelmed and in a state of daze. However, I still cherish 

the experience because it’s like growing pains, which are valuable and 

irreplaceable. 

Qiang’s written comments: 

“Fighting for a bike” should be your thesis (Not “things happened”; not “general 

feeling”)  

   

Thirdly, he made corrections for the students so that they did not need to revise by 

themselves. Sample 17 shows three examples of his corrections. In the first example, when 

the student wrote, “My son! What have you done to my son?”, he corrected the repetition of 

“my son” by offering the replacement pronoun “him.” In the second example, “Unfortunately, 

the God of heaven soon found the fact so he asked the Queen of the heaven to bring Zhinv 

back”, he corrected the misuse of the cohesive device by deleting “so he” and replacing it 

with the conjunction “and” to make the connection in the text.  
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Sample 17 

Example 1 

Student text: 

My son! What have you done to my son? 

Qiang’s written comment: 

my son: him 

Example 2 

Student text: 

Unfortunately, the God of heaven soon found the fact so he asked the Queen of the 

heaven to bring Zhinv back. 

Qiang’s written comment: 

so he: and 

 

Qiang employed different types of advice to focus on different problems of discourse in his 

feedback. As shown in Table 40, Qiang gave advice to indicate problems of discourse more 

than he made corrections and suggestions. He gave more corrections than suggestions. 

Furthermore, he only made corrections for problems of cohesion. In his comments on 

cohesion through the form of corrections, he gave a similar amount of feedback to indicate 

cohesive problems. 

Table 40 Distribution of the types of advice within Qiang’s comments 

Discourse features targeted in feedback  

 

Directness (types of advice) 

Correction Suggestion Indication 

of Problem 

Genre-specific comments  0 4 23 

Comments on 

text in general 

1. Organization  0 5 18 

2. Unity 0 0 19 

3. Coherence 0 1 14 

4. Cohesion 22 6 23 

5. Metadiscourse  0 1 11 

Total 22 17 108 

147 

 

However, as shown in Table 40, when focusing on unity, he only made comments that 

indicated unity problems. There were no comments that either corrected, or suggested there 

were unity problems. Similarly, when focusing on meta-discourse, his advice only indicated 
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there were meta-discourse problems. He only made one comment to suggest a possible 

solution and no comment at all about making a correction. 

6.3.3 Summary of feedback strategy 

Qiang used different feedback strategies for different kinds of discourse problems. When 

focusing on discourse, he made an almost equal number of end comments (84) and running 

comments (82). He only gave 19 comments of praise and all of them were given at the end of 

the scripts. Most of his discourse-focused feedback was given to advise the students (147). 

When giving advice, his main strategy was to point out there was a problem (108), followed by 

a correction (22) and less often making suggestions (17). Table 41 shows an overview of the 

types of feedback strategies in relation to the targeted discourse features of his feedback. 

Table 41 Feedback strategy in relation to the targeted discourse features 

 

He varied strategies in his feedback comments when focusing on different features of discourse. 

He gave many more running comments (45) than end comments (6) when he focused on 

cohesion, while he clearly provided more end comments when focusing on other discourse 

features. He praised students for genre-specific perspectives (6) and general text features (13) 

as well as for the organisation (5) and coherence (7) of their writing. He only gave one praise 

comment on metadiscourse, and there were no praise comments on either unity or cohesion. 

When giving advice, he only made corrections on cohesion. When focusing on unity, he only 

pointed out problems, there were no corrections or suggestions in his comments. Similarly, 

when focusing on coherence and metadiscourse, most of his comments indicated when there 

was a problem, and there is only one suggestion orientated comment for each of these two 

features.     

Discourse features targeted in 

feedback  

 

Location Overall 

Orientation 

 Types of advice 

Running End Praise     Advice Correction Suggestion Indication 

of Problem 

Genre-specific comments 11 22 6 27 0 4 23 

Comments 

on the text 

in general 

1.Organisation 4 24 5 23 0 5 18 

2.Unity 7 12 0 19 0 0 19 

3.Coherence 10 12 7 15 0 1 14 

4.Cohesion 45 6 0 51 22 6 23 

5.Metadiscourse 5 8 1 12 0 1 11 

Total 82 84 19 147 22 17 108 

166 166 147 
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6.4 Whole class feedback 

Qiang also verbally explained his written feedback to the whole class after he had written 

comments on individual student scripts. The purpose of this section is to complement the 

previous description of Qiang’s individual feedback practices by briefly showing how and 

why he gave whole-class feedback on discourse features that he had identified within 

individual scripts. 

 

He believed that whole-class feedback provided an opportunity to interact with students. 

Compared with the written comments in students’ scripts, whole-class feedback involves 

more two-sided communication than written comments, and would deepen his understanding 

of students’ writing problems: 

I think that through whole-class feedback I can better understand their writing 

problems, especially discourse problems. I may give feedback about how I 

interpret the stories they write. The interactive aspect of whole-class feedback 

also allows me to find out the extent to which they understand my written 

comments. It gives students a chance to let me know whether they understand my 

written comments and the extent to which they agree with them. 

 

In order to involve students in discussion without making them feel embarrassed about their 

writing problems, he thought it was important to carefully select samples of students' writing: 

I am always very careful when selecting samples to demonstrate for the whole 

class (feedback). I do not want the student author to feel embarrassed in any way. 

I think the samples should be average scripts where I can talk about the merits 

and difficulties, so that the whole class can become involved in the discussion. 

  

He also believed whole-class feedback should have the same focus as individual written 

feedback: 

I think I have the same focus in whole-class feedback as I do with written 

comments for individual students. For me, it is an opportunity to discuss with the 

whole class what I mean by my written comments in terms of what the problems 

are and how they can remedy them. 

 

In the three units of his work I observed, Qiang gave verbal feedback to the whole class after 
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providing written feedback. The purpose of this was to discuss and further explain ways in 

which he wanted his students to improve their writing. He selected one or two students’ 

scripts that contained his written comments to demonstrate for the whole class. He went 

through the whole passage and asked questions to help students share their understandings 

and evaluations of his specific comments.  

 

The focus of his subsequent whole-class feedback was almost the same as his written 

comments on individual students’ scripts. He asked open questions for students to think about 

the strengths and weaknesses of the sample student’s writing regarding genre-specific 

features and text features in general; namely, organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion, and 

meta-discourse. The questions he asked in whole class feedback were very often as follows: 

 

 What do you think of the description used in this story? Do you think the description is 

vivid and specific enough to introduce the character and the background/settings? (genre) 

 How do you feel about the organisation of this essay? Can you find the topic sentence in 

each paragraph? (organisation) 

 Can you find the central idea in the opening? What do you think of the development of the 

thesis in the following paragraphs? Do you think all of the examples illustrated in the text 

serve the main idea well? (unity) 

 What do you think of the relevance of the plots? Do you think the development of the 

story is logical and fluent? (coherence) 

 What do you think of the transition or linkers? (cohesion) 

 Can you tell how the writer tries to involve readers? Are there any obvious clues that 

encourage readers to follow the writer? (metadiscourse) 

 

 In the whole-class feedback, he applied similar strategies to those demonstrated in individual 

written feedback. He made brief and general praise comments, but mainly emphasized what 

to improve in order to make the writing a better piece of work. He raised the open questions 

to encourage students to elaborate on the writing problems and then discuss the possible 

solutions. However, he rarely demonstrated ideal examples that would remedy the discourse 

problems, except for the cohesion feature. For example, he showed his concern regarding the 

merits of students’ writing to the whole class, “In each script, there are merits and difficulties. 

In this story, the descriptions are vivid and specific.” Then the rest of his feedback was 
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focused on advising students about their writing problems, “What do you think of the unity? 

Do you think all of the details supported the story thesis adequately? All of the text should 

contribute to unity.” In his whole-class feedback, he asked students to point out problems 

before he went through his written feedback. Sample 18 shows his whole-class feedback for a 

sample of student writing in terms of praise comments about organisation and advice on 

coherence and unity.  

 

Sample 18 

Student text: 

Love, in a different way 

I would never forget the first day I spent in BFSU. There were many things that 

impressed me a lot, but what touched me most was my parents’ love—selfless and 

generous love. 

… 

But later I realized I was wrong. Actually, they gave me more than I had expected. 

They didn’t say any comforting words, but their firm gaze told me that I must learn 

to be independent so that one day I could proudly depend on myself –even if without 

my dear parents. Remember the first time that I learnt to walk? They stood away 

from me, waved their hands and encouraged me: “Come on dear! You can make it! 

We—trust—you!” Yeah, love, just in a different way.    

Qiang’s whole-class feedback: 

What do you think of the merits of this narrative story? Yes, it has a clear thesis to 

start the story in introductory paragraph, that is, I would never forget the first day I 

spent in BFSU. There were many things that impressed me a lot, but what touched 

me most was my parents’ love—selfless and generous love. [Praise comment at the 

beginning of the story focused on the text feature of overall organisation] 

What do you think of the demerits? … [Advice] Do you think all the details and 

examples are given to logically connect with the thesis and the context of the first 

day at university? [Ask students to comment on the coherence and unity of the 

narrative essay]… [Explain his written comments on lack of coherence and 

unity through details by locating the problematic part and then pointing out the 

problems] Yes, I think that some details and examples failed to serve for the unity 

with the rest text. For example, how do you think of the details mentioned in the 

paragraph of “But later I realised I was wrong… Yeah, love, just in a different 

way”? … Yes, I find it hard to logically connect those details of learning to walk in 

childhood with the context of my first day at university and I think the student could 

provide some other examples of what happened that day to explain the parents’ love 

in a different way. Please make sure that all details serve the unity and logical 

coherence of the essay. 
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Therefore, Qiang’s whole-class feedback focused on the discourse features he addressed in 

his written comments on individual scripts. Whole-class feedback provides opportunities for 

him to interact with his class and to discuss his written comments with more students. 

6.5 Relationship between beliefs and practices 

Qiang gave feedback on discourse features in different ways for a number of reasons. In this 

section, his stated beliefs and observed practices are compared to explain the relationship 

between them and then identify any possible tensions. 

6.5.1 Congruity between feedback practices and beliefs 

Qiang’s feedback practices generally matched his stated beliefs: for example, he believed in 

the importance of discourse features in writing and he provided feedback on discourse. The 

following sections outline the beliefs that are congruent with his general feedback focus, the 

discourse features targeted in his feedback comments, and the strategies he used in discourse-

focused feedback. 

6.5.1.1 General feedback focus 

Qiang gave feedback on students’ scripts in a manner consistent with his belief that good 

writing depended not only on the accuracy of grammar, but also on how proper discourse 

features were applied to convey meaning within the whole text. Qiang provided feedback 

mainly on the use of discourse features (39%) and lexico-grammatical accuracy (30%) as 

shown in Table 34 (Page 166). The frequency of his discourse-focused feedback was slightly 

higher than that of his feedback on lexico-grammar, and much higher than feedback on other 

features. This is consistent with his beliefs on the nature of writing: 

I think writing can help students develop literacy and English as their second 

language as a means of expressing meaningful ideas. Writing in English is 

complex in that it involves more than grammar, it also involves familiarity with 

writing conventions.  

 

His feedback focus comes from his beliefs that writing reflects socio-cultural values: 

I think learning to compose in a foreign language is not an isolated classroom 

activity, but a social and cultural experience. For example, the rules of Chinese 

writing reflect beliefs and values that may not be found in other societies. I think 

my feedback focuses mainly on noticing the difficulties students have with their 
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writing problems. For example, English writing is more deductive and the main 

idea is stated first, while Chinese writing is more inductive and the introduction 

of purpose could be delayed. 

 

He preferred to give discourse-focused feedback because he noticed that many of his students’ 

writing problems resulted in first language interference at the discourse level. He thought they 

had difficulties noticing English writing conventions that were different from Chinese: 

I think they need feedback at the discourse level because linguistic and cultural 

patterns transfer from Chinese to their writing in English not only at the word 

and sentence level, but also at the discourse level. Each language has unique 

(rhetorical) conventions. Students find it hard to notice by themselves how their 

cultural backgrounds influence their organisation of writing, how they should 

express their main ideas and how they should use explicit discourse markers. 

 

He saw that his role as a writing teacher was to guide students to write at the discourse 

level: 

As a writing teacher, I view my feedback as a means of helping students improve 

writing in a global sense rather than one-time corrections for lexico-grammar. It 

is important for us as writing teachers to help student writers clarify the ideas 

they wish to communicate, be aware of their audience as well as the purpose of 

the texts they produce, and to use the linguistic aspects of language necessary for 

conveying meaning effectively. 

 

He thought that providing discourse-focused feedback was important because of his learning 

experience and his working experience with student performance.  

When I was a student, I felt I needed help with writing a good essay, but most 

comments about my writing were for grammar corrections. There is no doubt that 

my students’ English proficiency is much higher than mine when I was at their 

age. Most students in my writing class can produce a grammatically acceptable 

text, but they still have difficulties fulfilling the requirements of academic writing 

across different genres.  

 

The school curriculum also provided an important reason for why he focused more on 

discourse than on other features in feedback practices: 
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In my university, English writing is taught as a separate course. It is not merely a 

support skill for reading. The curriculum is designed to pay systematic and 

sustained attention on academic writing particularly the narrative essay, 

expository essay, argumentative essay, and the research paper. I think I also give 

feedback that relates to what I focus on in my instruction.  

6.5.1.2 Feedback focus on discourse features 

Qiang made comments on students’ scripts that were in line with what he thought the focus 

should be. He gave more feedback comments on the text in general (80%) rather than genre-

specific conventions (20%), which is underpinned by his belief that he valued feedback on 

general more than genre-specific features. He gave genre-specific comments because he 

believed that his feedback comments should be consistent with the school curriculum and 

classroom instruction: 

I teach the narrative essay this semester according to our writing curriculum. I 

prefer to give feedback that relates to my classroom instruction, and my feedback 

should mainly focus on discourse features specific to narrative writing. But 

writing a good narrative essay does not lie solely in the conventions for narrative 

essays. I think I give more feedback on what good English writing should be. 

  

In his feedback on the text in general, he targeted five discourse features in his comments: 

namely organisation, unity, cohesion, coherence, and metadiscourse. As mentioned before in 

his profile, Qiang did not have formal training in teaching writing, or on giving feedback. His 

feedback focus mainly came from his understanding that English writing conventions are 

different from Chinese, and his belief that writing teachers should give feedback to help raise 

students' awareness of the application of discourse features in English language writing: 

Their writing could sometimes be confusing because they are influenced by the 

Chinese rhetorical style where too many things are mentioned with neither clear-

cut separation between parts nor topic sentences. Students need feedback to 

notice how English writing should be organised. … For example, the introduction 

brings out the thesis (theme), the middle contains the development of plot details, 

and the ending concludes the story. I also comment on the use of topic sentences. 

(Organisation) 

In Chinese, the beauty of writing places emphasis on delicacy and subtlety, not on 

the straightforward use of explicit discourse markers. They need teacher’s 
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feedback to notice the explicit use of transitional statements or markers to link 

what has already been stated and what is forthcoming. (Cohesion) 

They have problems with the use of explicit expressions to indicate attitude or 

point of view…. I comment on whether they reflect on their attitude or point of 

view with concern for the larger meaning or the importance of the story to assist 

readers to conclude the story. In Chinese, we like to have an open ending to get 

the discussion going among readers or to advocate a new idea. (Metadiscourse)  

 

In his feedback practices, he made brief written comments by directly using terminology such 

as coherence, unity, organisation, and cohesion: 

I think my students know what I mean when they read my comments using 

coherence, unity, organisation and cohesion directly in their scripts. They are 

familiar with these terms, as I have used examples in my writing class. 

 

He often made comments on coherence and unity together in the third unit of his work and he 

demonstrated difficulty distinguishing between these two discourse features in his 

conceptualisation: 

I always comment on their abruptly changing topics that demonstrate no concern 

with how textual information related logically. I often comment on parts of their 

writing that are irrelevant, illogical, or unclear when I find they do not seem 

concerned with focus. They need feedback to know where the writing is off topic 

and where there is illogical development. (Unity and Coherence) 

When he was shown the comments he made on students’ scripts, he had difficulty 

distinguishing the discourse features of coherence and unity. He believed these terms are 

closely related: 

I find it difficult to differentiate between coherent problems and unity problems in 

their writing. I think that when the writing lacks unity, coherence cannot be 

achieved either. So I commented on coherence and unity together. Staying 

focused on unity and developing ideas with logical coherence can always be 

linked.  
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6.5.1.3 Types of feedback strategies 

The types of feedback strategies Qiang used to provide discourse-focused comments 

generally matched his beliefs. Firstly, the overall orientation of his feedback was in line with 

his beliefs. He made comments of praise (11.4%), but mainly advised students (88.6%) on the 

discourse problems in their writing. He believed that students needed praise to become 

motivated for further improvement, but it was more important to advise them about what to 

improve: 

I feel every student needs encouragement in the process of learning. I think this is 

human nature. We all like being praised better than being criticised. But, 

teaching and giving feedback does not simply make students pleased. I think 

encouragement is important, but the purpose is to motivate them to make more 

progress. So I feel it is more important to let them know about the problems they 

still have in their writing.  

 

Secondly, he gave more end comments than running comments in discourse-focused 

feedback both for praise and advice comments.  The exception was cohesion (see Table 41 on 

Page 184). He believed that running and end comments had different functions when 

reminding students of their writing problems. When focusing on discourse problems, he 

preferred to provide end comments, which was different from his preference for running 

comments when it came to lexico-grammar errors: 

I feel they (running and end comments) can help students in different ways. For 

example, end comments more generally emphasize the main problems, while 

running comments are more specific about letting students know where the 

problems are. …. I think I prefer end comments to focus on text features, because 

these problems are more often running through the whole text, and it is not easy 

to locate them. But, I make running corrections through the text for lexico-

grammar errors.  

 

He always employed end comments to praise students, in line with his belief in the function 

of comment locations:  

I gave praise comments according to the overall impression, which could be very 

general. So I wrote them at the end. But I should be specific about what to 

improve and where the problems were. 
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Thirdly, he believed that it is more important to give advice that would help students notice 

their discourse problems. He used the strategy of pointing out problems (65.1%), more often 

than he made suggestions (10.2%) and corrections (13.3%). He preferred to make comments 

on discourse problems to encourage students to notice their writing problems, rather than 

correct them and make suggestions: 

 

 I feel that it is hard to correct and make suggestions in discourse-focused 

feedback because writing problems at the discourse level often lead to an 

interruption of the meaning. A correction or suggestion won’t help when I am not 

clear what it is that they want to convey in the text. I believe it more important to 

let them notice those problems.  

 

This is also in line with his general belief in the importance of student learning autonomy 

where the teacher’s role is to guide rather than control students.  

 

It is important to let students have enough time and space to find their way to 

solve problems in the learning process. This kind of learning benefits students 

much more than an immediate improvement with no struggling in the process. No 

writing teacher can write for students. 

 

He only made corrections on cohesion because it did not cost him too much time, and he 

thought corrections with good examples are much clearer: 

 

Correcting cohesion errors is not time-consuming, and it probably takes me more 

time to explain what is wrong. Students won't argue about my correction on 

cohesion because it can only help them to express what they want to say more 

clearly. I think the use of corrections are much clearer, and students need good 

examples for improvement. 

 

Therefore, there is a consistent link between his beliefs and the types of feedback strategies 

he used in practice. Table 42 summarises the consistency between Qiang’s stated beliefs and 

his feedback practices.  
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Table 42 Consistency between Qiang’s stated beliefs and his feedback 

Aspect Stated belief Observed practice 

Feedback 

focus 

He valued the importance of feedback about 

discourse. 

He provided feedback mainly on the use of 

discourse features (40%) 

He valued the discourse features of the text 

in general more than genre perspectives. 

He gave more feedback comments on the 

text in general (80%) than on genre-

specific conventions (20%) 

He valued selective feedback with a strong 

focus rather than unselective feedback. 

In the three units of his work, he showed 

different foci in his feedback comments. 

Feedback 

strategy 

He believed that students need encouraging 

in the learning process. He thought the 

purpose of giving praise comments was to 

motivate students to make improvements. 

He praised students (11.4%) before he 

commented on the problems. All of the 

praise comments were end comments. 

He believed that helping students notice their 

writing problems is more important than 

praising them. 

He made many more advice comments 

(88.6%) than praise comments (11.4%). 

He believed that the location of comments 

had different functions. He preferred to 

comment on discourse problems through end 

comments.  

He made more end comments than running 

comments on most discourse features 

except for cohesion. 

He preferred to help students notice their 

writing problems at the discourse level rather 

than correct them for them.  

He mostly used the strategy of pointing out 

problems (65.1%) more often than he made 

suggestions (10.2%) and corrections 

(13.3%). 

He believed that advice on discourse 

problems depended on the nature of the 

discourse features. 

He only made corrections for cohesion 

problems. In his comments on unity and 

metadiscourse, he mainly employed the 

strategy of indicating the problem (See 

Table 6.8). 

 

6.5.2 Tensions between conflicting beliefs in feedback practices 

There were some tensions between specific feedback practices and stated beliefs regarding 

what he should focus on and how to give discourse-focused feedback. In this section, some of 

the difficulties Qiang faced when giving feedback on discourse are briefly outlined. 

 

6.5.2.1 Feedback focus 

There were some tensions between what Qiang focused on in feedback comments and what 

he thought he should do or preferred to do.  

 

Firstly, the realisation of his beliefs about feedback focus was mediated by the students' 

performance. He did not believe that lexico-grammar should be the focus of his comments. 

However, there were seven scripts where Qiang gave more comments on lexico-grammar 
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than on discourse: four scripts in the first unit, two scripts in the second unit and one script in 

the third unit. In the post-observation interview, Qiang explained this issue: 

 

I don't really want to mainly address wording and grammar in feedback. These 

corrections won't take their writing to a higher level. I still think feedback on text 

features is more important, but I feel they need to know how accurate their 

writing should be to reach the basic standard. And it is not difficult or very time-

consuming for me to correct the grammar errors for them. 

 

His statements show that, on the one hand, Qiang's beliefs about what to focus on in 

feedback could be adjusted according to the student’s performance and mediated by how 

easy he felt it was to provide feedback. On the other hand, he had deep-rooted beliefs 

about the importance of discourse-focused feedback, which he believed played a more 

important role for what he preferred to focus on in his feedback. Beliefs may be 

compromised but could not be easily changed in his feedback practices. This is evident 

through the distribution of feedback focus and the increase of feedback focus on features 

of discourse that occur later in Unit 3 (See Table 43). 

 

Table 43 Comparison of focus on discourse and lexico-grammar in three units of work 

Focus Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Total Percentage 

Discourse 47 46 73 166 40% 

Lexico-grammar 43 33 39 115 28% 

 

 

Secondly, he believed that his feedback comments should mainly focus on what he had just 

taught in class. However, he did not do this consistently in his actual feedback practice. The 

difference focusing on discourse features in the three units of his work is in line with his 

belief that feedback should be selective and that, each time, no more than three foci should be 

emphasised. Table 44 shows the distribution of discourse features he focused on in the three 

units of work.  
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Table 44 Comparison of focus on discourse features in three units of work 

Focus  Unit 1  Unit 2 Unit 3 

Genre-specific  7 12 14 

Text in general Organisation 15 4 9 

    Unity 8 2 9 

    Coherence 1 10 11 

    Cohesion 8 17 26 

 Metadiscourse 8 1 4 

 

For example, he taught first person and third person point of view in writing a narrative essay, 

but in the three units of work, he only made one comment on this topic. He explained that 

students did not have any serious problems when using the first person and third person in 

their writing, so he did not need to mention it in his feedback. Furthermore, even though they 

covered point of view well, he did not praise them because he thought it was fundamental to 

composing a good narrative essay. According to him, feedback should be selective and focus 

on the key elements to help make students notice their writing problems and make 

improvements. 

 

6.5.2.2 Feedback strategy 

On most occasions, Qiang gave discourse-focused comments in the way he thought they 

should be given in terms of location, overall orientation, and types of advice. He mainly gave 

advice and indicated problems rather than correcting or suggesting what to do. He used 

almost an equal amount of running comments and end comments. Nevertheless, there were 

times when the types of feedback strategies he used in his comments were adapted according 

to student affect, needs, performance, and his workload.  

 

Firstly, he preferred to give more end comments than running comments when focusing on 

discourse problems, but he gave an almost equal number of running comments and end 

comments in total. On closer inspection, he provided 131 end comments among 417 written 

feedback comments, and 84 of the 131 end comments were given on discourse features in line 

with his belief about the preference of location for discourse-focused feedback. That said, 

when focusing on cohesion, he provided many more running feedback comments. His 

preference for the location of his feedback about discourse features depended on the 
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feasibility of locating the problem: 

I do not think it easy to locate discourse problems because they are always 

running through the whole essay here and there. It is very time-consuming to 

point out where exactly the problems are. But, the use of cohesive devices, such 

as conjunctions and personal pronouns, is always local, so I can easily locate 

where they are misused.  

 

Similarly, his preference for advising students depended on the nature of the features of 

discourse. He did not think he corrected students' discourse problems, but when focusing on 

cohesion he made corrections in his feedback comments to point out the problems.  

It is important to let students have enough time and space to find their way to 

solve problems in the learning process. This kind of learning can benefit students 

much more than an immediate improvement with no struggling in the process. No 

writing teacher can write for students and this approach is good for them. It is 

easier for me to correct cohesion problems than describe what is wrong and 

make suggestions.  

 

Secondly, he valued praise comments but he did not praise unity and cohesion in their writing. 

He explained that the way he gave feedback depended on students' needs. 

I felt that the discourse feature of unity was closely related to content, and there 

is always space for students to make improvements to content. Generally 

speaking, cohesion is not a serious problem in their writing. They did okay 

despite the misuse of conjunctions and lack of transitional signals. So I do not 

think they need further encouragement. 

 

However, it is still interesting to explore why he did not think cohesion problems were 

serious, even though he mainly focused on cohesion in his advice (51 out of 147 comments 

addressed cohesion problems). The amount of feedback on discourse depends on the nature of 

the discourse problems. He explained: 

Cohesion problems are local, and one cohesion problem probably occurs several 

times in different places because of the student writer’s lack of knowledge. I feel 

that it easy to give feedback on cohesion compared with making comments on 

other text features, so I do not mind correcting or pointing out cohesion problems. 

However, unity and coherence problems are more global according to the overall 
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impression, so I may only give one comment in one piece of writing to remind the 

student of this.  

6.5.2.3 Summary of relations between beliefs and practices 

The relationship of Qiang’s beliefs and his feedback practices show that providing feedback for 

students’ discourse problems is a highly complex process. His practices were mostly in line 

with his beliefs about teaching and learning EFL writing. However, there were some tensions 

between his beliefs and practices because of student performance, student need, workload, and 

time pressure. 

 

In most cases he did what he believed was right in terms of general feedback focus, discourse 

features targeted in feedback, and the types of feedback strategies he used when he provided 

feedback on the students’ scripts. He provided feedback on students’ scripts in a manner 

consistent with his belief that good writing depended not only on the accuracy of grammar, but 

also on how articulately and logically the meaning was conveyed within the text as a whole. He 

provided feedback that strongly focused on discourse features. This was in line with his beliefs 

about his role as a writing teacher to remedy student writing problems at the discourse level. 

His discourse-focused feedback targeted more features of the text in general than specific genre 

perspectives because he valued discourse features of the text in general much more highly 

when helping students to write a good essay. As a writing teacher, he had explicit beliefs about 

the difficulties students faced when writing a text based on their understanding and learning 

experiences. He could explain his conceptualisation of discourse features targeted in feedback 

explicitly, although he had difficulty distinguishing between unity and coherence problems in 

the students' writing. The types of feedback strategies he used in discourse-focused feedback 

were generally congruous with his beliefs that students need to notice their writing problems. 

In order to understand the nature of these problems, they need to be aware of where these 

writing problems occur, and then find their own solutions with guidance.  

 

However, there were times when contextual factors influenced the implementation of his 

beliefs within his feedback. He sometimes felt tension about what to focus on and how to 

provide feedback on certain discourse features when he gave feedback on some scripts. He 

made adjustments in his practices when he was confronted with constraints such as student 

performance, student needs, and his workload. Table 45 summarises his stated beliefs, 

observed feedback practices, and the explanations he gave for the tensions between them.  
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Table 45 Tensions between Qiang’s feedback practices and beliefs 

Aspect Stated belief Observed practice Explanation given 

Feedback 

focus 

He believed that students 

need their teacher's 

feedback on the discourse 

level more than 

grammatical correction. 

He provided more 

feedback on lexico-

grammar than on 

discourse in some 

scripts. 

Grammar mistakes annoyed him, 

and his corrections were examples 

to show how accurate the writing 

should be. 

He did not think cohesion 

is a serious problem in 

students' writing. 

He gave much more 

feedback on cohesion 

than other discourse 

features. 

It is easier for him to give feedback 

on cohesion. He had more 

opportunity to give feedback on 

cohesion problems, which were 

more local than global, such as 

coherence and unity. 

Feedback 

strategy 

He thought he should 

praise students to 

encourage their further 

improvement. 

He did not praise 

students for the unity 

and cohesion of their 

writing, and used only 

one praise comment 

about metadiscourse. 

He explained that when he did 

praise students he made comments 

according to the overall impression 

(such as genre-specific 

requirements, organisation, and 

coherence).  

He did not praise unity because it 

related to content and students are 

always expected to improve.  

He preferred end 

comments when focusing 

on discourse features. 

He gave many more 

running comments (45) 

than end comments (6) 

on cohesion. 

Cohesion problems are more local, 

and he felt it was easy to locate 

them. Students need to know where 

cohesion problems occur. 

He did not believe that 

teachers should be 

correcting discourse 

problems. 

 

He did make a number 

of corrections (22 out of 

51 comments) on 

cohesion. 

He felt it was easier and saved time 

to make corrections on cohesion 

rather than make suggestions. 

He believed that students 

need teachers’ 

scaffolding, especially 

good examples, to remedy 

their writing problems at 

the discourse level. 

He gave no example of 

the remedy for discourse 

problems, except in the 

case of cohesion 

problems. 

He did not think the writing teacher 

should intervene in the content of 

student writing. 

 

6.6 Summary of key issues 

Qiang’s writing class focused on how to write a narrative essay in English. As a writing 

teacher, he was greatly aware of the difference between English and Chinese writing. He 

aimed to teach writing conventions for English narrative essays. In this teaching context, he 

provided feedback to help students write a good narrative essay. He valued feedback at the 

discourse level and the focus on discourse (40%) in feedback comments is higher than in 

other areas: lexico-grammar (28%), content (14%), expression (5%), mechanics (8%), and 
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other areas (5%). He provided feedback comments on genre-specific conventions (20%) to 

draw the student’s attention to the purpose of a narrative essay, the convention of storytelling 

such as setting, character, and plot, and the selection of the point of view. In his comments, 

text cohesion gained more attention (38%).  In terms of the other four discourse features, he 

paid slightly more attention to organisation (21%), almost equal attention to coherence (17%) 

and unity (14%), and less attention to metadiscourse (10%). He was likely to comment more 

when he felt it easier to provide feedback on local discourse problems.  For example, text 

cohesion was a feature that he felt was easier to comment on than other discourse features. 

The types of feedback strategy Qiang used in his feedback comments were somewhat related 

to his focus on discourse features. For example, when focusing on cohesion he rarely made 

end comments, and he only made corrections on cohesion problems.  

As mentioned earlier, Qiang’s feedback focus and the strategies applied when giving 

feedback on discourse mainly came from his understanding of the student’s needs and writing 

problems that emerged in the students’ scripts. His feedback practices generally matched his 

stated beliefs. However, there were times when there was conflict between these practices 

and the realisation that his beliefs in feedback practice could be adjusted according to 

contextual factors such as student performance, his confidence, and his workload. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CROSS-CASE COMPARISON 

In this chapter, the findings of the three teachers' feedback reported in Chapters 4-6, are 

brought together regarding their feedback focus, strategies applied in their discourse-focused 

feedback comments, and beliefs in their practice. The purpose of this chapter is to show the 

common features of their feedback practices and beliefs, whilst highlighting their individual 

differences. In order to identify these commonalities and differences, the teachers are firstly 

compared in terms of their background profiles and their specific teaching contexts; then in 

terms of their feedback practices, which relate to their feedback focus, their strategies, and 

beliefs; and finally in terms of the tensions between their beliefs and feedback practices. 

7.1 Profile of the three teachers   

All three teachers had substantial teaching experience (ranging from 10-27 years). Mei and 

Lan both had an MA in Applied Linguistics and TESOL respectively, whereas Qiang did not 

have a TESOL qualification. As in-service writing teachers, none of them had systematic 

training in how to teach writing, even though it was possibly a focus in Mei and Lan’s MA 

programmes. During the study they were all teaching English writing as a separate class from 

reading, listening and speaking, which is a new feature of higher education in China. When 

they were students themselves, they did not learn writing in English separately. They all 

focused on different text features in line with the syllabi in their departments; Mei taught 

argumentative writing, Lan expository writing and Qiang narrative writing. Table 46 

summarises the respective profiles of the three teachers. 

Table 46 Respective profiles of the three teachers 

 Mei (Female) Lan (Female) Qiang (Male) 

Years of 

teaching 

10 25 27 

Educational  

background 

MA in Applied 

Linguistics  

in China 

MA in TESOL  

in U.S.A. 

MA in English literature in 

China & Sociology in 

Britain 

Teaching context Argumentative writing Expository 

writing 

Narrative writing 
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7.2 Comparison of feedback practices and beliefs between the three cases 

7.2.1 Similarities and differences in feedback focus 

In terms of their feedback focus, all three teachers strongly focused on discourse features, 

with between 35%-43% of their comments addressing students' writing problems at the 

discourse level.  Table 47 below shows a comparison of the focus of their feedback 

comments. Note that each teacher reviewed the same number of scripts, all having similar 

word counts. 

Table 47 Focus of feedback comments 

 

Feedback 

focus  

Mei Lan Qiang 

Number of 

comments 

Proportion 

of total 

comments 

Number of 

comments 

Proportion 

of total 

comments 

Number of 

comments 

Proportion 

of total 

comments 

Discourse 248 43% 224 35% 166 40% 

Non-

discourse 
323 57% 409 65% 251 60% 

Total 571 100% 633 100% 417 100% 

 

Figure 3 Pie charts illustrating feedback focus proportions for Mei, Lan and Qiang 

   

The above Figure 3, using pie charts, illustrates the feedback focus proportions for the three 

teachers. They all focused strongly on discourse features, although not as much as on non-

discourse features. They all made comments at discourse level in line with their beliefs about 

what constitutes the role of a writing teacher. They were all strongly concerned that their 

students needed help in writing English essays as text. They believed in the importance of 

using discourse features properly to improve the students' writing because of the nature of 
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writing:  

The quality of writing does not depend on lexis/grammar. My feedback should 

help students understand how to make a good writing in English rather than how 

to write correct sentences. (Mei) 

I do not agree that grammatical problems should be the primary concern in 

writing class. They (students) need more than that to write a good essay. (Lan) 

I think writing can help students develop literacy and English as their second 

language to   meaningful expression of ideas, so writing in English is complex in 

that it involves more than grammar. It involves familiarity with the writing 

conventions. (Qiang) 

They saw themselves as writing teachers whose role should be different from that of a 

grammar teacher, and they all wanted to distinguish their writing class from grammar lessons. 

They all stated their belief that the role of a writing teacher was to address the use of written 

language at discourse level rather than that of grammar: 

 This writing course is more about academic writing… it is for a writing teacher 

to help students to understand how to write a good piece of writing in English. 

(Mei) 

I think basically student writing is text, so how the writing is connected as a 

whole text is the main focus of my feedback... I think it is the role of the writing 

teacher. (Lan) 

It is important for us writing teachers to help student author have clear ideas they 

wish to communicate, be aware of their audience as well as the purpose of the 

texts they produce, and to use the linguistic aspects of language necessary for 

conveying meaning effectively as a whole text. (Qiang) 

As is shown in Table 48, differences are evident in the number of feedback comments from 

the three teachers when they gave feedback on the same number of student scripts with a 

similar length of words. The graph of Figure 4 illustrates the differences in total number of 

comments on the next page. It visually compares the total number of comments made by each 

teacher. The bars are further broken down into discourse and non-discourse proportions. 

Compared to the other two teachers, Lan made more feedback comments, but she gave a 
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smaller proportion of feedback on discourse. The larger number of her feedback comments 

relate to her belief in comprehensive feedback. She stated that she marked errors 

comprehensively rather than selectively. Even though she did not think feedback on lexico-

grammar was important, she seemed to have difficulty in selectively commenting on writing 

problems at discourse level when students' grammatical errors emerged too much in their 

writing.  

I think I try my best to give feedback on everything… If the grammar mistakes did 

not     hinder me in understanding their essay, I would not even bother to make 

corrections.     

I really wish I could ignore all the other subtle problems but it is annoying me 

when there are grammatical mistakes here and there. (Lan)  

Figure 4 Comparison of the total number of comments made by Mei, Lan and Qiang 

 

Different from Lan, however, Qiang and Mei valued the importance of being selective in the 

use of feedback comments. Especially as Qiang's own learning experience made him 

concerned that too many feedback comments from a writing teacher might demotivate 

learners in their future writing practices: 

One of my teachers always paid attention to the weakness of our writing and 

made a lot of comments extremely concerning with details, such as spelling, 

mechanics etc. Most of us felt very frustrated and did not feel motivated in his 

class. Most of us felt confused about what to do with his feedback because we 

could not see the key points. (Qiang) 
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Lan thought discourse-focused feedback was more important for students. But when there 

were too many grammatical errors she could not help focusing on them. The students' 

performance had a direct effect on her feedback focus. Even though all three teachers stated 

that their students should be able to write grammatically error free sentences, students in Mei 

and Qiang's classes had comparatively higher language proficiency in the national university 

entrance examination. That may also explain why Lan provided more feedback comments 

overall, but fewer discourse-focused comments.  

Another important finding is that all three teachers gave feedback on both genre specific 

problems and text features in general, but they all made far more feedback comments on text 

in general (see Table 48). Furthermore, in their comments on text in general, they all targeted 

the same aspects of text features (see Table 49).  

Table 48 Overview of teachers' discourse-focused written comments 

Discourse features Mei Lan Qiang 

Genre-specific 21.4% 9.8% 20% 

Text in general 78.6% 90.2% 80% 

  

 

As shown in Table 48 above, all three teachers mainly commented on text-linguistic features 

in general. Less than 10% of Lan's comments focused on genre-related problems, because she 

believed in the importance of teaching English writing in terms of the text in general rather 

than the specific requirements of different types of writing: 

I think the English writing conventions in general is more important than how to 

write a certain type of writing. According to my own experience, many different 

types of writing can be generated and realised by the appropriate linguistic and 

rhetorical decisions of writers who are guided by an awareness of what a good 

essay should be. (Lan) 

 

Mei and Qiang provided more genre-specific comments than Lan. In their discourse-focused 

feedback, about 20% of comments were given to address specific genre requirements. Unlike 

Lan, Mei believed her students needed to pay attention to the elements of argumentative 

writing, such as thesis statement and claim, which were not the same as in Chinese writing. 
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Qiang felt his students had difficulty in providing the detailed description necessary to meet 

the demands of narrative writing. 

 

Moreover, all three teachers believed that the genre-related problems in their students’ 

writing were the result of interference from Chinese, the learners’ first language. They all 

expressed their beliefs that making feedback comments on the writing to Chinese-speaking 

learners in particular, requires an understanding of the areas of genre differences between the 

two languages.  

As you know, we don’t have argumentative writing in Chinese. A lot of teachers 

complain that students cannot think properly. I think students don’t know how to 

construct their ideas in the way an argumentative writing should be. It is very 

normal to find that students write argumentation as expository writing because 

they don’t know the difference between these two types of writing. (Mei) 

I think students need to learn there are many differences in English and Chinese 

writing because without the systematic training of writing students could not 

understand how to write a good essay in English. (Lan) 

Their writing could be confusing sometimes because they are influenced by 

Chinese rhetorical style in which too many things could be mentioned with no 

clear-cut separation between parts or no topic sentences. Students need feedback 

to notice how English writing should be organised. (Qiang) 

Thus, they all gave genre-specific feedback comments and provided comments on the text in 

general because of rhetorical differences and reader expectations. But all three teachers 

mainly commented on the text in general. As shown in Table 49, nearly 80% of Mei's and 

Qiang's discourse-focused comments were given on the text in general, whilst 90% of Lan’s 

comments were on it.  

When commenting on the text in general, all three teachers targeted organisation, unity, 

coherence, cohesion and metadiscourse (see Table 49). The proportion of their feedback 

comments on these areas was very similar, except for comments on cohesion and 

organisation.  
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Table 49 Discourse features targeted in teachers' written comments on the text in 

general 

Targeted features Mei  Lan  Qiang 

Organisation 23.4%  16.0%  16.9% 

Unity 14.1%  13.0%  11.4% 

Coherence 15.7%  15.6%  13.2% 

Cohesion 15.3%  34.0%  30.7% 

Metadiscourse 10.1%  11.6%  7.8% 

Total 78.6%  90.2%  80.0% 

Note: The data are presented as proportions of all discourse-focused comments. 

 

In Figure 5, the proportions of all discourse-focused feedback comments by the three teachers 

are presented respectively.  

FIGURE 5 BREAKDOWN OF GENERAL DISCOURSE FEATURES TARGETED IN TEACHERS’ 

FEEDBACK 

 

 

Note: Data are presented as proportions of all discourse-focused comments. 

In their feedback on the text features in general, as is shown in Table 49. Mei gave more 

comments on organisation (23.4%), while Lan and Qiang made more comments on cohesion 

(34% and 30.7% respectively). This was explained by the teachers in interviews – Mei's 

comparatively stronger focus on organisation came from her belief that her students had 
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difficulties in organising their writing in arguing for or against some points; Lan gave more 

comments on cohesion; and Qiang found it difficult to explain the difference between 

cohesion and coherence to his students, so he often addressed these features together in his 

feedback comments.  

They all believed that providing comments on the text in general would help the students in 

their academic writing. This is largely because of their own past learning experiences as 

students and their teaching experiences as to what works best in class. 

I mean I give feedback on the relevance of the sub-ideas because I had such 

experience of reading students’ writing. Very often there is a so-called topic 

sentence but the sub-ideas could be quite irrelevant. So does the thesis statement. 

I think this problem occurs very often in their writing. (Mei) 

 

Believe it or not, students always have problems in organisation, even for a clear 

whole structure….They have difficulty in the transition of meaning. I felt it 

difficult to signal the transition of meaning too when I was at their stage years 

ago. (Lan) 

There was a big difference on the discourse patterns between Chinese and 

English. … For example, I feel that when I speak in English I organise my 

utterance in a different way from what I do in Chinese. … For example, academic 

writing in English should be impersonal, logical and easy to follow. But in 

Chinese writing, we may like to veil the clue, foreshadow the theme or climax and 

reveal it at the end, which is more like prose style. (Qiang) 

7.2.2 Similarities and differences in feedback strategy 

In terms of feedback location, a higher proportion of Qiang's comments (nearly 50%), were 

end comments; whereas less than 20% of the other two teachers' comments were running 

comments. Qiang did not think the location of feedback comments mattered in the way they 

influenced the  students' understanding of their writing problems. But both Mei and Lan 

believed that running comments could help students locate where their writing problems 

occurred. 

 

All three teachers provided more comments that gave advice than they did to praise students. 

Mei and Lan seldom praised their students, and only 11% of Qiang's feedback were praise 
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comments. Lan only gave one comment to praise a student and in Mei's feedback, only 2% (7 

out of 248) of comments were praise. This is mainly because they thought it more important 

to let students know how to improve their writing than to let them know what they did well in 

writing. They did not praise much in their comments because they saw their role as a writing 

teacher to mainly advise students on how to write better.  

In advice comments, the three teachers mainly indicated that there were writing problems 

which they did not correct. Most of their corrections related more to cohesion. When advising 

students (see Table 50), Lan used more direct correction (26%) than Mei (12.4%) or Qiang 

(13.3%).  A further difference was that Qiang did not typically provide concrete examples 

when suggesting ways that his students could improve their writing. 

Table 50 Types of advice comments 

Types of advice 

comments 
Correction Suggestion Indication of problems 

Mei 12.4% 5.4% 82.2% 

Lan 26.0% 13.0% 61.0% 

Qiang 13.3% 10.2% 65.1% 

 

All of them emphasised the importance of noticing and noticing-the-gap (Schmidt 1994, 2001) 

in giving feedback to students’ on their writing. The three teachers gave many more 

comments pointing out discourse problems rather than making corrections and giving 

suggestions. They all believed that the scaffolding process by writing teachers should involve 

more than just making corrections, especially for discourse problems. They emphasised the 

role of writing teachers in assisting the students’ to learn to write in English. If we look at 

their stated beliefs, we can infer from them that they saw their role as a writing teacher to 

help students write better. They saw their feedback comments as subjective rather than 

authoritative. 

I did not have any training on giving feedback to students' writing. I think I make 

comments according to how I understand it as a reader....When I was at their age, 

we did not have academic English writing class. I learnt a lot from writing 

practices and teachers' feedback. I think I knew their writing difficulties and 

problems because I went through the process of understanding how academic 

writing should be written as a second language learner. (Mei) 
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Based on my understanding of English (text) from reading, I think I began to pay 

attention to basic elements of English writing conventions, such as how to start, 

how to organise a text to develop an idea in English writing, which is very 

different from that in Chinese. ... (Lan) 

I think teachers somehow would provide feedback according to what they feel 

expert in. Feedback, to some extent, is subjective as different readers would have 

different feelings for the same piece of writing. … And different teachers have 

different priority of what their students need. (Qiang) 

Therefore they wanted to focus more on comments of advice which would move students 

forward to write better. However, they preferred to help students notice where they had 

writing problems at the discourse level or suggest to students on how to think about a solution 

to their writing problems, rather than presenting a correct solution. The three teachers seemed 

to have stronger beliefs about what they themselves should do than what their students should 

do. 

7.2.3 Similarities and differences in beliefs and their tensions with commenting on 

discourse features 

Generally speaking, their beliefs on what to give feedback on and how to give feedback came 

from their teaching experiences, learning experiences and their understanding of the teaching 

environment in terms of their class, their departments, and their universities. They did not 

draw on literature or theoretical knowledge. And therefore there is a strong relationship 

between what they did and their beliefs, because their beliefs came from their practices both 

as learners themselves and as writing teachers.  

In the three case chapters, I have established that they mostly did what they said. For example, 

the three teachers' discourse-focused feedback comments relate in part to the teacher’s own 

language learning histories. They reported having learned English writing through a 

grammar-oriented methodology, focusing heavily on accuracy, which they felt was not good 

guidance for learning how to write a good essay in English. They stated that they would not 

resort to using the techniques that their own teachers had used. They believed that the years 

they had spent learning writing in English at school had made little impact on their 

improvement. Instead, they believed that it was mainly their own efforts to apply discourse 

devices that lead them to write better. As a result, the three case teachers stated that their 

teaching styles differed greatly from the kind of teaching they were exposed to as learners. 
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Such responses suggest that only if the teachers believed that some learning experiences had 

been beneficial, would they then adopt the way they had been taught. If on the other hand 

their own learning experiences were not positive and had no significant influence on their 

learning, then the teachers seemed to teach in the opposite way to which they themselves had 

been taught the language.  

They all valued the importance of text features in their writing class, but Mei and Qiang 

addressed the specific requirements of the genre they were teaching (argumentative and 

narrative writing respectively), whereas Lan considered text features in general to be more 

useful for her students to work on. Her belief was that if the students grasped these features 

they would be able to produce good writing whatever they were asked to write about. They 

all stated that their feedback comments were specifically linked to the discourse features they 

had actually taught in class. They all mentioned the effect their comments had on the students; 

Mei and Lan were wary of being seen to be 'bossy' in their feedback, and so they often 

consciously avoided direct correction, whereas Qiang did likewise by pointing out discourse 

problems and guiding the students to remedy the problems on their own because of his belief 

in the importance of learner autonomy. Qiang gave fewer feedback comments because he 

tended to be more selective in their use, as he believed too many comments could distract 

students' attention from focusing on the main writing problems. 

All three teachers had tensions between some of their beliefs and their actual feedback 

practices. These tensions could always be explained by different factors. Mei did not make 

suggestions (5.4%) or corrections (12.4%) very often, however she believed that students 

needed good examples to learn how to remedy their writing problems. This was because of 

her concern with not changing student’s own ideas or content. Lan made more corrections 

(26%) and most of these were given to cohesion problems, however, she expressed the belief 

that teachers should not correct discourse problems. The reason she gave for this was that she 

had difficulties in making corrections or providing solution examples for other types of 

discourse problems. For example, she had difficulty at times in giving feedback on coherence, 

and she explained that her own solution was to focus more on cohesion problems. She 

thought feedback on cohesion was more useful to get students to notice what was wrong. For 

example, in one of her scripts she said she did not know how to build up the relevance to 

achieve coherence, so she deleted the misuse of the cohesive marker. Similarly, Qiang 

frequently addressed cohesion and coherence at the same time because he was unsure how to 

separate these two features. For all three teachers, there is not always a clear relationship 
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between what they did and their stated beliefs. We can point to inconsistencies when one or 

more of the following factors is present: time constraints, concern with student affects, lack 

of confidence, and students’ individual needs and expectations.  

7.3  Summary 

In summary, they all gave a considerable proportion (35% - 43%) of feedback on discourse. 

Also they gave a much greater proportion (80% - 90%) of discourse-focused feedback 

comments generally on the text linguistic features as opposed to genre-specific features. 

When they were dealing with text linguistic issues in the students' writing, they dealt with the 

same aspects of text features. They mainly gave problem-focused feedback rather than praise 

to the students. In their advice comments, the feedback comments were focused on making 

students think about solutions as opposed to providing corrections. The major finding is that 

there is a good degree of congruence between the three teachers’ reported beliefs and their 

actual practices. Another important finding is that for the three teachers there were some 

instances where they did not do what they said they believed. They themselves explained this 

as contextual constraint, identifying the cause as the students' proficiency. One major 

difference is that Qiang gave more end comments than the other two teachers. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings of the study in relation to existing 

research on the teaching of discourse features, teacher feedback in EFL writing, and the 

beliefs underlying teachers’ feedback comments. To help guide the discussion, this chapter 

returns to the research questions that the study sought to answer. Each of the following 

sections focuses on a separate research question.  

8.1 To what extent do teachers focus on discourse features in feedback comments?  

One of the most significant findings of this study is that all three writing teachers focused 

strongly on discourse in their feedback comments. In total, 1621 feedback comments given 

by the three teachers were analysed. Around 40% of these comments focused on discourse, 

compared to about 30% on lexicon and grammar. Discourse features that the comments were 

targeted on included organisation, unity, coherence, cohesion and meta-discourse. This 

supports the notion outlined in section 2.1 that writing should be viewed as text comprising 

discourse features to achieve communicative purpose. 

This focus on discourse is interesting in the light of previous studies that suggest that teachers’ 

written corrective feedback tends to focus on local grammatical problems (Ferris, 1999, 2004, 

2010; Lee, 2004, 2008, 2009; Bitchener & Ferris, 2012). Lexico-grammar can contribute to 

the discourse level of writing. For example, the appropriate use of synonyms and homonyms 

can enhance lexical cohesion. The various uses of conjunctions as cohesive devices also 

depend on the quality of vocabulary. One of Qiang’s comments was that his students did not 

use descriptive language in their narrative writing. As we know, a vivid description to arouse 

readers’ empathy can be demanding and requires a deep understanding of the implication of 

the vocabulary, which in turn, can create meaning in the lines beyond the words. Also, a good 

use of tense in grammar, such as the progressive tense, can make the language more 

descriptive. In my study, all three teachers felt that when the use of lexico-grammar was 

generally good, they could focus on the meaning at discourse level more easily. All three 

teachers did not deny the important role of lexico-grammar in writing, but in addtion to 

lexico-grammar errors, they thought discourse-focused feedback could be more suitable for 

tertiary students, especially when they could write accurate separate sentences but their 

writing was still not reader-friendly enough. 
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It is also interesting to note that relatively few of the feedback comments (7-14%) focused on 

content issues. Teachers are likely to give feedback on content when grammar errors are not 

the main problem (Ashwell, 2000). However, content-focused feedback has not been found to 

influence the quality of improvement (see section 2.2.2). In text-linguistics, a distinction is 

made between conceptual meaning and structural meaning (Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 

2004). The three teachers in my study did not think their role was to tell students what to 

write, but rather to teach students how to construct meaning at discourse level. That is, they 

wanted to allow students personal choice regarding the conceptual meaning of their writing, 

while assisting them with the structural meaning. This was a key belief that supported the 

writing teachers’ preference for providing discourse-focused feedback in preference to 

remarks about content.  

 

To understand why teachers focused on discourse in their feedback comments, we need to 

understand teachers’ conceptualisations of L2 writing and learners’ needs. One explanation 

might be that they saw the purpose of their classes as being the teaching of writing in English 

at the discourse level rather than the grammatical level: 

 

The purpose is to let them know how to write in English ... It [the writing class] is not a 

grammar class (Lan). 

 

In the interviews, the teachers stated that they made efforts to align their feedback focus with 

their teaching focus. They believed that students were more likely to learn how to use 

discourse features if they receive feedback on them rather than simply being taught them in 

class.  

Another possible explanation for the three teachers’ strong focus on discourse features is that 

this is an area that their students were weak in. The teachers stated clearly that their students’ 

writing problems at the discourse level were due to the differences in writing conventions 

between Chinese and English. In the literature, it has certainly been demonstrated that L2 

writers lack knowledge of English rhetorical features (Hinkel, 2002). Nonetheless, some 

sources of difficulties with text features are specifically L2 related. (See section 2.1.5).The 

targeting by these three teachers of their students’ areas of writing weakness echoes 

Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1980)—the teachers gave feedback 
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on the use of discourse features because they perceived the use of these features as something 

that the students could not do independently. As Mei commented: 

I think my students are able to correct most of the grammatical errors if they can 

edit what they have written carefully enough. But I don’t think they can find out 

the problems at discourse level on their own without the help of the teacher or a 

reader whose English writing is more advanced than theirs. (Mei) 

 

Other studies confirm that that many teachers of EFL aim to give feedback at the discourse 

level. For example, teachers in Lee’s (2009) study also believed that there should be more to 

good writing than sentence-level accuracy - however, they still mostly corrected grammar 

errors. The mismatch was explained by Lee in terms of the constraints of exam-oriented 

learning. It should also be noted that Lee’s study involved secondary school students whose 

English language proficiency was lower than that of the tertiary students in the present study. 

The three teachers in the present study stated that their students’ writing was not seriously 

problematic at the grammar level. This may explain why the teachers focused on discourse in 

their comments.  

 

All three teachers in the study had a strong focus on discourse. Mainly there are two possible 

explanations for the teachers' focus on discourse - the first being that the teachers saw their 

role to teach discourse rather than grammar, and the second being that the teachers saw 

discourse as the students' area of weakness. This suggests that teachers shift their focus from 

local grammatical errors to discourse problems when giving feedback to tertiary students who 

are already competent at producing grammatically correct sentences. It's more desirable to 

balance a focus on grammar with a focus on discourse than to focus on grammar only, as 

some teachers (e.g. those in Lee, 2009) apparently do. The results of this study suggests that a 

focus on discourse rather than grammar may be more appropriate when teaching EFL to 

tertiary students who are already proficient in grammar 

8.2 What strategies do the teachers use to provide feedback on discourse features? 

The study examined a number of feedback strategies that the teachers used while making 

discourse-focused feedback comments, relating to the location of feedback comments 

(running comments vs end comments), the overall orientation of comments (praise vs advice), 
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and whether the comments provided solutions by making corrections and suggestions or 

simply identified problems. 

8.2.1 Location 

A second major finding of this study is that the three teachers used running comments to help 

students identify where the problem areas were, rather than relying primarily on generalised 

meta comments at the end of a piece of writing. All three teachers made a considerable 

number of running comments: 64% of Mei’s, 85% of Lan’s and 49% of Qiang’s feedback 

comments were running comments. This can be explained by the teachers’ beliefs about the 

need for students to locate problematic areas. As shown in Chapter 4-6, all three teachers 

believed running comments to be a good way to help students identify the location of their 

discourse-related writing problems. For example, Lan said: 

I think it is important to make feedback clearly address which part is not good 

enough. For example, it won’t help if I made an end comment to say the idea and 

examples are not well related to each other simply at the end of their writing. It 

will be better if I point out which part is problematic. (Lan) 

 

The three teachers also stressed the different functions of running comments and end 

comments in helping students to recognise their writing problems. For example, according to 

Qiang: 

End comments can emphasise the main problems, while running comments are 

more specific to let students know where the problems are. (Qiang) 

 

Qiang also said that he preferred to address the main writing problems in students’ scripts:  

I prefer to point out only one or two aspects of their writing problems, because it 

is much easier for students to focus on the main writing problems. (Qiang) 

 

Qiang’s preference for giving selective feedback that commented on one or two main points 

each time fits in well with the function of end comments. This could explain why he gave 

slightly more end comments than the other two teachers. Another possible explanation for his 

preference for end comments could be related to the nature of the narrative writing he 

commented on. Students’ writing problems in narrative essays may be more likely to relate to 

the logical flow of the whole text, which can be more difficult to locate in a certain unit of 

text than that in more structured argumentative and expository writing.  
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It was also noted that not all discourse problems could be easily located, because some were 

naturally global. Specifically, the three teachers found it hard to identify locations for 

coherence and unity problems: 

For cohesion and metadiscourse problems, teachers must locate where the 

problems exist, otherwise [the students] would have difficulties in revision; 

however, for unity problems it was very difficult to tell the exact location. (Mei) 

 

Furthermore, because of the difficulty involved in locating discourse-level problems, making 

running comments was more time-consuming than making end comments: 

I do not think it is easy to locate discourse problems because they are always 

running through the whole essay here and there. It is very time consuming to 

point out where exactly the problems are. (Qiang) 

 

The findings of this study indicate that locating feedback comments alongside problem areas 

may be a skill for writing teachers to develop in giving discourse-focused feedback. The 

challenge for writing teachers wanting to provide running comments is that the specific 

location of feedback requires a clear idea of the exact issue being commented on. The three 

teachers in this study applied the strategy of using running comments to direct their students 

to where their writing problems were, and end comments to draw students' attention to what 

their main problems were. This may suggest that discourse-focused feedback needs to 

consider the balance of emphasis between end comments and running comments.  

8.2.2 Overall orientation 

A third major finding of this study was that the three teachers did not use many praise 

comments when giving students feedback on their writing. In contrast to the findings in 

Hyland & Hyland’s (2001) work, the teachers in my study did not use many praise comments. 

Instead, they mainly drew attention to students’ writing problems at discourse level, with only 

2% of their comments actually praising students. But similarly, their praise comments were 

given to soften their advice. 

 

This preference of giving advice can be explained in terms of the teachers’ beliefs – they 

believed it was more important to make students aware of problems with their writing than to 

make them happy. Another explanation could be that the three teachers believed that their 
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students were old enough not to need praise, and would respond better to practical diagnosis 

of problems: 

I think it is more important to let students know what they fail to accomplish and 

what the problems are. They are happy if they feel they are improving. (Mei) 

I think advising students is more important, as it can help students notice the 

problem. My students are old enough. I think for the younger students, we cannot 

do that too much. (Lan) 

 

Additionally, the data in Hyland's study were collected in a New Zealand university and mine 

in China. In the cultural context of education in China, there is not a strong tradition of 

providing praise. It could be explained that the choice of the three teachers to focus on their 

diagnosis yielded benefits in practical terms commensurate with what praise seeks to achieve.  

 

Another possible explanation could involve the method of coding used in this study. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, a comment like “Good” would not be coded as a discourse-level 

praise comment, as from the perspective of the researcher, one would have little idea what 

was being praised. It could be concluded from this study that the three teachers gave general 

praise comments to holistically encourage their students, but more often they gave comments 

to draw attention to discourse-related problems. They believed that their role was to diagnose 

students’ writing problems, rather than parent them.  

8.2.3 Types of advice comments   

A fourth major finding of this study was that the three teachers tended to make comments that 

identified discourse-related problems rather than making corrections or giving suggestions. 

One possible explanation for this is that discourse-related writing problems were be related to 

content issues, and that the three teachers did not want to decide what the students should 

write. Instead, they preferred students to resolve problems for themselves, rather than become 

dependent on the teacher for spoon-fed corrections: 

  

It is important to let students have enough time and space to find their own way 

to solve problems in the learning process. This kind of learning can make 

students benefit much more than the immediate improvement with no struggling 

in the process. No teacher can write for the students. (Qiang) 
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Furthermore, discourse problems, which are naturally different to grammatical problems, are 

not about being right or wrong. Several solutions to a particular discourse-related problem 

may be possible. Almost all corrections in the three teachers’ feedback comments concerned 

the use of cohesive devices such as conjunctions to link ideas. No corrections were made 

concerning discourse features related to the logical flow of the whole text, such as coherence 

and unity. This finding suggests that the scaffolding process used by writing teachers should 

involve more than just making corrections or suggestions for solutions, especially for 

discourse problems. Moreover, the treatment of some discourse features, such as coherence 

and unity, is not suited to making corrections because of the subjective nature of such 

features. The mainstream analysis of teacher feedback is the direct and indirect correction in 

the existing literature (Ferris, 2010 for a review of research on WCF, Bitchener & Ferris, 

2012).  Many teachers do not make comments on discourse features because they do not feel 

they know what to offer as a specific correction. The freedom to identify discourse problems 

in student writing without feeling burdened by the need to provide solutions or corrections 

may enable writing teachers to more readily provide discourse-focused feedback. This could 

be applied in teacher training to prepare teachers for giving discourse-focused feedback 

comments (see section 8.4). 

8.3 How do teachers’ feedback practices relate to their beliefs? 

A fourth important finding of this study was there was a clear correspondence between the 

teachers' stated beliefs and their feedback practices. In most cases the teachers provided 

feedback at the discourse level in a manner consistent with (1) their beliefs about the purpose 

of their writing classes, and (2) their belief that good writing depended on how articulately 

and logically the meaning was conveyed in the text as a whole. In the interviews, they stated 

their beliefs about what writing should be, the different conventions in English and Chinese 

writing, and students’ weaknesses in English writing. The basis for their beliefs were mainly 

their own learning and teaching experiences. From what the three teachers said in their 

interviews, there was a lack of teacher training on how to address discourse-related writing 

problems.  

The teachers believed that the role of writing teachers was to help students to notice their 

writing problems, due to the change in their professional development. As mentioned in 

section 1.2, this was a relatively new phenomenon for these three teachers. During the time I 

collected data, they all stated how they adapted to their role as a writing teacher in such new 
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teaching context in line with the curriculum reqirements.  in general, all three teachers 

seemed to have shifted their feedback focus from local grammatical errors to writing 

problems at discourse level when they taught writing as a separate class from the traditional 

grammar class. Their statements in the interviews during the study suggest that they had each 

undergone a change in their beliefs prior to the study as to the role of a writing teacher and 

how writing teachers should give feedback on student writing, even though this previous 

change of beliefs was not specifically focued on during the study. Despite not having had any 

systematic training on teaching EFL writing and giving feedback beyond error correction, the 

change of teaching environment influenced their beliefs on what they should focus on when 

giving feedback comments.  

The change of school curriculum informs the teachers what writing skills at discourse level 

should be taught at tertiary level to ultimately prepare students for becoming good writers. 

Understanding the big picture helps teachers align the learning objectives of their own 

curriculum with the school’s curriculum. In particular, Qiang and Mei both had the support of 

team work where they prepared lessons with other teachers. Teachers in their departments 

informed each other about their teaching materials. However, Lan did not have such 

teamwork and she prepared her lessons alone. The curriculum she used was more like a 

general teaching plan without detailed information on what to do, especially with their 

feedback to students. She built up her own curriculum to teach writing at discourse level 

which provided her students goals for the academic semester. 

Furthermore, all the three teachers mentioned that they felt a gap in the pedagogy since they 

could not teach the same group of students continuously due to programming issues. They 

could only do what they thought students needed to achieve during the semester they taught 

and what they thought was important for their students. This can also explain why they 

focused a lot on text-in-general features other than genre-specific issues. This implies that 

teachers play a key role in developing, implementing, assessing and modifying the 

curriculum.  

They identified writing problems at the level of discourse because they saw this as something 

that student writers could not do by themselves. The three teachers allowed students personal 

choice regarding what to write, while focusing on assisting them to construct clear meaning. 

This was a key belief that supported the writing teachers’ preference for providing discourse-

focused feedback in preference to remarks about content. They preferred to use feedback 
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comments to provide students with the opportunity to explore the different ways in which 

texts could be constructed to convey meaning. 

 

Table 51 Reasons for the tensions between beliefs and feedback practices 

Reasons for the 

tensions 

Stated beliefs Observations Explanations 

1. workload Qiang 

He did not believe that 

teachers should be 

correcting discourse 

problems. 

 

He made a number of 

corrections (22 out of 

51 comments on 

cohesion). 

 

He felt it saved time to 

make corrections on 

cohesion rather than 

make suggestions.  

2. Student affect Lan 

She valued the features 

of coherence and unity 

much more in the 

quality of the students’ 

writing. 

Qiang              

He believed that 

students need teachers’ 

scaffolding, especially 

good examples, to 

remedy their writing 

problems at the 

discourse level.      

 

She gave more 

feedback on cohesion 

than coherence and 

unity. 

 

 

 

He gave no example of 

the remedy for 

discourse problems, 

except in the case of 

cohesion problems. 

 

As a teacher, she did 

not want to appear 

bossy on the content of 

student writing. 

 

 

 

He did not think the 

writing teacher should 

intervene in the content 

of student writing. 

3.Lack of confidence/ 

knowledge 

Lan 

She believed that 

running comments 

could be more helpful 

than end comments. 

 

 

Mei 

She thought she should 

not provide the 

correction but should 

help them notice the 

problem and let the 

students find out how 

to solve it by 

themselves. 

Qiang 

He did not think 

cohesion is a serious 

problem in students' 

writing. 

 

She made equal 

amounts of end 

comments as running 

comments on three 

scripts, focusing on 

discourse. 

 

 

 

 

Sometimes she 

corrected students’ 

errors directly 

 

 

 

 

 

He gave much more 

feedback on cohesion 

than other discourse 

features. 

 

She had difficulties in 

locating discourse 

features such as 

coherence and unity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

She felt a lack of 

confidence that 

students could find the 

solution and they need 

examples. 

 

 

 

It is easier for him to 

give feedback on 

cohesion. 

4. Student 

expectations 

Lan 

She did not believe that 

praise comments were 

very helpful. 

 

She made only one 

praise comment, on the 

coherence of the 

writing. 

 

The student was 

expecting to be praised. 
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Although teachers’ observed feedback practices were generally in line with their stated 

beliefs, there were times when their specific practices were not consistent with their beliefs. 

Such mismatches were caused by a range of factors. Most tensions between beliefs and 

feedback practices were related to teacher workload/time constraints, concern with student 

affect, lack of knowledge/confidence and student expectations. So, teachers were found to 

give feedback in ways different from their stated beliefs whenever one or more of the above 

factors was evident. Table 51 above gives examples of these four factors. This shows that the 

teachers varied their feedback strategies depending on how they thought these strategies 

would impact on students cognitively and affectively, and also whenever they felt a lack of 

time or when they felt unsure how to implement a particular feedback strategy. 

The three teachers preferred to provide comments from the perspective of a reader rather than 

that of an authority on the subject being written about. Their preference for advising students 

from a reader’s perspective is in line with one definition of feedback as ‘any input from a 

reader to a writer with the effect of providing information to the writer for revision’ (Keh, 

1990:294). Giving feedback comments from a reader’s perspective provided an opportunity 

for students to see their teachers not only as evaluators but also as engaged readers. This may 

be one reason why teachers rarely suggested corrections, but simply pointed out 

problems. An authority would more naturally seek to correct. Taking the perspective of a 

reader offers an opportunity for more writing teachers to feel comfortable offering discourse-

related feedback that locates problems without needing to correct the problems. The practical 

beliefs of the teachers enabled them to locate problems, even when they could not clearly 

articulate a specific correction. The study highlights that simply helping students to locate 

discourse-related problems takes them beyond what sentence-level grammatical corrections 

can offer. On the other hand, the study also shows the needs of teacher training to enable 

teachers to provide specific discourse-focused feedback. This is a skill that ought to be added 

to teacher training. Furthermore, providing a framework to help writing teachers to provide 

discourse-focused feedback should be an objective of future research.  

Findings from this study showed that the three writing teachers gave discourse-focused 

feedback because they were aware of the change of their professional development as writing 

teachers, rather than language teachers in a grammar class. This may help them to move 

beyond teaching correction at a sentence level to additionally providing discourse-focused 

feedback as both running comments and end comments. This new approach is likely to 
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benefit the Chinese education system as it seeks to establish the role of writing teachers as 

separate from those in other roles associated with language learning. 

8.4 What can we learn from the three teachers? 

In the existing literature, it is still controversial whether written corrective feedback can 

improve learners' L2 development and accuracy (Ferris, 1999, 2004, 2010; Truscott, 1996, 

1999). Moreover, as Truscott (1996) pointed out, feedback on grammar and content in 

students' writing may help them to make improvements to particular compositions, but it 

remains to be seen whether students become better writers in the future because of this help. 

In the present study, the writing teachers’ strong focus on discourse-related writing problems 

and their feedback strategies contribute to our understanding of what teachers can comment 

on beyond sentence level, distinct from research into teacher feedback mainly focusing on 

lexico-grammatical features in existing literature (e.g. Lee, 2004, 2008, 2009; Ferris, 2010 for 

a review of research on WCF). 

8.4.1 Discourse features targeted in feedback 

As discussed, discourse-focused feedback does not have objective rules, but rather focuses on 

subjective aspects of writing connected to the construction of meaning. When providing 

feedback at the discourse level, the three writing teachers commented on both genre-specific 

and text-in-general aspects of students’ texts.  

8.4.1.1 Genre-specific comments 

The three writing teachers addressed their students’ weakness in writing as L2 writers. It is 

important to be aware that the difficulties that L2 writers experience with writing are not all 

necessarily related to the fact that they are writing in a second language. They may simply 

lack experience for writing in a specific genre (e.g. argumentation). As Mei observes: 

I think students do not know how to construct their ideas in the way 

argumentative writing should be. It is very normal to find that students write 

argumentation as expository writing because they do not know the difference 

between these two types of writing. (Mei) 

According to theoretical discussion of discourse features, the genre-specific properties of 

texts are reflected by the ways in which links between textual propositional units are 

signalled (see 2.1.4). This study showed three targets for genre-specific comments. First, 

feedback comments might address the rhetorical structure of a type of writing. For example, 

Mei commented on how to make a clear claim, support the claim, address counterarguments, 
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and conclude the essay in argumentative writing. Second, feedback comments might direct 

the attention of students to specific requirements of a type of writing. For instance, Qiang 

provided feedback on setting, character, plot, and point of view in narrative writing. Third, 

genre-specific feedback might address the general purpose of a text (i.e. the objective, the 

stance of the writer, and the expected readers); performed social actions within rhetorical 

contexts (i.e. to introduce, to explain, or to recommend); and formal properties (the formal or 

informal style of linguistic expression, and use of literal or figurative language). 

Table 52 Genre-specific comments 

Type of writing Feedback focus Sample comments 

Argumentative 1.Appropriateness 

for genre 

2. Construction of 

the conventional 

types of content (e.g. 

controversy, 

counter-argument) 

3. Global and local 

generic structure 

1.1 This is more of a description than an argument. 

1.2 We are going to present an argument rather than a 

comparison.  

2.1 What is the issue? An opposing view is not 

addressed.  

2.2 Better to address the opposing viewpoints as you 

present each reason. 

 

3.1 You should use the structure of ‘Thesis, Argument 

and Conclusion’. 

3.2 Construct your conclusion by restating your thesis 

and summarising the supporting points of the 

argument. 

Expository 1. Objective 

 

2. Stance of the 

writer 

 

3. The expected 

reader 

1.1 What is the point (purpose) of talking about your 

own reading experience? 

2.1 What is your stance? Who are you?  

2.2 Are you writing as one of the students or as an 

experienced reader? 

3.1 Whom are you writing for? 

3.2 And whom are you talking to? 

Narrative 1. Use of descriptive 

language  

 

 

2. Selection of point 

of view (e.g. first-

person, third-person) 

3. Narrative   

conventions: setting, 

character and plot 

1.1 Try to provide a balance of emotive and objective 

description. 

1.2 Use more concrete words to build up a picture in 

reader’s mind. 

2.1 Use the third-person perspective. 

2.2 Write in the first-person. 

 

3.1 More description of the environment.  

3.2 Be specific in the description of the character (e.g. 

appearance and elegant manners) 

3.3 The process (of saving her) is important in an 

action story. 

 

Genre-specific comments by teachers provide a way to direct the attention of students to the 

specific requirements of a type of writing. The findings of this study on genre-specific 

comments are summarised in Table 52 above. 
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8.4.1.2 Comments on text in general 

All three teachers made many more text-in-general comments than genre-specific comments. 

This accords with existing literature that finds that some patterns of text features are 

applicable to all writing (see section 2.1.5).  

 

Table 53 Text-in-general comments 

Targeted 

discourse features 

Feedback focus Sample comments 

Organisation 1.1 Global text structure 

(e.g. Introduction, 

Body, and Conclusion) 

1.2 Local text structure 

(e.g. point-elaboration, 

statement-evidence use 

of paragraphing) 

1.1 The introduction is too long. Split it into 

two paragraphs. And where is your 

conclusion? 

1.2  Give a topic sentence at the beginning of 

each paragraph. 

Unity 1.1 Whether the text 

focuses on one topic 

1.2 Whether each unit of 

text (paragraph) 

supports the thesis 

statement 

1.3 This does not seem to match your topic. 

 

1.4 This example is too detailed. How does 

this example support your point? 

Coherence 1.1 Logical connection 

between the text and 

the thesis/ topic 

1.2 Logical connection 

between paragraphs 

within the text 

1.3 Logical connection 

between sentences in a 

paragraph 

1.1 What is your logic?  

1.2 There is a problem with the logical 

connection of your reasons. 

1.3 What is the logical relationship between 

these sentences? 

Cohesion  1.1 Use of conjunctions to 

signal the relationship 

between text units 

1.2 Use of referencing (e.g. 

selective demonstrative 

this/that, these/those) 

1.3 Use of personal 

pronouns (e.g. I/we/me, 

you, they) 

1.4 Use of linkers to signal 

the order or sequence 

(e.g. time sequence 

1.5 Lexical cohesion 

1.1 Why did you use ‘Because’? It is not 

cause &.effect. 

1.2 .What does ‘that reason’ refer to? Be 

specific. 

1.3 Be consistent when you use the pronouns 

‘you’ and ‘we’ in the same paragraph. 

1.4  ‘at the beginning’ and ‘someday’ in the 

same sentence contradict each other. 

1.5 Avoid unnecessary repetition of the key 

words ‘driver’ and ‘kidnapper’ by using 

synonyms. 

Metadiscourse 1.1 Use of attitude markers 

1.2 Use of meta-text to 

help the reader interpret 

the writer’s message  

1.1 The use of ‘as far as I am concerned’ is 

too personal. Be more objective. 

1.2 Any insight or personal comment to 

conclude the story? What is the moral of 

the story? What is the implication for the 

characters? 
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When giving feedback on text in general, the teachers targeted five discourse features: 

coherence, cohesion, unity, organisation and metadiscourse. The teachers used comments on 

these discourse features to arouse students’ awareness of writing at text level (see above 

Table 53). 

 

The finding that the teachers’ feedback focused on discourse is in line with Tarone’s (1980) 

argument that by helping students to say what they want or need to say, communication 

strategies can help to expand language. Discourse-focused feedback does not have objective 

rules, but rather focuses on the subjective aspects of writing connected to construction of 

meaning. Moving beyond teachers’ comfort zone of grammar correction to embrace new 

opportunities to help students uncover weaknesses in their writing through discourse-related 

feedback, however, will possibly yield the reward of seeing student writing clarity develop 

beyond what traditional teaching techniques could afford. 

 

8.4.2 Feedback strategy 

The three teachers gave more comments to identify problems rather than making corrections 

and suggestions. This is in line with the literature that teacher feedback should not be overly 

directive. For example, Oxford (1990:49) calls on the application of strategies that ‘help 

learners become more fluent in what they already know and may lead learners to gain new 

information about what is appropriate or permissible in the target language’. Similarly, 

according to Hyland and Hyland (2003), teacher feedback to students should neither ignore 

students’ own voices, impose teachers’ own requirements on them, nor force them to meet 

standards needed to gain success in writing.  

 

Feedback on discourse problems requires different strategies to feedback on grammatical 

errors. For example, in the case of corrective feedback, corrections are made in line, followed 

by metalinguistic feedback as end comments. This strategy may not be appropriate when 

providing feedback at discourse level. Most discourse-related writing problems cannot be 

located in a particular sentence. It is recommended that meta-text feedback be given in the 

margin alongside the problem area to help students identify where the problems are. If meta-

text feedback is given at the end of student writing without pointing out the location of the 

discourse problems, it misses the opportunity to help students to identify the location of the 

discourse problem. This could also explain Mei’s feedback strategy of using the leading 
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words, ‘Introduction, Body and Conclusion’ in her end comments to help students locate the 

problematic area (see Sample 5 in Chapter 4). As Ferris (2002) addressed, the location of 

teacher comments as a way to help students identify errors. 

 

All three teachers in the present study aimed to help students to locate their discourse-related 

problems. A strategy of providing specific feedback to a subset of students and then using 

this to highlight trends to the rest of the class is one approach that the teachers found to work 

well. While the value of discourse-focused feedback might be greater when specific to each 

student and located by running comments coupled with summary end comments, teacher 

workloads make this unrealistic for the majority of writing teachers. A framework for 

discourse-focused feedback might formalise this method of providing specific feedback to a 

few for the purpose of vicarious guidance to the majority. This may be a pragmatic approach 

that makes discourse-focused feedback a viable option for writing teachers. 

 

8.4.3 Starting points on giving feedback at discourse level 

As Guénette and Lyster (2013) maintain, there is a lack of research on how teachers respond 

to their students' writing and what justifies their pedagogical choices. Despite the fact that 

English writing courses are increasingly popular in China, suggestions on providing feedback 

at the discourse level do not yet exist. The findings of the three experienced teachers’ 

feedback practices suggested a starting point that would enable writing teachers to begin 

providing discourse-focused feedback. The following suggestions could in future be extended 

to create a more detailed framework for discourse-focused feedback: 

 

1. Teachers are to draw on their own experiences as a learner, writer, teacher and reader 

to identify discourse-related issues. 

2. Running comments need to be located alongside or in line with discourse-related 

problems in order to draw the attention of students to problem areas. 

3. When making end comments, leading words, such as “introduction”, may be used to 

guide students to the problem area. 

4. Problems should be highlighted, without providing correction, to encourage student 

autonomy and to empower teachers to give direction without the burden of needing to 

make corrections. 

5. Comments may be given with the concern of genre-specific issues (see Table 52) 
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6. Key discourse-related issues may be identified by considering the following features 

(see Table 53): 

a) Coherence – does the writing have a logical flow? 

b) Cohesive devices – are these used to link ideas? 

c) Unity – do the ideas belong together (i.e. are examples relevant)? 

d) Organisation – does the local and global order of topics and sentences 

make sense? 

e) Metadiscourse – are such features used to guide the reader (e.g. using ‘for 

example’ before giving an example)? 

 

It is suggested that writing teachers begin with these ideas, and then extend them based on 

their experiences, contexts, and knowledge. This set of guidelines is not a complete 

framework, but a work in progress.  

8.5 Summary 

Findings of this study suggest that in order to meet learners’ needs in EFL writing classes, the 

most desirable pedagogical situation is one in which a balance is struck between focusing on 

sentence-level language features and focusing on discourse-related features in students’ 

writing. This study has highlighted the importance of locating discourse-focused running 

comments when providing feedback to students. Helping students to locate writing problems 

requires a combination of teacher knowledge and effective student guidance to accelerate the 

learning of good writing technique. Enabling more teachers to use this approach has been 

discussed in terms of exploring development of a framework for discourse-focused feedback. 
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The main purpose of this chapter is to make concluding remarks and offer suggestions that 

ESL writing teachers may use in their classrooms when giving feedback at the discourse level. 

It also suggests ways in which in-service language education can engage with teachers’ 

beliefs and practices to help them become more aware of their classroom practices and make 

further improvements. 

9.1 Summary of main findings 

Giving discourse-focused feedback may present a challenge for many writing teachers, as 

there are no specific guidelines with rules and regulations to assist them. This study applied a 

case study approach to describe the feedback practices of three tertiary teachers and explore 

the beliefs underpinning their feedback comments. The following is a summary of the main 

findings from the three cases. 

9.1.1 Case One: Mei 

Mei, taught argumentative writing. She focused strongly on discourse features in her written 

feedback comments. She provided 571 feedback comments in total, among which 43.4% 

focused on discourse. The distribution of discourse-focused feedback exceeded that of lexico-

grammar (28.2%), and it was significantly higher than feedback in other areas such as: 

expression (7%), content (7%), mechanics (3.7%), and other unspecified areas (10.7%). 

Among her discourse feedback comments, 21.4% were genre-specific and 78.6% were 

general comments about the text. In the genre-specific feedback, most of her comments 

addressed the rhetorical structure of the argumentative essay. Comments were made on ways 

of making a clear claim and identifying controversial issues to start the argument, how to 

support the claim and handle the counter-argument, and how to conclude the essay. She 

targeted five aspects of discourse in her feedback on general text, her strongest focus being 

on organisation (23.4%), followed by coherence (15.7%), cohesion (15.3%), unity (14.1%), 

and metadiscourse (10.3%).  

 

In terms of feedback strategies, overall she made more running comments (63.7%) than end 

comments (36.3%). However, she used more end comments when giving feedback about 

genre, organisation, and unity. Although her preference was to give comments that advised 
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rather than praised, she used six comments to praise students. Praise comments tended to be 

made as end comments. Her main preference was to point out problems (198), rather than 

provide corrections (30) to students.  However, she tended to make slightly more corrections 

(22 out of 38) when giving feedback on cohesion.   

 

Mei’s feedback practices were mostly in line with her beliefs about teaching and learning 

EFL writing. There were, however, some tensions between specific feedback strategies and 

stated beliefs. Her beliefs were informed by the following factors: her learning experience, 

her understanding of discourse features, her previous teaching experience, and the influence 

of her colleagues. She addressed difficulties such as: locating the discourse problems, how to 

advise students to make improvements without making them feel frustrated, and how to 

advise students without being autocratic about the content of learners’ finished texts. It 

seemed that the main reasons for these tensions between her feedback practices and beliefs 

were contextual factors such as workload, individual learner differences, and student affect. 

She varied her feedback strategies depending on how she thought these would impact on 

students both cognitively and affectively.  

9.1.2 Case Two: Lan 

Lan, taught expository writing following general writing conventions. As a writing teacher, 

she was very aware of the difference between English and Chinese writing. She provided 

feedback to help students write a good English essay and believed in the importance of 

feedback on discourse. She provided 633 feedback comments in total. Lan's strongest focus 

in her written feedback was on discourse features (35%), followed by lexicogrammar (32%), 

expression (10.6%), content (6.8%), mechanics (3.3%), and other unspecified areas (12.3%). 

In her discourse-focused feedback, the vast majority of her comments (90.2%) focused on 

text features in general, although the genre perspective was also an important focus. She 

targeted five discourse features in her feedback on general text features, her strongest focus 

being on cohesion (34%), followed by organisation (16%), coherence (15.6%), unity (13%), 

and metadiscourse (11.6%). Lan’s genre-specific feedback addressed: the general purpose of 

written communication (i.e. the objective of the essay, the stance of the writer, and the 

expected readers); performed social actions within rhetorical contexts (i.e. to introduce, to 

explain, or to recommend); and formal properties (the formal or informal style of linguistic 

expression, and use of literal or figurative language). 
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In terms of feedback strategies applied in discourse-focused comments, Lan made far more 

running comments (85%) than end comments (15%). She made only one comment of praise. 

Most of her discourse-focused feedback identified writing problems (99%). Her style was to 

mainly identify problems (61%), sometimes make corrections (26%), and infrequently make 

suggestions (13%). In Lan's discourse-focused feedback, feedback focus and feedback 

strategy were related in various ways. For example, she made end comments more frequently 

when she focused on genre-specific perspectives and the unity of students’ texts. On only one 

occasion did she make an end comment on cohesion problem. Similarly, she made many 

more running comments to address coherence and metadiscourse, than end comments. 

Among the kinds of advice in her feedback, corrections were heavily weighted towards 

remedying difficulties with cohesion while there were no corrections related to the unity of 

student texts. In her comments on metadiscourse, she corrected and pointed out similar 

problems that occurred frequently.  

 

Lan provided feedback in a manner consistent with her belief that good writing depended not 

only on the accuracy of grammar, but also on how articulately and logically the meaning was 

conveyed in the text as a whole. She focused strongly on discourse features aligned with her 

beliefs about her role as a writing teacher, using feedback comments to help students at the 

level of discourse. Her discourse-focused feedback targeted more on general text than genre-

specific features because she valued the discourse features of a general text more highly when 

it came to helping students write a good essay. As a writing teacher, she had explicit beliefs 

regarding the difficulties students faced when writing a text, which had come from her 

learning and teaching experiences. The kinds of feedback strategies she used in her discourse-

focused feedback comments were generally congruent with her beliefs that students need to 

notice their writing problems, be aware of where their writing problems occurred, and then 

find solutions.  

 

However, there were times when contextual factors influenced the extent to which these 

beliefs were present in her feedback to students. She sometimes experienced a tension in 

terms of what to focus on and how to provide feedback for certain discourse features. She 

made adjustments in her practices when she met with constraints such as student performance, 

student affect, student need, and her workload.  
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9.1.3 Case Three: Qiang 

Qiang, taught English narrative essay writing. As a writing teacher, he was greatly aware of 

the difference between English and Chinese writing. In this teaching context, he provided 

feedback to help students write good narrative essays. He valued feedback at the discourse 

level and the focus on discourse (40%) in feedback comments was higher than a focus in 

other areas: lexicogrammar (28%), content (14%), expression (5%), mechanics (8%), and 

other unspecified areas (5%). He provided feedback on genre-specific conventions (20%) to 

draw students’ attention to requirements of narrative writing such as: setting, character, plot, 

and the selection of point of view in narration. He made more comments (80%) on general 

text features and text cohesion gained significant attention (38%). With regard to the other 

four discourse features he paid slightly more attention to organisation (21%), almost equal 

attention to coherence (17%) and unity (14%), and less attention to metadiscourse (10%).  

 

In terms of feedback strategy, he made an almost equal number of end comments (84) and 

running comments (82). He only gave nineteen comments of praise and all of them were 

made at the end of the scripts. Most of his discourse-focused feedback advised students about 

their writing problems (147). When giving advice, his main strategy was to point out that 

there was a problem (108), followed by making corrections (22), and infrequently making 

suggestions (17).  

 

The kinds of feedback strategy Qiang used in his comments were somewhat related to the 

discourse features he targeted. He gave many more running comments (45) than end 

comments (6) when he focused on cohesion, while he clearly provided more end comments 

when focusing on other discourse features. He praised students for both their genre-specific 

perspectives (6) and attention to general text features (13). The general features were mainly 

praised in terms of the organisation (5) and coherence (7) of their writing. He only praised 

one instance of metadiscourse, and there was no praise for either unity or cohesion. When 

giving advice through feedback, he only made corrections that related to cohesion. When 

focusing on unity, he only pointed out problems and there were no corrections or suggestions 

in his comments. Similarly, he made no corrections or suggestions regarding coherence and 

metadiscourse instead, he only pointed out when problems occurred.  

 

Qiang’s feedback focus and the strategies applied to giving feedback on discourse came 

mainly from his understanding of the students’ needs and the writing problems that emerged 
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in the students’ scripts. Although his feedback practices generally matched his stated beliefs, 

at times there was conflict between them and the realisation that his beliefs in feedback 

practice could be adjusted according to contextual factors such as student performance, his 

level of confidence, and workload.  

9.2 Concluding remarks 

In China, writing was once taught as an aspect of reading or grammar classes, and language 

teachers traditionally focused on sentence-level aspects of language use such as grammar, 

vocabulary, and mechanics. In recent years, writing has been taught separately and the focus 

of writing instruction has broadened to include discourse features such as text types, text 

structure, and cohesive devices that link sentences together (see Lee, 2002, 2008). It is 

important for ESL writing teachers to draw students’ attention to both the features of written 

discourse and the weaknesses they need to address. This study may have significant impact 

assisting teachers and teacher educators to understand how writing teachers provide feedback 

about discourse-related writing problems to tertiary students. 

 

As demonstrated in the preceding summary, the three teachers shared a number of 

commonalities in their beliefs and practices. Together, these commonalities form a new 

understanding of how writing teachers may provide written feedback addressing discourse-

related writing problems beyond traditional issues of grammar and accuracy. The conclusions 

that follow may enhance our understanding of teachers’ feedback on discourse-related 

writing problems within Chinese learning contexts. Firstly, there was a prevalence of 

discourse-focused comments in everyone’s feedback practices. Drawing from the teachers’ 

priorities when giving feedback on discourse-related writing problems, it can be suggested 

that tertiary teachers focus on writing at the text level in a Chinese context.  

 

Secondly, when giving discourse-focused feedback all three teachers mainly made comments 

that diagnosed learners’ writing problems, they seldom praised the students. From this, we 

can conclude that the three teachers understood their role in providing feedback in terms of 

helping students to improve their writing, rather than making them pleased with their efforts. 

Data collected from the interviews also supported this conclusion. For instance, Mei said: 
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I think it’s more important to let my students know what they fail to accomplish 

and what the problems are. They are mature learners, so I don’t always praise 

them simply to make them happy. They are happy if they feel they are improving. 

 

Therefore, the major pedagogical role of teachers' feedback in the Chinese context focused on 

encouraging students to improve their writing. 

 

Thirdly, the findings show that when diagnosing discourse-related writing problems, the 

teachers mainly provided feedback to identify a problem; they seldom made corrections or 

suggested solutions. As discussed in the previous chapter, discourse problems are different 

from grammatical errors. We can conclude that the feedback strategy for making corrections 

is suitable for commenting on grammatical errors, but not for commenting on global writing 

problems at the discourse level (with the exception of cohesive devices, such as conjunctions). 

Even in terms of the use of cohesive devices, the remedies for problematic conjunctive 

relations could be several, rather than a one-size-fits-all solution. The remedying of writing 

problems at the discourse level is largely related to how meaning is conveyed.  Therefore it 

can be suggested that the primary pedagogical role of teacher’s discourse-focused feedback in 

EFL writing classes is to assist students to notice their discourse problems by identifying 

what is wrong and then enhancing students’ autonomy when it comes to solving their 

discourse-related writing problems. 

 

Fourthly, there was a clear correspondence between the teachers’ stated beliefs and their 

feedback practices. However, in previous studies (see Lee, 2008; Ferris, 2014) mismatches 

often occurred. It is worthwhile noting that the three teachers had extensive teaching 

experience, but had not been trained in giving feedback. We can conclude that one is more 

likely to find a congruency between beliefs and practices when teachers’ beliefs are mainly 

derived from their learning experiences, or previous teaching experiences.  

 

Finally yet importantly, the results show that the three teachers varied their feedback 

strategies depending on how they thought these strategies would impact on students both 

cognitively and affectively. Individual teachers varied in their approaches to targeting 

discourse features. From this, we can conclude that there is no shortcut to finding the best 

strategy, or even the best perspective to take when teachers give discourse-focused feedback 

comments. We can, therefore, conclude that teacher feedback is a matter of adaptation and 
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revision for the teachers themselves. Of course, they should aim to tailor their feedback to the 

needs of each learner. Findings from this study provide concrete examples of the feedback 

strategies applied by the three teachers when commenting on individual students’ discourse-

related writing problems. It can be concluded that: (1) advice was prioritised above praise to 

direct students towards what needed improvement (this was especially evident in terms of 

feedback to adult learners); (2) ‘running comments’ was a practical strategy to help students 

locate their discourse-related writing problems, while ‘end comments’ drew the students’ 

attention towards revisiting key problems in a holistic manner; (3) identifying students’ 

discourse-related writing problems is way of encouraging them to notice and improve in 

ways that they may not be able to identify by themselves.  

9.3 Theoretical, pedagogical and practical contributions  

These findings enhance our understanding of teacher feedback in two main ways: (1) they 

provide a rich picture of the discourse features targeted by three tertiary teachers and their 

strategies for providing discourse-focused feedback; and (2) they provide an in-depth 

understanding of teachers’ beliefs in the light of their actual feedback practices, thus 

uncovering what informs these beliefs and feedback practices in terms of the congruency and 

mismatches between them. This study contributes to understandings of how teachers provide 

feedback that address discourse-related writing problems beyond traditional grammar and 

accuracy issues. It contributes both theoretically and practically to the field of writing 

pedagogy, providing context for EFL writing and teacher cognition in the following ways. 

9.3.1 Theoretical contribution 

This study brought new insights to teacher feedback by providing a rich picture of three 

Chinese writing teachers’ beliefs and feedback practices used to draw students’ attention to 

writing as text. 

 

Previous studies mainly focus on lexico-grammatical features to help students achieve 

accuracy in writing (e.g. Lee, 2004, 2008, 2009; Ferris, 2010 for a review of research on 

WCF). When studying EFL writing, it is important for students to learn not only to produce 

grammatically correct sentences, but also to use discourse-level features to create cohesive 

and coherent texts to achieve communicative purposes. As explained in Chapter 2, this study 

fills a gap in the literature by exploring teacher feedback concerned with genre-specific issues 

and text-in-general features to teach students to understand what they need to do, beyond 
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being error-free at sentence level, to produce a good piece of writing.  Therefore, as a first 

theoretical contribution, the findings of this study may advance theoretical discussions of 

what discourse features could be targeted in second language writing, pedagogy, and 

curriculum reform.  Additionally, it advances our understanding of the complexity of teacher 

cognition when giving feedback on discourse features, in ways that previous studies have not 

done. 

  

Secondly, the consistency between teachers’ beliefs and their feedback found in the study 

contributes to a better understanding of their beliefs and feedback practices. In existing 

literature, teacher discourse-focused feedback as a specific aspect of language teaching has 

not been explored in relation to teachers’ beliefs of what to focus on and how to give 

comments. This study helps provide a better understanding of teachers’ beliefs about 

feedback in writing class as a specific aspect of language teaching. For example, the teachers 

prioritise their beliefs when giving feedback comments to individual students. Moreover, 

EFL teachers in China have experienced new approaches to professional development since 

the separation of teaching English writing from other skills, as mentioned in section 1.2. This 

study’s findings about the teachers’ stated beliefs and their preference to focus on text rather 

than local grammar errors add evidence to theoretical discussions of the dynamic nature of 

teacher cognition as teachers’ beliefs develop in tandem with in-service teaching experiences 

(Childs, 2011; Lee, 2013; Tsui, 1996, 2007).   

  

9.3.2 Pedagogical contribution 

Drawing from classroom research, this study demonstrates the extent to which the three 

teachers focused on discourse features in their feedback as well as identifying the strategies 

they used for discourse-focused feedback. This enquiry into the way in which teachers draw 

students’ attention to writing problems at the level of discourse also stands as a contribution 

to pedagogical practice. The samples extracted from students’ scripts, together with teachers’ 

feedback comments may help teachers realise the benefits of analysing student scripts as 

written discourse rather than simply focusing on sentences. These findings could also be used 

in course materials to demonstrate discourse-related problems in students writing. The 

discourse features targeted in the teachers’ feedback provide examples of the application of 

text linguistics in actual classroom. This study encourages foreign-language teachers to think 
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about how to teach writing as written discourse and explore ways to conceptualise and 

present features of discourse to their students. 

This study may also encourage teachers to think about how they can train their writing 

students to assist each other through peer feedback. Students can be given examples of texts 

containing specific discourse features where they are asked to identify and discuss the use of 

these features. They can then compare those fragments of text with their writing and that of 

their peers to enhance their understanding of written discourse. Raising learner awareness of 

discourse-related writing problems may assist the further development of students’ discourse 

competence.  

9.3.3 Practical contribution 

Giving discourse-focused feedback may present a challenge for many writing teachers. This 

is typically because they feel there is a lack of resources to guide them. This study 

recommends composing practical guidelines for the discourse-focused feedback practices of 

teachers that could be applied in workshops or training for EFL writing teachers. For example, 

teacher educators can run workshops on ways in which teachers might focus on discourse in 

second language writing. The training could help writing teachers enhance their feedback 

practices in the following ways: 

1. Focus on discourse-related problems in students writing rather than sentence-level 

errors; 

2. Assist students to construct meaning in ways that meet the requirements of certain 

types of writing; 

3. Identify discourse-related writing problems in students’ writing and guide students to 

notice where the problems lie; 

4. Diagnose writing problems rather than simply praise students. 

 

As a means of emphasising the practical applications of this research, in Chapter 8 a set of 

guidelines for teacher education was suggested as a starting point that would enable writing 

teachers to begin providing discourse-focused feedback. These guidelines could in future be 

extended to create a more detailed framework for discourse-focused feedback. It was 

suggested that writing teachers might begin with these ideas, and then extend them based on 

their experiences, contexts, and knowledge. The set of guidelines is not a complete 

framework, but a work in progress.  
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9.4 Limitations of the study 

No study is without its limitations, and an awareness of the limitations of this research will 

enable readers to interpret the validity of the findings better and consider their importance in 

other aspects of writing and teacher education. 

 

Firstly, because of the nature of a case study approach, these findings directly relate to the 

idiosyncratic nature of each of the three teachers involved and caution must be exercised 

when assuming their relevance to other teachers in other contexts. As outlined in Chapter 3, 

the participants were not intended to be representative of teachers elsewhere. There may be 

similarities with the constraints and experiences of teachers in other contexts, but it is likely 

that each teacher and each context will have their own unique features that demonstrate both 

similarities and differences to those of this study. The findings of this study could be used to 

assist other teachers when they want to comment on discourse-related writing problems. 

However, the specific nature of the teaching context in which the study’s participants were 

working – a tertiary-level writing class – had unique characteristics. Teachers who give 

writing lessons to students with lower levels of language proficiency may not find this study 

appropriate for their teaching context.  

 

Secondly, this study concentrated on teachers’ feedback about discourse elements in students’ 

writing. It did not discuss the students’ response to their teachers’ feedback comments 

because of contextual constraints that meant the teachers did not collect students’ revisions. 

An even richer understanding of the impact of teachers’ discourse-focused feedback on the 

improvement of students’ writing could be obtained by exploring how individual students 

understand and apply the discourse-focused feedback provided by their writing teacher. 

 

Thirdly, experts researching discourse and text linguistics might feel that the writing teachers 

should have highlighted many more discourse features and used a greater variety of strategies 

when focusing on discourse within student scripts. However, the three teachers in this study 

were selected as ordinary teachers rather than experts in the field of discourse analysis. Even 

though the teachers’ discourse-focused feedback strategies were limited, the data on their 

feedback practices and beliefs richly describes ways in which the composition of feedback on 

discourse features in tertiary students’ writing within the context of Chinese higher education. 
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Fourthly, the three writing teachers managed to develop their own ways of making comments 

on discourse-related writing problems based on their experiential learning and practical 

beliefs. This exploration of beliefs behind feedback practices could have been deeper if more 

prompts had been used in the post-observation interviews. For example, they found it 

difficult to locate coherence problems. Further questions were needed so that they could 

explain what they knew about coherence. This kind of data could assist researchers to 

understand the teachers’ theoretical beliefs about discourse features. Thus, an exploration of 

how their theoretical beliefs relate to feedback practices might provide a richer understanding 

about the congruency between beliefs and practices in discourse-focused feedback.    

9.5 Suggestions for future research 

This study has made significant contributions to the field of writing education and teacher 

cognition by analysing: (1) ways in which the three Chinese writing teachers provided 

discourse-focused feedback on tertiary students’ writing; (2) the strategies they applied when 

giving discourse-focused feedback comments; and (3) their beliefs about commenting on 

discourse. This study covers new ground by exploring teachers’ feedback on discourse 

features in second language writing. Further avenues for research are suggested as follows: 

 

Firstly, the specific nature of the teaching context in which the participants were working has 

distinctive characteristics. Chinese teachers work with a prescribed curriculum in a 

monolingual classroom context that is different from other teaching contexts around the 

world. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore teachers’ discourse-focused feedback in 

multi-lingual classes in other countries, for example in the United Kingdom, the United 

States, New Zealand, and Australia. 

 

Secondly, these observations of the work of three teachers may be applicable to other 

teachers. This study provides the initial framework for which discourse features to target and 

ways of providing discourse-focused feedback, which could be developed as a survey into a 

questionnair. It would be interesting to conduct a large-scale investigation where more 

teachers could participate in understanding the complexity of giving feedback for discourse-

related problems. Follow-up interviews and observations could be made with selected 

teachers who are shown some of the more interesting data from the survey. Therefore, a more 
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complete set of guidelines could be provided, based on comprehensive understandings of the 

discourse-focused feedback practices of teachers.  

 

Thirdly, a corpus of teachers’ discourse-focused feedback could be established for the use of 

teacher training and teacher education. In the existing literature of corpus linguistics, there 

are corpus studies into learners’ errors in writing, but there is a lack of understanding about 

patterns in teachers’ feedback comments.   

 

Fourthly, the impact of different strategies on student uptake in their revision should be 

investigated to examine how much students understand what teachers mean through their 

discourse-focused feedback. It is anticipated that future studies will explore the relationship 

between teachers’ discourse-focused feedback and students’ uptake in revision. This research 

could identify the kinds of discourse feedback that are easier or more difficult for students to 

uptake and how teachers can provide better feedback on discourse features. It would be 

interesting to explore whether students’ improvement in their writing at the level of discourse 

follows a specific order and which type of feedback strategy would be more influential on 

students’ decisions about uptake.  

 

Fifthly, this study observed and analysed teachers’ written feedback comments. The teachers 

also gave their classes oral feedback to explain written comments further, but they did not 

have conversations with individual students because of their heavy workloads. It would be 

interesting to explore teachers’ ways of delivering oral feedback to individual students. 

Future research might explore the focus and strategies that teachers use when scaffolding 

feedback through these conversations.  

 

Sixthly, this study has revealed the complex relationship between teachers’ feedback 

practices, the beliefs that underpin these practices, and other contextual factors. However, 

because of the time span of data collection, any changes in their beliefs over time have not 

yet been explored. It would be interesting to conduct a longitudinal study to examine if there 

is any change in the development of teachers’ beliefs when conceptualising discourse features 

and giving discourse-focused feedback.  
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Furthermore, findings that revealed the teachers’ stated beliefs that the role of the writing 

teacher is to focus on text rather than local grammar errors contributes to theoretical 

discussions on the dynamic nature of teacher identity, since teacher beliefs seem to change 

with the development of their in-service teaching experiences (Childs, 2011; Lee, 2013; Tsui, 

1996, 2007). Specifically, EFL teachers in China have experienced different kinds of 

professional development since the teaching of English writing has been separated from other 

skills. While this study did not explore differences between writing teachers and language 

teachers, this area merits exploration in relation to teacher cognition.  

9.6 Summary 

In sum, focusing on discourse features in teacher feedback is important within the context of 

teaching EFL writing for tertiary students in China. Specifically, teachers should not burden 

themselves with solving discourse problems by making corrections or suggestions. Instead, 

they should focus on drawing students’ attention to what is wrong and then aim to enhance 

students’ autonomy by providing opportunities for students to become involved with the 

remedying of problems that exist beyond sentence level. The findings of this study could be 

used to assist other teachers when they want to comment on discourse problems.  However, it 

must be remembered that feedback from an individual teacher is always given to an 

individual piece of writing by an individual student, within a particular teaching context.  
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Appendix 2 Observation rationale and thoughts before observation 

Rationale 

 To understand how the teacher participants approach discourse 

 To see a live example of the participants’ teaching discourse  

 To subsequently explore the relationship between the participants’ teaching 

and their feedback practice in terms of discourse features 

Information sought 

How the teacher participant approached discourse teaching 

 Whether there is a specific focus on discourse features 

 How discourse features are presented and practiced if at all 

 How discourse is integrated with skills, context, etc. (Remove ‘etc.’ – it is too 

vague. Add in other concepts if you wish to include them) 

 Whether and how discourse features become the objects of focus 

 Whether there is a focus on discourse terminology 

 Whether and how discourse errors are corrected or commented about in a 

verbal form by the teacher 

Type of instruments used 

Field notes—running commentary 

Digital recording  

Copies of any materials used, e.g. lesson notes (if available) 

Other comments 

Try to avoid looking at the lesson from an assessment perspective. Consider: 

 Whether the discourse focus seems to have been specifically engineered for 

the observation 

 Whether the participant seems to be comfortable with this style of teaching 

 The teacher-student verbal feedback in classroom discussion 
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Appendix 3 Think-aloud training procedures  

Before you practice thinking-aloud, first I will explain what thinking-aloud is and how to 

provide think-aloud reports. Then I will demonstrate thinking-aloud. After that, you will 

practice thinking-aloud until you feel comfortable and secure doing it. 

In this study, I am interested in your thought processes while you are giving written feedback 

on the randomly selected samples of the student scripts. To get information on your thought 

processes, I am going to ask you to THINK ALOUD as you provide written feedback. What I 

mean by think-aloud is that I want you to say aloud everything you are thinking and 

everything that passes through your head from the time you give feedback until you finish the 

written feedback. However, please put the focus on your written feedback. Try to give written 

feedback as effectively as you can and put the secondary focus on the think-aloud report. 

When you think aloud, act as if you are alone in this room speaking to yourself. Do not plan 

what to say or explain what you are saying. If you are thinking in Chinese, please say your 

thoughts aloud in Chinese and do the same, if you think in English. Please continuously 

speak aloud. It is very important that you keep talking, so that I can gain as much information 

about the thought processes informing your written feedback as possible. If you are silent for 

any long period, I will ask you to talk. While you are thinking-aloud, your thinking-aloud 

report will be digitally recorded. Be sure to speak loudly enough for the machine to record 

clearly what you say. 

Do you understand what I want you to do? If you have any queries, please ask me now. 

Now I will demonstrate think-aloud while giving feedback to the following sentence. After 

that, you will practise thinking-aloud with two practice tasks. 

 Chinese people pay attention to being economical, but Americans attach importance 

in life to seeking pleasure. 

 (Demonstration) 

In this first practice, I would like you to give written feedback on the following sentence. 

Please say aloud everything you are thinking and everything that passes through your head 

while you make any comments. Please also write down your feedback. 

      Whether Chinese children can get something utterly depends on the parents’ whims, 

but American children, most of the time, only have to work hard enough to get it. 
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Now, for the second practice, please give written feedback to the following sentences. Please 

say aloud everything you are thinking and everything that passes through your head while 

you make any comments. Please also write down your feedback. 

 In China, children have a high status in the family. Parents and grandparents always 

regard the children as a treasure. American parents prefer to be friends with their children. 

They talk more and spend more time communicating with each other.  

Are you comfortable to think-aloud or do you need more practice? 

Now, since you feel comfortable with thinking-aloud, please give written feedback for the 

samples of student scripts. 

 (Adapted from Ericsson &. Simon, 1993, Protocol analysis: Verbal report data, revised 

edition, p.378. Massachusetts: The MIT Press.) 
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Appendix 4 Post observation interview questions for the pilot study 

Thanks for giving up your time for this interview. Everything in this interview will be 

confidential. I’m not expecting any particular answers, so it doesn’t matter what you say. 

Please feel free to use either English or Chinese in the interview. The interview comprises 

two parts; one is of general questions, and the other is of specific questions to encourage you 

to recall what you were thinking when providing written feedback on students’ scripts. 

Let’s start with the first part. It comprises questions from two aspects; one is about your 

feedback to the whole class, and the other is about your feedback to individual students.  

Part one: Teachers’ feedback to the whole class: 

1. Please tell me about your students’ writing. What do you think about your students’ 

 writing?  

 (What kinds of strengths and/or weaknesses do you see in your students’ writing? What 

aspects of writing do you think your students need to work on?) 

2. Can you tell me about your approach to teaching writing?  

(Do you provide any guidance on student writing? Why? How do you select what to include 

for guidance?)  

3. Do you think feedback is important? 

(What do you mainly take into consideration when you give feedback? What do you think of 

the students need for teachers’ written feedback?) 

4. How often and when do you provide feedback on the student’s scripts? 

5. How do you respond to the student’s writing?  

(What’s your approach to providing feedback? How do you comment on and evaluate the 

student’s written work? How can you make your written feedback helpful for the students?) 

That is all for the first aspect. Now I will ask questions about individual students. 

Part two: Teachers’ feedback on individual students 

1. If there are a few or even no grammatical mistakes in the student’s first draft, what do you 

want them to improve in their writing production? Please show me examples of how you help 
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individual students to know clearly about the exact part they need to polish as well as how 

they should revise? 

2. Are you satisfied with the students’ response to your written feedback?  

(Is there any gap between your written feedback and students’ response? What do you do to 

make the gap narrower?) 

3. What is your strategy to make the feedback helpful to the individual student? Do you have 

a similar focus on different student’s writing or a different focus?  

4. How do you correct or make comments on students’ writing? Do you use any criteria? If so, 

where do these criteria come from? 

In this final part of the interview, I am going to ask you about what you actually provided in 

the feedback to students’ writing. We will look at the scripts with your written feedback 

comments from your class. 

* (These questions in the brackets are optional prompts as follow-up questions in the 

interview if necessary). 
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Appendix 5 Samples of stimulated recall protocols 

For each comment, please comment on what this is about, then state if this is how you prefer 

to deal with this kind of event. 

Written Feedback Comment 1 

The student writes as follow, 

“When two westerners first meet and are greeting acquainted with each other, it is common 

to talk about the weather, aspects of one’s social identity, including common talk about the 

weather, aspects of one’s social identity, including education and interests for they think it is 

polit.” 

You provide written feedback as follows, 

“Incomplete and crippled statement. (You’d better include both subjects —westerners and 

Chinese people in the sub-idea). 

1. Can you tell me what this is about? What does “crippled statement” mean? 

2. Is this how you prefer to deal with the problem of coherence in students’ writing? Why or 

why not? 

Written Feedback Comment 2 

You provide written feedback (WFE6) in the text as follows, 

“+detail” 

But at the end you also give written feedback, such as “rich details (WFE9)” 

1. Can you tell me what you were thinking when providing these written feedback comments? 

2. Is this how you prefer to deal with the discourse problems in students’ writing? Why or 

why not? 

I don’t have any more questions. That is all for the interview. Thanks a lot for your time 

and attention. 
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Appendix 6 Sample analysis of written feedback on the student script 
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Appendix 7 Initial interview  

Thanks for giving up your time for this interview. This interview will be confidential. Please 

feel free to let me know whether you want to use either English or Chinese for the interview. 

The interview comprises three parts; the first part is about your own learning experience, the 

second part is about teaching discourse and the third part is about your providing feedback 

on discourse. Let’s start with the first part. 

1. Your own learning experience in the writing class or training programme? 

 Please tell me about your educational background, work experience and training 

experience. 

 How did you learn to write in English?  

(Did you learn discourse features in writing class or by yourself? How? Did you try to 

apply discourse devices in your writing? How successful do you think you were/are?) 

 Is your teaching of discourse features similar or different to how you learnt? 

(What was your own experience of receiving feedback for writing in English?)  

 Have you had any training on how to teach writing, teaching discourse or providing 

feedback? 

(If there were any training programme on those issues, what would you expect to learn?) 

That’s all for the first part. The second part consists of the questions about teaching 

discourse. 

2. Teaching discourse 

 Why do you teach discourse in writing class?  

(How has your teaching of discourse developed during your career?) 

 How do you decide which features to teach in your writing class? 

(To what extent do you think discourse features can be taught and learnt?) 

 Which discourse features are easier to teach? Which features are more difficult to 

teach in your class? 

Now I will ask you questions about your focus on discourse in the feedback 

3. Your focus on discourse in feedback  
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 Do you think feedback is important? Do you think feedback on discourse is important? 

Why? 

(Do you provide feedback on discourse? Why?) 

 What do you mainly take into consideration when you give feedback (on discourse)?  

(How do you decide which discourse features should receive feedback? How does the 

way you give feedback relate to the way you teach discourse? How successful do you 

think your feedback on discourse features are/have been?) 

 Do you prefer oral feedback or written feedback on discourse features? Why? 

(Do you give similar or different feedback depending on whether it is oral or written?) 

 

I don’t have any more questions. That is all for the interview. Thanks a lot for your time and 

attention. 

* (These questions in the brackets are optional prompts as follow-up questions in the 

interview if necessary).
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Appendix 8 Post-observation interview 

Thanks for giving up your time for this interview. Everything in this interview will be 

confidential. I’m not expecting any particular answers or anything, so it doesn’t matter what 

you say really. Please feel free to use either English or Chinese in the interview. The 

interview comprises two parts; the first part is composed of general questions, and  the 

second part consists of specific questions about what you actually provided in the feedback to 

the students’ writing. We will look at the scripts with your written feedback comments from 

your class.  

Let’s start with the first part. It comprises questions from two aspects. One is about to whom 

you provide feedback; the whole class and to individual students, and the other is about what 

kinds of feedback you provide regarding discourse features. Now I will ask you questions 

about feedback to the whole class and feedback to individual students. 

1. Feedback to the whole class and feedback to individual students 

 Why did you provide feedback to the whole class? 

* (Do you think whole class feedback is different from individual feedback? How 

different are they?) 

 How did you give feedback to individual students and help them make 

improvements?  

 

Now I will ask you questions about written feedback and oral feedback. 

 

2. Written feedback and oral feedback 

Focus on discourse 

 How did you decide which features of discourse to focus on in the written 

feedback?  

(Do you always give feedback on those features? Did your instruction influence your 

feedback? How?) 

 Did you have a similar or different focus in oral and written feedback? What 

did you focus on in oral feedback? Why? 

 How did you provide oral feedback? 
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   Feedback strategies 

 How did you decide which strategy was used to focus on discourse problems?  

(Did you correct discourse problems or make comments? Why and how? When did 

you correct discourse problems and when did you make comments? Where did you 

put your comments?) 

 What strategies did you think were more effective when you provided 

feedback on discourse?  

(Did you apply similar or different strategies for the same discourse problem in 

different students’ writing? Why and how? Did you pay equal attention to all 

discourse problems? Why and how?) 

 

That’s all for the first part of the interview. Now I am going to ask you about what you 

actually provided in the feedback to students’ writing. Let’s look at the scripts with the 

written feedback comments from your class. For each comment, please comment on what this 

is about. Then state if this is how you prefer to deal with this kind of event. 

Stimulated recall questions 

 Can you tell me what you were thinking when providing these written feedback 

comments? 

(Why did you choose to draw the student’s attention to this particular problem? Do you 

always comment on such discourse problems? Did you consider any other options before 

writing this comment in this way?) 

 Is this how you prefer to deal with the discourse problem(s) in students’ writing? Why 

or Why not? 

I don’t have any more questions. That is all for the interview. Thanks a lot for your time and 

attention. 

* (These questions in the brackets are optional prompts as follow-up questions in the 

interview if necessary) (Close up the space between these lines) 
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Appendix 9 Consent forms 

CONSENT FORM FOR TEACHERS 

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS 

 

Title:  Feedback on Discourse in EFL Writing 

Researcher:  Zhenjing Wang 

 

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an 

opportunity to ask questions and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  

 

 I agree to participate in the study. 

 I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I understand that I have 

the right to withdraw myself at any time during the research and any information traceable 

to me up to 30/08/2009. I also understand that withdrawing from the research does not 

affect my status. 

 I understand whether I take part in the study or not will not affect my work and the 

relationship with the department. I assure you that whether my students want to participate 

in this study or not will not affect their grades or their relationship with me. 

 I understand that classroom instruction will be both video- and audio-recorded.   

 I understand that when I give written feedback 4-5 writing assignments will be 

randomly selected for think-aloud protocols. The think-aloud protocols will be audio-taped. 

 I understand that any conferences I hold with individual students will be audio recorded. 

 I understand I will be interviewed and that the interview will be audio recorded. 

 I understand that the writing instruction, think-aloud protocols as well as interviews 

will be audio- or video-recorded, transcribed and coded. I also understand that my 

utterances in Chinese will be translated into English by the researcher. 

 I understand that I will not be given an opportunity to edit the transcripts of the audio- 

and video-recordings. Nor will I be offered a copy of the electronic files on it.  

 I understand that my name and the name of my university will not be used in any 

form of reporting of this research. 

 I understand that all the data will be stored in a locked cabinet on university premises 

for 6 years and then be destroyed by deleting the files and shredding the hard copies.  

 

________________                 _____________________       _______________ 

Name of the participant         Signature of the participant       Date 

(Please print clearly) 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __6__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2015__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Ethics and Biological Safety Administration

The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand

Level 3, 76 Symonds Street
Telephone: 64 9 373 7599
Extension: 83711 /  87830
Facsimilie: 64 9 373 7432

UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE

MEMORANDUM TO:

14 May 2009

Zhenjing Wang & Helen Basturkmen / Zhenjing Wang

Applied Language Studies and Linguistics

Re:  Application for Ethics Approval  (Our Ref. 2009 / 112)

The Committee met on 13-May-2009 and considered the application for ethics approval for your 
project titled ''Feedback on Discourse on EFL writing''.

Ethics approval was given for a period of three years. 

The expiry date for this approval is 13/05/2012.

If the project changes significantly you are required to resubmit a new application to the 
Committee for further consideration. 

In order that an up-to-date record can be maintained, it would be appreciated if you could notify 
the Committee once your project is completed. 

Please contact the Chairperson if you have any specific queries relating to your application.  The 
Chair and the members of the Committee would be most happy to discuss general matters 
relating to ethics provisions if you wish to do so.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE UAHPEC REGARDING THIS APPLICATION SHOULD INDICATE 
OUR REFERENCE NUMBER.

c.c. Head of Department / School, Applied Language Studies and Linguistics

Helen Basturkmen

Zhenjing Wang

DALSl Level 8, 
18 Waterloo Quadrant
Auckland Central

Lana Lon

Executive Secretary
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee

1. Should you need to make any changes to the project, write to the Committee giving full 
details including revised documentation.

2. The approval is for three years.  Should you require an extension write to the Committee 
before the expiry date giving full details along with revised documentation.  Extension can be 
granted for up to three years, after which time you must make a new application.

3. At the end of three years, or if the project is completed before the expiry, you are requested 
to advise the Committee of its completion.

4. Do not forget to fill in the 'approval wording' on the Participant Information Sheets and 
Consent Forms giving the dates of approval and the reference number before you send them out 
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        The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

                                                                                                                         

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

 

 

To: Students 

 

Title:  Feedback on Discourse on EFL Writing 

 

My name is Zhenjing Wang. I am a teacher of English in China University of Geosciences. 

Currently, I have been enrolled as a PhD student in the Department of Applied Language 

Studies and Linguistics at the University of Auckland. I am conducting this research for my 

doctoral thesis. This research aims to describe teachers’ provision of feedback on written 

discourse in the EFL writing class. The objective is to provide a descriptive framework to 

account for the features on which teachers give feedback on discourse and the strategies they 

use in doing so. It is hoped the framework will be of value in teacher education. 

 

You are invited to participate in the study.  

 

Your participation in this study involves classroom observation. This study will focus on your 

teacher. Your participation is what you normally do in regular class. You may find these events 

provide opportunities for your teacher to reflect on their teaching. In addition, you will be sent 

a summary of the final report of this research upon request. There will be no risks in taking part 

in this study. 

  

What does my participation involve? 

Your participation involves: 
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 My observation and video recording of 2-4 hours of your regular writing class. I will focus 

on your teacher and his/her teaching. If you do not want to be appeared in the video, you 

can continue to participate in writing instruction sitting out of the view of the machine. 

 Your scripts (first draft and revision). Your scripts may be chosen as discussion material in 

the interview with your teacher if you agree. 

 If your teacher has oral conference with you after class, the conversation between you and 

the teacher will be audio-recorded. 

 

 

As student participants, you do not need to give any extra hour for the research. The 

following schedule is for you to better understand the participation. 

 

Schedule 

Date Activity Time (for 

teacher 

participants) 

Week 1-2 1. I will make 2-4 hours classroom observation 

and video-record the writing  class.   

2. You are asked to hand in the written script (first 

draft). 

 

120-240 

minutes  

Week 3-6 1. The first draft will be given feedback by the 

teacher.  

2. If your teacher have any oral conferences 

with you about your writing, I will audio-

taped these conferences. 

3. I will collect your revised script. 

4. Your teacher will be interviewed about your 

writing class and the feedback he/she made 

on students’ writing. If you agree, your 

scripts might be chosen as discussion 

material in the interview. 

120 

minutes(think-

aloud 

protocols)+120 

minutes 

(interview)+ 

possibly 

60minutes for 

stimulate 

recall 

 

    

 

What happens to the information collected? 

 Your name and the name of your university will not be used in any form of reporting of 

this research. 

 Audio- and video-recordings of classroom observation will focus on teacher’s instruction. 

Teacher’s utterances in Chinese will be translated into English by the researcher. I will 

transcribe all the audio and digital recordings. Nobody else but me will have access to all 

the audio tapes, and transcripts.   

 After I complete this study, I will store the recordings and transcripts in a locked cabinet 

for a period of six years.  After this time, I will destroy all the information by deleting the 
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files and shredding the hardcopies. The electronic files will be stored on the researcher’s 

computer which is password protected for a period of six years. The electronic files will be 

deleted after this period.  

 You will not be given an opportunity to edit the transcripts of the audio- and video-

recordings. Nor will you be offered a copy of the electronic files.  

 

How will the data be used?  

The data gathered may be presented in papers and conference presentations and may be used 

for future research and shared with other researchers. If you agree, any audio or video clips of 

your appearance may also be included in research presentation. 

 

What are my rights as participants? 

 Your participation is voluntary.  

 You have the right to withdraw yourself from the research at any time and any information 

traceable to you up to 30/08/2009 without giving a reason. Withdrawing from the research 

will not affect your grade or the relationship with your teacher in any way. 

 If you choose not to be appeared in the tape for classroom observation, you will continue 

with normal class activities in the place out of the view of the video machine during the 

research period. 

 Teacher’s written feedback for your scripts (first draft and revision) will be part of the data 

for the research. Further analysis will be done only on teacher’s feedback but not on your 

scripts. But your scripts might be chosen for the interview with the teacher if you agree.  

 

 

If you agree to take part in the research, please sign the Consent Form and then return it to me. 

Thank you very much for making this study possible. If you have any questions and want to 

know more about the study, please do not hesitate to   write to me or call me at:  

 

 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland  

New Zealand 

Email: zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz  amywzj223@yahoo.com.cn 

Phone: 64-21-02388589  

            86-10-84963784 

 

mailto:zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz
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My supervisor is: 

Dr. Helen Basturkmen 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland 

Email: h.basturkmen@auckland.ac.nz   

Phone: 3737599 Ext. 84965 

 

The Head of Department is: 

Associate Professor John Read 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland 

Email: ja.read@auckland.ac.nz 

Phone: 3737599 Ext. 87673 

 

 

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:  

The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC), 

Level 3, 76 Symonds Street,  The University of Auckland, Tel: 373-7599 ext. 87830.  

 

ZhenjingWang                 _____________________      __________________ 

Name of the researcher   Signature of the researcher                  Date 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112. 

 

                .  
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                                The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

CONSENT FORM FOR TEACHERS 

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS 

Title:  Feedback on Discourse on EFL Writing 

Researcher:  Zhenjing Wang 

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an 

opportunity to ask questions and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  

 I agree to participate in the study. 

 I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I understand that I have the 

right to withdraw myself at any time during the research and any information traceable to 

me up to 30/08/2009. I also understand that withdrawing from the research does not affect 

my status. 

 I understand whether I take part in the study or not will not affect my work and the 

relationship with the department. I assure you that whether my students want to participate 

in this study or not will not affect their grades or their relationship with me. 

 I understand that classroom instruction will be both video- and audio-recorded.   

 I understand that when I give written feedback 4-5 writing assignments will be randomly 

selected for think-aloud protocols. The think-aloud protocols will be audio-taped. 

 I understand that any conferences I hold with individual students will be audio recorded. 

 I understand I will be interviewed and that the interview will be audio recorded. 

 I understand that the writing instruction, think-aloud protocols as well as interviews will 

be audio- or video-recorded, transcribed and coded. I also understand that my utterances 

in Chinese will be translated into English by the researcher. 

 I understand that I will not be given an opportunity to edit the transcripts of the audio- 

and video-recordings. Nor will I be offered a copy of the electronic files on it.  

 I understand that my name and the name of my university will not be used in any form of 

reporting of this research. 

 I understand that all the data will be stored in a locked cabinet on university premises for 

6 years and then be destroyed by deleting the files and shredding the hard copies.  

 

________________                 _____________________       _______________ 

Name of the participant         Signature of the participant       Date 

(Please print clearly) 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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                  The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENTS 

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS 

Title:  Feedback on Discourse on EFL Writing 

Researcher:  Zhenjing Wan 

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an 

opportunity to ask questions and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  

 I agree to participate in this study. 

 I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I understand that I 

have the right to withdraw myself at any time during the research and any information 

traceable to me up to 30/08/2009 without giving a reason. I also understand that 

withdrawing from the research does not affect my status. 

 I understand the teacher have given permission for this study. I understand whether I 

take part in the study or not will not affect my relationship with the teacher or my 

grades in any way. 

 I understand that classroom instruction will be both video- and audio-recorded.  I also 

understand that if I don’t want to be appeared in the tape I can continue to participate 

in classroom instruction sitting out of the view of the machine.  

 I agree/do not agree that my scripts (first draft and revision) with teacher’s feedback 

might be chosen as discussion material in the interview with my teacher.   

 I understand possibly one-by-one oral feedback will be digitally recorded.   

 I understand that I will not be given an opportunity to edit the transcripts of the audio- 

and video-recordings. Nor will I be offered a copy of the electronic files on it. 

 I understand that my name will not be used in the research report and I will not be 

identifiable. I understand that my name and the name of my university will not be 

used in any form of reporting of this research. 

 I understand that data will be stored in a locked cabinet on university premises for 6 

years and then be destroyed by deleting the files and shredding the hard copies.  

   

________________            _____________________       _______________ 

Name of the participant         Signature of the participant       Date 

(Please print clearly) 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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                  The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

To: Teachers 

 

Title:  Feedback on Discourse on EFL Writing 

 

My name is Zhenjing Wang. I am a teacher of English in China University of Geosciences. 

Currently, I am enrolled as a PhD student in the Department of Applied Language Studies 

and Linguistics at the University of Auckland. I am conducting this research for my doctoral 

thesis. This research aims to describe teachers’ provision of feedback on written discourse in 

the EFL writing class. The objective is to provide a descriptive framework to account for the 

features on which teachers give feedback on discourse and the strategies they use in doing so. 

It is hoped the framework will be of value in teacher education. 

 

You are invited to participate in the study.  

  

I will like to ask your assurance that your students’ willingness or unwillingness to participate 

in this research will not affect their grades or the relationship with you in any way.  

 

Your participation in this study involves classroom observation and discussion of your 

feedback practices in interviews. You may find these events provide opportunities for you to 

reflect on your teaching. In addition, you will be sent a summary of the final report of this 

research upon request. There will be no risks in taking part in this study. 

 

What does my participation involve? 

Your participation involves: 

 My observation and video recording of 2-4 hours of your regular writing class. 

 Your doing ‘think aloud’ protocols when given written feedback on students’ scripts (the 

scripts of 4-5 individual students). The think-aloud protocols will involve approximately 

120 minutes in total and will be audio recorded. 
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 If you have oral conference with individual student after class, the conversation between 

you and the student will be audio-recorded.  

 Follow-up semi-structured interview will be conducted with you.  

 Possibly you will be asked to comment on episodes chosen from the video recording of 

your writing class. 

 

As teacher participant, you need to give extra hours for the research. The following 

schedule is for you to better understand the participation. 

 

Schedule 

Date Activity Time (for 

teacher 

participants) 

Week 1-2 3. I will make 2-4 hours classroom observation 

and video-record your writing instruction.  

4. You ask students to hand in their written 

scripts. 

 

120-240 

minutes  

Week 3-6 5. You make written feedback on students’ 

scripts.  

6. You will conduct think alouds of your 

feedback on  4-5 scripts (first draft).  

7. If you have oral conferences with individual 

students about their writing, I will audio-

taped these oral conferences. 

8. I will collect students’ revised scripts. 

9. You will be interviewed about your writing 

class and feedback on students’ writing.  

10. Possibly I will ask you to comment on some 

episodes from your writing class (stimulate 

recall). 

120 

minutes(think-

aloud 

protocols)+120 

minutes 

(interview)+ 

possibly 

60minutes for 

stimulate 

recall 

 

    

 

What happens to the information collected? 

 Your name and the name of your university will not be used in any form of reporting of 

this research. 

 Audio- and video-recordings of classroom observation will focus on teacher’s instruction. 

Teacher’s utterances in Chinese will be translated into English by the researcher. I will 

transcribe all the audio and digital recordings. Nobody else but me will have access to all 

the audio tapes and transcripts.   

 After I complete this study, I will store the recordings and transcripts in a locked cabinet 

for a period of six years.  After this time, I will destroy all the information by deleting the 

files and shredding the hardcopies. The electronic files will be stored on the researcher’s 

computer which is password protected for a period of six years. The electronic files will be 

deleted after this period.  
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 You will not be given an opportunity to edit the transcripts of the audio- and video-

recordings. Nor will you be offered a copy of the electronic files.  

 

How will the data be used?  

The data gathered may be presented in papers and conference presentations and may be used 

for future research and shared with other researchers. If you agree, any audio or video clips of 

your appearance may also be included in research presentation. 

 

What are my rights as participants? 

 Your participation is voluntary. 

 You have the right to withdraw yourself from the research at any time and any information 

traceable to you up to 30/08/2009 without giving a reason.  

 Withdrawing from the research will not affect your work or your relationship with the 

Head of the department. 

 

 

If you agree to take part in the research, please sign the Consent Form and then return it to me.  

If you have any questions and want to know more about the study, please do not hesitate to 

write to me or call me at: 

 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland  

New Zealand 

Email: zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz  amywzj223@yahoo.com.cn 

Phone: 64-21-02388589 

            86-10-84963784 

 

My supervisor is: 

Dr. Helen Basturkmen 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland 

mailto:zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz
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Email: h.basturkmen@auckland.ac.nz   

Phone: 3737599 Ext. 84965 

 

 

The Head of Department is: 

Associate Professor John Read 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland 

Email: ja.read@auckland.ac.nz 

Phone: 3737599 Ext. 87673 

 

 

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:  

The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC), 

Level 3, 76 Symonds Street, The University of Auckland, Tel: 373-7599 extn. 87830.  

 

 

Zhenjing Wang                _____________________      __________________ 

Name of the researcher   Signature of the researcher      Date 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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 The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

 

 

志愿参与者须知 

 

 

对象: 学生  

 

题目:  英语写作中对语篇特征反馈的研究 

 

本人王震静，系中国地质大学英语教师，现在奥克兰大学应用语言学及语言学系攻读

博士学位。本研究是我的博士论文课题，将描述教师在英语写作教学中对学生书面语

篇做出的反馈，致力于建立一个描述性的框架结构进一步说明教师在反馈中关注的篇

章特征以及他们多使用的反馈策略。本研究所建立的框架结构将对教师教育有一定意

义。 

 

在此，我邀请您参与本研究。 

 

您对本研究的参与即课堂观察。本研究的焦点是教师，您的参与即您平日的课堂活动。

您将发现本研究有利于你的老师更好的对教学进行反思。另外，如果您提出要求，我

可以将本研究的最终结果概要寄送给您。参与本研究没有任何风险。 

 

我的参与包括什么内容？ 

您的参与包括如下内容： 

 2-4 小时的课堂观察并录像录音。本研究的焦点是教师。如果您不愿意出现在录像

中，您可以选择坐在录像设备看不到的地方参与课堂活动。 

 作文（初稿和修改稿）。如果您同意，您的作文有可能 选作讨论材料之一在与教

师进行访谈时使用。 
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 如果您和教师有一对一的面授反馈，你们的谈话将被录音。 

 

 

做为学生参与者，您的参与无需在课外付出额外时间。下面的时间安排有助于您更好

的了解在本次研究中的参与活动。 

 

时间表 

时间 活动 历时 

第一周至 

第二周 

1. 课堂观察，录音录像的焦点是教师。 

2. 按时完成写作作业 即作文初稿。 

120-240 分钟

课堂教学 

 

第三周至 

第六周 

 

11. 教师对全班学生的作文做出书面反馈。 

 

12. 如果教师和您有一对一的面授反馈，你

们的谈话将被录音。 

 

13. 递交修改稿。 

14. 如果您同意，您的作文有可能被选作访

谈材料之一。 

 

 

120 分钟放

声思考+120 

分钟访谈

（针对教

师）+ 

60 分钟 刺激

回忆(针对教

师) 

    

收集的数据会做出怎样的处理？ 

 你的名字以及所在院校的名称不会在本次研究中出现。 

 本研究录音录像的焦点是教师，教师话语中使用汉语的部分将有我本人翻译成英文，

然后进行文字转录及编码。除我本人外，没有人有机会接近本次研究的数据。 

 数据收集结束后，所有材料将放在安全的带锁档案柜保存六年，六年以后将销毁所

有材料。涉及本次研究的所有电子文档将设置密码保存在我的电脑里，六年以后将

删除所有和很研究相关的数据材料。 

 在本研究期间，您无法修改有关录音录像的转录文字材料，也无法看到相关的电子

文档材料。 

  

 

收集的数据会如何使用？ 
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本研究收集的数据可能用于论文及会议演示，也有可能与其他研究者共享用于未来对

本课题的进一步研究。如果您同意，在与本研究相关的演示中将使用包含您讲课或相

关活动的录像或录音材料片段。 

 

做为参与者我有哪些权利？ 

 参与本研究是自愿行为。 

 你有权选择是否同意你的作文作为样本，你有权在 2009 年 8 月 30 日之前撤消对于

本研究的任何形式的参与，无需说明理由。撤消对于本研究的参与不会影响到你的

分数以及你和教师的关系。 

 如果你不愿意在课堂观察的录像材料中出现，你可以坐在录像设备拍摄不到的位置

继续参加课堂活动。 

 教师对你的作文进行的书面反馈将作为本研究的部分数据，数据分析的焦点是教师

的反馈而不是你的作文。但是你在作文中存在的问题有可能作为样本在对教师进行

访谈时使用。 

 

如果你同意参与本研究，请在同意书上签字并交给我。非常感谢你对本研究的支持。如

果你有问题或者相对本研究有更多了解，请给我写信或者电话咨询。 

 

王震静 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz  或 amywzj223@yahoo.com.cn 

电话：64-21-02388589  

            86-10-84963784 

 

我的导师是 

Helen Basturkmen 博士 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

mailto:zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz
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奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：h.basturkmen@auckland.ac.nz  

电话：3737599 Ext. 84965 

 

系主任是： 

John Read 副教授 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：ja.read@auckland.ac.nz 

电话：3737599 Ext. 87673 

 

涉及伦理审查方面的问题请联系奥克兰大学人文参与伦理委员会主席：  

The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC), 

Level 3, 76 Symonds Street,  The University of Auckland,  

电话: 373-7599 ext. 87830.  

 

ZhenjingWang                 _____________________      __________________ 

研究者姓名                     研究者签字                             日期 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  

         .  
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                                                 The University of Auckland 

Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

 

教师同意书 

（同意书有效时间为六年） 

 

题目:  英语写作中对语篇特征反馈的研究 

研究者:  王震静   

 

关于本研究项目，我已经得到解释并且明白其内容。我有机会提问，我提出的问题均

得到回复，我对相应回答满意。 

  

 我同意参与本研究。. 

 我明白我对本研究的参与是志愿行为。我有权在 2009 年 8 月 30 日以前撤消我

对本研究的所有参与行为及其相应数据，无需做出任何解释。我也明白撤消对

本研究的参与不会对我有任何影响。 

 我明白我是否愿意参与本研究不会影响到我的工作以及我和学校的关系，同时

我可以确保无论我的学生是否愿意参加本研究不会影响到他们的分数以及他们

和我的关系。 

 我明白课堂教学将会被录像录音。 

 我明白进行书面反馈时，我需要对随机选取的 4-5 个样本进行放声思考，并且

被录音。 

 我明白如果我对学生进行一对一的口头反馈，其内容将被录音。 

 我明白将对我进行访谈，其内容将被录音。 

 我明白课堂教学，放声思考，访谈将被录音录像，转录成文字资料，并且编码。

其中我用汉语表达之处将被翻译成英文。 

 我明白我不会看到有关课堂教学，教师访谈的录音录像材料的文字转录，更不

可能对其内容进行编辑或修改。 

 我明白我的名字以及我所在院校的名字不会出现在与本研究的有关报告内容中。 

 我明白数据将被保存 6 年，安全存放在奥克兰大学带锁的保险柜里。六年以后，

所有相关文字材料以及录音录像材料将被销毁，电子文本将被删除。 
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________________            _____________________       _______________ 

志愿参与者姓名                志愿参与者签字                      日期 

(请书写清楚) 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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                                The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

志愿参与者须知 

 

对象: 教师 

 

题目:  英语写作中对语篇特征反馈的研究 

 

本人王震静，系中国地质大学英语教师，现在奥克兰大学应用语言学及语言学系攻读

博士学位。本研究是我的博士论文课题，将描述教师在英语写作教学中对学生书面语

篇做出的反馈，致力于建立一个描述性的框架结构进一步说明教师在反馈中关注的篇

章特征以及他们多使用的反馈策略。本研究所建立的框架结构将对教师教育有一定意

义。 

 

在此，我邀请您参与本研究。 

 

同时，我希望您能保证无论学生是否愿意参加本研究都将不会对他们的分数以及和您

的关系有任何影响。 

 

您对本研究的参与包括课堂观察以及在访谈中讨论您给学生做出的反馈。您会发现这也

是一个您对教学进行反思的好机会。  另外，如果您提出要求，我可以为您提供本研究

终稿的概要。参与本研究没有任何风险。 

 

我的参与包括什么内容？ 

您的参与包括以下具体内容： 

 我将对您的写作课程进行 2-4 小时的课堂观察。您的课堂教学将用录音及录像的形

式记录。 

 我将随机选取 4-5 篇学生作文请您在进行书面反馈时进行放声思考，并且录音记录

下来。 
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 在您对学生进行课下面对面的口头反馈时，我将把您对学生的口头反馈进行录音记

录下来。 

 我将对您进行访谈。 

 如果研究需要进一步做数据追加，可能请您对课堂教学录像中的片段进行自我评论。 

 

做为教师参与者，您的参与需要付出额外时间。下面的时间安排有助于您更好的了解

在本次研究中的参与活动。 

 

时间表 

时间 活动 历时 

第一周至 

第二周 

3. 课堂观察，对您的课堂教学录音录像。 

4. 学生参与者按时完成英文作文。 

120-240 分钟

课堂教学 

 

第三周至 

第六周 

 

15. 您对全班学生的作文做出书面反馈。 

16. 其中随机挑选 4-5 篇学生作文做为样本请

您进行放声思考，录音记录您的反馈过

程。 

17. 如果您对学生有口头反馈，我将进行录

音。 

18. 收集作文修改稿。 

19. 对您进行访谈。访谈内容为问及您对学

生作文的书面反馈。 

20. 如果需要，选取课堂教学的片段请您进

行自我评述。 

 

 

120 分钟放

声思考+120 

分钟访谈

（针对教

师）+ 

60 分钟 刺激

回忆(针对教

师) 

收集的数据会做出怎样的处理？ 

 您的名字以及所在院校的名称不会在与本研究相关的任何报告中出现。 

 本研究的焦点是教师。您在话语中使用的汉语将由我本人先翻译成英文。我将对所

有录音录像材料进行文字转录，然后进行编码。除我本人外，没有人有机会接近本

次研究的数据。 

 数据收集结束后，所有材料将安全存放在带锁档案柜保存六年，六年以后将销毁所

有材料。涉及本次研究的所有电子文档将设置密码保存在我的电脑里，六年以后将

删除所有与本研究相关的数据材料。 

 在本研究期间，您无法修改有关录音录像材料以及与其相应的转录文字材料，也无

法看到相关的电子文档材料。 

 

收集的数据会如何使用？ 
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本研究收集的数据可能用于论文及会议演示，也有可能与其他研究者共享用于未来对

本课题的进一步研究。如果您同意，在与本研究相关的演示中将使用包含您讲课或相

关活动的录像或录音材料片段。 

做为参与者我有哪些权利？ 

 参与本研究是自愿行为。 

 你有权在 2009 年 8 月 30 日之前撤消对于本研究的任何形式的参与，无需说明理由。 

 撤消对于本研究的参与不会影响到您的工作以及您和院系的关系。 

 

如果您同意参与本研究，请在同意书上签字并交给我。非常感谢您对本研究的支持。如

果有问题或者相对本研究有更多了解，请给我写信或者电话咨询。 

 

王震静 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：zwan123@aucklanduni.ac.nz  或 amywzj223@yahoo.com.cn 

电话：64-21-02388589  

            86-10-84963784 

 

我的导师是 

Helen Basturkmen 博士 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：h.basturkmen@auckland.ac.nz  

电话：3737599 Ext. 84965 

 

系主任是： 
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John Read 副教授 

应用语言学及语言学系 

奥克兰大学 

专用邮箱 92019 

奥克兰，新西兰 

电子邮箱：ja.read@auckland.ac.nz 

电话：3737599 Ext. 87673 

 

涉及伦理审查方面的问题请联系奥克兰大学人文参与伦理委员会主席：  

The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC), 

Level 3, 76 Symonds Street,  The University of Auckland,  

电话: 373-7599 ext. 87830.  

 

 

ZhenjingWang                 _____________________      __________________ 

研究者姓名                     研究者签字                             日期 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112.  
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                                The University of Auckland Auckland, 

                   Private Bag 92019  

                                               New Zealand  

  Telephone:  64-9-373-7599 

Department of Applied Language Studies and Linguistics 

学生同意书 

（同意书有效时间为六年） 

题目:  英语写作中对语篇特征的反馈 

研究者:  王震静   

 

关于本研究项目，我已经得到解释并且明白其内容。我有机会提问，我提出的问题均

以回复，我对相应回答很满意。 

 我同意作为志愿者参与本研究。. 

 我明白我对本研究的参与是志愿行为。我有权在 2009 年 8 月 30 日以前撤消我

对本研究的所有参与行为及其数据，无需做出任何解释。我也明白撤消对本研

究的参与不会对我带来任何影响。 

 我明白我的老师已经同意参加本研究。同时我也明白我是否愿意参与本研究不

会影响到我和老师的关系以及我的成绩。 

 我明白课堂教学会被录像和录音。我也明白如果我不愿在录像材料中出现，可

以选择录像设备拍摄不到的座位进行日常课堂活动。 

 我同意/不同意我的写作作业（初稿和修改稿）及其老师对初稿的反馈会被选作

样本在对老师的访谈中提及。 

  我明白如果老师对我进行一对一的口头反馈，其内容将被录音。 

 我明白我不会看到有关课堂教学，教师访谈的所有录音录像材料的文字记录，

更不可能对其进行编辑或修改。 

 我明白我的名字以及我所在院校的名字不会出现在本研究的有关报告内容中。 

 我明白数据将被保存 6 年，安全存放在奥克兰大学带锁的保险柜里。六年以后，

所有相关文字材料以及录音录像材料将全部被销毁，电子文本将被删除。 

   

________________            _____________________       _______________ 

志愿参与者姓名                志愿参与者签字                      日期 

(请书写清楚) 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

ETHICS COMMITTEE ON _13/05/2009__for __3__ years from _13/05/2009_to 

_13/05/2012__ Reference Number 2009/112. 
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